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ABSTRACT
E-government is often defined as the public organization's use of information and
communication technologies for the production and delivery of information and services. Since
the early 1990s, e-government initiatives have been understood as a technological innovation
mechanism aimed at reaching greater levels of efficiency, effectiveness, and interoperability in
the public sector. However, as e-government evolves, it becomes more capable of bringing about
the benefit of e-governance to local governments, thus promoting the atmosphere of online citizen
engagement and democratic e-participation. Corresponding with the "Open Government
Directive" of 2009, municipal public leaders can easily use their Web portals as tools for building
transparent, participatory and collaborative government.
The rationale for this dissertation was to expand our current understanding of how local
governments in Pennsylvania respond to the challenge of developing more transparent,
participatory, and collaborative e-government sociotechnical systems (STS). Using the
comparative qualitative analysis of six cases, the researcher wanted to answer an overarching
research question of how and to what extent the town-gown collaboration might contribute to
advancing the e-government in small municipalities (with a population of less than 50,000). To
add more specificity to that research question, the author supplemented it with the following
clarifying sub-questions about three sets of factors: (1) the likely influences on continuous
development of local e-government, (2) factors that may affect social media integration into the
official municipal websites, and (3) factors that may affect town-gown e-government
partnerships.
To answer the research question, the author completed a comparative case study of six
small college towns in Pennsylvania (i.e., Bloomsburg, Edinboro, Kutztown, Lewisburg,
Shippensburg, and State College). The data collection process included thirty-one in-depth, openended interviews involving thirty knowledgeable respondents from local governments,
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universities, and community-based organizations that contributed to advancing e-government
sociotechnical systems (STS) in each of six selected municipalities. Sociotechnical theory (STT)
provided sensitizing concepts (i.e., technology, organization, and society) for conducting the
study and building a grounded theory within these conceptual boundaries. While the STT lens is
helpful for a high-level interpretation of the e-government phenomenon, the uncertainty
surrounding the town-gown collaboration in building and transforming e-government at the local
level called for a grounded theory approach. The author used a combination of qualitative
methods to examine six municipal e-government STS and explore the ways some Web portals
with integrated social media platforms used various ICTs to foster and facilitate citizen
engagement in their local communities. Finally, the researcher analyzed and described the
relationships among different factors that either contributed to or inhibited local government
online and off-line collaboration (e-partnering). Since the successful development of an egovernment STS always occurs in an environment that is subject to societal influences and
impacts, the Impact-Influence Model (Trauth, 1993) helped the author to refine the data analysis
process. The major contribution of this case study is an explanatory emergent theoretical model
of e-partnering between local governments, universities and community organizations. The
Town-Gown e-Partnering Model (T-GePaM) explains the intricate interrelationships among the
three major constructs, collaboration readiness assessment, collaboration success factors and epartnering venues.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Some scholars (Coursey, 2007; Eggers, 2005; Peristeras, Mentzas, Tarabanis, & Abecker,
2009) suggest that e-government should be understood in the context of the evolution of
information technology (i.e., public computing) in government. Thus, the first era of public
computing is associated with large, repetitive batch processing, such as tax processing and census
taking in the late 1950s and the early1960s. It later rapidly evolved with the rise of the mainframe
operations in the mid-1960s and most of the1970s. The third era has started in the early 1980s
with adoption of microcomputer technology, and by the mid-1990s, Internet technology. By that
time, the digital government era in the evolution of public computing has become a reality in the
United States and worldwide.
At the turn of the 21st century, new collaborative technologies known as “Web 2.0”
transformed not only the way people related to information on once static Web pages, but also the
way city halls, statehouses and federal agencies across America interacted with their
constituences. The term “Web 2.0” was coined in 2004 at a conference on this subject by
O’Reilly Media and CMP Media. According to PC Magazine Encyclopedia1, Web 2.0 does not
refer to any specific technology. This term is used to describe two major paradigm shifts in both
individual and business use of the Web, from static to highly interactive. These paradigm shifts
refer to user-generated content, or UGC (also known as consumer generated media),
virtualization and cloud computing. Social media platforms, whether for networking or content
sharing, such as Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube, and Flickr significantly expanded the UGC
concept by merging user commentaries with videos, photos, etc., and allowed people to
communicate with each other online on the scale of the unprecedented proportions. In their turn,
1
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virtualization and cloud computing revolutionized the legacy IT infrastructure. As defined by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), cloud computing is “a model for enabling
ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.” (Mell
& Grance, 2011, p. 2) NIST’s definition of cloud computing also suggested five “essential
chracteristics,” including on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid
elasticity, and measured service. There are also three service models, such as Software as a
Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). Eggers
(2005) as cited by Mergel (2010), tagged use of these new technologies in public administration
“Government 2.0” and described it as “a form of digital revolution that transforms government.”
Thus, the first decade of the 21st century can be characterized as a jump start of a new era of
enabling Web 2.0 social media tools in e-government that may lead to creation of a more
transparent, participatory and collaborative government.
There are three basic aspects of e-government – information/communication, transactions
(i.e., e-commerce), and participation. Electronic dissemination of information started in the mid1990s. It is often associated with the early (passive) stage in e-government history, when
government has just begun to make information (i.e., documents, forms, policies, and contact
listings) available on the Internet. At this early stage, e-government allowed different federal/state
agencies and municipal departments to become more efficient and to provide more accurate and
timely information (brochures, newsletters, etc.) to the people. However, one-way
communication soon proved to be insufficient. Official government portals eventually started to
offer certain interactive services like e-mail contacts and transactions (i.e., online payments for
services rendered). With the onset of online transactions people were enabled to apply for
licenses, permits, to pay parking tickets, or to file taxes.
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While use of e-government sites for citizen participation is less common, there are
examples of online town meetings, deliberative polling of panels of citizens, and chat rooms
(Mossberger, Tolbert, & Stansbury, 2003; Heyman, 2004). Interaction between officials and
citizens through e-mail is also a feature of digital government (Thomas & Streib, 2003; Horrigan,
2004). While e-government has diffused rapidly, in the span of less than a decade, and is still
evolving in terms of its features and techniques, the use of government websites has moved from
an experimental policy to one where all types of government have now had several years of
experience. Yet, the public sector worldwide is now facing new challenges. Governments now
learn to deal with increasingly influential and interwoven societal and technological
developments such as dynamic Web-based, mobile and multimedia applications. Lately,
YouTube videos about the presidential candidates in the U.S., weblogs of citizens and politicians,
location-based information like mobile city guides, and mobile-based surveys during TV
programs have become commonplace.
Physical and virtual worlds are increasingly intertwined, and thus a significant impact on
provision of government information and services seems inevitable. Nowadays, e-government
can hardly be limited to the multitude of static government websites. This new sociotechnological
environment of Web 2.0 encourages Internet users to assume a more active role and to engage in
knowledge and information sharing. A number of studies report that governments have begun to
experience pressure to lay a foundation for utilizing Web 2.0 tools (e.g., Facebook and Twitter)
that would allow them to tap into “the wisdom of crowds in the public service and governance
processes”. These studies suggest that such innovation will boost citizens’ satisfaction with eservices without compromising their quality (Anttiroiko, 2010; Eggers, 2005; Freeman & Loo,
2009; de Kool & van Wamelen, 2008; Kuzma, 2010; Peedu & Lamas, 2011; Petrik, 2010). The
next section summarizes the main issues that were addressed by this research project.
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Problem Statement
In the 1970s and the 1980s, legacy information technologies (IT) were largely internal to
public agencies at all levels of government. However, since the mid-1990s, government use of the
Web combined with rapidly growing rates of the Internet and social media penetration2 in the
United States led to dramatic new possibilities for municipal governments to communicate with
the public, local businesses and other public organizations. Many researchers were able to
identify a new trend when a greater range of government IT-related tasks started to shift their
focus from primarily internal operations support (i.e., “back office”) to accommodating growing
external needs (i.e., “front office”).
There are still two ways to evaluate the effectiveness of information and communication
technology (ICT) with respect to government performance: internal (i.e., organizational
efficiency) and external (i.e., promoting e-governance and e-democracy). The latter seems
particularly important in times when citizen trust in government and civic participation have
fallen to a new low. In October 2013, the public opinion poll from the Pew Research Center
suggested that only 19% of Americans trust the federal government3. The ICT tools such as
government Web portals and integrated social media have the potential to facilitate greater citizen
engagement and promote political efficacy.
Public distrust is not limited to the federal government. Currently, local and state
governments retain favorable ratings. Yet, according to the Gallup Poll conducted in September
2011 (Saad, 2011), there is a similar pattern of decreasing trust and confidence in local
government’s ability to handle problems – 68% in 2011, down from 77% in 1999. As reported in

2

In June 2010, 77.8% of the population in PA had access in the Internet based on Internetworldstats.com
data; on March 31, 2011, there were 6,191,080 Facebook users, 48.6% penetration rate
(http://www.internetworldstats.com/unitedstates.htm#PA)

3

View of Government: Key Data Points. (Oct. 22, 2013). http://www.pewresearch.org/key-datapoints/views-of-government-key-data-points/
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the Huffington Post, “what the country wants is a community solution to the problems but not
necessarily a federal government solution” (Sidoti, 2010).
In the theoretical tradition of political science (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996), the optimal
democracy would have citizens who possess efficacy and high levels of political knowledge.
Citizens may have greater trust in government if they believe that their participation would make
a difference and increase government responsiveness to their demands. It is rather commonly
accepted that access to government information on the Internet enhanced by the sustained
government support of online civic engagement (e.g., Internet moderated discussion forums)
offers unprecedented potential to significantly and positively affect citizens’ trust in government
(Fountain, 2001; Pardo, 2000; Parent, Vandebeek, & Gemino, 2005; Scott, 2005). Thus it seems
reasonable to suggest that examining government usage of Web-based technology at local levels
“at which the most basic public services are provided and citizens are most connected to
government” (Scott, 2005) could be especially pivotal in e-government research.
Since 2001, the International City/County Management Association (ICMA) has done a
number of national citizen surveys. They revealed the most successful strategies emerging from
local civic experiments, which put new emphasis on mobilizing citizens for dialog, deliberation,
and collaborative problem solving. Sometimes, such local civic undertakings include successful
cooperation of public and private institutions. This trend is often called democratic governance,
or e-governance, if these experiments are mediated by web-based technologies. In recent years,
researchers offered a variety of definitions of e-governance, which could be misleading at times.
Bannister and Connolly (2012) analyzed existing definitions and proposed an alternative
definition of e-governance that is differentiated from e-government and e-democracy. Their
article defines e-governance “as the use of ICT in government in ways that lead to genuinely
different structures or processes a consequence of which may be a greater effectuation of or
changes in norms and public values.” Bannister and Connolly (2012) suggest that social media,
blogs, wikis, mashups have the capacity to create new forms of “bottom up” governance, or
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“localized decision making.” Millard (2010) shares this vision of citizens using mobile and
mashup technologies to be more engaged in the maintenance of their communities and thus
forcing municipal authorities to be more transparent and responsive. He termed it “location-based
participation.”
This research has attempted to investigate whether local governments use the Internet
and/or some Web 2.0 social networking tools with intention to learn whether and how a number
of selected municipal governments approach emerging trends of democratic governance that
could lead to greater citizen participation and higher level of citizen trust. In view of collaborative
problem solving, this dissertation also examines the possibility of town-gown connections in the
process of developing local e-government and promoting e-governance. Town-gown connections
may be of particular research interest primarily for the reasons explained below.
•

During the past 10 years or so, college students have reportedly become more civically
engaged and willing to volunteer in the name of solving problems on both the local and
the national level (HERI, 2005; Institute of Politics, 2002).

•

University enrollment is on the rise and is projected to increase 13 percent between Fall
2009, the last year of actual data, and Fall 2020, as reported by the U.S. Department of
Education National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)4 in 2011.

•

According to the 2011 ICMA survey5, more than 59 percent of municipalities with a
population of at least 2,500 are professionally managed, which can potentially lead to
building stronger local democracies, and provide supportive environment for the
promotion of innovation and organizational excellence.

4

U.S. Department of Education. NCES. (2011). Projection of Education Statistics to 2020,
http://nces.ed.gov/programs/projections/projections2020/sec5a.asp

5

ICMA 2011 Municipal Form of Government Survey.
http://icma.org/en/icma/knowledge_network/documents/kn/Document/303954/ICMA_Municipal_Form_of
_Government_Survey_2011_Summary
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This research was focused on the variety of issues related to development of local egovernment in “small college towns” in Pennsylvania. It is important to define “small college
towns” in the context of this study because the term is used continuously in the pages ahead.
Some authors suggested that the designation “small town” could be defined as nonmetropolitan
urban places, which “should be considered as part of the more peripheral settlement structure,”
because they have traditionally “represented important sources of employment opportunities for
nearby rural people through communication or migration” (Fuguitt, Brown, & Beale, 1989, p. 7).
A few years later, Gumprecht6, in his pivotal study of American college towns (2003, 2008)
defined college town as “any city where a college or university and the cultures it creates exert a
dominant influence over the character of the community.” (2003, p. 51). In this dissertation, small
college towns are defined as municipalities (i.e., boroughs, towns, townships) with a population
of 5,000 to 45,000 that house Regional and/or National universities7, either public or private.

Motivation of Research
This study was motivated by the aspiration to explore the effects of Web 2.0 technologies
on the design, online content and functionality of municipal government websites and,
subsequently, the administrative policies, goals and priorities of local government. Such
technologies are commonly expected to facilitate participatory information sharing, user-centered
design and collaboration on the World Wide Web. Therefore, it may be argued that Web 2.0
could become a perfect tool for bringing about changes anticipated by the Open Government
Initiatives. The other important motivational factor was the economic and political potential of
college towns along with the existing town-gown connections and the changing tide of student
6

The discussion of “small college towns” is continued in chapter 2.
The 2010 Basic Classification system in higher education was developed by the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching and is used by the U.S. News to rank colleges and universities.
http://www.usnews.com/education/best-colleges/articles/2013/09/09/frequently-asked-questions-2014-bestcolleges-rankings#8
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engagement in politics and community renewal. In fact, some states even have infrastructure in
place to promote town-gown collaboration, such as University-Community Network established
within the Pennsylvania Municipal League (PLM). As stated on the homepage of the
International Town and Gown Association8, coexistence of institutions of higher education and
municipalities in which they reside creates a demand for “combining existing intellectual capital
with best practices”. To the best of the author’s knowledge, town-gown collaboration in
developing e-government remains essentially untapped.

Study Objectives
The primary purpose of this study was to investigate the potential of town-gown
collaboration in transforming municipal e-government, and to examine the local government
readiness to adopt Web 2.0 technologies. In the context of the study, town-gown collaboration in
e-government can be also referred to as e-partnering, or one of the four distinct functions9 of egovernment, as suggested by Carrizales in his noteworthy study (Carrizales, 2008). The second
objective was to uncover influential factors that could contribute and/or inhibit such collaboration
along with the likely key indicators for successful local e-government. And, finally, the third
objective of the study was to reach a better theoretical understanding of the phenomenon under
investigation, and to develop a model describing and explaining the complexities of town-gown
e-partnering in the social and technological environment of Web 2.0.
To meet the stated objectives, this comparative study examined official municipal
websites (content analysis) in six college towns in Pennsylvania, investigated how some portals
with integrated social media were used to foster and facilitate public participation in the local
community and political affairs. Lastly, this research determined the relationships among

8
9

http://www.itgaonline.org/
E-partnering and other functions of e-government are further discussed in chapter 2.	
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different elements (i.e., the barriers and facilitators) that contributed to or inhibited town-gown egovernment collaboration (via semi-structured interviews).

Significance of the Study and Summary of Contributions
Academics and practitioners can view this research as a logical next step in further
exploration of the e-government phenomenon in the United States at the local level. In line with
the views expressed by Allen Lee and Richard Baskerville (2003) about generalizability in
information systems research, it should be noted that the study findings are generalizable to
theory, not population, which is more typical for statistical, sample-based generalizability.
Therefore, the study results lay claim to greater relevance of this exploratory work. The study
provides a theory of e-government evolution and collaboration mechanisms in small college
towns. That is really a process model, which explains how the process unfolds and then identifies
the forces that move it along. It also contributes a valuable precedent, and criteria that may be
useful to local governments.
Findings from this research hold significance for the information systems (IS) research as
well as the formulation and implementation of public policy toward e-government. Broader
academic communities can benefit from the study as well. From the academic perspective, this
study contributes to a deeper understanding of various factors that contribute to the successful
adoption and development of municipal e-government systems, and their evolution in
Pennsylvania and beyond with respect to achieving greater efficiency, collaboration, and
transparency.
Second, the knowledge gained from this study should help academic and public
institutions in small college towns in identifying potential problems in town-gown relations. It
will also allow them to establish more progressive, mutually advantageous collaborative
alliances. Public-private partnerships are likely to lead to better local governance, deeper trust in
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government and political efficacy of small-town residents. It is important to address this issue in a
timely manner.
Third, at the time of writing no research has been conducted on town-gown collaboration in
relation to developing local e-government. This dissertation aimed to establish a link between
universities and community leaders in promoting innovative e-government practices at the local
level. The subject area of this study is essential because current IS and public administration
literatures thus far have paid insufficient attention to this kind of scientific inquiry. Opting to
conduct a comparative case study allows researchers to examine multiple cases, and then draw a
single set of “cross-case” conclusions. Furthermore, the study is particularly meaningful because
universities now represent an evolving ‘knowledge hub,’ which is the prime cultural, economic
and technological force in small college towns (Youtie & Shapira, 2008). Increasingly, the
emerging ICTs seem to be capable of providing needed access to more politically engaged
college students, in addition to supporting the ever growing ability of young people to participate
effectively in local community affairs (Delli Carpini, 2000).
This research is focused on the evaluation of a contemporary phenomenon within a reallife context of local e-government practices. It is unusual since it develops a comparative case
study in a single state within the United States (i.e., the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania). The
study incorporates qualitative research methods (i.e., semi-structured interviews, participant
observation, website assessments, and document review).

Limitations of the Study
Finally, it is time to address some of the limitations of the study. First, it can be argued
that one of the study’s limitations is the researcher’s restricted choice of study sites: five of the
six cases chosen for the study represent just one general type of Pennsylvania municipalities, a
borough. As stated in the Citizen’s Guide to Pennsylvania Local Government (2010), local
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government in PA is comprised of 2,562 municipalities, including 67 counties, 56 cities, 958
boroughs, and 1,547 townships. The governing body of a borough is an elected council, which
appoints a manager, or the chief administrative officer. Since all the selected sites house either
regional or private universities, they can also be classified as “college towns.” Moreover, they all
have college-educated managers and elected officials. To counter the first possible limitation, it
seems reasonable to consider the economic promise of college towns and the significant
contributions of PA universities to the state prosperity. To illustrate this point, the Association of
Pennsylvania State College and University Faculties (APSCUF) highlights the fact that
universities are actively involved in both local and regional economic development efforts, and
return $6 in economic impact for every $1 invested in the PA State System of Higher Education
(PASSHE).10
The other limitation, or even bias, may be linked to the fact that the researcher was
granted entrée to potential study participants based on her prior research engagement with the
State College Borough Government. However, this fact is secondary to the initial preliminary
selection of study sites, which hinged on the Gumprecht’s research on American college towns
(2008). All of the selected municipalities in PA not only meet the college town criteria set forth
by Gumprecht, but exceed the 20% threshold (i.e., the enrollment-to-population indicator): from
62% in Lewisburg to 214% in Kutztown. It is reasonable to suggest that the six selected study
sites are representative of other similar municipalities. Moreover, the abundance and variety of
local community characteristics provided unique research opportunities to examine the
development of e-government in small towns in Pennsylvania. An exhaustive analysis of the rich
qualitative data about e-government in these diverse communities should help researchers and
practitioners to gain a deeper understanding of the problems that local governments face in the
Web 2.0 environment.

10

Get the facts about APSCUF. Economic impact of PA’s public universities.
http://www.apscuf.com/news-center/get-the-facts-about-apscuf
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All six municipalities met the following selection criteria for inclusion in the study: (1)
housing a reasonably big regional public or private university with an enrollment-to-population
threshold of at least 50%); (2) having a population of at least 5,000 at the time of the U.S. Census
2010; (3) having an official website designed and implemented within the last 10-20 years; and
(4) reflecting a diversity of local contexts. Taken together, most of the intrinsic biases of the study
have been overcome through a process of triangulation and member checking. To address the
trustworthiness and credibility of this dissertation, the researcher generated four layers of data for
each segment of this comparative case study: semi-structured interviews, participant observation,
assessment of official government Web portals, and document review. Although it is customary
to seek verification of data interpretation with the study participants, it is also acceptable to use
other interested stakeholders for the same purpose. In this dissertation, the process of member
checking involved the solicitation of comments and criticisms from judges and attendees of the
Penn State’s 2014 Graduate Exhibition, and feedback from the editors of a book chapter titled
“Moving toward Web 2.0-enhanced e-government in small-town Pennsylvania” (Boughzala,
Janssen, & Assar, 2015), and participants of conferences11 on e-government in 2013 that accepted
the author’s papers and posters for presentation.

Organization of Dissertation
The dissertation employs qualitative case study research in order to contribute to a more
in-depth understanding of the questions previously outlined. The collected data originated from
semi-structured interviews, participant observation, official website assessments, and the review
of various artifacts related to the cases. The author analyzed the transcripts simultaneously with

11

14th Annual Intertational Conference on Digital Government Reseach (dg.o 2013), Laval University,
Quebec City, Canada, June 17-20, 2013);
41st Research Conference on Communication, Information and Internet Policy (TPRC 2013), George
Mason University School of Law, Arlington, VA, September 27-29, 2013
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the data collection process. The result is a narrative text describing the transformation of egovernment in a few selected municipalities in Pennsylvania and their experiences with towngown collaboration.
Chapter 1 provides a background and a rationale for the study, and discusses its
contributions and limitations. Chapter 2 reviews an extensive interdisciplinary body of literature
encompassing studies in e-government, organizational change, and research related to small
towns in the United States. Chapter 3, which follows the literature review, provides an in-depth
description of the conceptual framework for this dissertation that combines sociotechnical theory
with grounded theory. Chapter 3 also details the research design and methodology, qualitative
methods for data collection and analysis, and criteria for research evaluation.
In chapter 4, the author describes and analyses six cases in a way that is consistent with a
comparative case study research design. The chapter proffers insights into the state of local egovernments in Pennsylvania in the Web 2.0 environment and highlights some examples of towngown collaboration. Chapter 5 offers an analysis of crosscutting themes in e-government
advancement in small municipalities in the Web 2.0 environment. This chapter provides a factual
and analytical background for chapter 6, which initiates an exhaustive discussion of the
theoretical model that was built upon the examination of qualitative data collected during the
course of the study. Finally, the author presents chapter 7 (Conclusion). The last chapter
examines the implications from the study findings and the proposed theoretical model. This
discourse is followed by the justification for limitations of the study and some suggestions for
future research.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review
Introduction

In this chapter, the author examined background literature related to e-government
development in small university towns in Pennsylvania with intent to provide essential
information in support of the study objectives. As discussed in the previous chapter, the study
objectives were to investigate the potential for town-gown collaboration in advancing egovernment and to examine the state of local government readiness to adopt Web 2.0
technologies. The review of literature is divided into four major sections, which represent four
interdisciplinary research domains of this study.
The first section examines the theoretical and historical roots of e-government
development at the local level. It also goes into the practical aspects of evaluating official
government websites. The second section reviews literature on organizational change in the
public sector, and how it relates to e-government phenomena. The main premise behind the
second section is based on the idea that organizational change, technological innovation and
public-private collaboration are interconnected. Therefore, the author views studies depicting this
theme as one interdisciplinary research domain.
The third section discusses the major characteristics of “small towns” in the United States
from the demographic and public administration perspectives, defines “college town” as a
phenomenon and examines formative criteria for a generic American college town. Finally, this
section examines the dynamics of town-gown partnerships in building information systems. The
fourth section addresses the issues of civic duty, better understanding of political behavior and

finding pathways to greater citizen participation in local e-governance. The brief summary
section at the end of this chapter identifies the gap in the examined body of literature and explains
how this study works to bridge it.

Research Domains, Information Sources and Search Strategy
As mentioned in the preceding section, there are three research domains in this chapter:
e-government, organizational change through technological innovation and collaboration, and
town-gown collaboration. Considering the vast amount of publications12 and the specific
objectives of this study, the author deliberately limited the search strategy to publications
concerning e-government adoption at the local level. The information sources included in this
literature review were primarily determined by the unique characteristics of the research domains,
as specified above.
The e-government literature most representative of the primary research area of interest
was examined first. Within the e-government domain, the researcher has chosen to review the
following top four scholarly sources: Government Information Quarterly, International Journal
of Electronic Government Research (IJEGR), Electronic Journal of e-Government (EJEG), and
eJournal of eDemocracy and Open Government (JeDEM). Articles from other research domains
closely related to e-government such as political science (Political Communication and Annual
Review of Political Science), public administration (Public Administration Review, Public
Administration Quarterly, The American Review of Public Administration, International Journal
of Public Administration, Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory, State and Local
Government Review, Local Government Studies), and information systems, or IS (MIS Quarterly,
European Journal of Information Systems, Information Systems Research, Information Systems
Journal) were also included in the literature review. The author also explored publications in the
12

In April 2015, Google Scholar search yielded about 158,000 results.
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research domain of university-community engagement that was exhibited in such academic
journals as Journal of Public Service and Outreach, Journal of Higher Education Outreach and
Engagement.
The search strategy for harvesting relevant articles and other sources from a number of
the Pennsylvania State University library databases (including ACM Digital Library, IEEE
Xplore, Social Science Citation Index, Sage Journals Online, SpringerLink, JSTOR, LionSearch)
was rather complex and multi-layered. It had to cover a variety of keyword combinations
appropriate for these research domains, which would be discussed in greater detail in the
following sections. In the course of reviewing literature within different research domains, the
articles and other materials were divided into several preliminary broad categories:
•

e-government impact on American democracy and public participation,

•

emerging democratic e-governance paradigm,

•

e-government’s role in the public administration reform,

•

deregulation challenges for local governments,

•

the culture of transparency and open government,

•

the technological innovativeness of local governments,

•

local e-government usage of social media,

•

social media use to achieve transparency and collaboration in government,

•

collaboration as an innovation driver in government,

•

e-governance as an innovation within the public sector,

•

organizational change through IT innovation,

•

town-gown e-government collaboration, or e-partnering.
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E-government: Theory and Practice
The extant literature reviewed below allowed the author to identify several themes related to local
e-government, that together help explain such a complex phenomenon. These themes (see Table
2-1) are examined in greater detail in the subsequent sections of this chapter.
TABLE	
  2-‐1:	
  E-government Research in a Nutshell: Key Themes and Sources

SYNOPSIS

KEY AUTHORS

E-government theories and
models

Theoretical exploration of
e-government adoption and
management

Andersen & Henriksen, 2006;
Calista & Melitski, 2007;
Carrizales, 2008; Damodaran et
al., 2005; Fountain, 2001; Layne
& Lee, 2001; Moon, 2002

E-government as a factor in
public administration reform

E-government is
approached as a driving
force behind the
“reinventing government”
movement

Browning, 2002; Ho, 2002; King
& Cotterill, 2007; Musso, Weare,
& Hale, 2000; Newland, 2002

Analysis of local egovernment initiatives

Studies are primarily based
on survey research methods

Armstrong, 2011; Holden et al,
2003; Moon & Norris, 2005;
Reddick, 2004; Reddick &
Frank, 2007; Stowers, 1999;
Streib & Willoughby, 2005;
West, 2004

Technological innovativeness
of local governments

E-government is viewed as
a technological innovation.
At the organizational level,
greater benefits of
technological innovation
depend on rapid advances,
nonlinear adoption patterns,
and permeable boundaries
via promotion of citizen
engagement in steering
government activities.
Analysis of different
methods of assessment of
government portals

Brown, 2007; Coursey & Norris,
2008; Ho, 2002; Moon, 2002;
Streib & Willoughby, 2005

E-GOVERNMENT THEMES

Government website
evaluation

Donker-Kuijer et al., 2010;
Downey, 2010; Melitski et al.,
2006; Scott, 2005, 2006
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E-government impact on
American democracy

Studies examine potential
for improved quality of
governance, increase of
public trust and political
efficacy

Bimber, 2000, 2003; Bingham et
al., 2005; Clift, 2003, Dawes,
2008; Holzer, Melitski, Rho, &
Schwester, 2005; Tolbert &
Mossberger, 2006

E-government in Web 2.0
environment

Discussion of social media
strategies in the public
sector

Kuzma, 2010; Mergel, 2010;
Peedu & Lamas, 2011; Petrik,
2010

Defining E-government and E-governance
As defined by the United Nations and the American Society for Public Administration
(2001), e-government is “a permanent commitment by government to improve the relationship
between the private citizen and the public sector through enhanced, cost-effective and efficient
delivery of services, information and knowledge.” According to some researchers, e-government
also has a potential to improve connections with citizens, businesses, and other governments
(Fountain, 2001; Seifert & Peterson, 2002; West, 2000). Melitski (2004) has widened previously
existing definitions of digital government by supplying another crucial component: “egovernment consists of Internet-driven innovations that improve citizen access to government
information... services and ultimately equitable participation in government” (as cited by
Carrizales, 2008, p. 12).
Based on the research objectives of this study, the latter definition was adapted as a
working characterization of e-government. However, the terms e-government and government
should not to be viewed as two different concepts. It is important to emphasize that governments
at all levels use information and communication technology (ICT) to achieve preset goals of
gaining greater efficiency and effectiveness in delivery of government information and services,
in addition to finding better ways to establish a system of transparency, public participation and
collaboration.
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Is there any difference between e-government, e-governance, e-democracy or eparticipation? According to Steven Clift (2003), the world-leading expert on e-democracy, they
are interconnected. The subsystems of e-democracy include e-government, e-voting and eparticipation, and all of them use IT to enhance opportunities for dialog between citizens and
government. Clift (2003) postulates that the goal for e-democracy is to promote “effective
governance (i.e., executive policy making) which includes: (1) improved government decisions,
(2) increased citizen trust in government, (3) increased government accountability and
transparency, (4) ability to accommodate the public will in the information age.” Government at
any level can adapt traditional off-line consultative practices (e.g., town meetings) to the digital
environment and encourage online input from citizens, provided that “all online features must be
designed with the end users in mind.”
Carrizales (2008) offers a similar conceptual perspective on e-government by
constructing a framework of four distinct functions: (1) e-organization (internal efficiency and
effectiveness); (2) e-services; (3) e-partnering with public and private organizations; and (4) edemocracy (citizen participation in government decision-making). As Carrizales (2008) points
out, “e-government is ... an evolving and diverse collection of practices, [...] and each distinct
function, when separately studied, may provide a deeper understanding of the future of egovernment performance” (p. 24). In this study, the emphasis is on researching e-partnering, a
function that is often overlooked by other researchers.
Peristeras and his co-authors (2009) expand the interconnectivity perspective on egovernment and e-participation and define the governance system as the union of the political and
administrative subsystems that interact with society in two major interfaces, public policy
formulation (e-participation) and service provision (e-government). The figure 2-1 (p. 20), taken
from Peristeras et al. (2009), is helpful in visualizing the subtle differences between e-governance
and e-government.
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E-government Theories and Models
The Internet has been widely hailed as a possible solution to many problems in public
administration. Over the years, some scholars, like Fountain (2001), succeeded in creating a
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theory that helps explain and predict the way e-government behaves. Fountain’s theory, the
Technology Enactment Framework (TEF) offers an explanatory institutional perspective on the
use and effects of ICT on public organizations (government). Such a perspective allows
researchers to conduct a thorough analysis of the influence of organizational structure and
institutional arrangements, primarily on the use of the Internet technology, in addition to
examining the actors’ perceptions and use of different ICT elements. According to Fountain
(2001), technology plays three interrelated roles: (1) as a management tool, (2) as a part of
infrastructure once it is embedded within the organization, and (3) as a catalyst for organizational
change. Fountain (2001) claims that states that heavily utilize ICTs become “virtual,” thus
underlying the significance of their impact on the system of the state, its citizens and
organizations. Another scholar, Dawes (2009), strived to develop a broader framework for egovernment research and development, which incorporates relevance to the “themes of missionorientation and assessment of the public value of ICT investments;” confidence that
“encompasses themes of trust in e-government, personal privacy and identity, and information
quality;” interoperability (i.e., cyberinfrastructure, ontologies, knowledge management), and
innovation in traditional government structures and functions, including greater citizen
involvement in decision-making.
Some researchers (e.g., Cordella & Bonina, 2012; Ho, 2002) argue that the Internet
represents a powerful transformational tool that enables local governments to move away from
the traditional bureaucratic paradigm of public service delivery toward the e-government
paradigm. The ICT-enabled reforms in the public organizations represent a complex problem that
is rooted in the public administration and political reforms and leads to profound organizational
changes aimed at increasing government efficiency at all levels. Different aspects of this problem
are discussed in the subsequent sections of this chapter.
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E-government as a Facilitator of Public Administration Reform
Many researchers came to view e-government “as a key strategy for improving the
effectiveness of public policies and programs” (Dawes, 2008, 2009; Fountain, 2001; Pardo, Nam,
& Burke, 2012; Scholl, 2010). Since the late 1980s, innovations in ICTs, and later the Internet
and the World Wide Web, have indeed contributed to new forms of interaction between
governments and citizens in the U.S. and abroad, particularly in the United Kingdom. As Ho
(2002) pointed out, the adoption of these technologies at different levels of government has
contributed to the emergence of e-government that sparked the “reinventing government”
movement. This movement started as “an effort to reorient the focus of government operations
from an inward-looking approach to an outward-looking one by emphasizing the concerns and
needs of end users” (Ho, 2002, p. 435). Several researchers, mostly from the UK and
Switzerland, explored the potential of information technology to transform local governments by
making them more dynamic, entrepreneurial, efficient, effective, and responsive to citizens’
needs (Ho, 2002; Irani & Elliman, 2008; King & Cotterill, 2007; Polat, 2005; Schedler &
Summermatter, 2007). King and Cotterill (2007) proposed a framework for a transformational
local government which combines three different venues for reaching the goal, engaging with
community and citizens, reshaping service delivery, and finding resources to make it happen.
Irani and Elliman (2008) enhanced this framework by finding a way to fight inertia and the
culture of inefficiency by tapping into the spirit of social entrepreneurship in local governments,
in addition to actively fostering the technological innovation potential within the public sector.
Technical, organizational, socioeconomic and cultural barriers continue to undermine the
development of e-government (Ho, 2002; Streib & Willoughby, 2005). According to a number of
researchers, those barriers may include insufficient staff, lack of funding, as well as a persistent
digital divide problem. Some authors (Dawes, 2008, 2009; Ho, 2002) outlined the most likely
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directions for reinventing government through the Internet usage. Ho (2002) proposed an action
framework for e-government, where management of the Internet use and other IT tools requires
a new vision and determination by government leaders to prioritize resources for
technological change, a new approach toward organizing departmental operations
that can be more cost-effective, and a greater social concern with the economic
and racial disparities in the digital society. (p. 441)
Since the 1980s, government reinvention along with the New Public Management (NPM)
has driven a managerial reform wave toward market efficiency, entrepreneurship, and
performance-based management in the public sector in the UK, Australia, Canada, and the U.S.
In the early 2000s, the NPM model shifted into the digital era governance approach with an
emphasis on whole-of-government (WG), joined-up, or collaborative public management
initiatives (Christensen & Lægreid, 2007; Dunleavy et al., 2006; Kettl, 2006; Ojo, Janowski, &
Estevez, 2011). As Kettl (2006) points out, the emerging collaboration imperative requires new
strategies of collaboration and new skills for public managers. One of these strategies is
government interoperability.
The concept of interoperability in the context of e-government has become a widely
discussed topic in recent years. E-government interoperability is often approached as a core
capability of collaborative government and a facilitator of innovation and transformation in the
public sector (Ebbers & van Dijk, 2007; Ebrahim & Irani, 2005; Layne & Lee, 2001; Pardo &
Burke, 2009). An understanding of the e-government interoperability as “a mix of interconnected
policy, management, and technology dimensions,” (i.e., the sociotechnical perspective) represents
a framework that can be used in support of public administration reform (Pardo, Nam, & Burke,
2012).
In the recent years, many scholars embraced the public value perspective on public
management as a fitting alternative for the NPM paradigm in the new era of “networked
governance” (Alford & O’Flynn, 2009; Cordella & Bonina, 2012; Cresswell, Burke, & Pardo,
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2006; Kearns, 2004; Moore, 1995; Stoker, 2006). One of the key ideas is that the new framework
is derived from the notion of government organizations’ capacity to increase productivity through
partnerships with a motivated and involved citizenry. Some researchers (e.g., Cresswell, Burke, &
Pardo, 2006; Kearns, 2004) suggest that the impact of e-government on public value creation has
strategic organizational, economic and socio-political dimensions. The new government IT
infrastructure, embedded directly in the service delivery process, positively affects democratic
values in society, public trust in government and supports local economic development.
A lot of exploratory research was done on reinvention in hundreds of local governments.
Some scholars (Moon & deLeon, 2001; Moon & Norris, 2005) have come to believe that a
successful outcome in case of adoption of municipal e-government is often determined by (1)
managerial innovativeness, (2) government capacity (i.e., technical and financial capacity), and
(3) institutional characteristics (i.e., size of a municipality and type of government). Their results
suggest that reinvention values are widely held by chief city administrators, and various
reinvention programs are diffused into many municipal governments. Other researchers like
Coursey (2007) expand this line of reasoning by suggesting that e-government projects become
unwieldy at times, “especially as they seek to restructure how work is done across agencies
(business re-engineering).” That fact alone may help explain “the lack of notable and widespread
hard benefits” (e.g., cost savings), at least during the first few years of the 21st century.

Deregulation Challenges for Local E-Governments
Since the 1980s, market deregulation was intended to foment competition and innovation
that would lead to products and services at lower prices. Deregulation legislation of the 1990s13 in
the U.S. targeted the electric utility and the telecommunications industries. These policies had a
direct impact on the state of municipal public utilities (McDermott, 2000). In 1998,
13

Energy Policy Act of 1992, PL 102-486; Telecommunications Act of 1996, 3 U.S.C. 301
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Pennsylvania14 was among the first states to introduce deregulated electricity markets to
consumers. Electricity deregulation presented municipal leaders not only with an administrative
challenge but also with the possibility of generating additional revenue for delivering access to
broadband, cable and wireless services to local residents.
The deregulation policy in the telecommunications sector and its implications for
deploying sustainable e-government programs are widely debated in the research community. In
extant literature, the availability of e-government services is viewed as a critical factor in the
process of telecommunications reform. According to Schware and Deane (2003), e-government
innovation requires an integrated approach “to planning and implementation of public sector
reform, ICT, and telecommunications reform.” As Schware & Deane (2003) point out,
governments should “focus on ICT infrastructure development as a prerequisite to e--government
-- an "I before E" strategy.”
The deregulation of telecommunications also has renewed an interest in such topics as
securing universal access, and the continuity, equality and affordability of public services that
make access to telephone, cable and high-speed Internet possible. Arguably, deregulation of the
communications industry boosts competition and technological innovation. Yet, as some
researchers contend, it also creates significant challenges for small governmental entities by
making rates for services less affordable for customers in rural communities (Powers, 1987;
Strover, 2003). The challenge of the rural affordability of broadband access presents a serious
issue for maintaining sustainability in local e-government programs.
Higher rates of broadband access services tend to widen the digital divide in the rural
areas of the U.S. Some researchers suggest that local governments should partner with nonprofit
organizations with the intention to promote broadband adoption and to bridge the rural broadband
gap (LaRose et al., 2007). Parker (2000) offers a few other solutions that may help close the
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digital divide in rural America: (1) utilization of a local electric utility for fiber-optic
communications installation and (2) establishing local government-run data networks. In fact, the
Pennsylvania Act 183 of 2004 required all incumbent local exchange companies -- telephone
companies that have existed since AT&T broke into regional Bell companies in 1984 -- to adopt
broadband services by 2015. However, there is still a pervasive need for access in low-income and
rural American communities.
The impact of market deregulation on small municipalities may potentially lead to lower
financial burdens, increased efficiency and a greater public value of government. As Scholl
(2012) points out, “smart government can do more with less by leveraging technologies such as
ICTs” by means of sharing resources and information with other governments, citizens, nonprofit organizations and businesses (p. 324). The next section expands the notion of smart
government beyond “smart cost cutting and smart streamlining of existing processes” (Scholl,
2012, p. 325) to include new models of citizen participation, openness and transparency.

Transparency and Open Government
In the U.S., the concept of open government – proposed by the Obama administration in
2009 – was built upon the bedrock of existing laws such as the Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA)
of 1995 (PL 104-13), e-Government Act of 2002 (PL 107-347), and the Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) of 1966 (5 U.S.C. § 552) (McDermott, 2010). The significance of the Paperwork
Reduction Act was that it provided the statutory framework for the government’s collection, use,
and dissemination of information, including minimizing paperwork and reporting burdens on the
American public and ensuring the maximum possible utility from the information that was
collected. This law laid the groundwork for establishing government openness, the policy of
government transparency and open data as a fundamental democratic principle.
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Scholars tried to define the concept of transparency in the context of e-government. Ball
(2009) interprets transparency as a process “when organizations promote visible decision-making,
are open to public input, allow the public the maximum choice of services, and work in
cooperation with other organizations for common public purposes” (p. 302). Many researchers
suggest that e-government initiatives have the potential to foster results-oriented and citizencentered local governance, which in turn cultivates greater attention to promoting transparency
and citizen engagement. Currently, it has become widely accepted that transparency and the right
to access information are “essential to democratic participation, trust in government, prevention
of corruption, informed decision-making, accuracy of government information, and provision of
information to the public” (Bertot, Jaeger, & Grimes, 2010b, p. 264).
Thompson (2008) has observed that citizen engagement and problem solving should be
viewed as “vehicles for building trust and revitalizing state and local governance.” (p. S13.)
However, regardless of the ICTs potential in promoting transparency and unrestricted public
access to online government information, information technology alone is not enough to create
and maintain a sustainable “culture of transparency” (Bertot, Jaeger, & Grimes, 2010b). Bertot,
Jaeger and Grimes (2010b) suggest that creating a culture of transparency would mandate, in
addition to ICT-based open-government initiatives, the solid foundation of transparency
legislation, prior existence of IT infrastructure, and citizens’ “readiness” to accept technological
innovations. Furthermore, Jaeger and Bertot (2010) theorize that there is a need to shift the
prevailing focus of transparency policy from the purely technological dimensions (i.e., the use of
new ICTs to deliver government information) to the “human dimensions of transparency” (i.e.,
citizen-centered G2C communication).
The concept of citizens’ readiness to “interact with government information through
technology” (Jaeger & Bertot, 2010) has gained momentum in literature. Dawes and Helbig
(2010) describe the key factors associated with the effective public use of government
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information, “information-based strategies to promote open government” and the generation of
“social and economic value through public use of government information” (Dawes & Helbig,
2010). Armstrong’s (2011) study further explores the reality of an effective use of government
information, and identifies predictors of the level of transparency on local government websites
(i.e., county and school board sites in Florida) based on public outreach and professionalism. The
study results suggest that by providing information in various formats (e.g., podcasts or videos),
“communities could encourage more civic engagement among their citizenry by giving them
access to information in formats that more easily engage them” (Armstrong, 2011, p. 15).
Literature on transparency and open government is intertwined with the research on social media
use in government that the author discusses later in this chapter.

Technological Innovativeness of Local Governments
Since the 1990s, local governments across the Unites States have embarked on the
implementation of new ICT technologies with the intention to enhance public services, achieve
greater operational efficiency, and gain transparency and accountability. Many scholars interested
in technological innovativeness of local governments observed that nearly all municipalities
embraced the Internet as a tool to inform their residents (Brown, 2007; Coursey & Norris, 2008;
D’Agostino et al., 2011; Ho, 2002; Moon, 2002; Streib & Willoughby, 2005). Based on the 2002
ICMA survey research findings, Brown (2007) has found out that local government organizations
were prone to gain more benefits from e-government adoption and implementation when they
“consider technological innovation from a multidimensional synthetic construct that incorporates
choice,” and not as a strictly maturational, incremental process (p. 195).
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Some scholars argue that for e-governance innovation to succeed, a number of conditions
should be met (Brudney & Selden, 1995; Streib & Willoughby, 2005). In 2005, Streib and
Willoughby have proposed a model for e-governance success that included the following
components: (1) stable environment, (2) slack resources, (3) knowledgeable leadership, (4)
skilled and supportive staff, and (5) good communication. The authors have stated that a stable
environment “will allow knowledgeable leaders to put slack resources to use in developing
effective e-governance strategies. Skilled staff and good communication would help to assure
success.” (Streib & Willoughby, 2005, p. 82). However, Streib and Willoughby (2005) have
emphasized the importance of social success factors, such as generating and sustaining public
interest in local e-governance capacity by soliciting citizens’ input.

Evaluation of Municipal Government Websites
According to the 1997 study (Stowers, 1999), most of the cities with a population over
100,000 have launched official e-government sites, and 90% of these portals offered no more than
basic contact information for public officials (e.g., phone numbers). By 2002, almost 76 percent
of municipalities in the U.S. reported having developed rudimentary websites (Reddick, 2004),
which offered local residents an additional means to access essential government information and
public records online. This way, the major paradigm shift from the traditional bureaucratic
government to e-government has been reflected in numerous local government websites.
While some websites have adopted an “information-oriented” approach inspired by the
concept of a “one-stop shopping service,” other portals reflect the user-oriented perspective. The
user-oriented design is intended to provide citizens a “convenient and efficient access to needed
information and services” regardless of the originating source of the data (e.g., different internal
departments, or external community organizations).
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E-government activities at the state and/or local level have been primarily considered
through the lens of two theoretical models: maturation and adaptation. Brown (2007) describes
the maturational model as “linear, sequential, and hierarchical.” In short, the maturational model
suggests that e-government innovations occur step-by-step over extended periods of time. It also
implies that higher degrees of maturity should signify greater benefits for both government
agencies and their customers. Organizational and cultural factors, including professional
management, available organizational resources, and demographic characteristics, influence the
level of local e-government sophistication and maturity (Melitski, 2003).
The maturational model, currently largely accepted as an effective explanatory and
predictive device to help understand e-government innovation, has been examined in a number of
papers (e.g., Andersen & Henriksen, 2006; Layne & Lee, 2001; Moon, 2002). Moon (2002)
deserves a credit for developing a five-stage framework that is commonly used for the assessment
of government websites. It consists of the following phases: (1) information dissemination, (2)
two-way communication, (3) service and financial transactions, (4) vertical and horizontal
integration, and (5) citizen participation. In 2008, Melitski and his team of researchers adopted
Moon’s framework to evaluate e-government practices in twenty large municipalities worldwide
(Melitski et al., 2008) and used five corresponding e-government measures (categories):
security/privacy; usability (user friendliness); content (contact information, public documents,
disability access, multimedia materials, time-sensitive information); service (transactional and
interactive); citizen participation (online comments, etc.). Unlike the maturational model, the
adaptation model allows for a transformational change that can occur abruptly, and thus may not
be called linear or sequential.
To study the evolution of e-government services, particularly in the context of city
government, some researchers such as Premkumar and his colleagues (2006) chose to apply the
same framework as for examining commercial websites. They concluded that, in spite of some
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similarities with for-profit companies, local governments are more interested in delivering content
and less focused on commerce. Furthermore, city governments were found to be very eager to
develop the ‘community’ dimension, even if they had limited success at the time of that study.
Considering those findings, it appears reasonable to raise the question about probable explanation
of mediocre success of past attempts at Web-based public involvement, known as e-democracy.
Scott’s paper (2006) contributes to a better empirical understanding of the extent to which local
government websites support practical and meaningful e-democracy, especially because earlier
empirical studies have been limited to reports on pilot projects, case studies, or special population
surveys. In turn, Scott (2006) reports the results of a recent comprehensive survey of official
government websites in the principal cities of the 100 largest U.S. metropolitan areas. In his
paper, he examines whether and how the U.S. city government websites facilitate users’
involvement in their local communities.

E-Government in Web 2.0 Environment
The definition of social media in the context of the public sector is yet to be solidified.
Therefore, it becomes particularly important to distinguish between two terms that are often used
interchangeably, Web 2.0 and social media. Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) defined social media as
“a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological
foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of User-Generated Content” (p.
61). Criado and his co-authors suggest a more specific definition of social media in government
“as a group of technologies that allow public agencies to foster engagement with citizens and
other organizations using the philosophy of Web 2.0” (Criado, Sandoval-Almazan & Gil-Garcia,
2013, p. 320). The researcher’s further discussion of social media in government is based on
these two definitions.
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The leading-edge literature on social media in government indicates that the Web 2.0
tools and applications are slowly changing the way public organizations operate in the U.S. and
around the world. Partly in response to the Open Government initiative of 200915, the U.S.
federal government started a widespread use of social media strategies in the public sector (i.e.,
Gov 2.0). This presidential initiative called for establishing a system of transparency, public
participation and collaboration in government by a variety of means including the use of new
Web 2.0 technologies. In the years since its inception in the early 2000s, the use of Web 2.0
technologies by government at all levels in the U.S. has become a topic of an exponentially
growing academic discussion.
Besides popular social networking sites (e.g., Facebook, LinkedIn), Gov 2.0 tools include
blogs (e.g., Open Government Blog16, blog.usa.gov) and micro-blogging services (e.g., Twitter,
Tumblr), wikis and mashup applications, multimedia sharing (e.g., Flickr, YouTube, Vimeo) and
virtual worlds (e.g., Second Life). These and many other tools (including crowdsourcing) are
used to create records, disseminate information, communicate with the people, and engage them
in sharing the responsibility and challenges of governance. As Bertot and his coauthors (2010a)
point out “numerous transparency efforts rely on citizens collectively monitoring government
officials to prevent corruption.” (p. 55). They concede that “crowdsourcing transparency”
initiatives may currently lack a social media component, but they all share “the underlying
concept of social media – actively including the user in the process.” (Bertot, Jaeger, & Grimes,
2010a, p. 55)
According to Brito (2008), the term mashup describes an innovative technological
approach that leads to the creation of a unique source of information based on a combination of
the data and/or functionality of two or more existing sources (e.g., merging Google Maps with a
15

Memorandum for the Executive Departments and Agencies [Transparency and Open Government],
January 21, 2009 http://www.whitehouse.gov/the_press_office/Transparency_and_Open_Government/
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http://www.opm.gov/blogs/openopm/
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municipal police department crime rate data). Since 2009, this approach has become quite
popular with the U.S. federal government as a promotional tool for the Obama Administration’s
Open Government initiative (e.g., www.data.gov, www.recovery.gov, www.usaspending.gov). In
2009, White House published a report, Open Government: A Progress Report to the American
People17, which described a number of new ways to expand social media use in promoting
transparency at the federal level.
There are various ways to characterize the current research on social media in
government. However, studies on social media interactions that support government openness
and transparency, collaboration and citizen participation represent the most noteworthy trends
(see Table 2-2). On top of that, some researchers pay particular attention to developing
perceptions and trends in social media use and explore issues, challenges and strategies related to
social media adoption (see Table 2-2).
TABLE 2-2: Current Research Trends for Social Media Use in Government 2.0
EMERGING THEMES

KEY SOURCES

MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS

Government innovation
through social media

Criado, Sandoval-Almazan, &
Gil-Garcia, 2013; Mergel,
2012, 2013a, 2013b

Mergel’s framework for
interpreting social media
interactions in the public
sector

Social media tools for
government transparency

Bertot, Jaeger, & Grimes,
2010a; Bertot, Jaeger, &
Grimes, 2010b; Bertot, Jaeger,
& Grimes, 2012; Bertot,
Jaeger, Munson, & Glaisyer,
2010; Bonson, Torres, Royo,
& Flores, 2012

Critical success factors for
developing open government
(Bertot et al., 2010b):

17

Use of social media as
openness and anti-corruption
tool to create a culture of
transparency embedded
within the governance system;
Transparency “readiness”
factors:
- technology penetration;
- level of technological
capabilities of governments;

http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ogi-progress-report-american-people.pdf
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- social and technology
readiness of citizens.
Social media tools for
collaborative e-government
Citizen sourcing
Social media and public
participation

Bertot, Jaeger, & Grimes,
2010a; Linders, 2012; Nam &
Sayogo, 2011

Linders’ typology for citizen
coproduction (“wegovernment”)

Lee & Kwak, 2012;
Mossberger, Wu, & Crawford,
2013

Lee and Kwak’s open
government maturity model
for social media-based public
engagement

Social media usage
Perceptions & trends
Issues & challenges

Bertot, Jaeger, & Hansen,
2012; Graham & Avery, 2013;
Kavanaugh et al., 2012;
Oliveira & Welch, 2013

Perceptions in public
organizations about different
uses of social media depend
on: (1) type of tool, and (2)
organizational factors (work
characteristics, innovativeness,
technology and management
capacity, stakeholder
influence)
Four ‘technology-task’
pairings:
- social media for
dissemination;
- social media for feedback on
service quality;
- social media for
participation;
- social media for internal
work collaboration.
Five types of challenges to
social media use:
- social & economic;
- political & legal;
- organizational and
managerial;
- information;
- technological

Social media adoption
Policies & strategies

Hrdinova, Helbig, & Peters,
2010; Meijer & Thaens, 2013;
Mergel & Bretschneider,
2013; Reddick & Norris, 2013

Mergel & Bretschneider’s
typology of social media
strategies:
- push;
- pull;
- networking
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Local E-Government Usage of Social Media
As Mergel (2010) noted, since the launch of the “Government 2.0 movement” in 2009, a
majority of federal agencies and departments established at least one Facebook organizational
page and at least one official Twitter account in addition to blogs, Facebook fan pages and
YouTube channels. This surge to “jump on the bandwagon” may not yet have fully reached
municipal governments in small towns.
Some researchers comment on emerging ways to utilize Web 2.0 in e-government, such
as policy wikis or e-discussion forums (Petrik, 2010), while others like Kuzma (2010) and Peedu
and Lamas (2011) analyze the effects of enabling Web 2.0 in e-government services based on
Asian and Estonian municipal government practices. As reported by Peedu and Lamas (2011), the
Minu Viljandi (Estonia) municipal Web 2.0 e-service is aimed at providing citizens with the
“opportunity to start a dialogue with the city government in public space issues and to participate
in decision making,” and it includes such Web 2.0 design elements as geo-tags for improving
location-based communication, comments, Facebook share/like, and rating of local initiatives
(agree, disagree, neutral). Most researchers (Bonson et al., 2012; Mossberger, Wu, & Crawford,
2013) investigating social media integration at the local level concentrate on existing adoption
and use strategies in major metropolitan areas. In contrast, this dissertation is focused on social
media use by local governments in small municipalities.

Organizational Change through Technological Innovation and Collaboration
To assess the current level of knowledge associated with the impact of new information
and communication technologies on the public sector, the author also reviewed literature on
organizational change, innovation and collaboration. Literature on innovation was sought because
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the study was focused on e-government and e-governance, which researchers often view as being
technological innovation (e.g., Potnis, 2010). Utilizing the Innovation Management Measurement
Framework (IMMF), Potnis (2010) examines e-governance “as an innovation management
process in the public sector” (p. 47). As described by the author, the IMMF is formed by seven
constructs: inputs (people, physical and financial resources), knowledge management, innovation
strategy (strategic orientation and leadership), organization and culture, portfolio management
(risk/return balance, alignment), project management (project efficiency, ICTs and collaboration),
and commercialization (marketing, governance) (Potnis, 2010). The researcher has used a
qualitative method of conceptual content analysis of the UN e-government surveys (conducted
between 2001 and 2008), as they evaluated innovation in e-government initiatives run by Member
States of the UN.
The recent literature on innovation in the public sector suggests that innovation is linked
to collaboration and organizational change, or the reinvention of government (Avgerou, 2000;
Hui & Hayllar, 2010). As remarked upon earlier in this chapter, tapping into technological
innovation facilitates the path to increased government efficiency and organizational
transformation. Using a local government organization in Scotland as a unit of analysis, Kinder
(2012) introduces a new listening and learning theoretical framework for innovation in public
services delivery and performance improvement. As per this framework, motivated and engaged
users and stakeholders become involved in improvements and innovations as they form
communities of practice, where ICTs are prominently featured (e.g., information sharing,
enhanced accessibility, lower costs and increased speed of services). Thus, emerging changes in
“diverse, contextual and learned” public-private governances (i.e., partnerships) drive innovation
and improved service performance in the public sector (Kinder, 2012).
A number of researchers (Agranoff & McGuire, 2003; McGuire, 2006) have described
collaborative public management as the standard way for local governments to carry out complex
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problems and challenges. A collaborative approach to public administration can be applied to
areas such as economic and community development, environment, and emergency management,
among many other managerial issues. By integrating new Web 2.0 tools, government agencies,
businesses, nonprofit organizations, and citizens can launch a variety of collaborative projects
through establishing strategic partnerships and alliances (Hui & Hayllar, 2010).
Collaboration is not an end in itself, so it is important to pay close attention to the
outcomes, success or failure of collaborative efforts and evaluate the reasons behind either result.
With respect to exploring the intricate nature of collaborative advantage, some authors emphasize
the importance of building trust and synergy among partners (Huxham, 2003; Vangen &
Huxham, 2003). It goes back to the essence of collaboration as defined by Bicknell (2009):
“collaboration is an iterative process where two or more people, or organizations, work together
toward common objectives by sharing knowledge, learning and building consensus.” In public
administration literature of the last decade, the issue of effective government-citizen
collaboration, where both parties are equal social players, has been propelled to the forefront of
scientific inquiry (Vigoda, 2002). The author argues that government responsiveness is vitally
important, and yet it currently works as a passive, unidirectional reaction to citizens’ needs and
demands (Vigoda, 2002). Compared to idle government responsiveness, collaboration is a more
active, bidirectional act of participation that unifies the forces of at least two partners. As further
explained by Vigoda (2002), academia has an important role to play in creating awareness among
younger citizens of “the high values of citizenship involvement."
Although both IT innovation and collaboration in this section are not specifically
discussed in terms of advancing e-government and town-gown partnerships (or e-partnering), this
conversation would be shifted in that direction in the subsequent chapters. This relationship, as
conceptualized for the public administration realm, is depicted in Figure 2-2 (p. 38):
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Review of the literature related to innovation, collaboration and organizational change
revealed a few leading concepts and trends (see Table 2-3, p. 39). Taken together, these concepts
illustrate how IT innovation (including social media), collaboration and organizational change are
linked with one another. Collaboration in the public sector is viewed as an innovation driver. In
turn, organizational change (or transformation) is often achieved through IT innovation.
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TABLE 2-3: Innovation, Collaboration and Organizational Change in the Public Sector: Key
Sources, Concepts and Characteristics
CONCEPTS & TRENDS
IT innovation and
technology-driven
organizational change in the
public sector

Social media objectives in
public-private-citizen
partnerships
• Identification of
‘public value’
•

KEY SOURCES
Avgerou, 2000;
Hui & Hayllar,
2010; Potnis,
2010; Volkoff,
Strong & Elmes,
2007

Hui & Hayllar,
2010

Catalyst for more
accountable
governance

Collaborative public
management (CPM) as an
innovation driver

Collaborative culture
Diverse, contextual and
learned inter-organizational
governances (partnerships)

Bicknell, 2009;
McGuire, 2006

Bicknell, 2009;
Kinder, 2012

CORE CHARACTERISTICS
Interaction between IT innovation and
organizational change is
o a dual process of institutionalization of IT
and de-institutionalization of established
organizational structures and practices.
IT innovation
o intensifies an organization’s
transformation results.
o enables reforms (i.e., improvements) to
existing organizational systems and
processes.
o affects a broader range of organizational
elements, including relations between data
and routines, forms of control and
mindset.
Web 2.0 platforms act as
•
•

support tools for emerging partnerships;
enhancement mechanism that allows
government to deduce
o what public value is,
o how best to ensure good governance,
o how to add value through both eengagement and e-service delivery.

CPM is the process of facilitating and operating in
multi-organizational arrangements
CPM’s objective is to find optimal solutions to
problems that cannot be solved (or solved easily) by
a single organization
Collaborative culture is a key element of any
collaborative experiment
Enhancing government performance by learning
and innovating through community engagement,
technological innovation (i.e. digitization), and
“joint-venturing across governances” (Kinder,
2012)
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Government–citizen
collaboration
Supportive role of academia
in government-citizen
collaboration

Hui & Hayllar,
2010; Vigoda,
2002

Governments’ primary responsibility is to define
strategic goals that can enhance partnership with
and the empowerment of citizens.
Academia can support these goals by
o making a deliberate educational effort to
emphasize the importance of individuallevel and organized entrepreneurialism,
o creating awareness in younger generations
of the high values of citizenship
involvement.

Managing an Organization’s Culture in the Post-Organizational Change Environment
An organization’s culture consists of such mutually reenforcing elements as goals, roles,
values, communication practices, attitudes. As Alvesson (2013) defined it, organizational culture
“describes social action as depending on the meaning it has for those involved” (p. 4). Many
researchers (Alvesson, 2013; Schein, 2010) assert that managing an organization’s culture
represents one of the greatest challenges of leadership. It is especially applicable in the current
information-driven economy with its emphasis on service and knowledge, when organizational
cultural environments tend to shift towards exuding control over employees’ attitudes and
commitments. Employees’ service-mindedness and positive appearance to customers depends on
such control, and it has a serious impact on the level of customer satisfaction. As alluded to by
Alvesson (2013), “ an understanding of cultural management as an interactive, interpretive
enterprise, may reduce management problems, such as resistance to managerial objectives and
control” (p. 12).

Town-Gown Relations in Small-Town America
First, it is important to clearly define the meaning of the term “small-town America.”
Existing literature suggests that views on what constitutes a “small town” may range from
perhaps 500,000 people for some authors with a major metropolitan vantage point, down to
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villages with fewer than 2,500 people. Some authors (e.g., Fuguitt, Brown & Beale, 1989) offer
the following size-of-place classification of nonmetropolitan areas: (1) places 25,000 and over,
(2) places 10,000-24,999; (3) places 2,500-9,999; (4) rural places less than 2,500, and (5) other
rural territory.
According to Wendell Cox18 (2008), “America is more “small town” than we often
think.” Such a statement can be easily confirmed by the 2002 U.S. Census of Governments19,
which informs us that there were more than 34,000 local general-purpose governments with less
than 25,000 residents and 31,000 local general-purpose governments with less than 10,000
residents. Along with rural areas, it accounts for 38 percent of the nation’s 2000 population. In
the Northeast region of the U.S. and particularly in Pennsylvania, a lot of such small towns can
also be called college towns. For this study, only places with the population over 5,000 but less
than 50,000 residents were considered for inclusion.
The history of town-gown relations in the United States is riddled with problems and
even hostility on occasion. However, some researchers (Martin, Smith, & Phillips, 2005;
Salamon, 2002) have become optimistic that the emergence of e-governance, which is known to
change relationships between the government, business and non-profit sectors, would “foster and
promote all kinds of partnerships, collaborations, alliance and other forms of cooperative
interaction between these previously autonomous organizations.” In this context, these scholars
defined governance as an integration of stakeholders and communities to resolve problems, or a
collective action approach to public problem resolution (Martin, Smith, & Phillips, 2005;
Salamon, 2002).

18

Wendell Cox is an international demographic, urban policy, and transport consultant, and a visiting
professor at the Conservatoire National des Arts et Metiers in Paris. He is also known for his strong
libertarian and consertative views on land issues, as well as urban planning and urban transport.
19
http://www.census.gov/govs/cog/historical_data_2002.html
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College Towns in the U.S. and Pennsylvania
According to Harris (1943), the functional classification of cities in the U.S. depends on
“the activity of greatest importance in each city.” Harris observed that while all large cities are
more or less multifunctional, smaller monofunctional urban places can be identified by two sets
of available figures that help determine the principal activity in a city: occupation and
employment. Based on such figures, a typical “college town” would have enrollment in a school
of collegiate rank (i.e., university, technical school, liberal-arts college, and teachers college)
equal to at least 25% of the population of a municipality. Gumprecht (2003) defined college town
as “any city where a college or university and the cultures it creates exert a dominant influence
over the character of the community.” (p. 51).
Although there is no “clear distinction between a college town and a city that is merely
home to a college,” this study is intended to focus on towns in Pennsylvania in which institutions
of higher education are clearly dominant. In other words, such towns will have the following
attributes: (1) a college is the largest employer in town, and (2) the college enrollment is
comparable with the population of the city (college students make up at least 20 percent of the
population). Gumprecht (2008) identified 22 municipalities in Pennsylvania that fell in with the
college town criteria explained in his book.20 One of his major benchmarks, an enrollment-topopulation indicator is set at the twenty-percent threshold.21

University Outreach and Public Engagement
University-community engagement is gradually growing into an important policy and
practical issue in the United States (Fisher, Fabricant, & Simmons, 2004). Such scholars as

20

List of 305 cities by state that met college town criteria explained in the book and summary data about
each. http://pubpages.unh.edu/~gumprech/Americancollegetown.html
21
Enrollment-to-population threshold is understood as enrollment as percent of population
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Ehrich and Hollander (1999), Garlick and Palmer (2008), Savan (2004), Watson (2007) promoted
the value of university-community partnerships, service learning and community service within a
more inclusive subject of civic responsibility. As Carole Beere and her colleagues pointed out
(Beere, Votruba, & Wells, 2011), public engagement of any university could encompass a variety
of services provided by either the institution, the faculty and professional staff, as well as the
students. The institution is likely to share libraries, athletic and wellness facilities, museums, and
art galleries, as well as offering programs on and off campus for the neighboring community
benefit. Meanwhile, faculty and professional staff “apply their expertise to issues and challenges
facing their community,” and students engage in a variety of activities, from volunteering to
faculty-directed outreach projects and service learning. In this book, the authors outline a number
of factors that drive universities to increase their engagement: (1) needs of the community, (2)
contemporary views of knowledge, (3) contemporary views of scholarship, (4) concern over
educational quality, (5) criticisms of higher education, (6) political realities. University
engagement in local communities is mutually beneficial for all parties involved (Beere, Votruba,
& Wells, 2011).

Town-Gown Partnerships in Building Information Systems
According to the definition provided by the American Heritage New Dictionary of
Cultural Literacy22, “the relations between town and gown in a college town are those between
the residents of the town and the students and faculty associated with the school, who in the past
wore academic gowns.” In the context of this case study, the researcher shifted the meaning of the
term “town and gown” toward the collaborative relations between a municipal government in a
small town and administration, faculty and students of a local university.

22

town and gown. (n.d.). The American Heritage New Dictionary of Cultural Literacy, Third Edition.
Retrieved from Dictionary.com website: http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/town and gown
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As Lewis (1972) remarked almost 40 year ago, Americans have always shown a strong
affinity for small towns. And while small towns have found it difficult to compete effectively in a
world of heavy industry, changes in technology suggest that small towns might again play a
meaningful role in a contemporary information society. Perhaps the largely untapped potential of
technology-based innovative town-gown partnerships can trigger this revival of small college
towns, particularly in the process of building information systems, including e-government.
Some authors (Adali, Harrison & Zappen, 2002; Brown, 2001, 2007; Carrizales, 2007,
2008) suggest that there are undeniable advantages for using new technologies in the context of
fostering democracy such as advancing information democracy and ability of local governments
to provide better interactive services to citizens. In this case, they understand information
democracy as the local government ability to generate and distribute more and better information
to larger audiences. However, there are also serious impediments and challenges in the path of
reaching this goal, mostly caused by complexity of finding the judicious ways of enabling
community organizations (including local universities) to contribute to collaborative community
information systems.
In recent years, the role of universities in communities has changed significantly, and they
are now ready to lead innovation in technology-based economic development in their localities
(Youtie & Shapira, 2008). As commented by these authors, the federal government in the U.S.
encourages university technology transfer and expects economic and social returns on their R&D
investments. Building innovative university-community partnerships is also salient for bridging
the historic ‘town-gown’ divide. Some researchers contribute this new development to emergence
of the new governance paradigm. According to Martin, Smith and Phillips (2005), “the
governance paradigm encourages the creation of innovative partnerships between the government
sector, the private sector and the non-profit sector in order to harness the collective energies and
strengths of all partners.” The author suggests that town-gown technological collaboration in
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developing public information systems may signify a considerable contributing factor in earlier
and more successful adoption and implementation of local e-government in the United States and
Pennsylvania in particular.

From Better Understanding of Political Behavior to Greater E-participation
Recently, the Pew Research Center for the People and the Press23 presented some
evidence of decline in youth engagement and voting registration during the 2012 U.S. presidential
election. The Center’s polling conducted in 2012 demonstrated that only half (50 percent) of
adults under 30 said they were absolutely certain that they were registered. This compares with 61
percent in 2008 and 57 percent in 2004. At the same time, another Pew Research Center’s poll24
suggested that political value of young voters increased since 2008. In 2012, 60 percent of those
under the age of 30 supported President Obama, compared with just 48 percent of those 30 and
older. During the 2008 U.S. presidential election, the gap was 16 points (66 percent of young
adults between 18 and 29 backing Obama vs. 50 percent of those 30 years and older).
Many scholars described e-participation as one of the basic components of e-government,
along with the electronic dissemination of information and online transactions (Layne & Lee,
2001; Moon, 2002; Peristeras et al., 2009; Reddick & Norris, 2013a). Moreover, some
researchers (e.g., Bimber, 2000, 2003; Clift, 2003) stated that e-participation was interconnected
with e-democracy, e-voting and e-government. However, there are two critical questions that
generated an enduring and still ongoing discussion among the political scientists, “how to engage
more people in the democratic process?” and “why some people get involved in various political

23

Youth engagement falls; Registration also declines (September 28, 2012). Retrieved from
http://www.people-press.org/2012/09/28/youth-engagement-falls-registration-also-declines/
24
Young Voters Supported Obama Less, But May Have Mattered More (November 26, 2012). Retrieved
from, http://www.people-press.org/2012/11/26/young-voters-supported-obama-less-but-may-havemattered-more/
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activities more than others?” Over the years, researchers explored various factors that could
influence civic engagement, including civic activism and voluntarism, mobilization (i.e.,
stimulating participation), socialization and group membership, demographics, personal values
and efficacy, perceived government responsiveness, service learning and Internet usage
(Andolina, Jenkins, Zukin, & Keeter, 2003; Beck & Jennings, 1982; Brady, Verba, & Schlozman,
1995; Brady, Schlozman, & Verba, 1999; Bridges, Appel, & Grossklags, 2012; Keeter, Andolina,
Jenkins, & Zukin, 2002; Lee, 2012; Verba, Schlozman, & Brady, 1995; Verba & Nie, 1972).
Other scholars argued that there was strong evidence that positive early socialization and civic
engagement in younger years could potentially lead to politically active life in adulthood (Plutzer,
2002; Smith, 1999).
A number of scientists asserted that keeping citizenry informed (through education, mass
media exposure, the Internet and social media) would also lead to greater engagement (Dahl,
1998; Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Lee, 2012). Lee (2012) indicated that social media have
become a significant part of the process by which voters talk about their ballot selections,
especially voters between ages 18 and 29. Lee reported that 22 percent of registered voters have
let others know how they voted on a social networking site (i.e., Facebook or Twitter).
Furthermore, different activities from getting messages about voting to sending out messages on a
social media site were a part of the calculation of the “social vote” cohort, and that came to 74
percent of registered voters.
Recently, Weinschenk reopened the discussion of influence of personality traits and
“participatory proneness” on political participation that may rival or even exceed the effects of
the aforementioned canonical predictors of civic engagement (Verba & Nie, 1972; Weinschenk,
2013, 2014). As Weinschenk suggested, “much of the literature on political participation to date
has focused on parental socialization, socioeconomic variables, like education and income,
political mobilization, and political resources, attitudes and orientations” (Weinschenk, 2013, p.
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122). As an alternative, the researcher suggested that individual personality traits could offer a
potential explanation for why some people feel a stronger sense of civic duty than others, and that
the sense of civic duty could exert a powerful influence on voting behavior (Weinschenk, 2014).
In conclusion, it is likely that the emerging trend of creating university outreach programs
and collaboration with local governments and communities, the unfolding campaign on the
university campuses of encouraging students to become more active citizens could grow to be a
decisive contributing factor in changing patterns of political behavior in the American college
towns.

Summary of Literature Review
Over the years, a vast body of literature has been created about issues of critical
importance related to e-government development in the United States at the federal, state and
local levels. The majority of these studies, which are identified and presented in this literature
review, concentrate on examining widespread e-government trends, its various benefits and
serious challenges, primarily through the use of quantitative methods of survey research.
Case study research can offer a much needed in-depth excursion into the process of egovernment adoption, its design and implementation. Such an endeavor would ensure better
understanding of the stages and factors in its development for numerous future researchers. Case
studies in municipal e-government are extremely rare and often tend to cover only certain
practical issues in public policy and administration. Within the boundaries of this literature
review, no studies were found that targeted specifically the process of adoption, original design
and subsequent historical development of official municipal websites in Pennsylvania, or any
other state in the U.S. Moreover, none of the examined studies offered any findings pointing
toward some connections between college town governments and local universities with respect
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to their collaborative efforts in developing e-government. This is the gap that the author intends to
address. Figure 2-3 below helps in visualizing this substantial niche in research on local egovernment that thus far has been left unfilled.

Figure	
  2-‐3:	
  Local	
  e-‐government	
  research	
  at	
  a	
  glance	
  	
  

Research Questions
The author’s primary goal was to explore local e-government realities in small college
towns in Pennsylvania along with the possibilities for development and adoption of viable Web
2.0 platforms. As a consequence, the overarching question that fomented this research targeted
the potential impacts of town-gown collaboration (i.e., ‘e-partnering’) on developing more
efficient, more transparent and collaborative government: “How and to what extent town-gown
may collaboration contribute to advancing e-government in Pennsylvania?” In this case, the term
“advancing” is defined as building a more efficient, transparent and collaborative sociotechnical
e-government system.
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This research question was further specified in the following set questions:
RQ1.1: What factors may impact the continuous development of local e-government?
RQ1.2: What factors may affect social media integration into municipal websites?
RQ1.3: What factors may affect positive town-gown e-government partnerships?
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Chapter 3

Research Methodology
Introduction
Contemporary challenges faced by local governments in the United States are complex
and composed of deeply interdependent and interrelated social and technical elements, where
changes to one of them is likely to affect the other. The introduction of Web 2.0 initiatives into
this environment may lead to innovation in bureaucratic work processes, while simultaneously
affecting the attitudes of local residents, encouraging political efficacy, greater civic participation,
and increasing trust in government. A potentially successful attempt to integrate the social
networking, podcasts, RSS feeds, Web 2.0 interactive tools such as wikis, blogs, multimedia
sharing, and application mashups into the practice of local government may lead to increased
government efficiency, more effective ways of service delivery for individuals and businesses.
Adoption of Web 2.0 social media initiatives is presumed to help local governments to
communicate and disseminate information to citizens in a manner that is most useful to them.
From the author’s standpoint, it could be the next iteration in the evolution of e-government.
Implementation of e-government innovations is often impeded with failures and/or
limited successes. This chapter presents the theoretical background for the study and the overview
of its research design and methods used to identify various factors related to e-government
implementation and the underutilized potential of Web 2.0 in the local public sector.
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Sociotechnical Theory as a General Premise for Research
The conception of STT is associated with the groundbreaking work of Eric Trist, Fred
Emery, Hugh Murray, Albert Cherns, and Enid Mumford on sociotechnical systems. Enid
Mumford made a significant contribution to the description of theory (Mumford, 1995, 1997,
2003, 2006). She based an information systems (IS) development methodology called ETHICS
on sociotechnical principles (Mumford, 1995; Mumford, 2003). She published many detailed case
studies involving the use of ETHICS.
In the mid-1960s, Trist and Emery, both researchers with a background in behavioral
sciences, worked as consultants at the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations in London. While
working there, they coined the term sociotechnical systems (STS), which emphasized the
importance of the interplay between the technical and social subsystems within an organization.
Any attempt to change the technological and/or social subsystem must be considered as a jointoptimization action because of the interdependent relationship between the two subsystems. To
put it differently, successful systems require a perfect fit or seamless integration of technical and
social subsystems. The idea of equal blending of social and technical elements is very important
for sociotechnical theory. One can say that the concept of fit along with the strong practical
orientation can be described as the ‘superpower’ of this theory.
Trist and Emery developed sociotechnical theory, which provided a foundation for
conceptual and empirical work underlying employee involvement and work design applications
in a modern industrial society of the mid-twentieth century. The STS approach to technological
work design spread to the most industrialized nations in Europe, the USA and Canada in a
relatively short time. Eventually, it became synonymous not only with employee involvement
with the design process but also with a promotion of a philosophy of participatory democracy, an
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open sociotechnical systems conceptual framework, and an action research methodology
(Badham, Clegg, & Wall, 2000).
Sociotechnical theory can be also called sociotechnical systems theory because of its
focus on the interaction between people and technology in complex organizations. It has three
main independent constructs: people, technology, and tasks (Land, 2000). In other words,
sociotechnical system design is based on the simple concept that an organization represents a
combination of social and technical components, and it is open to its environment (Trist, 1981).
In the traditional IS literature, a sociotechnical system represents an organization that
needs to utilize new technologies to gain or sustain a competitive advantage (Adman & Warren,
2000; Bostrom & Heinen, 1977; Child, Mumford, & Beekman, 1995; Clegg, 2000; Clegg,
Waterson, & Carey, 1994; Trist, 1981). Sociotechnical principles and approaches make
successful organizational change with respect to technology possible. This theory provides a
redesign framework for self-regulated work groups, and, at the same time, facilitates the process
of incorporating technological advancements into organizations. In later years, several scholars
successfully used sociotechnical principles as a grounding for making e–government a highly
functional sociotechnical system (Damodaran, Nicholls, Henney et al., 2005; Damodaran &
Olphert, 2006; Maxwell & Dawes, 2009; Sorrentino & Virili, 2003).
A study of local governments in Great Britain (Damodaran et al., 2005) emphasizes the
utmost importance of applying sociotechnical theory (STT) to guarantee the success of the design
and implementation of a local e-government system that would create an enabling environment
for civic engagement. As Damodaran25 (2005) and her co-authors point out, e-government, just
like any other successful sociotechnical system, requires simultaneous configuration of all aspects

25

Leela Damodaran, Professor of Participative Design and Change Management, part of the Research
School of informatics at Loughborough University, UK
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of the system: technical, organizational and societal (p. 7). Figure 3-1 below depicts such a
configuration:

Figure	
  3-‐1:	
  Elements	
  of	
  Sociotechnical	
  e-‐Government	
  Systems.	
  Note:	
  Figure	
  adapted	
  from	
  
Damodaran	
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  (2005)	
  

Going along with the notion of local e-government as a sociotechnical dynamic system
situated within a complex context (including people, technology, location), this study used the
fundamental STT constructs (i.e., technology, society and organization) as sensitizing concepts
for building a grounded theory within these conceptual boundaries (Bowen, 2006). This technique
of incorporating sensitizing concepts into the interpretive data analysis also helped to identify
influential forces in local e-government development and implementation. Such a combination of
STT with a grounded theory approach is illustrated in Figure 3-2 (p. 54):
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Rationale for Grounded Theory
The gaps within the literature examined previously in Chapter 2 brought to light an
important question about the theoretical foundations for understanding the use of information
technology (i.e., websites, mobile technology, social media) by local government. Developing a
framework for addressing these gaps has become one of the purposes of the study. In order to
explore a potential role of town-gown collaboration in developing a local e-government system,
this study employed the grounded theory methodology of inquiry within the sensitizing
conceptual framework of sociotechnical theory. Grounded theory, developed by Glaser and
Strauss in 1967 in the seminal book The Discovery of Grounded Theory, describes the manner in
which theory is developed based on data collection and analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). In
contrast to the experimental design, grounded theory does not conform to the expectations of a
pre-determined hypothesis, because theory is constructed rather than tested (Annells, 1996;
Bowers, 1988; Charmaz, 2006; Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Glaser, 1978; Thompson, 2005).
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Thus, the theory is grounded in data from which it was generated rather than being drawn
from a pre-existing body of theory. Grounded theory is mostly descriptive rather then prescriptive
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The essence of grounded theory is well defined by Urquhart (2010):
“grounded theory is a qualitative research method that seeks to develop theory that is grounded in
data systematically gathered and analyzed” (p. 357). Urquhart (2010) also emphasized the
importance of leveraging two distinct approaches to theory conceptualization, systematic and
iterative, thus enabling in-depth analysis of emerging themes and concepts as well as
relationships between them. In 2002, Urquhart recapitulated how Dey (1999), drawing on
Creswell (1998), identified 12 characteristics of a grounded theory method with the aim of
generating or discovering a theory as a top priority. These major characteristics covered the
qualitative research design strategy, data-collection and fieldwork, as well as analysis strategies,
from naturalistic inquiry and purposeful sampling to holistic perspective and context sensitivity.
Glaser (2002) defines a concept (i.e., category) as “the naming of an emergent social
pattern grounded in research data” that is carefully discovered by constant comparing of
theoretically sampled data until conceptual saturation is reached. He further stipulates that the
subpatterns are the properties of the identified and named category (Glaser, 2002). Finally,
Glaser (1978, 1992, 1998) construes theoretical coding as the ultimate refinement of categories
that integrate around the emerging core of theory.
In the early1990s, the idea of qualitative interpretive studies combined with the grounded
theory approach to research made its way into the academic field of information systems research
(Mingers, 2003; Orlikowski, 1993; Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991; Rosemann, Recker, & Flender,
2008; Trauth, 2001). In 2008, Rosemann and his co-authors emphasized the need for context
awareness (i.e., contextualization) in the process of designing information systems. They
approached contextualization as a complex phenomenon composed of four layers: (1) immediate
context (i.e., data, organizational resources, ICTs); (2) internal context (i.e., organization); (3)
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external context (i.e., stakeholders: suppliers, competitors, partners, customers, etc.) and (4)
environmental context (i.e., socio-cultural, economic, political, legal, etc.) (Rosemann, Recker, &
Flender, 2008). In 2001, Trauth outlined five factors that could influence a researcher’s choice of
qualitative study options: (1) research problem(s), (2) a researcher’s theoretical lens, (3), the
degree of uncertainty about a phenomenon in question, (4) a researcher’s individual set of skills,
and (5) academic politics. In this study, that choice was influenced by three factors in particular:
the nature of the research problem as stated in chapter 1, sociotechnical theory lens suited for a
high-level interpretation of the e-government phenomenon, and the uncertainty surrounding
town-gown collaboration in building and transforming e-government at the local level. Since
hardly anything is known about town-gown collaboration in e-government, theoretical
understanding of such a reality remains uncertain.
The grounded theory approach is particular to qualitative studies in part because it allows
a researcher to deal with accumulated data by using an iterative process of working out categories
by means of inductive reasoning. This methodology enables a scientist to modify the pre-existing
(i.e., sensitizing) concepts and their relationships throughout the entire research process, which is
driven by the goal of improving accuracy in representing the reality under investigation. In social
research, grounded theory is used for systematic examination of various phenomena with the
explicit purpose of searching for similarities in broad categories and then developing
subcategories, narrower concepts or ideas (Ragin & Amoroso, 2011). Therefore, inductive
analysis as the principal technique of generating a grounded theory is an appropriate choice for
this study. Sociotechnical theory provided the conceptual lens for this research, but grounded
theory produced the rich, context-based descriptions and explanations of the e-government
phenomenon at the local level.
While grounded theory advocates for theory development and testing, there are few
examples of these processes being engaged. At the time the author conducted this research, there
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were no existing studies about the presumed impact of town-gown collaboration on the
development and transformation of local e-government. Therefore, this study’s intention was to
create an emergent theory.

Choosing Between Two Approaches to Grounded Theory
Since its initial development by Glaser and Strauss (1967), grounded theory has diverged
into two approaches to data coding and analysis, Straussian and Glaserian. The major differences
in these two approaches to grounded theory come from the way the GT founders make sense of
the role of extant literature and the balance between inductive and deductive interpretation of
data. For Glaser (1978, 1998), as a firm advocate of the classic grounded theory, learning to stay
sensitized to accumulated raw data remains crucial. He argues that such an approach allows a
researcher to avoid altering the true path of emerging theory due to mitigating the cognitive
impact of examined literature.
In this dissertation, the area of research was initially very extensive, being concerned
with the e-government development in small municipalities with local universities. A great
number of diverse directions to potentially follow in the literature led to a decision to conduct
interviews with a range of qualified representatives of local governments and universities. This
decision originated from the author’s aspiration to increase theoretical sensitivity, as well as to
obtain a more explicit direction from the practitioners in the field rather than from reported
findings in literature. Thus, such a decision is more aligned with Glaser’s approach than the one
put forward by Strauss.
Following Urquhart’s ideas (2002, 2006, 2007, 2010), the researcher took Glaser’s view
on grounded theory and coding process. Glaser (2002) makes it clear that GT “is the generation
of emergent conceptualizations into integrated patterns, which are denoted by categories and their
properties” (p. 23). Moreover, he points out that the power of GT is in “its generalizability and its
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being abstract from time, place and people” (Glaser, 2002, p. 34). It stands for a reason that
Glaserian approach to coding, which includes substantive and selective coding followed by
theoretical coding, and, by extension, generating a theory allows for more abstract theorizing.
In the end, the grounded theory approach to theory building was the best match in the
case of this research. The following reasons provide sufficient justification for the use of
grounded theory: lack of existing well-fitting theory explaining the dynamics of town-gown
collaboration in e-government, contextualization, and potential for practical contributions to the
field of public administration. In this dissertation, the combination of grounded theory and STT is
applicable because it is expected to support developing of a richer and deeper understanding of
the phenomenon under examination within the sensitizing concepts of sociotechnical theory (see
Figure 3-2, p. 54). Moreover, this approach emphasized the dynamic contextual complexities of
e-government at the local level.

Environmental Influences and Impacts as a Supporting Theoretical Framework for
Data Analysis
As stated in the previous section, ICTs that are commonly implemented and used in a
local government environment (i.e., context), where public managers and elected officials
determine the prospective value of emerging technologies with regard to anticipated cost savings
and an attainable increase in the efficiency of municipal practices and work processes. This
means that various environmental factors may exert significant influence on the outcome of the
information technology deployment in a public organization. At the same time, ICTs may have
direct and indirect impact on the environment they are in, which could be either positive or
negative.
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In an effort to clarify the differences between emerging themes and categories, the
researcher drew upon the “influence-impact model” as a theoretical framework, which Trauth has
first introduced in connection with the societal influences on the diffusion of Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI) in the Netherlands (Trauth, Derksen, & Mevissen, 1993). This framework was
later expanded to different domains (Trauth, 2000). As demonstrated in Figure 3-3, the influenceimpact model revolves around information technology that is surrounded by the environmental
influence factors and IT impact factors. It offers a broad and integrated perspective on ICTs, and
consists of various categories, from social and political to cultural and economic.

Figure	
  3-‐3:	
  Interaction	
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  Societal	
  Context	
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  Information	
  Technology.	
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  Figure	
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  Mevissen	
  (1993).	
  

In addition to allowing the researcher to categorize emerging themes related local egovernment according to the upper-level STT concepts of technology, organization, and society,
the model made it possible to assess these categories from both the influence and impact sides.
Thus, applying this model not only provided an opportunity for a more in-depth understanding of
the pros and cons of using ICTs in local government, but also a chance to discover different ways
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that the immediate community factors and town-gown collaborative initiatives may influence egovernance in small municipalities.

Epistemology

Quantitative studies often follow the postpositivist proposition for developing knowledge
by testing theories and using statistical data as their main tool. Qualitative research, on the other
hand, is interpretive or constructive. As Patton (2002) states in his monograph, the goal of
qualitative data analysis is to reveal emerging themes and patterns, to gain insights and achieve
mastery of a specified research phenomenon. Qualitative research is “an inquiry process of
understanding,” where the researcher reaches a “complex, holistic picture, analyzes words,
reports detailed views of informants, and conducts the study in a natural setting” (Creswell, 1998,
p. 15).
Interpretivism was the philosophical orientation that guided this research. More
specifically, it was the interpretivist model of qualitative research, original grounded theory
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967) that influenced epistemological approach for this study. Given extant
literature, as it was discussed in Chapter 2, examination and consequent evaluation of the egovernment reality in the U.S. was primarily based on statistical generalizations of the largesample data and was carried out with a positivist philosophical perspective. That can be used as
an argument for a qualitative study that is based on the in-depth analysis of data collected from
participants who are immersed in the everyday reality of local governance. As Lincoln and Guba
(1985) stated, "the trouble with generalizations is that they don't apply to particulars" (p. 110).
Positioned within the sensitizing conceptual boundaries of sociotechnical theory, this
research intended to improve current understanding of the underlying processes and uncover
forces that may trigger advancement of e-government in small college towns and encourage
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collaboration with interested stakeholders. The author believes that analyzing data inductively
and generating a new theoretical model within the STT constructs (i.e., technology, organization,
and society) could advance knowledge.

Overview of Research Design
Research design for this study was driven by methodological orthodoxy that the author
discussed at length in the section on the rationale for grounded theory. It was imperative to
answer the following question first: “What approach to grounded theory is best suited for this
study, and how it is to be executed?” As suggested in Chapter 2, there was no data or prior
knowledge about the nature of town-gown technological partnerships in relation to the design and
development of e-government systems in small college towns, either nationwide or in
Pennsylvania. However, STT offered high-level theoretical guidance in constructing initial
interview questionnaires and provided certain conceptual boundaries for employing a grounded
theory approach. The most fundamental constructs of STT, including technology, society and
organization, have been used as a general premise for building a grounded theory within these
conceptual boundaries. Grounded theory, in turn, helped the researcher to identify leading factors
in local e-government development and implementation in the context of town-gown
collaboration.
With the exception of sociotechnical theory, no other theory (to the best of the author’s
knowledge) could fit to inform research design for the study. And grounded theory, defined as “a
qualitative research method that seeks to develop theory that is grounded in data systematically
gathered and analysed” (Urquhart et al., 2010, p. 257), was the only logical option that was
primarily used not so much as a way of coding data but rather as a method for generating theory.
Qualitative research advocates, such as Guba and Lincoln (1982, 1994) and Stake (1995),
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argue that direct interpretation of events is no less valuable than interpretation of the
measurement of data. In 2003, Crotty succinctly described the research process as a combination
of four basic elements: (1) ontology (objective or subjective nature of reality), (2) epistemology
(nature and scope of knowledge from either positivist, interpretive, or critical perspective), (3)
methodology (deductive or inductive process of research), and (4) methods (activities and/or
techniques used for data collection and analysis). As Stake (1995) points out, “in qualitative
studies, research questions typically orient to cases or phenomena, seeking patterns of
unanticipated as well as expected relationships.” (p. 41). From an interpretive epistemological
perspective, case study research is an appropriate choice, especially when a researcher’s goal is to
sharpen the search for experiential understanding of the case, by means of direct interpretation of
key testimonies and happenings. As demonstrated by the literature review section (Chapter 2),
there was no lack of quantitative studies of local e-government, but little to no qualitative
research done oriented toward examination of the uniqueness and complexity of e-government in
a small college town, its embeddedness and interaction with its contexts.

Pilot Study
This dissertation originated as a research proposal for a qualitative study aimed at
assessing the sophistication and impact of the State College Borough website as a sociotechnical
e-government system. In the Spring of 2011, it resulted in a Master’s thesis titled “Evolution of
local e-government in Central Pennsylvania: History of design and development of the State
College Borough website” (Levy, 2011). That work (Levy, 2011) was significant because of its
findings, which pointed toward a strong potential for adoption and implementation of
Government 2.0 in a small municipality. That pilot study also demonstrated a real-life historic
example of a town-gown collaborative project that led to building a municipal e-government
system.
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The researcher has chosen to investigate the history of the official website of the Borough
of State College (Centre County, PA) over the years since its inception as a testing ground for the
current dissertation research. The pilot project has revealed the significant historical fact of
fruitful technological and intellectual collaboration between the Pennsylvania State University
faculty and students and the State College Borough government during the earliest stage of the egovernment development in this college town. That town-gown partnership has reached its
culmination in 1998, when State College unveiled its first official municipal website for the use
of the Borough residents and beyond. The author speculated that such town-gown partnerships in
building public sector information systems would hardly be an isolated event in local egovernment history.
Another interesting finding was the discovery of a technological volunteerism phenomenon.
This emergent trend can potentially create great opportunities for local governments. Municipal
manager can use it as a workaround to offset such a typical deterrent of progress in e-government
as budgetary constraints. As one pilot study participant said, “time has changed, and we need to
be flexible enough to change with it.

Explaining a Comparative Case Study Approach
The research design is a comparative case study in a single state because the case study
strategy “may be used to enlighten those situations in which the intervention being evaluated has
no clear, single set of outcomes” (Yin, 2009, p. 20). According to Miles and Huberman (1994), a
study using more than one case is commonly called a multiple or comparative case study. This
type of study typically involves collecting and analyzing data from several similar and/or
contrasting cases, and allows the collected data to be more precise and adds stability to research
findings. Moreover, a comparative case study is the method of choice when the phenomenon
under study is not easily distinguishable from its context, which is relevant for this study
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(Creswell, 1998). Data gleaned from the interview transcripts, document reviews and
observations are analyzed simultaneously and recursively. The process of finding emerging
patterns and themes, key issues and recurrent events across the cases as well as describing the
context under which they occur allows for “thick descriptive narrative,” which is required for
research transferability (Lincoln & Guba, 2007). Furthermore, such a process is also conducive to
establishing broader, more conclusive categories. Making connections between cases (i.e.,
different parts of data) within a comparative case study enhances the credibility and dependability
of research results.
Yin (2009) postulates that a case study, which follows the replication logic, is an
empirical inquiry that investigates a “contemporary phenomenon in-depth and within its real-life
context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly
evident” (p. 33). He further offers the following technical definition of the case study inquiry that:
•

copes with the technically distinctive situation in which there will be many more
variables of interest than data points, and as one result,

•

relies on multiple sources of evidence, with data needing to converge in a triangulating
fashion, and as another result,

•

benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data collection
and analysis (Yin, 2009, p. 34)
In line with Yin’s definition, this comparative case study has benefited from adopting

socio-technical approach as an effective conceptual and theoretical framework. This is especially
so because such an approach required systematic and ongoing assessment of the key
organizational shifts and other crucial social and political factors, in the process of successful
development and implementation of e-government initiatives at any level (Sorrentino & Virili,
2003). That said, it is important to point out that implementation in this context is viewed as an
ongoing social process rather than a “one-shot” deal. In the described research, STT provided a
high-level theoretical framework for gathering qualitative data about e-government in small
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college towns in Pennsylvania and the extent of town-gown collaboration in its development. It is
important to emphasize that the author approached description of such collaboration from a
broader perspective; in other words, not just limited to occasional technology-related projects.
The rationale for this approach is based on the notion that most town-gown collaborative projects
in this day and age can and likely will end up being enhanced by using existing information
technology tools including social media. On the other hand, any collaborative project focused on
improving overall well-being of the community at large contributes to advancing this: the
ultimate goal of any government. The term e-government in that case simply refers to a local
government that uses any existing and/or emerging technologies to accomplish that goal.
The author used grounded theory as a further analytical methodological tool, with an
explicit expectation of the discovery of influential forces and the formulation of key factors that
affect functionalities of e-government systems in different local contexts. In the end, the
grounded theory approach was fully conducive to getting a better understanding of this complex
phenomenon. What might be the number of cases deemed sufficient for such a study? According
to Yin (2009), the greater certainty about the multiple-case results would lie with the larger
number of cases. He recommends five, six, or more replications if the underlying theory is subtle
and there is a need for a higher degree of certainty (p. 72). Considering grounded theory as a part
of the conceptual framework of the study, it appeared reasonable to have a larger number of
cases.

Criteria for Choosing Case Study Sites
In their article, Seawright and Gerring (2008) demonstrated the insufficiencies of both
randomized and purely pragmatic case selection procedures for qualitative researchers. When the
total number of cases to be selected is relatively small, and the dangers of selection bias are real,
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purposive (or purposeful) sampling is the one suggested by the authors. This sampling technique
makes it possible to shift from generalizing from a sample to a population (i.e., quantitative
research) to creating a sample “purposely” selected for its potential to yield insight from fertile
and edifying information sources (i.e., qualitative research) (Patton, 2002, p. 40).
According to case study research experts (Patton, 2002; Seawright & Gerring, 2008;
Stake, 1995), it is a good idea to select cases which are representative of others, although such
cases should be balanced and diverse. Such a combination of cases has the potential to lead to
more opportunities to learn from the data, and to identify common patterns that cut across variety.
Patton (2002) called a combination of cases that met multiple criteria, interests and needs a
“mixed purposeful” sampling.
In this study, the selection criteria reflect Patton’s understanding of “mixed purposeful”
sampling. Finding the right balance while attempting to maintain the diversity of cases were
additional factors in the process of case selection for this study. The primary goal was to facilitate
gaining a deeper understanding of the problems intrinsic for development of municipal egovernment in small-town Pennsylvania. To be included in the study, the college towns had to
meet to following criteria:
•

a college town should house a reasonably big regional or national, public or private
university (with an enrollment-to-population threshold of at least 50%).

•

a selected municipality should have population of at least 5,000 but no more than 45,000
at the time of the U.S. Census 2010.

•

a college town should have an official website developed within the last 10-20 years.

•

a selected municipality should have an economy that offers jobs and employ a
considerable proportion of the local population.
The original pool of eleven sites (see Table 3-1, p. 67) considered for conducting research

was intentionally larger than the finalized list of selected cases. The author’s single objective was
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to offset the potential barriers to entry with regard to gaining access to data. State College may be
called “Ground Zero,” because – in 2011- that municipality was chosen as a pilot study site.
TABLE 3-1: College Towns in Pennsylvania that Meet Criteria Set for the Study
City/County

Type

University
(national,
regional,
public, and
private)

Population
2010

University
Enrollment
2010

Enrollment as
Percent of
Population

Bloomsburg/
Columbia

Town

Bloomsburg
University of
PA (Regional
public)

14,855

10,091

68%

California/
Washington

Borough

California
University of
PA (Regional
public)

5,442

7,419

136%

Clarion/
Clarion

Borough

Clarion
University of
PA (Regional
public)

5,276

7,315

139%

Borough

E. Stroudsburg
University of
PA (Regional
public)

11,922

7,387

62%

Edinboro/
Erie

Borough

Edinboro
University of
PA (Regional
public)

6,438

8,642

134%

Indiana/
Indiana

Borough

Indiana
University of
PA (Regional
public)

13,975

15,126

108%

Kutztown/
Berks

Borough

Kutztown
University of
PA (Regional
public)

5,012

10,707

214%

Lewisburg/
Union

Borough

Bucknell
University
(National

5,792

3,615

62%

East
Stroudsburg/
Monroe
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private)

Millersville/
Lancaster

Shippensburg/
Cumberland &
Franklin
State College/
Centre

Borough

Millersville
University of
PA (Regional
public)

8,168

8,729

107%

Borough

Shippensburg
University of
PA (Regional
public)

5,492

8,326

152%

Borough

Pennsylvania
State
University
(National
public)

42,034

44,817

107%

Eventually, the following six college towns26 in Pennsylvania were selected for inclusion
in the study:
1. Bloomsburg (http://www.bloomsburgpa.org)
2. Edinboro (http://www.edinboro.net)
3. Kutztown (http://www.kutztownboro.org)
4. Lewisburg (http://www.lewisburgborough.org)
5. Shippensburg (http://www.borough.shippensburg.pa.us)
6. State College (http://www.statecollegepa.us/)
The selected number of cases is consistent with Yin’s (2009) recommendations for
ensuring greater certainty about the multiple-case (or comparative case study) results. While these
sites meet criteria stated earlier, they also represent uniquely diverse communities with respect to
their historical, cultural and economic backgrounds. In 1994, two selected sites – Shippensburg
(ranked #27) and Lewisburg (ranked #15) with population only slightly above 5,000 – have been
named among the 100 best small towns in America (Crampton, 1995). At that time, both
municipalities were considered relatively independent places that provided adequate employment
and a variety of educational, financial and health care services to local residents. By 2010,

	
  Based on modified Gumprecht’s (2008) classification of American college towns	
  

26
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Lewisburg remained a place where the percentage of local residents age 25+ (39.9%) with
various college degrees was much higher than the Pennsylvania average (27%). The same
parameter for the Borough of State College is the highest among the six research sites, 64.2%. It
is also not surprising that the study sites – being college towns – can hardly be labeled
“retirement communities.” They all have a rather low percentage of people 65 years and over,
lower than the state average (15.4%). State College is leading the way with 4.7%, followed by
Edinboro (8.3%) and Bloomsburg (9%). However, there are many people in these municipalities
who live below the poverty level, especially in the Borough of State College (52% in 2010) and
the Town of Bloomsburg (37.4% in 2010). The lowest percentage of persons living below the
poverty level in 2010 was in the Borough of Kutztown (22.8%). Considering that students
represent a significant segment of the population in the selected college towns, it makes sense that
the homeownership rates are predominantly lower than the percent of housing units in multi-unit
structures. Kutztown and Shippensburg are exceptional, because these two boroughs have
satellite townships, (i.e., Maxatawny and Shippensburg townships) which actually house the
universities. Table 3-2 below provides a condensed overview of such basic facts about
demographic, social and economic make-up of the selected sites based on the U.S. Census 2010
data (State and County QuickFacts).27
TABLE 3-2: Basic Demographic and Socioeconomic Facts About the Selected Study Sites
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Pennsylvania
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http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/42000.html
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Persons 65
years and
over, percent,
2010
Per capita
money income
in past 12
months, 20082012
Median
household
income, 20082012
Persons below
poverty level,
percent, 20082012
High school
graduate or
higher, percent
of persons age
25+, 20082012
Bachelor's
degree or
higher, percent
of persons age
25+, 20082012
Homeownersh
ip rate, 20082012
Housing units
in multi-unit
structures,
percent,
2008-2012

9.0%	
  

8.3%	
  

16.9%	
  

13.9%	
  

13.6%	
  

4.7%	
  

15.4%	
  

$15,610	
  

$20,250	
  

$22,862	
  

$18.675	
  

$22,458	
  

$14,424	
  

$28,190	
  

$30,	
  310	
  

$31,263	
  

$46,081	
  

$30,759	
  

$32,257	
  

$24,104	
  

$52,267	
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13.1%	
  

91.8%	
  

95.6%	
  

89.7%	
  

90.8%	
  

84.6%	
  

96.1%	
  

88.3%	
  

28.4%	
  

43.6%	
  

33.2%	
  

39.9	
  %	
  

24.6%	
  

64.2%	
  

27%	
  

38.3%	
  

42.4%	
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41.8%	
  

19.1%	
  

70.1%	
  

46.7%	
  

47.8%	
  

34.7%	
  

48.3%	
  

38.9%	
  

69.6%	
  

20.6%	
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Sampling and Recruitment
While choosing a study sample is an important step in any research project, an
appropriate sample size for a qualitative study is one that would adequately answer the research
question. As a rule of thumb, the number of required participants should become obvious as the
study reaches the point of data saturation, or when new categories or themes stop emerging from
the data. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the research design of this study is flexible enough
to allow for an iterative approach to sampling, data collection and analysis powered by the
grounded theory methodology.
The author utilized a combination of selective, snowball and theoretical sampling
techniques (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1978; Schatzman & Strauss, 1973). As defined by
Glaser (1978), selective sampling represents “the calculated decision to sample a specific locale
according to a preconceived but “reasonable” initial set of dimensions (such as time, space,
identity or power) which are worked out in advance for a study” (p. 37). In this case, selective
sampling allowed the researcher to select participants with special expertise in the area of
advancing e-government at the local level, including municipal managers, local government IT
department managers, and state university outreach program administrators. These selected
categories of participants formed a primary informant sample. In turn, these key informants often
recommended other useful potential interviewees, thus adding another dimension to sampling,
known as snowball (see Table 3-3, p. 72). To summarize, the targeted participants for this study
included municipal government managers and elected officials, community leaders, as well as
local university senior administration and faculty.
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TABLE 3-3: Categories of Key Informants Targeted for Inclusion in the Study
Municipal (Borough & Town)
Government

Local University

External Organizations
& Citizen Groups

Municipal managers

Office of the President
and/or the Provost

Active citizens groups

Mayors & council members

Internship programs; Faculty

Local non-for-profit
corporations

IT department managers,
other municipal staff

Community Service &
Outreach programs

Community partnerships

As stated in Chapter 1, one of the research objectives of this study was to generate a
theoretical model describing and explaining the complexities of town-gown e-partnering using
the grounded theory approach. Therefore, in the study, theoretical sampling was used with the
explicit intent “to elicit codes from raw data from the start of data collection through constant
comparative analysis as the data pour in” (Glaser, 1978, p. 36). Theoretical sampling of any
emerging theme would cease when it reached the point of saturation and readiness to be
integrated into the developing theory.
The recruitment process has begun in mid-May 2012, and recruitment materials were
originally mailed to the municipal managers of 10 college towns in Pennsylvania, which were
identified and described in a previous section. There were a few delays and barriers along the way
with respect to gaining access to a number of research sites in Pennsylvania. Some places like
California, PA or Indiana, PA were not responsive to the initial recruitment efforts (e.g., letters of
introduction, emails). It should be pointed out that it makes the recruiting process much easier
and it goes a lot faster, if someone in the organization (e.g., an administrative assistant) agrees to
help a researcher to schedule and coordinate interviews with the prospective interviewees. In one
of the cases, the researcher was lucky to have a general approval of the study from a Borough
Manager, as well as an actual support from the administrative staff. It undoubtedly helps when a
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researcher can find somebody within an organization willing to provide some logistical
assistance.

Data Collection
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Pennsylvania State University (Penn State)
approved the protocol for this research on January 4, 2012. The IRB determination was that the
research was exempt from both IRB initial and ongoing reviews. In the beginning, the author
selected ten small college towns in Pennsylvania for the dissertation. However, not all of the
cases worked out as anticipated. Early assessments of the progress have been made to determine
whether a case should be dropped and another one selected. This way, the author came up with
the final number of six cases during the early stages of this study.
The data collection process started in June 2012. During the course of the pilot study
conducted in the Spring 2011 in State College (PA), the researcher succeeded in establishing
lasting working relationships with a number of the Borough’s government officials. These
connections allowed the researcher to procure necessary introductions (entrée) to the municipal
managers and elected officials in other college towns in PA (see Appendix D, p. 354). This
strategy for gaining assured access to information was effective because it facilitated and
expedited the process of collecting data. All data gathered from a variety of resources (e.g.,
interviews, document review) was collected with the explicit permission from the participants and
in full compliance with the Penn State’s IRB guidelines.
In accordance with the qualitative research tradition (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Stake,
1995; Yin, 2009), the author sought out multiple data sources. The primary set of data was made
up of interview data, which comprised of one-hour audio-recorded semi-structured interviews. To
ensure triangulation in research and addressing potential problems of credibility and
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transferability, the author used multiple sources of evidence to supplement interview data with
the following: (1) participant observation, (2) available quantitative data (e.g., web log records,
summarizing descriptive statistics), (3) reviews of historical accounts, public records, news
articles, and (4) content analysis (i.e., website evaluation). Qualitative research methods, such as
interviews and content analysis, were instrumental in yielding the context-dependent data from
the perspective of the participants within their organizational settings. Quantitative data, such as
the U.S. Census 2010 and American Community Surveys, has been fitting for measuring
demographic and social characteristics, and thus used in conjunction with qualitative methods to
strengthen the robustness of data through triangulation.

Semi-Structured Interviews
Interviewing is a common practice in qualitative case study research. In this study, the
author selected semi-structured individual interviews as a primary data collection instrument. Use
of open-ended questions usually makes it possible to collect data that is easier to analyze and
compare at a later stage in research. The IRB-approved interview protocol provided a
foundational basis for conducting all research interviews. It was designed in a way that was likely
to ensure consistency and uniformity of information from each interviewee, because all of them
had to answer the same key questions (see Appendix A, p. 346).
Interviews are well known to be exceptionally useful for getting the story behind
participants’ life- and work-related experiences. Consequently, the researcher was inclined to
infuse enough flexibility in the process of interviewing to keep open conversation flowing and
thus adaptable to unexpected insights from the interviewees. The interview guide, while
providing a general structure to the inquiry, did not impede the researcher’s ability to add and
modify questions in accordance with diverse organizational environments. In a number of
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instances, the researcher used this method’s flexibility to ask follow-up questions when
participants expressed their willingness to be contacted again.
The author conducted thirty-one face-to-face semi-structured interviews with thirty
informants from six local governments and universities across the state of Pennsylvania selected
for this study.28 The case study sites included Bloomsburg, Edinboro, Kutztown, Lewisburg,
Shippensburg and State College (see Table 3-4). During the data collection process, the
researcher utilized both individual and group face-to-face interviews. All those interviews were
conducted either in the municipal building offices or on campus. In the case of Bloomsburg, the
author conducted a follow-up phone interview one year after the initial interview in order to
review preliminary findings and to gather new information on the progress of the redesign of the
municipal website and the state of the upgrade of computer equipment. By the end of summer
2013, the researcher conducted 31 interviews across all six case study sites.
TABLE 3-4: Distribution of Participants by Categories and Case Study Sites
Case Study Sites

Municipal
Elected Officials,
Managers & Staff

University
Senior
Administration
& Faculty

Bloomsburg

2

1

3

Edinboro

2

1

3

Kutztown (Borough &
Maxatawny Township)

4

2

6

Lewisburg

3

1

28

Key Members
of Local
Organizations

1

Total

5

See section Criteria for Choosing Case Study Sites of Chapter 3.
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Shippensburg (Borough
& Township)

4

2

6

State College

5

2

7

Total 20

9

1

30

Table 3-5 below describes the type of an organization, where the participants work
(municipal government, university, community organization) and, at the same time, refers to their
educational background and a position held within an organization.
TABLE 3-5: Overview of Case Study Participants by Positions Held, Background and Type of
Organization
Participant

Participant
Position

Participant Background

Organization
Type

1.

Town Administrator

Social Sciences

Municipal government

2.

Borough Manager

Community Development

Municipal government

3.

Borough Manager

Business Administration

Municipal government

4.

Mayor

Education

Municipal government

5.

Borough Council
Member

Education

Municipal government

6.

Mayor

Education

Municipal government

7.

Internship
Coordinator

Public Administration

Public state university
(PASSHE)

8.

Borough Manager

Civil Engineering

Municipal government

9.

Assistant to the
Manager

Accounting

Municipal government

10.

Township Supervisor

Banking

Municipal government

11.

Township Manager

Public Administration

Municipal government
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12.

University President

Spanish

13.

Dean of Students

Education

14.

Mayor

Tourism

Public state university
(PASSHE)
Public state university
(PASSHE)
Municipal government

15.

Mayor

Business Administration

Municipal government

16.

Borough Manager

Public Administration

Municipal government

17.

Mayor

Social Sciences

Municipal government

18.

Communications &
Special Projects
Coordinator
Planning Department
Intern

Public Affairs

Municipal government

Urban Planning

Municipal government

20.

IT Project Manager

Digital Art

Municipal government

21.

Director of Programs
& Partnerships

Education

Public state-related
research university

22.

VP for Student
Affairs

Law

Public state-related
research university

23.

University President

Education

Public state university
(PASSHE)

24.

Assistant VP for
External Affairs

Business Administration

Public state university
(PASSHE)

25.

Associate VP of
Finance

Accounting

Private liberal arts
university

26.

Borough Council
member
Borough Manager

Entrepreneurship

Municipal government

Public Administration

Municipal government

Borough Council
member
Executive Director

Technology

Municipal government

English

Community organization

Interim University
President

Organizational
Development

Public state university
(PASSHE)

19.

27.
28.
29.
30.
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A typical interview session was sixty minutes in length. Some interviews only span the
length of 30 minutes, while others could take up to 90 minutes. The entire process of interviewing
lasted for 1441 minutes, or twenty-four hours. The researcher audio taped all interviews by using
digital media and later transcribed them. In the end, there were over 530 pages of transcripts. The
author favored the face-to-face individual and group interviews because they created a more
conducive atmosphere for establishing trust and candidness. Additionally, a face-to-face
interview has always provided a perfect opportunity to observe participant(s) in their everyday
work environment. However, some follow-up interviews were conducted over the phone and/or
Skype due to certain time restrictions and overly hectic schedules of some informants. The data
collection process took thirteen months, from July 2012 to July 2013. The researcher reviewed all
the interview transcripts more than once for the purposes of comparison and factual consistency.

Participant Observation
While ethnographic interviewing has been employed as the primary data collection
method, the author also utilized participant observation. It was mostly used to achieve a better
understanding of situational dynamics, especially when participants could not be fully impartial
in their interpretation of events. Moreover, an observation method was instrumental in answering
some of the evolving research questions and finding different perspectives. As Trauth (2000)
points out, participant observation may be carried out either at the macro level by simply paying
attention to the details of everyday life at the research site, or at the micro level, by observing the
organizational and social environment under investigation and engaging in informal
conversations with people outside the constraints of scheduled interviews. Furthermore,
participant observation may be facilitated by the use of email and other Web-based or mobile
technologies. To make participant observation a valuable tool in a methodological toolbox, the
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researcher maintained a research journal to keep records of observations, ideas and emerging
questions and themes.
To share one of the most obvious observations, the researcher noticed that municipal staff
- in at least some research sites - was getting younger and somewhat more technologically savvy.
It might be coincidental, yet it would make sense to point out that one of the study participants, a
young public manager in a small town and a recent university graduate, shared with the
researcher his belief that the use of ICTs and particularly social media in public administration
may be strongly correlated with the age of local public managers.

Document Review
The artifact collection and review is a less intrusive method of collecting data. It is also
more cost-effective, because it reduces the transcription cost of interviews. As suggested by
Merriam (2009), document review was used to provide more details and evidence of
corroboration (or contradiction) as compared to other collected data. Creswell (2003)
characterized data collected by means of document review as “thoughtful, in that participants
have given attention to compiling.” (p. 187). However, Yin (2009) cautions that while gleaning
material from various artifacts, researchers must recall that these artifacts were designed for
purposes other than research, and, therefore, they should use these resources judiciously.
The researcher carefully compared and contrasted the data collected in different semistructured interviews to each other. The author’s intention was to identify and rule out any
potential discrepancies and inaccuracies in the statements made by various study participants (i.e.,
borough managers, council members, mayors, employees of municipal IT departments, university
faculty and/or top officials). As a triangulation tool, the author also compared and contrasted the
interview data to the results of the document review.
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Website Evaluation
The website assessment was intended to treat a local government web portal as a sociotechnical phenomenon embedded in a process of change in the e-government environment. Such
an environment includes not only local appointed and elected officials, administrative and IT
municipal staff, but also the greater community of web portal users. A greater community may
include the residents of a college town, the entire student body of a local university, as well as
people all around the world who can claim a certain affinity to a particular locale. Nowadays,
municipal websites have to compete for public attention under tight budgetary constraints, and
therefore they often remain underutilized. Unlike the owners of commercial websites, the small
town administrators are often unable to invest heavily in the newest technologies and promotion
of the available e-services. With these considerations in mind, Scott (2005) advocates for
establishing five categories of quality indicators for local government websites based on previous
research and emerging practices: (1) transparency to enable users to monitor official public
records; (2) online transactions; (3) connectivity for civically engaged individuals and
organizations; (4) content personalization based on a user preferences and behavior, and, finally,
(5) usability. In this article, Scott outlines both expectations for the general content and the
overall design and functions of such sites.
In the years past, the contradictory findings were reported about the possible correlation
between a city population size and a website functionality. Some researchers like Moon (2002),
Kaylor, Deshazo, & Van Eck (2001) suggested a strong correlation, while others like Scott (2006)
found much greater variance. As Scott (2006) points out, the websites of small or large cities, in
general, provide less opportunity for public involvement than the sites of medium-sized cities
with a population of 120,000-459,000. Yet, none of them offered any clues on how a small
college town phenomenon may affect a website functionality.
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Some researchers examining e-government implementation among local governments
point toward a few predictors and/or the criteria that the author utilized to a certain degree for the
purpose of a website assessment in this dissertation. For example, a content analysis of municipal
websites has found that too much information without much of a focus can be “cluttered,
daunting and overwhelming” (West, 2004), therefore suggesting that a level of professionalism,
the “look and feel” of a website can easily be turned into the “ease-of-use” criterion for the
public. Moon and Welch (2005) second this opinion by pointing out that the top priority for both
citizens and government employees should be making website information as understandable and
easily found by the public as possible, because it leads to a stronger public outreach. Certain
criteria have been used in the prior studies to evaluate government websites to determine their
capacity to facilitate local public involvement (Scott, 2006): variety of information,
communication and transaction services that may lead to a reduction of the cost of information,
accessibility and accountability of local governments to interested users, and the facilitation of an
online public dialog or e-consultation

Data Analysis
Qualitative case study research usually amasses huge amounts of raw data. During the
course of this project, just the transcripts of recorded interviews produced over 530 pages, not
including the pages of observational memos. Therefore, it was essential to develop a better
understanding of the data in an organized and timely fashion. Seidel (1998) introduced a useful
metaphor that describes the iterative and recursive process of qualitative data analysis as a
symphony based on three simple notes – noticing, collecting, and thinking. Yin (2009) provides
the following four tenets of the high quality analysis (p. 170-173). The analysis must
1. attend to all the evidence,
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2. address all major rival interpretations,
3. address the most significant aspect of the case study, and
4. utilize the researcher’s prior expert knowledge.
These four elements have been considered and built into the research study design and later were
used to guide the data analysis and ensure its quality. The grounded theory approach was used for
guidance during the data analysis phase of this research. The researcher’s task of data reduction
(coding into categories) was guided by the constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss,
1967), a continuous process of category identification and clarification (i.e., substantive and
selective coding) that eventually resulted in the well-defined categories (i.e., theoretical coding).
The researcher reviewed the digital audio recordings of the interviews a number of times
along with a recurrent reading of the transcripts. This process allowed the author to identify a
number of themes by highlighting particular words or phrases that were particularly descriptive.
Examples of the categories that emerged from the data included “expanding engaged community”
(i.e., community of people who have an affinity for a municipality regardless of where they
reside) and “town-gown collaboration.”
The next phase of the analysis was directed toward finding associations among the
categories that echoed the analogous notions. This was followed by presentation of the analytical
categories and their interpretation to those knowledgeable in the field for examination and
revision. Once the author completed the process of data collection, the data was analyzed and
coded inductively, starting with an open inductive coding of the interview transcripts, as
suggested by Glaser and Strauss (1967) and also by Eisenhardt (1989). True to the grounded
theory methodology, the author felt that perfecting the inductive coding procedure has been
especially important for tracking down the different technological, social and organizational
events in the town-gown collaboration, as well as identifying unique stages in the e-government
development in the chosen research sites. As was anticipated, upon the completion of the initial
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open coding phase, some new categories emerged, and then the second iteration of coding
(selective) occurred at a higher level of abstraction. Eventually, theoretical coding followed,
which resulted in the theoretically distinct categories and concepts.
Theoretical coding led to the creation of an emergent theoretical model that reasonably
explained the complexities of town-gown collaboration in the process of developing an egovernment sociotechnical system. The final refinement of the emerging theory was
accomplished by reexamining collected data in its entirety and connecting the research results to
the multidisciplinary body of the reviewed relevant literature.

Research Evaluation
Study Trustworthiness
In the positivist paradigm, research is evaluated by the following criteria: internal
validity, external validity, reliability and objectivity. These criteria are constructed to answer
questions about the truth-value, applicability, consistency, and neutrality of a study (Lincoln &
Guba, 2007). The rigor of qualitative data is referred to as trustworthiness. According to Guba
and Lincoln (1994), trustworthiness in interpretive research is based on the following four
criteria: credibility (analog to internal validity), transferability (analog to external validity),
dependability (analog to reliability), and confirmability (analog to objectivity).
Credibility and Transferability
In qualitative research, credibility can be achieved by triangulation (cross-checking) of
data, peer debriefing, and member checks. In peer debriefing, it is up to an objective colleague is
approached with a task of assessing emerging research results. The thick descriptive data (i.e.,
narrative) about the context was required to achieve transferability.
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Dependability and Confirmability
As described by Lincoln and Guba (1985), an external audit that examines the research
process requires both establishing an audit trail and carrying out the audit process by an external
competent auditor. The dependability judgment is based on the evaluation of the process results,
while the confirmability judgment originates from the assessment of the research report and data
interpretations.

Ensuring Quality of Research: Triangulation and Member Checking
According to Yin (2009), a case study is “generalizable to theoretical propositions and
not to populations or universes” (p. 15). The goal of this dissertation was to achieve analytic
generalization (i.e., expand and generalize theory) rather than enumerate frequencies as it is done
in quantitative research. A number of scholars made valuable contributions to developing criteria
for corroborating the adequacy of a qualitative research process and its empirical grounding
(Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Guba & Lincoln, 1982, 1994; Lincoln & Guba, 1985, 2007; Strauss &
Corbin, 1990). As suggested by Yin (2009), the author collected the empirical evidence for this
dissertation from various data sources in order to obtain multiple measures of the same
phenomenon to ensure trustworthiness and affirm the adequacy of the naturalistic research
process. To achieve the optimal quality and trustworthiness of the study results, the researcher
employed such techniques as triangulation, peer debriefing and member checking.
Triangulation is a powerful tool often used in social science research to facilitate the
validation of data by “cross examination” of the results from more than two sources (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2011; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Trauth, 1997, 2000). It is a common practice among the
qualitative researchers to analyze transcribed interviews along with the observational memos, the
documents written by the study participants and other materials. The purpose of triangulation is to
ensure corroboration among multiple sources of data and converging evidence. To supplement
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the interview data, the author has used the following sources of evidence: (1) quantitative data
such as web log records, descriptive statistics to summarize collected data, (2) reviews of
historical accounts, public records, local news articles (i.e., municipal codes, council meeting
minutes), (3) content analysis (website evaluation), and (4) miscellaneous documents and
resources (internal organizational documentation).
Member checking was another technique that the author used to establish the
trustworthiness of this dissertation research. Member checking is generally considered an
important method for verification and establishing credibility of information transcribed by the
investigator. It often refers to verifying interpretations with the study participants (or informants)
who generated the raw data. As Trauth (2000) describes it, “in member checking the researcher
solicits the inside perspective on the credibility of the interpretations by reviewing the data,
analyses, and interpretations with the participants” (p. 394). Such an “inside perspective” on the
explanations gleaned from the data may also be provided by other stakeholders, who may be
affected to a certain degree by this research project.
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Chapter 4

Results
In this chapter, there are six similar cases in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
all described and analyzed in a way that was consistent with a comparative case study
research design (see Chapter 3). Over the period of thirteen months (July 2012- July 2013), the
researcher conducted thirty one (31) semi-structured, open-ended interviews with thirty (30)
participants, who represented both municipal appointed and elected leaders, as well as university
and community organization administrators. In the case of Bloomsburg, a single personal followup phone interview was conducted to gather additional information about the outcome of the
latest town’s website redesign project and the organizational IT infrastructure upgrade. The
process of data collection accumulated a tremendous amount of information about the cases: 1441
minutes of interviews and over 530 pages of transcripts.
After explaining the coding scheme and the template developed for the case overview
write-ups, the researcher presented the results of the qualitative data analysis concerning the path
taken by the examined municipal governments to gain ground in advancing e-government
through town-gown collaboration. Such iterative process made it possible for research findings to
achieve greater dependability and confirmability.

The Coding Scheme Explained
In the process of the qualitative data analysis, all participant answers were transcribed
and later used to identify emerging individual themes as the coding units. Consistent with the indepth responsive interviewing approach, the researcher did not rely exclusively on the IRB86

approved questionnaire, but responded to and asked further questions, including probes and
follow-up questions (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). As the responsive interviewing technique suggests,
interviewees were treated as conversational partners, not as objects of research. Since instances
of various themes and categories were represented by both sentences and paragraphs, the author
searched for expressions of any individual theme, and consequently assigned a code to a bit of
text of various sizes, from a couple words to a few paragraphs. Each code depicted a unique
phenomenon, and none of them overlapped with one another. The author generated codes for the
coding scheme29 both deductively (from prior literature) and inductively (by using grounded
theory). The extraction of the most prevalent themes found in extant literature was complemented
by the inductive data analysis of the interview transcripts and the correlative documentation
consistent with the grounded theory methodology. Although a substantial number of codes came
from extant scholarly literature, the data from transcribed interviews, municipal website
assessments, and varied documentation contributed, to a certain degree, to the process of
interpretation and sequencing themes and codes within the coding scheme.
Two theoretical frameworks, sociotechnical theory and the influence-impact model,
developed by Trauth (1993, 2000), were instrumental in developing this scheme. Both STT and
the influence-impact model were described in detail in chapter 3, as well as the relationship
between STT and grounded theory. The coding scheme expanded on the major STT constructs
(technology, organization and society) by building them up and enhancing them with themes and
categories identified through employing the grounded theory methodology. From this point on,
these constructs are referred to as blocks.
As discussed in literature pertaining to e-government (e.g., Damodaran et al, 2005), an egovernment system, just like any other successful sociotechnical system, requires simultaneous
configuration of all aspects of the system, including technical, organizational and societal.
29

See Appendix F (p. 358)
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Therefore, all emergent categories were fit into these major three STT constructs. While the
researcher used the STT perspective as a general theoretical premise for this research, the
influence-impact model was adopted as an additional conceptual tool to enhance interpretation of
emerging themes within the STT constructs, organization, society and technology. The researcher
assessed all coded categories through the prism of IT impacts on organizational and society and,
in reverse, environmental influences (i.e., organizational and societal) on information technology
in order to emphasize the uniqueness and clarify the intrinsic differences between the categories.
For instance, information technologies, such as cloud computing, mobile technology, or
Enterprise Resource Planning systems may impact the way local governments do business in the
21st century. However, certain environmental factors, both organizational and societal, influence
the likelihood of IT adoption by local governments and their capacity for collaboration with
citizens, public and/or private institutions. In this study, the author understands society as
overlapping, interrelated environments. Immediate communities (i.e., research sites) are viewed
as part of a lot greater societal context beyond the geographic boundaries of a college town. Such
larger environment could be a home county, the state, the U.S., or the world at large.
As a result, the coding scheme had three STT categorical segments (or blocks) that
included 73 categories and subcategories, which were, in turn, grouped together into sets
representing thirteen broader themes. Themes and categories in the Technology block were, to a
great extent, based on reviewed extant literature. Only one subcategory, social media integration
success factors, resulted from inductive coding of interview transcripts, pertaining mostly to the
State College Borough case. Technology, as an STT construct, was represented in the coding
scheme by a variety of IT solutions available at the time, from cloud computing and municipal
broadband to Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). As some scholars suggest30, adoption and use

30

Relevant literature is reviewed in Ch. 2 (section “E-government as a Facilitator of Public Administration
Reform,” pp. 22-24)
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ICTs can improve both internal performance of local public organizations and their interactions
with various groups of people. Emerging IT solutions are likely to impact the e-governance
processes and strengthen municipal public relations.
Themes and categories in the Organization block were primarily inspired by extensive
public administration and e-government literature on the issues related to organizational change
and managing organizational culture affected by technological innovations, e-governance
challenges and success factors at the local level. Furthermore, they can be depicted as either
impacts or influences. For example, the researcher identified two themes in the Organization
block (i.e., managing organizational culture and impact of IT innovation on organizational change
in municipalities) that could impact either culture of transparency or culture of public value in a
public organization and have an affect on organizational changes in a municipal public
organization.
In view of the influence-impact model, a number of societal factors, including economy,
culture, public policy, and the availability of IT infrastructure may influence the outcome of
technological innovation in government. All categories in the Society block represent a variety of
influences on information technology adoption and use, from federal public policy issues to towngown relations in a college community. Keeping up with the research question, the researcher
concentrated on finding answers about varied factors that could influence (i.e. facilitate or
impede) e-government development in college towns, in a societal context of town-gown
relations in the 2010s and a vast array of interactive Web-based vehicles for two-way
communication between citizens and governments. These technologies have also increased a
potential for government transparency and technologically enhanced town-gown collaboration.
Other themes and categories (e.g., immediate community influence factors) within the Society
block reflected different social, demographic, economic and cultural factors within a local
community (e.g., economic impact of the university on a surrounding community). Each society89

related category reflected a unique factor that influenced not only an e-government system in a
particular college town but also a municipal capacity for e-partnering. With the exception of one
category, university community influence factors – Social and economic influence factors, all the
other categories resulted from the qualitative data analysis.
The category of town-gown e-partnering consisted of three subcategories: e-partnering
venues, town-gown collaboration readiness assessment, and town-gown collaboration success
factors. Based on the use of two key analytic tools in grounded theory, constant comparison and
theoretical sampling, the researcher presents a theoretical framework of town-gown e-partnering
later in Chapter 5. And lastly, although the researcher was well aware of the widespread scholarly
discussion (see Chapter 2) of e-participation over the years, the set of categories and
subcategories related to civic engagement and public participation in the Society block
represented the data that have been inductively collected during the study.

Description and Analysis of Cases
The case studies were focused on exploring the impacts of town-gown collaboration (i.e.,
e-partnering) on developing better, more transparent and collaborative local government. Coming
from the perspective on local e-government as a complex sociotechnical system situated within
an immediate environment of a small college town, the author sought input from representatives
of local universities and their hosting municipalities. As a sociotechnical system, any local egovernment is continuously subject to external societal influences far beyond the next-door
community. Ongoing successful development of such a system is dependent on the seamless
interplay between people, technology and a greater socioeconomic and cultural environment.
One of the challenges of the data analysis process was working out the finer points of
town-gown e-partnering in the case of twin college-town’s communities. The twin college-town’s
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scenario happens when two neighboring municipalities conjointly house a local university’
campus. This peculiar characteristic was a distinguishing feature for three research sites:
Kutztown (Maxatawny Township), Lewisburg (East Buffalo Township) and Shippensburg
(Shippensburg Township).
At the time of writing, the researcher found three out of six research sites (State College,
Kutztown and Bloomsburg) in favor of a more extensive use of technology, providing a variety of
online services and mobile-based transactions, municipal broadband to local residents and
adopting Web 2.0 technologies to facilitate citizen engagement. The case descriptions in this
chapter are arranged alphabetically, from Bloomsburg to State College. The basic demographic
and socioeconomic facts about six selected research sites are shown in Table 3-2 (pp. 69-70).

The Case Overview Template Explained
To standardize the write-ups, the researcher developed a case overview template (see
Appendix H) that consisted of five parts, such as a case overview, technology, organization,
society, and a case summary, which were consistent throughout the chapter. Every case overview
section in this chapter covers the nuances of data collection for a particular case, depicts unique
community characteristics, and describes the organizational structure and the municipal form of
government. It also provides some basic facts about the local university. In the Lewisburg case,
the case overview section includes additional information about the Lewisburg Downtown
Partnership (LDP), because this organization was critically important for the developing egovernment system in that community.
The following three sections on technology, organization and society are consistent with
the major constructs of sociotechnical theory. The researcher maintained content uniformity in
the overview sections on technology, organization and society throughout all cases as much as
data availability allowed. Despite many similarities, each case had its own uncommon
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characteristics pertaining to e-government, organizational attitudes toward adoption of Web 2.0
technologies, divergent approaches to e-partnering with local universities and, in some cases,
with some community organizations, and, finally, heterogeneous paths to e-participation in small
towns. For example, any case section on technology uniformly starts with the summary of reasons
for developing a municipal web presence in each individual case, followed by the assessment of
an official portal based on five quality indicators for local government websites (Scott, 2005):
transparency, online transactions, connectivity for civically engaged individuals and
organizations, content personalization, and usability. However, in the Kutztown case, it was
important to add a unique additional heading “Motivation for Municipal Broadband Services in
Kutztown” because of the extraordinary history of municipal broadband in this municipality. In a
short case summary section at the end of each case, there appears a summary and review of the
key points and shares some concluding thoughts about the case.

Bloomsburg Case Overview
The Town of Bloomsburg is an example of a municipal government that found resources
and opportunities to overcome significant obstacles to advancement of e-government within a
span of one year (July 2012- summer 2013). In the author’s opinion, the Bloomsburg’s case is
indicative of the sustainable momentum in building and advancing e-government sociotechnical
systems in small American municipalities in the early 2010s.

Data Collection
Over the period of six months (July 2012- January 2013), the researcher conducted two
face-to-face interviews with the town appointed and elected leaders. In July 2012, the
organization was on the verge of launching two major IT–related projects, a comprehensive IT
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infrastructure upgrade and a website redesign. To get additional information on the outcomes of
these undertakings, a single follow-up phone interview was conducted in July 2013.
In June 2013, the researcher had an interview with the Bloomsburg University’s senior
administrative official responsible for the university’s legislative affairs, including those on
campus and in the surrounding community. As a triangulation measure, other sources of data
were analyzed such as municipal and university documents and local newspaper articles.

Town of Bloomsburg
Bloomsburg is the seat of Columbia County in Central Pennsylvania. The municipality is
surrounded by water, by the Susquehanna River to the south, and Fishing Creek to the northwest
and west. It is distinguished by the fact that it is the only incorporated town in Pennsylvania,
which brings a unique set of governing rules. Town Council is made up of six members and the
presiding officer, the Mayor. Both the Mayor and Council members are elected for the four-year
terms, with three members elected every two years. In contrast to the boroughs, council members
are elected at-large. They are expected to serve the entire municipality, rather than the special
interests of the ward that elected them, as is the case with the borough form of government in
Pennsylvania. Based on the Bloomsburg’s Municipal Code, the town administrator, or the chief
administrative officer, is appointed for an indefinite term by a majority vote of all members of
Town Council. His/her duties include supervision of all municipal departments, except the Police,
Fire and Health Departments.
The demographic characteristics (i.e., age and gender) of the town’s leadership have
changed in the new millennium. The Bloomsburg’s Council members became younger. As one of
the study participants observed, “everybody is not over the age of 65, which was the typical thing
in a small, rural town of predominantly white males for many, many years.” In fact, there were
two Council members under the age of 35 in 2013. Another striking example of this emerging
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trend occurred in 2005, when Dan Knorr, while still an undergraduate student at Bloomsburg
University, became the youngest person ever elected to the Town Council. In January of 2008,
after running a successful campaign for Mayor, he became the youngest Mayor in the history of
Bloomsburg and was later reelected to a second term. As if to confirm an onset of the new
political climate in town, Mayor Sandy Davis31, who replaced Dan Knorr in 2014, has become the
second woman ever elected to the office since 1870.
Community	
  Characteristics	
  
Bloomsburg is a vibrant community, where residents have easy access to various
economic, cultural and technological opportunities. With the university in town and college
students representing a considerable portion of the residents, this community could likely be
contemplated as computer savvy. According to the Town of Bloomsburg Comprehensive Plan,
200932, this municipality is an employment center for Columbia County residents. Traditionally,
leading employment industries for Bloomsburg’s residents were education, accommodation and
food services, retail trade, manufacturing, healthcare and social assistance. The Bloomsburg Fair
is temporarily the largest employer in Town during the last week of September, because it
employs around 4,000 people for the week, mostly local residents.
In 2007, Downtown Bloomsburg, Inc. (DBI) became a designated Main Street
Community, charged with overseeing downtown revitalization based on the National Trust for
Historic Preservation Main Street program as a model. To exemplify this agenda, part of
Bloomsburg’s downtown has been named a National Historical District, thus opening the way for
an economic and aesthetic revitalization.

31
32

http://genealogytrails.com/penn/columbia/mayors.html
http://bloomsburgpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Appendix3EconomicProfile.pdf
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Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
Bloomsburg University (BU), a public university since 1839, celebrated its 175th
anniversary at the time of writing. It is situated just a short distance away from the municipal
building and the Bloomsburg’s downtown business district. Traditionally, the University had the
top ranking as the largest employer in Columbia County by the total number of employees
regardless of full- or part-time status. As stated in the 2009 Town of Bloomsburg Comprehensive
Plan33, “Bloomsburg University is a pinnacle of the Town. For the downtown, the University
students are a source of revenue. Businesses that appeal to college students are bound to do well
in Bloomsburg.” (p. 18)
Along with Kutztown, Shippensburg, and Edinboro universities, Bloomsburg University
(BU) is part of the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education. It serves approximately
10,000 students. BU is regarded as the the largest comprehensive university in Northeastern and
Northcentral Pennsylvania. In April 2013, BU was named to the President’s Higher Education
Community Service Honor Roll for the fifth time in recognition of the role the university plays
“in bettering the local area through volunteer work and service learning.”34 This national
recognition was administered by the Corporation for National and Community Service
(http://www.nationalservice.gov/) that recognizes institutions “ that reflect the values of exemlary
community service and achieve meaningful outcomes in their communities.”
Over the years, Bloomsburg University demonstrated strong commitment to town-gown
collaboration. Since 2009-2010, fostering and developing a strong sense of community has
become one of the key strategic issues in the Bloomsburg University’s long-range strategic
planning process.35
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Technology
Motivation for a Municipal Web Portal Redesign in Bloomsburg
The distinctive characteristic of the Bloombsburg case was that the researcher could
observe the changes in e-government development in town in real time, between the summer of
2012 and the summer of 2013, when the town’s government launched its newly redesigned
official portal. During a follow-up interview in July 2013, the study participant informed the
researcher that they were in the process of changing the old website to a more updated version, in
the process of populating it with new data. The municipal administration hired an IT contractor to
design a new website.
Based on staff recollections, the original municipal website was up and running by 1998.
The old website, although pretty basic and not very intuitive, was a helpful and valuable
informational tool for many residents of Bloomsburg, who needed easy and fast answers about
phone numbers or email of municipal employees and elected officials. One of the respondents
described the personal experiences with the original website in the following statement: “I don't
have to talk with anyone or deal with somebody. I think, the website is critical for that reason,
because it is [...] the first place a lot of people, especially younger people are going to go.”
In 2013, one of the reasons for the municipal administration to push for redesigning a
website was primarily to make the town’s web presence “much more clean, professional and
accessible for people.” The staff comments alluded that “the information is all on there, but it is
just not up to the standard of what it should be.” Furthermore, the old website failed to meet the
usability and navigability criteria, it lacked intuitive graphics (e.g., “a big recycling symbol”) that
could improve the user experiences while visiting the portal. Another important reason was to
offer the public more online transactions. That was how one of the interviewed municipal
officials described this initiative: “The door is open for me, especially when we are upgrading it.
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That's always the best time to try to implement something new, because, otherwise, it will take a
whole new initiative.”
The first time since 1998, the Town of Bloomsburg hired the Summit Design Studio of
Lewisburg in 2012 to improve municipal online services to local residents and develop a Web
portal that could conform with current demands for local government websites (e.g., more
intuitive navigation, better online functions). The new redesigned website went live in summer of
201336.

Figure 4-1. Side-by-side comparison of municipal websites in Bloomsburg.
The “Before” image was captured by the Internet Archive Wayback Machine on May 18, 2013,
https://web.archive.org/web/20130518042326/http://bloomsburgpa.org/. The “After” image is a screenshot
of a redesigned website (October 17, 2014)

Assessment	
  of	
  the	
  Official	
  Municipal	
  Website	
  in	
  Bloomsburg	
  
Based on the quality assessment model for local government websites suggested by Scott
(2005), the researcher evaluated the Bloomsburg official Web portal using the following five
critical indicators: transparency, online transactions, connectivity for civically engaged
individuals and organizations, content personalization, and usability. It should be noted that, at
36
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the time of writing, the Town of Bloomsburg had two separate yet interconnected websites (see
Figure 4-2), the official municipal portal and the Bloomsburg Police website
(http://bloompd.com).

Figure 4-2. Side-by-side visual comparison of the Town of Bloomsburg’s and the
Bloomsburg Police websites

According to the Transparency and Open Government Memorandum37, government “should
harness new technologies to put information about their operations and decisions online and
readily available to the public.” The newly redesigned Bloomsburg’s website could attest to this
local government willingness to comply with the above stated requirement. A Quick Links feature
in the center of the homepage directs the website’s visitors to FAQ’s, Minutes, Agendas & Legal
Notices, Ordinances & Resolutions (residing at ecode360.com), and finally, Forms & Documents.
At the time of writing, residents of Bloomsburg could find the Town Council meeting minutes for
the last three years (2012-2014), because the municipal website made them easily accessible
online. However, in view of the existing public policy on government accountability and fiscal
37
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responsibility, it was not as easy to locate information about the town’s financials on the website.
Unlike the Kutztown’s website, Bloomsburg’s portal did not offer a direct link from the
homepage to variety of municipal financial reports. As a result, an experienced user could have
found the 2013 Financial Statement (the only one available) and 2014 Budget by either using the
website’s Search function, or by browsing under the Quick Links > Forms & Documents.
Therefore, this information was not hidden from the website users, but less experienced Web
surfers could potentially have some difficulties locating it.
With regard to availability of online transactions (e.g, permit and licence applications,
municipal bill payments), it should have been similarly unclear for users with moderate computer
skills what they could do online and how they could do it. On the portal’s homepage, under Quick
Links’ FAQ’s users could have found Forms & Documents page with different permit and
license applications in PDF available for download. However, the portal’s homepage did not
provide any answers for people who wanted to pay their utility bills or parking tickets online.
Finding a way to pay bills online could have been a challenge for many residents, because it was
fairly hidden from a casual visitor of this website. Instead of being prominently displayed on the
town’s homepage, a button, Pay Online: We now accept online payments, was put two-clicks
away from the homepage, on the Bloomsburg Municipal Authority page. However, the
redesigned portal has made this government service available to all users through the third-party
company, Xpress Bill Pay Innovative Internet Payment Systems (https://xpressbillpay.com). First
Time Users Manual was also available on the same webpage.
At the time of writing, local residents and organizations still did not have enough webbased opportunities for two-way communication with the town’s staff and elected officials.
Through a Contact tab on top of the municipal homepage, people could get contact information,
both phone numbers and emails, for different departments within the organization. However, an
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online Contact Form was clearly representative of the government willingness to solicit feedback
from various constituents in the community.
In terms of the final two quality indicators, content personalization and usability, there
was still work to be done. Unlike visitors of the State College website, users in Bloomsburg did
not get a chance to personalize their website experience as a result of that much anticipated 2013
portal re-engineering project. However, the usability of this new portal has become much better
with its rich content and improved navigability.

Motivation for Adoption of Web 2.0 Technologies in Bloomsburg
Bloomsburg case is unique in a way that local residents had a chance to experience the
advantages of municipal use of social media before it has been officially adopted. The town
leadership learned a valuable history lesson about technological innovation, expediency and other
benefits of using social media in government from the former mayor of Bloomsburg, who used
his personal Facebook page as a communication channel to send updates and warnings related to
Hurrican Sandy in 2012. According to some of the town-hall participants, there was “one other
thing we need[ed] to institutionalize. [Facebook] was […] the most useful and used tool during
[the] flood we had.”
It was very likely that this real-life experience could have been the reason and the
motivation behind the subsequent administrative decision to adopt social media after the
municipal website redesign. At the follow-up interview in summer 2013, the study participant
informed the researcher that they were seriously considering integration of Facebook and Twitter
platforms right after the lauch of the new website.	
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Use	
  of	
  Social	
  Media	
  in	
  Bloomsburg	
  
The researcher conducted interviews with selected staff and elected officials in
Bloomsburg before the redesigned municipal website went live, and, at that time, use of Web 2.0
technologies has been all but a distant dream. However, after the launch of a new and completely
revamped portal in summer 2013, both Facebook and Twitter accounts have been fully integrated.
By November 2014, the official Town of Bloomsburg Twitter account (@BloomsburgTown)
acquired 504 followers and posted 146 tweets. Since summer 2013, the Town of Bloomsburg
Facebook page received 925 likes.
However, the Bloomsburg Police Department, as a technologically enterprising unit in
this public organization, integrated Facebook and Twitter (@BloomsburgPD) into their web
presence first. Bloomsburg Police created an official Facebook page38 October 2010. By
November 2014, the Facebook page had 845 likes and Police Twitter had 559 followers. The
Bloomsburg Police also developed a Social Media Content Policy for both platforms that was
readily available on the departmental Facebook page. This policy established certain criteria for
posted comments, which required citizens not to use abusive and profane or offensive and
discriminatory language in their comments. Utilizing social media platforms for commercial
purposes (e.g., advertising of services or products) has been also prohibited. The policy also
informed the general public that moderation of comments could only occur during regular
business hours.

Current and Potential Impacts of Emerging ICTs on Governance in Bloomsburg
Mobile solutions and utilizing cloud computing technology
In 2012, during the first round of interviews with the municipal staff in Bloomsburg, the
researcher found out that they were considering various mobile solutions (iPads) for council
38
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members and also for employees of various administrative departments. The idea was for “all of
Council to have either their own tablet or laptop,” and “be adapt with using those and be able to
use those during meetings.” Another initiative was to upgrade the computers in Bloomsburg’s
Code Enforcement Department to give them tablets as well, “so when they are out doing
inspections and other work, they have immediate access to those systems rather than having to fill
out paper citations and come back into the office and type them up.”
At the same time, the town leaders considered a possibility of cloud-based solutions that
could allow them to increase the level of organizational computing power and upgrade their IT
infrastructure, but at a reduced total cost of ownership. A year later, during a follow-up interview
in summer 2013, the researcher learned that they were able to get a new server for the Police
Department and switched to using thin-client technology.
Municipal	
  Plans	
  for	
  Further	
  e-‐Government	
  Development	
  in	
  Bloomsburg	
  
The public deserves a government that spends their money as productively as possible.
Therefore, Bloomsburg’s municipal leaders employed various IT tools to promote efficiency in
government that strove to do the most with the resources it had. Offering the people an option to
pay parking tickets online was also the major change for the government as a whole and the
Bloomsburg Police Department in particular.
However, it is also the question of increasing the public value of government services.
Online transactions (i.e., paying parking tickets online) make it easier and more convenient for
local residents of all age groups. As one of the study participants stated, “being able to pay it
online made it a lot easier, yeah. There is certainly room to grow with that.” The website redesign
of 2013 enhanced the government ability to digitize code enforcement records and publish police
reports on the Web. Given the success of online payments of parking tickets among local
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residents, many interviewees suggested that was the area to expand (including code permits,
building permits, fees)
During the flood caused by Hurricane Sandy in 2012, Bloomsburg Mayor used his
personal Facebook account to issue flood updates that many people followed and used as a
resource for immediate information on demand. However, the town did not have a Facebook
page, when the researcher conducted interviews with the municipal representatives. It is likely
that the Mayor’s use of Facebook for emergency updates in 2012 positively impacted the website
redesign of 2013.

Organization
Impact of ICTs on Organizational Culture in Bloomsburg
When discussing the impacts of ICTs on organizational culture in Bloomsburg,
the researcher will primarily address the organizational steps taken in the direction of
developing municipal culture of public value and culture of transparency. From the
public service perspective, organizational culture of public value calls for government
accountability and requires public managers to engage with citizens. Therefore,
understanding citizens’ preferences is the key in order for a local government to provide
value-laden public services.
In the interviews with Bloomsburg’s municipal staff and elected officials, the researcher
learned about the organizational openness to citizens’ feedback and suggestions. They also
acknowledged the need to look for new ways to stimulate people’s input both off- and on-line. In
a university town such as Bloomsburg, students are primary users of web technology. As one of
the town-hall study participants pointed out, “at some point, they are likely, especially over their
four years here, to have to deal with us. In that respect, to have a place that they can navigate to
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get their questions answered is […] really important.” So knowing about residents’ needs,
engaging with the students and other segments of population was gradually becoming part of
creating an organizational culture of public value in Bloomsburg. This organizational attitude is
well captured in a following statement:
We would [...] probably have to rely on feedback. Is it something people find
helpful? Is it something they find useful? If we are not getting feedback, then we
might have to do some sort of limited survey to solicit it, to ask. […] They are
our customers in a way and our employers. Both. (BT 11, 2013, p. 6)
While supporting a culture of public value and transparency in local government, it is
also important for a public manager to act in a fiscally responsible manner. In the early 2010s,
based on some comments from the University participants, there was a clear perception that
Bloomsburg’s leaders were used to exercising caution and restrain in planning and implementing
technological initiatives:
[Municipal leaders] are trying to find storage place for records that they would
love to scan and digitize […]. They are not there yet. […] They are getting there,
and they are moving in that direction, but they are trying to do it in a prudent,
particularly fiscal fashion, where they are not turning around and spending
hundreds of thousands of dollars to try to digitize. (BU 13.2, 2013, p. 7)
In managing organizational culture, overcoming municipal staff resistance to technological
change and changing the “status quo” mentality could be one of the greater challenges. As the
Bloomsburg’s example demonstrated, changes in the organizational leadership style could bring
significant results in promoting technology acceptance. In 2007, a Bloomsburg University student
was elected mayor in the Town of Bloomsburg, where mayors normally worked as part-timers.
They did not have to be in the office all the time “to be able to deal with things.” During this
person’s tenure in the office, municipal employees and council members “took some time” to
really get used to “something as simple as email.” As one of the study participants pointed out,
“it takes time for the culture to do that.”
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Impact of IT Innovation on Organizational Change in Bloomsburg
A number of themes that might relate to the ways IT impacts organizational change came
up during the interviews with municipal staff in Bloomsburg. One of these themes touched upon
the idea of managing organizational culture and, by extension, affecting organizational change.
That can be the case when people’s attitudes toward IT and their relatively poor IT skills make it
more difficult to promote IT adoption and thus trigger some innovative changes within an
organization. It is possible for a person in a position of seniority within an organization, with
above average IT skills and enthusiastic approach to using technology, to positively influence
organizational culture of IT acceptance. That was precisely what happened in Bloomsburg in the
mid-2000s. Something as simple and currently taken for granted as adopting email for intraorganizational communication instead of face-to-face interactions (e.g., communication with a
part-time mayor) could be a big transition for a public organization. Another example was about
municipal staff and council members getting used to Facebook. By 2013, Bloomsburg had “a
town council that almost all of them are on [Facebook] and comfortable with it.”
Decentralization of the website management process brought about additional
organizational changes. In 2012, the Bloomsburg’s Town Hall office receptionist managed the
website. That employee was the only person on staff who was responsible for updating the
municipal website, including posting new ordinances and meeting minutes on the website.
However, after the completion of the website redesign project in 2013, the town administration
expected to entrust each department with “a little more stake in what they [were] putting on.”
The idea was to encourage municipal department leaders become comfortable with Web
technology. As one of the participants suggested: “Once everything is set up, you know, “here is
the information that you need to update, here is how [you] do it.” So [municipal departments]
really have their own area that they can be independently updating.” The interviewed municipal
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staff was mostly hopeful about potential “opportunity to be taking different directions” after the
highly anticipated upgrade of the municipal IT infrastructure and the official web portal redesign.
However, some of them expressed doubts that they were “ever going to have an IT staff here […]
to handle more e-government type of stuff,” primarily because they were not sure the Town
Council was “ever going to feel the need to have a full-time staff person to do that.”
And finally employees, even at the management level, may not see the need for any
organizational change and would rather prefer to maintain the status quo. That was perhaps why
one of interviewed staff opined: “Things are running pretty good right now. […] We have
computer problems. […] We have to resolve that. But we don’t tend to have a lot of complaints
that we are not technologically savvy enough.”

From E-governance Challenges to E-government Support Factors in Bloomsburg
During the interviews with some municipal employees, the researcher identified a
number of common reasons for rejecting technologies that could advance the e-government
agenda in Bloomsburg, including outdated IT infrastructure in the organization, municipal budget
constraints, and difficulties in justification of extra costs in labor hours and staff perception of
inconclusive usefulness of emerging technology (i.e., social media). It was evident from the
participants’ comments that the first two reasons, old IT infrastructure and municipal fiscal
difficulties, made the top of the list of e-governance challenges in Bloomsburg at that time. As
one the participants opined, “All municipalities are facing budget cuts and budget issues. Elected
officials don’t want to raise taxes, [and] local residents don’t want to pay more taxes.” With such
pressing issues, it appeared almost impossible for the town leaders to consider different
possibilities for Twitter or Facebook updates, or broadcasting of meeting on the Internet. The
typical comment was that they were “really not thinking in these directions,” especially
considering that “it takes staff to be able to do that,” and staff was in short supply back then.
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Before completion of the IT infrastructure upgrade and the website redesign of 2013,
fiscal difficulties, exacerbated by staff shortages in municipal government of Bloomsburg, had a
particularly negative influence on adoption and potential for later monitoring of official social
media sites. The reason for that was that the existing staff had other responsibilities to perform, so
there had to be “really a give and take in a lot of that.” As the researcher demonstrated for the
State College case, staff-monitoring capability was critical for successful social media
integration. Yet, even at that early stage, the municipal participants in Bloomsburg hoped that this
situation would improve in the future, and it did.
As the researcher mentioned earlier in this section, some participants claimed that they
endured persistent difficulties in justification of extra costs in labor hours and staff perception of
uncertain usefulness of emerging technologies (e.g., new servers, social media platforms). The
need for such justification was an important reason for indefinite delays in ICT adoption. Based
on these comments, it appeared that staff recognition of the true value of new technologies for the
town was at the core of this particular e-governance challenge. As a study participant pointed out,
“it has been tough at times to justify, “Hey, why do we want to spend money for a new server”.
Because you didn't always have council members who understood what a server is, why it is
important.”
However, e-government support factors can help overcome, to a certain degree,
e-governance challenges described earlier in this section. In Bloomsburg, the municipal
capacity for innovation and its IT capacity acted as the support factors, and the researcher
would discuss both of them in some detail. The innovation capacity includes
entrepreneurial initiatives, knowledge and championship of IT. From the author’s
perspective, it could be the key e-government support factor in the Bloomsburg case. In
the interview with a researcher, a respondent from Bloomsburg University (BU) aptly
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described municipal innovation capacity as step-by-step process of innovation with
technology in a series of strategically planned entrepreneurial initiatives:
It is a step that is following the step, where they are moving forward with the
website. They are moving forward with studies of parking. They are moving
forward with a variety of things. A GIS work with the county. University
involved in any or all of [that]. (BU 13.2, 2013, p. 6)
The diversification of the Town Council over the last years also allowed for e-government agenda
to advance. For instance, one of the Council members ran a video surveillance company. As a
town-gown liaison, the BU representative evidently had enough inside knowledge to opine about
radical changes in IT spending in the municipality, “people sitting on Council […] are making the
decisions to spend money on different things than they spent money on 10 years ago.”
Municipal IT capacity, including IT personnel, outsourcing IT functions and
upgraded organizational IT infrastructure, was another e-government support factor in
Bloomsburg. During the first round of interviews in Bloomsburg, the researcher learned
that municipal IT personnel consisted of one receptionist at the front desk, who was the
one to keep the website updated on top of her other regular job duties. At that time, they
did not have any professional IT staff. E-governance challenges and support factors are
complementary in a way that the need to find solutions for existing IT problems would
normally lead to identification of a support factor. Thus the challenge of insufficient IT
staff within an organization to handle demanding technology problems pushed the town
leaders to seek help from the outside IT consultants, or essentially to outsource a number
of critical IT functions. As one of the respondents pointed out, “we had a number of
technology problems […], and we have started a relationship with an information
computer technology company here in Bloomsburg... And then we are working with
them on the website end too.”
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Although municipal IT infrastructure in the Bloomsburg Town Hall building was
outdated at the time of the initial phase of data collection for this study, the researcher still
considered it an e-government support factor. The reason was that, in 2012, the municipality has
just adopted the six-phase technology plan to upgrade IT infrastructure (e.g., enterprise
architecture, Wi-Fi, servers, desktops, different types of computer systems). By summer of 2013,
in a follow-up interview with one of the study participants, the researcher found out that the
municipality has managed to meet the “basic minimum needs,” and that staff was much more
comfortable with the stability of new servers and the quality of the desktop or laptop systems.
They also installed wireless in the Town Hall, an additional upgrade in support of further
advancement of e-government in this municipality.

Society
Societal Influence Factors on E-government Development in Bloomsburg
Paperwork reduction policy as an influence factor
The paperwork reduction policy had a positive influence on increasing efficiency of
internal government operations in Bloomsburg. When the researcher interviewed the municipal
staff, it was just the matter of time before this policy would also affect the work of the town
council members. In 2012, Bloomsburg’s administration debated the advantages of adopting
mobile technology (i.e., tablets) with intent to reduce consumption of paper for production of
meeting minutes and agendas. Moreover, they also though of it in terms of helping elected
officials to access ordinances and other documents during the meetings. The following comment
is illustrative of this way of thinking among the senior management in the town hall:
I would like to get some sort of a tablet system for council members, so we can
cut down on the actual paper we need to provide them with for minutes and
agendas. I would also like them to be able to access ordinances and the like
during council meetings. So that's one direction I would like to go. (BT 10, 2013,
p. 14)
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Challenges of the information society
The study participants on both sides, town and “gown,” agreed that societal changes
brought about the information and communications technology were “here to stay as long as we
keep changing.” Whether people were talking e-communication, or about e-government, “E”
would keep evolving every single day.
It was a clear understanding of the communicative powers of social media tools that a lot
of other people were using at the time guided an innovative decision of former Bloomsburg
mayor39 to keep sending people regular updates, advisories and warnings related to Hurricane
Sandy of 2012 using his personal Facebook account. Based on the Bloomsburg’s municipal staff
comments, town residents reacted positively to such technology-inspired initiative:
And once the word spread, “Hey, you don’t have sit by the radio for an hour until
you hear the update you want. You can just scroll down the page and see the
updates he has been making.” It is a lot easier for people. (BT 11, 2013, p. 12)
University	
  Community	
  Influence	
  Factors	
  in	
  Bloomsburg	
  
All study participants concurred that the university influence on the Town of Bloomsburg
could be both positive and negative. Housing the university in town could cause some burden in
addition to creating a considerable economic boom. In 2013, Bloomsburg University (BU)
engaged in an economic impact study that was that was aimed at examining the negative impact
of a university on government services. One of the town senior officials was a member of the
committee that was formed to conduct the study.
The place of the university within its neighboring community has changed over the years.
It gradually became an economic stabilizer in town. The period of time, when the university has
been less engaged in the problems that were common for the BU and its surrouding community,
faded into the past. BU’s leadership has actively engaged the community on a day-to-day basis by
appointing representatives to serve on safety committees with the town, by providing help in
39
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developing ordinances for student housing, by partially funding a second code enforcement
officer for the municipality.
One of the primary concerns from the sociocultural standpoint is identifying factors that
could be critical for collaborative e-government development in a college town. Considering a
considerable impact of Bloomsburg University (BU) on the town in its role as an economic
stabilizer, university preparedness to engage with the community become a critical factor. In
case of Bloomsburg, University leaders made a momentous decision to take a proactive approach
with regard to town-gown e-government collaboration and to literally “come off the hill” and
have meetings the town administrators on a monthly basis. According to an emphatic comment
from the interviewed BU official, “a large component of them [town] moving forward, [was] us
taking a stride to go down there.” This study participant was positive about the public value of
the proactive approach to town-gown effective collaboration: “I come out with one or two notes
out of the meeting, and the bottom line is, I start every meeting that I have in the community with
one question, “How can the university be involved?”
Technological expectations of students increasingly become a leading sociocultural factor
because of the recent changes in communication patterns and expanding use of mobile devices
and social media among this segment of population in the local community. As a result, this
factor may soon turn into an IT innovation driver in college towns. Based on a number of
comments from the study participants, municipal officials tried to maintain an ongoing dialog
with Bloomsburg University students on a variety of issues, although not always effectively. To
make such efforts more effective, certain changes should occur. One of the senior University
officials made an excellent point during an interview with the researcher:
You and I both know that the way to communicate with students right now, the
only way to communicate with them, is getting out there and getting on Twitter
and whether it’s Facebook … or whether it’s every other social media thing you
can come up with. (BU 13.2, 2013, p. 8)
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Municipal staff perceptions about citizens’ attitudes toward online services and
interactive e-communication with local government as well as inconsistent level of computer
literacy among different segments of population was another factor that emerged from the
interviews in the Bloomsburg town hall. At that time, municipal staff perceived local residents as
mostly disinterested in online government services. Such perception came across in the following
comment:
I believe [that] interested citizens will routinely check the agenda for the council
meetings to see what is on it. But we don’t routinely get calls from people saying,
“Boy, I wish you were going to post your agenda on Facebook, so I can check it
before I came to the meeting.” That is not something we traditionally get. I have
not ever seen a request for somebody to be able to watch a meeting online. (BT
10, 2012, p. 11)
E-partnering in Bloomsburg
Types	
  of	
  Technological	
  Collaboration	
  in	
  Bloomsburg	
  
In this context, the researcher approaches government interoperability as the ability of
two or more public organizations to work together to achieve common goals. At the time, the
Town of Bloomsburg staff has worked collaboratively with Columbia County40 on the GIS
project. The County’s GIS Office was responsible for maintaining digital spatial information for
all municipalities in the area. That spatial repository offered interactive both free and
subscription-based mapping tools that people could use to view information about geographic
places and analyze spatial patterns and relationships (e.g., ParcelMap Lite, ParcelMap).
User participation in a web design (or web portal maintenance procedures) can also be a
critical component in collaborative e-governance. In Bloomsburg’s case, municipal staff,
although not proactively seeking input, was reponsive to users’suggestions related to both civic
engagement and posting of the time-sensitive Web content. A government employee shared with
the researcher a story about how the citizens’ input actually changed a particular website-related
40
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procedure in the municipality. The original process for staff was to wait until the morning of a
particular committee meeting to distribute agendas. The reason was that Town Council members
“were adding things up until the day before.” Therefore, no one on staff was putting those
committee agendas online ahead of time. Then some citizens suggested that not knowing if
anything important to them was going to come up during a committee meeting, they did not know
whether they should be at a committee meeting or not. As a result, town administration made a
decision to incorporate these people’s suggestion into the existing website maintenance routine:
“the [committee agendas] have to be done, so that [they] can, at least, be posted for a day online.
So that citizens can know whether or not to come on.”
Participants on both sides of the town-gown continuum admitted that they had “good
working relationship.” At the time of this project, there was a certain potential for technological
collaboration, or e-partnering in Bloomsburg with some elements of brainstorming, planning for
the future in both organizations. Both sides agreed that the most mutually beneficial technologybased collaborative projects in Bloomsburg would be on-the-job training opportunities for
university students and faculty.
In 2012-2013, Bloomsburg’s municipal government concentrated on upgrading its
outdated internal IT infrastructure and radically improving the official portal by bringing it
forward to match the best e-government practices in local public management. The town
management’s perception was that the municipality has been so technologically behind that it
needed professional help with redesigning an official website. That was the main reason for them
not to engage BU students in any IT-related projects at the time. One of the municipal study
participants brought up a recurring problem with interns associated with the staff time needed for
initial training of students: “you spend a lot of time in getting the interns up to speed and,
unfortunately, it is difficult to find the time to educate them on what needs to be done.” Another
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important issue that has been addressed was data confidentiality and security clearance needed for
some IT-related projects:
When you have somebody come in and not be able to give them specific
directions, like with IT. We can’t let anybody walk into our police server because
there’s lots of confidential data on there. They have to go through a background
check; they have to sign confidentiality agreements. (BT 10, 2012, p. 9)
As far as e-partnering, one municipal employee commented that “things could always change,
[and] perhaps with Facebook pages and stuff like that, you may find more people interested, and
you could always see that level of volunteerism come forward in the future.”
Town-‐Gown	
  Collaboration	
  Readiness	
  Assessment	
  in	
  Bloomsburg	
  
In the case of Bloomsburg, the researcher also applied the emerging town-gown
collaboration assessment framework to the Town of Bloomsburg. This proposed framework
consists of the following components: collaboration capacity, collaboration initiatives, and longterm collaboration objectives. The collaboration capacity basically refers to existing and potential
problems that organizational partners in the context of town-gown relations may come across.
Some of these difficulties could result from insufficient staff time in the municipality needed to
supervise collaborative projects, including academic internships. Another impediment that had
the power to diminish the collaboration capacity on the municipal side, even if they tried to “find
ways to partner” with the University, was inadequage knowledge of IT among the town hall
senior personnel. One of the study participants addressed this issue in the interview with the
researcher:
I am not a professional, so I wouldn't even know the first place to say where we
could partner with them. That is what […] makes IT sometimes difficult,
because if I don't know anything about it, and our administration does not, it's
very tough. (BT 11, 2013, p. 15)
As mentioned before, the major problems preventing the Bloomsburg’s government
office from e-partnering with the University during the first round of interviews in 2012, were
lack of time and staff. The following staff comment was typical at that time:
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When you have a specific person, who wants to come in, wants to do a certain
task, doesn’t need a whole lot of management, supervision and guidance, could
just step in and do it, and wouldn’t necessarily take time away from an existing
staff person whose days already full to do it. (BT 10, 2012, p. 9)
On the other hand, the same study participants felt positive that when they had the website they
wanted, it would become “a matter of populating it, or thinking of a new idea, or a new way to
implement” it, the situation would change.
Collaboration initiatives represent another component in the collaboration readiness
assessment in Bloomsburg. Unlike Kutztown, where a non-voting university member (i.e.,
Student Ambassador to Borough Council) got involved with the community through public
service, Bloomsburg established a university-town relations committee with intention to have at
least three meetings a year. The University President and the Mayor appointed ten people,
including a student representative (e.g., Student Government President). During the committee
meetings, the university administrators could meet with Bloomsburg’s elected and appointed
officials to discuss different matters.
And finally, it is important to address long-term collaboration objectives as a potential
component of town-gown collaboration in Bloomsburg at some future point in time.
At the time of the first round of interviews with the municipal officials and staff, there were no
definitive plans for IT-related collaborative projects with the university. However, there was an
ongoing dialog between potential partners about the possibility of “bringing in an intern at some
point to maybe help” with municipal IT needs. In summer of 2012, the municipal staff the
researcher interviewed described the difficulties the town hall had and their willingness to partner
with the university some time in the future:
With everything else going on at the town, finding the time to come up with the
job description, make a determination of what our needs are, and how the interns
might be able to help us, just isn't something the town has been able to prioritize
at this point. It might be something in the future that we will continue to work
with. (BT 10, 2013, p. 16-17)
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By summer of 2013, the organizational environment for town-gown e-partnering has changed for
the better. By that time, the official Bloomsburg’s portal has undergone a complete redesign, and
the town management succeeded in modernizing its municipal IT infrastructure. Based on the
input the researcher received from the BU administration, there was a discernable willingness to
collaborate with local government and to provide the Town of Bloomsburg with the sustainable
IT support, including preparedness to set up mutually beneficial academic internships:
That is where the university comes in with the expertise, with the need for
internships, so the kids can train on a job, can do that type of thing, can help
administer their website on a day-to-day basis as opposed to set it up. (BU 13.2,
2013, p. 6)
Town-‐Gown	
  Collaboration	
  Success	
  Factors	
  in	
  Bloomsburg
In this section, the researcher describes and analyzes town-gown collaboration success
factors in the Town of Bloomsburg that can be viewed as a supplementary component of the
emerging town-gown e-partnering framework, the one that augments the town-gown
collaboration readiness assessment. The study participants pointed toward gaining collaborative
advantage as a critically important collaboration success factor. According to participants’
accounts, collaborative advantage is gained when several factors come together, leadership,
timing and “the right people who wanted to make it happen.” As one of the municipal informants
told the researcher, “we have to make sure we are taking time […] to know the president, know
the student leaders, meet regularly, especially with the students.”
Sustainable institutional engagement in town-gown collaboration
A study participant from Bloomsburg University offered some additional perspectives on
institutional sustainability in town-gown collaboration such as institutional true commitment to
the cause, high-level administrative support, “visibility” in the community on the regular basis,
institutional safeguards to ensure continuity of financial, technological and human resources.
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Town and gown leadership as a key success factor
The comments received from the University respondents clearly demostrated their
attitude toward leadership as the factor of critical importance in the matters of town-gown
collaboration. Until the presidential change at Bloomsburg University (BU) in 2008, they did not
have a lot of collaborative efforts. Before 2008, there was a pervasive consensus in the
community that “it was the town against the university, and that sentiment carried right into the
leadership.” However, the new BU organizational strategy included a two-pronged objective, to
increase private fundraising, improve community outreach and collaborative initiatives.
After a one-time interview with a University official, the researcher observed that the
University leaders positively reacted to the change in leadership in the Town of Bloomsburg, in
particular hiring the new town administrator and the town assistant administrator. As the study
participant pointed out, “it goes back to the fact that this town leadership has changed [in 2012],
and they are moving it into the digital age.” He was strongly convinced that town-gown epartnering has “got to come from a leadership. It takes an individual who is willing to do it. It
takes an individual who is high up in the organization, because it matters at that level.”

E-participation in Bloomsburg: Challenges, Expectations and Initiatives
Low-level off-line participation and perspectives on public interest in e-participation
There was a firm perception among local public officials in Bloomsburg, who
participated in this study, that residents in small municipalities had ample opportunities to get
involved in governance if only by engaging in traditional (off-line) forms of participation, such as
attending council meetings in person and “comment[ing] on decisions being made.” In
Bloomsburg, Council chambers can fit up to fifty people. As stated by one of the participants, “if
that’s a hot-button issue with a certain segment of population, then we tend to have full house.”
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Otherwise, only a core of citizens attend all council meetings because of their individual interests
in topics open for discussion via the posted online council agendas.
As various polls confirmed, citizens trust their local governments more than federal
government. Therefore, it would make sense that the town officials feel confident that “residents for the most part - trust the elected officials and the appointed officials to run their town
efficiently.”
Ways to increase technology-assisted public participation
Bloomsburg University students represent an important constituency, especially in a
college town, yet they often shy away from active citizenship. There was a consensus among the
study participants that Bloomsburg municipal government should find a way to encourage greater
political activism among students by making town council meetings more accessible to them.
Before the completion of the website redesign project, any local resident could use
contact information on the website to email the mayor, or anybody else on staff in the
organization. There was no special posting page on the original website, where residents could
post their comments that other people could see and thus open a public discussion. At that time,
creating additional opportunities for electronic two-way communication was needed.

Case Summary
The Bloomsburg case brought into focus two factors in e-government development in the
Web 2.0 social environment. The first factor was related to the use of social media tools and the
changes they brought to people’s perceptions and expectations with regard to two-way
communication with their local government. The former Bloomsburg Mayor’s innovative use of
Facebook in the aftermath of the 2012 Hurricane Sandy, could be an example of the first factor.
The second important societal factor was the changing town-gown power dynamics in
Bloomsburg. The University’s outreach efforts and a proactive approach toward town-gown
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collaboration could have played a significant role in changing the face of the town’s official Web
presence and making it more dynamic and interactive.

Edinboro Case Overview
At the time, the Borough of Edinboro government was still struggling with the adverse
consequences of the economic downturn, such as a tight municipal budget and limited staff. In a
way, economic and organizational obstacles were slowing down e-government advancement in
Edinboro.

Data Collection
A total of three face-to-face interviews were held with the municipal appointed officers
of the Borough in addition to the senior administrative official of Edinboro University over a sixmonth period (December 2012 -June 2013). As a triangulation measure, other sources of data
were analyzed (e.g., municipal documents, Edinboro University’s 2013-2018 Strategic Plan,
local newspaper articles).

Borough of Edinboro
Edinboro is located in Erie County. The Borough was incorporated in 1840. In 1974, it
became a home rule41 municipality, and therefore adopted the Council-Manager form of
government. The Council consists of seven elected members and exercises its legislative powers
in the Borough. One council member is appointed by the Borough Council to be mayor. The
Manager is an appointed Borough official, hired by the Council to administer municipal policies
41

Under Home Rule, “The Borough has, and may exercise, any power, and may perform any function not
denied by the Constitution of Pennsylvania, by this Charter, or by the General
Assembly at any time.” (Borough of Edinboro Charter, 5/21/1974, §201),
http://www.keystatepub.com/keystate-pdf/PA/Erie/Edinboro Borough/Home Rule Charter.pdf
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with assistance from various administrative personnel. The Council also appoints a five-member
Municipal Authority, as well as a Water Authority that needs to meet specific needs of the
Borough of Edinboro. According to the Erie County Community Facilities and Utilities Plan of
2003,42 the water system is a municipal operation, even though there is a Municipal Authority in
Edinboro. This plan stated that water use in the Borough fluctuated “as a function of the Edinboro
University’s enrollment,” and was subject “to significant demand variations.” Formed in
compliance with the Pennsylvania Municipality Authorities Act of 194543 (P.L.382, No.164), the
Borough of Edinboro Water Authority was able to provide the clean, quality drinking water
service to 100 percent of local residents in a cost-effective and efficient manner, as reported to
Erie County.
The services offered by the Borough include policing (public safety), recycling and waste
management, water service. As it was mentioned on the municipal website44, the 1960s was a
period of growth and development for Edinboro, during which Borough staff grew to eleven fulltime employees. However, in the 2010s, the situation made a turn for the worse and administrave
personnel dwindled away to seven full-time including the Borouh Manager and Assistant to the
Manager.
Community	
  Characteristics	
  
Edinboro (PA) namesake is Edinburgh (Scotland) likely due to the influence of the
town’s original Scottish settlers. Local residents often describe Edinboro as “a college town and a
lake resort in the summer months.”45 Perhaps one of the defining characteristics of Edinboro is its
size with a land area of 2.29 square miles (U.S. Census 2010). As it was vividly described by one

42

http://www.eriecountygov.org/media/19669/erieco_comfac_plan_dec_03.pdf
53 Pa.C.S. § 5601 et seq.
44
http://www.edinboro.net/display.asp?page=Information\History
45
http://www.edinboro.net/display.asp?page=Information%5CHistory
43
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of the interviewees, “it is such a small municipality with such a small distance to travel; we only
have three traffic lights in our whole town.”
Edinboro is one of the smallest towns in Pennsylvania with a population of 6,438 (U.S.
Census 2010), showing a slight decline since the 2000 Census. On April 1, 2000, there were
6,950 people in town. So in ten years, Edinboro lost 7.2 percent of its residents. However, the
borough’s depopulation problem can be partially attributed to the fact that Ediboro has a
significant number of transient residents, students of Edinboro University of Pennsylvania. For a
college town, it is hardly surprising that the median resident age is 22.0 years. In comparison, the
median age statewide in Pennsylvania is 40.1 years. According to the study participants’ estimate,
up to 70 percent of Edinboro’s residents were renters and about 90 percent of renters were student
renters. This estimation could explain a large population turnover in Edinboro. It is no wonder
that the local government officials were more inclined to perceive this considerable number of
student residents as a downside, since student renters were prone to be more engaged in their
school-related activities. As a municipal informant pointed out, students were “not really focused
on the municipality so much, not as concerned.”
Frequently cited concern during the interviews with the Borough’s staff was that
Edinboro experienced economic and financial hardships in the 2000s. One of the municipal
informants suggested that Edinboro was likely the fourth poorest municipality in Erie County by
income per capita and income per household and therefore existed on a very lean budget. Yet
Edinboro University has been a major contributor to the local economy and the town’s vitality.
For example, the University has made a few major capital investments in rehabilation of the
Edinboro Food Pantry, repairing roads near the campus, and sponsoring the Edinboro Art and
Music Festival. Edinboro University also contributed to the latest upgrade of a municipal sewer
system, which saved a lot of money for everybody involved. A study participant from Edinboro
University pointed out that it was critically important to consider Edinboro as a college town, and
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“in a town like this, the University is the town in many ways, [otherwise it] would not have the
vibrancy it has.”

Edinboro University of Pennsylvania
Edinboro University (EU) is a regional public university in Northwestern Pennsylvania,
with current enrollment about 7,300 undergraduate and graduate students. It was founded in 1857
as a private academy for teachers. It was later known as the State Normal School and eventually
evolved into Edinboro University of Pennsylvania. Edinboro is proud to uphold the Scottish
heritage and traditions by offering a music education degree in bagpiping and hosting large-scale
events such as a three-day Edinboro Highland Games and Scottish Festival in September each
year. Information about this festival is publicized on the university website, in local newspapers,
and in social media46.
Edinboro University has taken a proactive position with regard to establishing mutually
beneficial town-gown relations and partnerships. Under the leadership of President Julie E.
Wollman, the University came up with a new five-year plan47 that recognizes the major role it has
to play in the development of a thriving region and the necessity “to be both responsive and
proactive in addressing the needs and leading the way in identifying and shaping the future of the
region.” (2013-2018 Strategic Plan, p. 9)

46

http://www.edinboro.edu/events/highlandgames/;
https://www.facebook.com/events/549739855063927/?ref=22; http://www.yourerie.com/news/newsarticle/d/story/highland-games-at-edinboro-university/24264/QTP7Ols39USc-53RNSeyjA
47
Edinboro University’s 2013-2018 Strategic Plan,
http://www.edinboro.edu/departments/university_comm/President/documents/StrategicPlan2013-2018.pdf
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Technology
Motivation for a Municipal Web Portal Design in Edinboro
As it was described by the study participants, in such a small municipality, “employees
[had] to wear more hats,” because it was nearly impossible to “have a staff for every function.”
Consequently, this personnel-related problem negatively affected IT-related functions. To
overcome such a staff shortage, one of the employees had to put on “the technology hat” to carry
out an additional duty of periodically updating the website. The official municipal Web portal
was originally designed by two volunteers shortly before 2005. One of them was an Edinboro
University student at the time. One of the municipal informants stated that the website has not
“changed a whole lot since then” (circa 2005).
The key motivational driver for developing and continuous improvement of the municipal
website was offering added value to potential users of this e-government system, such as
accessibility of government information and the need to provide effective and convenient services
to the local public. For instance, in 2012, the Borough of Edinboro implemented a system that
allowed people to pay for municipal services online using credit cards. However, those residents,
who still preferred to make a trip to the Borough office, could pay their bills in person at the
counter. Open government and transparency of government, as the key backbones of American
democracy, have become even more important in the age of the broadband Internet. As stated
earlier, efficiently managing government information and making it available to the public is
essential to effective governance. In 2011, the Borough has completed the task of digitizing town
ordinances. As a result, the municipal Code is currently accessible through the official Borough
website.	
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Assessment	
  of	
  the	
  Official	
  Municipal	
  Website	
  in	
  Edinboro	
  
The website48 was evaluated based on the quality guidelines for local government
websites (Scott, 2005). These five indicators include transparency, online transactions,
connectivity for civically engaged individuals and organizations, content personalization, and
usability. At the time of the study, the Borough still struggled to satisfy the first two measures of
transparency and online transactions for its official municipal portal. A big step was putting up
ordinances on the website. Respondents claimed that posting council minutes to the borough
website after they were approved by Council met the needs and expectations of local residents,
because people could simply look information up when needed.
From the navigation bar on a municipal homepage, users could easily access the Borough
ordinances under the Publications tab. The Code of Ordinances of the Home Rule Borough of
Edinboro is accessible through a third-party provider, Keystate Publishers, Inc.
(keystatepub.com). The Home Rule Charter of the Borough of Edinboro can also be accessed
through the same website. However, there was no direct link to it on the municipal website. Some
may argue that lack of a direct link to the full text of the Edinboro’s Home Rule Charter is a
minor issue. However, the researcher believes this issue to be related to the information
accessibility and the overall quality of the website navigability. It seems reasonable to suggest
that a clear, prominently placed link to the Charter would allow local residents and other website
visitors to have a much better, more efficient, more effective Web experience and also make them
feel more confident in their search options. The Borough’s financial documents (i.e., budget for
2007-2012) were accessible through the Information link on the homepage.
People could also request public records with information concerning the Borough under
either the Publications tab or the Rights to Know. For a novice user, such setup may be a little
confusing. Furthermore, a Records Request Form is offered as a link on the top of a page that
48

http://www.edinboro.net
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prominently displays the full text of the Home Rule Borough of Edinboro Resolution No. 9-2008
along with the policy and regulations regarding examination, inspection and duplication of public
records. The design of this web page could be distracting for novice users, who are likely to be
diverted from the link to this request form. The fact that the form cannot be submitted online but
can only be forwarded by email, fax, or U.S. Postal Service created an unfortunate disadvantage.
However, the same was true for all the other municipal forms or permits at that time.
In 2012, online transactions represented a feature of the e-government system in
Edinboro that the Borough employees proudly displayed on the municipal homepage (see Utility
Bill Payments icon in Figure 4-3).

Figure	
  4-‐3.	
  Snapshot	
  of	
  the	
  official	
  Borough	
  of	
  Edinboro	
  website	
  (November	
  2014)	
  

In 2012, in cooperation with the Interware Development Company (IDC), the Borough started to
provide a new service to local residents, which allowed them to pay their utility bills online using
credit cards (MasterCard and Discover). To make this service more convenient to its users, the
municipal administration waived the fee, normally associated with such credit card payments. In
addition to the online bill payment service, people could access and download various permit
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applications from the website (e.g., building, rental occupancy, roof, demolition), fill them out
and email completed forms to the Borough office.
Under the tab Officials, local residents can get access to contact information online (staff
phone numbers and emails). For Council members, contact information is restricted to names and
addresses. In certain instances, the address is no more than a post office box number. For a
number of reasons that will be addressed later in this section, the criteria for connectivity for
civically engaged individuals and organizations and content personalization were not fully
developed. Considering the shortcomings of the website, its usability was could be only described
as limited with a great potential for improvements. For instance, adding a search function could
potentially improve navigability of the website.

Motivation for Adoption of Web 2.0 Technologies in Edinboro
According to the study participant’s comment, an Erie County’s liaison proposed that
Edinboro should have moved toward creating an official Facebook account. Although the
municipal leaders in Edinboro did not reject that suggestion right away, they appeared to view
such an idea as a burden rather than a benefit for the Borough, and were unsure of its true
purpose. The following statement is quite illustrative of the staff attitudes toward the Facebook
integration at the time of the study:
The [Erie] County [representative suggested] […] we may want to move toward
the Facebook account. We are considering it. I can say we haven’t ruled it out
yet. I am not certain how much benefit it really provides other than our website.
Because the real benefit of the Facebook account is communication, though we
already have that through the email. If someone wants to email us a comment,
they can. […] The Facebook account [maybe a] more public arena. I guess, in
that regard, it probably serves some purpose. (EB 10.1, 2012, p. 9-10)
Interviewed employees in Edinboro expressed concerns and serious reservations
concerning social media usage in the context of e-government. They addressed the possibility of
some negative (economic and/or political) impacts caused by misinformation posted on an
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official government site, or information misuse and pursuit of wrong policies. From their
perspective, such predicaments with social media content management were among the major
obstacles with regard to adoption of social media in the municipality. One of the study
participants depicted these concerns in the statement below:
I think, you find yourself arguing issues that you’ll be wasting your time. If
someone comes up with an idea that’s crazy, and he’s pushing it on you, and it
gets a lot of support, you’ll spend a lot of time refuting and trying to explain,
educating why that’s not really the way you want to go, and here is the problems
with that. I would say that downside is kind of scary to me. It is a democracy, but
then again you’ve got to be real careful who is running the show. (EB 10.1, 2012,
p. 10)
Use	
  of	
  Social	
  Media	
  in	
  Edinboro	
  
The municipal administration in Edinboro decided to implement an emerging online
microblogging service that allowed subscriber to focus on short updates that may be of interest to
them. As stated on the Borough website49, “in an effort to provide more reliable and effective
communications with citizens,” Home Rule Borough of Edinboro has implemented a Swift911
emergency notification system that was provided by the Swiftreach Networks, Inc. Swiftreach
Network, the leading New Jersey-based provider of such services, was established in 2001 and,
by 2013, catered to over 1500 customers across government, education, healthcare, retail and
utilities by delivering emergency notifications via the Notification Delivery Network (NDN), a
fully redundant, geographically dispersed network The web-based Swift911 system alerts users
regarding emergency situations via voice, text, email, fax and social media. Swift911’s interface
allows for a high degree of options to organize data, create messages and launch notifications.
Different municipal departments used this system to provide vital information via phone landlines
and cellular networks (i.e., voice or a text (SMS) messages) about floods and other weather
emergencies, road closures and evacuation orders to thousands of citizens in a matter of minutes.

49

http://www.edinboro.net/departments/swiftreach.htm
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Current and Potential Impacts of Emerging ICTs on Governance in Edinboro
The widespread availability of mobile technology impacts the way local governments
choose to conduct the business of governance. Both Edinboro’s municipal administrative
departments and the Council members turn to mobile technology solutions to improve
productivity and efficiency in their respective duties. At the time of the study, the Borough’s
administration mandated most of municipal staff to carry cell phones as opposed to pagers. In
support of this mandate, some staff members received complimentary smartphones from the
Edinboro Borough office, while other employees got mobile devices at discounted prices, in
addition to organizational subsidies for their expenses associated with data and messaging
services. Thus, municipal employees (e.g., emergency workers, police force) were enabled to
send and receive text messages when needed.
Recently, the Borough’s administration purchased smartphones for the Water
Department’s employees. This technology enabled municipal workers to see what was happening
with the water system and control the urgent situations from remote sites, (e.g., from home) when
they got emergency calls from the front office. It could also help the Borough staff to perform
routine inspections of different portions of the Edinboro’s water system. One of the municipal
participants opined that the Sewer Department could also have some potential applications for
mobile technology in the future:
They are not tech savvy. Our Sewer Department may have an application, like a
Water Department. But our Water Department supervisor is more tech-savvy. He
has found applications for it. But, I think, eventually our Sewer Department will
probably have applications for smartphones. (EB 10.1, 2012, p.13)
Municipal	
  Plans	
  for	
  Further	
  E-‐government	
  Development	
  in	
  Edinboro	
  
At the time of the study, the Borough’s administration was exploring the possibility of
purchasing tablet devices for all Council members that would allow these elected officials to
record their comments on the devices during the Council meetings and later refer to those notes in
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a timely fashion if or when needed. The intended positive impact of IT on the business of local
governance occurs when any such technology has a real-life application to existing organizational
processes and identifiable needs. Based on the interview transcripts, this is what public
administrators are looking for.
Gaining efficiency and cost savings through using an electronic medium were the major
drivers of e-government innovation in the municipality. In 2012, the Borough of Edinboro went
to a system that allowed people to pay online using credit cards. The Borough offered a credit
card payment option in addition to a traditional choice of making a payment at the counter in a
municipal building. However, local residents were encouraged do it online because the fee that
was normally associated with the credit card transactions has been waived. Another good
example of a more efficient and economically fit use of financial and human resources of the
municipality could be taking up electronic delivery of Council packets instead of sending a police
officer out to deliver these packets in person. As one of the informants pointed out, “that was a
cumbersome way of doing business.”

Organization
Impact of ICTs on Organizational Culture in Edinboro
The researcher previously mentioned in the section on mobile technology that the
municipality was investigating the possibility of purchasing tablets for the Edinboro Council, so
that its members could make their work more efficient and cost-effective. The major motivation
for such technological initiative was the growing need to shift from the paper-based to electronic
distribution of the monthly Borough Council legislative packets. The original administrative
proposal would have permitted council members to “write on the device itself, and it would
record their comments. And when they flip back […] to the meeting, they have that answer.”
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Potentially, mobile devices would have allowed council members to have easy access to
information in the packets at any time. The note-taking capability of such a device was a
particularly important consideration because some of the opposition to that proposal was best
described by the following comment: “if I had a paper copy, I can take notes.” Based on the
municipal participants’ recollection, when the idea was first introduced to the Borough Council in
2010, it was met with resistance from, at least, two older members of the Council, “who were
reluctant to do away with paper copies.” It appeared that there were certain generational
attitudinal differences among the council members that played a decisive role in decision making
related to the proposed technological innovations, regardless of the fact that by incorporating
mobile technology into its business processes the Council was likely to save on paper, printing
costs and staff time. As one of the participants stated, “it takes [a lot of time] to produce nine or
ten packets and […] much paper […]. Then most of the time, those packets just get recycled or
thrown away in the trash.”

Impact of IT Innovation on Organizational Change in Edinboro
The municipal government in Edinboro continuously exists in a dynamic and
evolving information environment, partly because of technological innovations.
However, it is not only essential for any public organization to keep up with the shifting
realities of the contemporary world, but also to get ready to accept the need for
reinvention of its own organizational functioning. In the Edinboro case, attempts to
implement mobile solutions reflect on the potential impact of IT innovation on
organizational processes.
As the study participants pointed out during the interviews, the majority of
Council members were willing to admit that it could be a more efficient and cheaper way
to conduct Council meetings and to preserve and retrieve pertinent information at a later
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time. Even though the adoption of this new technology has initially failed, in 2012, the
probability of success became much greater with time. As the study’s informant stated,
“we were pretty close to doing it about two years ago… [However] as time is waning on
Council, it [becomes] much easier, and it is much cheaper to commit.” At the time of the
study, the Borough staff planned to supply tablets or iPads to each one of the Council
members. The idea was for the Council members to have electronic connection, “where
[municipal staff] can go ahead and send them the packets […] digitally. And then it
happened, they can bring their tablets, and they can write on [them]. I think, [tablets
have] most of the functions they want.”

From E-governance Challenges to E-government Support Factors
To a certain degree, the Edinboro case reminds of an old saying that “where there’s a
will, there’s a way.” In the early 2010s, the Borough leaders found the will and ingenuity to
overcome the number of taxing setbacks with regard to developing an up-to-date e-government
system in the municipality. Based on the analysis of recorded interviews with the Borough staff,
the researcher identified an ample variety of e-governance challenges in this municipality, from
insufficient staff and incessant time deficit to lack of advanced technical knowledge and skills.
The municipal study participants also talked at length about the unrelenting municipal
budget constraints and the related issues they perceived as impediments for emerging ICT
adoption (e.g., Web 2.0 technologies). As one of the participants pointed out, “we are not a very
wealthy municipality, and almost everything we do is on a very-very lean budget.” Consequently,
such budgetary concerns interfere with adoption of new technologies, especially if their
usefulness is not immediately obvious or justifiable, when considering the organizational point of
view. For instance, in response to the researcher’s question about the potentiality of using
emerging ICT tools to facilitate the local public civic engagement, one of the participants stated:
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In such a small community like this, […] everybody is within one mile of our
municipality. […] We have open meetings, and people are welcome to come and
participate in a public forum. […] With the resources being as tight as they are, I
don’t know if that would be a priority. Probably, […] I had trouble justifying […]
that cost compared to the other things that we more urgently need. [EB 10.1,
2012, p. 2-3)
The researcher mentioned above that at the time of this research, the Borough of
Edinboro struggled to overcome the adverse effects of the staff shortage and lack of professional
IT support.These two challenges as well as budgetary limitations are highly interdependent, and
could negatively affect the municipal IT capacity. Since there was no professionally trained IT
staff in the municipal office, one of the Borough employees had to don “the technology hat” to
perform some of the primary IT functions, including routine maintenance of the official
municipal website. All other IT functions had to be outsourced or left undone. As one of the study
participants pointed out, if a staff “can’t do it, she outsources it, but she does a lot of stuff inhouse.” Evidently, outsourcing certain IT functions is driven by the organizational need for cost
savings and greater efficiency. At the time of the study, the Borough engaged an outside software
company to develop a process that would allow municipal employees to email bills.

Society
Societal Influence Factors on e-Government Development in Edinboro
A variety of societal forces, both within and outside the immediate community, influence
e-government development in Edinboro. Inadequate ICT infrastructure in some rural parts of
Pennsylvania, specifically problems with cell phone coverage and broadband connectivity, have a
negative impact on e-government. The issues of ICT–related weaknesses in Erie County were
raised during the interviews with the municipal staff. For instance, they were concerned about a
shortage of cell phone towers in the area, which led to a significant number of dropped calls and
poor reception.	
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University	
  Community	
  Influence	
  Factors	
  	
  
The local university’s influence on the social, economic and cultural development in the
community is another societal factor that needs to be considered with regard to advancing egovernment. In June 2012, Edinboro University appointed the 17th president, Dr. Julie
Wollman.50 She became the first woman president in the history of this institution of higher
education. With the new administration at the helm, this organization has reaffirmed its
commitment to community service and mutually beneficial town-gown relations. The
administrative staff attitudes have changed and, in turn, precipitated the positive shifts in
organizational culture. According to the study participant in the University, students, faculty and
staff were important consumers to businesses in the town, especially because many of them lived
there at the time. Edinboro University makes a difference in the community in a number of
different ways. One of them is involving the town in the biggest annual cultural events, such as
the Homecoming Parade and the Highland Festival. Staying connected and thus perpetuating a
positive shift in stereotypical perceptions among local residents about occasional deficiencies in
student behavior off campus (i.e. noise and insobriety) has become a new norm in town-gown
relations.

e-Partnering in Edinboro	
  
Types	
  of	
  Technological	
  Collaboration	
  
As municipalities struggle with fiscal constraints and growing public service demands,
intergovernmental collaboration is a way for cities and counties to improve government
efficiency and effectiveness. The Home Rule Borough of Edinboro is a regular participant in
intergovernmental (G2G) partnerships in Erie County, within the boundaries of Erie Area Council
of Governments (EACOG). The Borough continuously contributes to the EACOG’s SharePoint
50

http://www.edinboro.edu/departments/university_comm/President/President-biography.dot
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site51, an Internet-based collaborative platform. SharePoint platform enables governance
efficiencies by allowing municipalities to share best practices in e-government, “give input back
and forth,” coordinate individual and joint activities, and form committees that can meet online.
Seeking and incorporating input from citizens into a municipal decision-making process
may be not only a rewarding but also a demanding experience for public administrators,
especially in rural communities. The challenges are often rooted in the general public’s
misconception of local governance, and they could potentially be detrimental for upholding the
integrity of collaborative e-governance. One of the Edinboro’s municipal respondents made a
following comment with respect of citizen sourcing as a form of collaborative governance:
It’s funny, it’s a double-edged sword, public feedback. Some people are very well
qualified to give feedback, because they have an understanding of what is it you’re doing.
And some people have a lot of misunderstanding of what is it you do. (EB 10.1, 2012, p.
2)
To remedy this situation, municipal staff would have to spend a lot of time trying to explain and
educate the general public. However, considering the tight personnel and budget limitations in the
municipality, it was not judicious to pursue at the time.
Over the years,	
  the process of town-gown collaboration in Edinboro has had many starts.
There is a variety of possibilities for technological collaboration. Technology-based on-the-job
training opportunities for university students could be one of them, and it may include student
volunteers and work-study engagements. For example, the Edinboro municipal website was
originally designed by student volunteers. In 2006-2007, when the municipal officials were
downsizing staff and “looking for ways to get things done that [they] could not afford,” more
consideration was given to student employees. Around the same time, Edinboro University
students participating in the Federal Work Study program also helped municipal staff in filing
documents and performing different requested tasks on the Web. In addition to student volunteers
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https://portal.erieareacog.org/erieareacog/Pages/SharePoint.aspx
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and work-study applications in a municipal setting, engagement in the GIS-related projects is
another common possibility for collaboration.
Town-‐Gown	
  Collaboration	
  Readiness	
  Assessment	
  in	
  Edinboro	
  
There are different ways to evaluate the town-gown collaboration readiness. The
collaboration capacity is one factor that needs to be looked at to determine existing and potential
problems. Evaluating different collaborative initiatives, including current partnerships,
committees and programs could be an additional factor. According to the municipal study
participants, “the reality is when you bring students in, it is good for the Borough in some ways.”
However, certain downsides were also mentioned considering the importance of making students’
work experiences with the Borough worthwhile for all the parties involved, including busy
schedules of municipal employees, lack of time to take on extra duties, additional training for
student workers to ensure their productivity and effectiveness of their work for the Borough.
During the interview on December 12, 2012, one of the key study informants best described the
pros and cons of such collaborative process:
It takes work, and sometimes it can be difficult for people to find the time to
break from their regular responsibilities to help bring the kid along and educate
them and make them productive. To make them productive, you have to be
proactive. (EB 10.1, 2012, p. 22)
In addition to the collaboration capacity factor, it is important to evaluate exiting
collaboration initiatives and reported long-term objectives. Based on the information received
during the interviews with the key informants, it has become clear that collaboration between the
municipality and the university was carried out through regular (quarterly) town-gown meetings.
As a standard practice during these meetings, the Borough leaders get an opportunity to present
an agenda and talk about municipal priorities and pressing needs. The University has really tried
to reach out and partner with the town. As an example, two of the University’s senior
administrative officials, responsible for managing student affairs and finance, were assigned to
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meet regularly with the Borough Council. At the time of the study, some University officials were
very closely involved with the Edinboro Police Department.
Maintaining potentially ongoing partnerships between the University and the Borough
was stated as a long-term objective for the University. Since students always come and go, it
becomes important to always have an overlap of students. Another possibility could be
developing internships for credit to work with the Edinboro Council and/or the Borough
administration. As a long-term objective, internships for credit were meant for expanding through
the Edinboro University’s Strategic Plan for 2013-2018. 	
  
Town-‐Gown	
  Collaboration	
  Success	
  Factors	
  in	
  Edinboro	
  
As the researcher previously indicated, certain factors affecting collaboration success
have to be addressed, particularly, good communication between all partners and stakeholders
(i.e., collaborative advantage as well as town and university leadership. Gaining collaborative
advantage, or striving to meet expectations of the town vis a vis the University and vice a versa is
a crucial step in achieving the town-gown collaboration success. The town-gown relations in
Edinboro have become strained in the late 2000s. Lack of interorganizational communication was
at the heart of that challenging situation. Without ongoing open-ended conversation between the
partners, the town’s negative perception of the alleged university’s indifference to municipal
difficulties prevailed.
The current senior administrative staff pledged renewed commitment to improving
relationships with the Borough of Edinboro. In the interview with the researcher, the University
official addressed this issue in a following statement:
[We] need to feel like we are working as partners, or so many things don’t go
well. I have done things like regular meetings with the Borough Manager, which
the President hasn’t done previously [...] We want the town to feel, the Borough
Manager to feel like he can come to us when there’s a problem, and that we are
partners and trying to address it, and that we are not making the town worse. We
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are making the town better. It’s really a partnership to make this work, because
we are mutually dependent. (EU 13, 2013, p. 2)
Besides collaborative advantage, another equally important factor in pursuing and
securing collaboration success is to maintain a “good will” leadership, or mutual openness to
partnerships and cooperation among different organizational leaders, promote ongoing
communication. It may have a profound effect to success if trust at both organizational and
interpersonal levels is somehow compromised. Analysis of interview transcripts from both
organizational partners left no doubt that the right leadership could be the major factor in
successful e-partnering initiatives. Both sides confirmed the prior existence of an unfortunate
“deep rift between the University and the town.”

E-participation in Edinboro: Challenges, Expectations and Initiatives
In the 2010s, when the researcher conducted the study, the prevailing forms of public
involvement were traditionally off-line. Participants stated that there were open meetings that
people could come to and participate in a public forum. For a small rural community with tight
resources, developing e-government was hardly on top of their list of priorities.
In recent years, there were some initiatives that could potentially lead to greater public
participation and allay some of lingering political apathy in the municipality. For instance, the
Borough’s administration did consider the idea of getting grant money for installation of cameras
in the Council chamber for recording and subsequent posting of recorded meetings on the
website. However, they were apprehensive about the possibility of extra work for staff that such
technological innovation could potentially generate. At the time of the study, municipal officials
did not believe that such endeavor was worthwhile even if it were fully funded.
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Case Summary
The major takeaway from the Edinboro case is that, even under the most restricting
circumstances, the process of advancing e-government moves forward and leaves hope for the
best possible outcomes in the future. E-partnering is slowly gaining ground in Edinboro. The
same can be said of emerging technologies, such as mobile computing (e.g., municipal use of
smartphones and tablet devices), collaborative e-governance and government interoperability
(e.g., EACOG SharePoint site), Web 2.0 technologies (e.g., Swift911 emergency notification
system).
When this research was conducted, a regional initiative called the Destination Erie
Community Engagement Facilitators52 has been still in a planning stage of development. The
stated objective of this campaign was to involve citizens and leaders from Erie County’s
townships and boroughs, community development organizations, cultural and educational
institutions to “create a common vision, strategies, and actions to meet the challenges facing the
region in the 21st century.” Thus, the emerging consortium was driven by the need to ensure the
region’s success that depends on the “ability to deepen collaboration and define the future in a
way that is sustainable.” At the time of the study, the Edinboro University was a member of this
group, while the Edinboro Borough has not yet been involved.

Kutztown Case Overview
The most important characteristic of this case is the fact that this community is the leader
in providing municipal broadband services in Pennsylvania (Waite, 2011). The Borough of
Kutztown, through its service mark, “Hometown Utilicom,” offers the availability of various
voice, video and data services over the Borough’s fiber optic network. Data services include high-
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speed broadband Internet access, a community-wide Intranet, Virtual Private Networking (VPN),
firewall protection services, and email. As was consistent with the research goal of examination
of local e-government development through town-gown collaboration, the author sought input
from three partners: the Borough of Kutztown, the Maxatawny Township and the Kutztown
University of Pennsylvania housed in both municipalities.

Data Collection
Over the period of December 2012-June 2013, a total of six face-to-face interviews were
held with the municipal elected and appointed officials of the Borough of Kutztown, Maxatawny
Township and the top admistrators of the Kutztown University of Pennsylvania. The researcher
conducted one-hour interviews with people responsible for implementing and maintaing egovernment system in Kutztown and the Maxatawny Township and for developing positive
“town and gown” initiatives. In addition to interview transcipts, the researcher examined official
municipal publications to get factual information about this municipality. To name a few, the
researcher reviewed Maxatawny Township Community Information Guide, Kutztonian News, the
Borough of Kutztown Council minutes. Website assessment and participant observation served as
additional methods to enhance trustworthiness of the study.

Borough of Kutztown
The Borough of Kutztown in Berks County is situated along a busy highway that
connects three larger cities in Pennsylvania, Reading, Allentown and Bethlehem, approximately
60 miles north of Philadelphia. It had a population of 5,012 as per U.S. Census 2010 and covers
only 1.6 square miles. This advantageous geographic location has a potential to create great
opportunities for economic development in the area.
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The Borough of Kutztown was established in 1815. The legislative body of this
municipality is the Borough Council, and the executive responsibilities are delegaged by the
Council to the appointed Borough Manager. The Borough has eight administrative units
(departments), including Kutztown Police and Telecommunications and Information Technology
Department. Telecommunications & Information Technology department plays a very important
role in the Borough, because this Department runs an award-winning53 residential fiber-optic
connection in Kutztown called Home Net services. Employees of that Department are responsible
for providing telecommunications services as well as ongoing support of municipal information
technology. Telecommunications services comprise high-speed broadband Internet, Wi-Fi access,
digital residential and commercial phone and comprehensive television channel lineup, all at
affordable prices. A Wi-Fi service is available free to Home Net Internet customers. To support
Home Net operations, the Department maintains a special website, http://www.huhomenet.com.
At the time of the study in 2013, a Wi-Fi system in the Borough was still a work in progress.
The Kutztown Police Department has become an organizational leader in the
municipality with regard to adoption of information technology. Not only it maintains its own
website (www.kutztownpd.org), but it also joined Twitter in 2011 (see Figure 4-4, p. 141).
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In February 2003, the Borough of Kutztown received a Governor’s Award for local Government
Excellence in the “Information Technology” category for establishing Hometown Utilicom, the first
community-owned fiber-optic network in Pennsylvania (see Appendix E)	
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Figure	
  4-‐4.	
  The	
  Official	
  Borough	
  of	
  Kutztown	
  Police	
  Department	
  Twitter	
  site	
  (May	
  2014)	
  

Community	
  Characteristics	
  
Being a part of a twin college-town’s community is a distinguishing characteristic for the
Borough of Kutztown and Maxatawny Township, located just outside the Borough of Kutztown.
Maxatawny is a township with the long and rich past. Its experiences over 250 years are
described on the History page54 of its official web portal. At the time of the 2010 U.S. Census, the
Township population was 7,906. The elected Board of Supervisors is currently governing the
Township, while an appointed Township Manager handles the everyday management tasks,
including the maintenance of the municipal Web portal.
Maxatawny Township and the Borough of Kutztown are long-time partners when it
comes to providing information and services to local permanent residents and transient student
population of Kutztown University. Maxatawny Township, not the Borough of Kutztown, is
hosting Kutztown University of Pennsylvania. Population in Maxatawny Township is very
diverse. Students represented a very large segment of population in Maxatawny Township, but
there were also a lot of senior citizens in that area as well. There is also a Mennonite farming
54
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community. As one of the study participants observed, “the university being in our township is
one that makes us a college community, but the majority of the off-campus housing is in the
Borough of Kutztown.”

Kutztown University of Pennsylvania
Kutztown University of Pennsylvania (KU) was established in 1866 but became known
under its current name in 1983. It is a regional public university and is one of fourteen schools
that comprise Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education (PASSHE). As it was mentioned in
the previous section, KU is a census-designated place (CDP) in Maxatawny Township. Based on
a U.S. Census definition, CDP is a “statistical counterpart of incorporated places and are
delineated to provide data for settled concentrations of population […] identifiable by name but
are not legally incorporated under the laws of the state in which they are located.”55
In 2013, there were about 9,500 full- and part-time undergraduate and graduate students
enrolled at KU, and most of them were Pennsylvania residents. Following the Vision Statement
posted on the website56, the Kutztown University “aspires to be a regional center of excellence
providing opportunities for advanced academic, cultural, and public service experiences, within a
caring community, designed to promote success in a global society.” It stands for a reason that, in
the Strategic Plan for 2013-201657, the University sets the goal of community engagement that
includes partnering with the community that serves the needs of the people of the commonwealth
and the region.
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http://factfinder2.census.gov/help/en/glossary/c/census_designated_place_cdp.htm
http://www2.kutztown.edu/about-ku/mission-and-vision.htm
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Kutztown University Strategic Plan 2013-2016, http://www2.kutztown.edu/about-ku/strategic-plan/goal2.htm
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Technology
In case of Kutztown, technology, as one of the major sociotechnical theory constructs,
includes the following components: municipal broadband services, municipal web portals, social
media, and mobile devices, and potentially, cloud solutions.
Motivation for Municipal Broadband Services in Kutztown
Kutztown’s Hometown Utilicom (or fiber-to-the-home) was instrumental in securing the
town’s ability to provide Internet and cable services to residents. It boosted the municipal ability
to compete with the private sector companies and upgrade IT capacity of the Borough. In
February 2003, Kutztown received a Governor’s Award for Local Government Excellence in the
“Information Technology” category for establishing Hometown Utilicom, the first communityowned fiber-optic network in Pennsyvania (see Appendix E). The award was administered by the
Pennsylvania’s Department of Community and Ecomomic Development. The
telecommunications project was a collaborative initiative of the Borough and the Kutztown
Municipal Authority. It created additional revenue sources for the town that could stay within the
borough and contribute to the well-being of its citizens. The formation of Hometown Utilicom
brought significant benefits not only to local residents but also to the Kutztown University by
alleviating online traffic problems and providing high-speed Internet connectivity to students and
faculty.
The official Borough’s News Release (Appendix E) for February 18 of 2003, stated that
the “Hometown Utilicom project has been reported to be the largest municipal-wide-over-build
telecommunication’s fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) system of anywhere in the United States.”
In July 2002, Kutztown began offering services on its FTTH broadband system (Johnston, 2002).
As it was stated in the article, the Borough’s Information Technologies Department chose a
passive optical network from Optical Solutions Inc. (Roseville, CA) over an active/electrical
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network mostly because of its lower cost and high reliability. As an additional bonus, passive
networks can provide analog cable services without set-top boxes on each TV set in residential
housing.
Owning and operating a fiber optic wide-area network (WAN) resulted in a community
intranet that enhanced existing municipal utility services (i.e., electric, water, solid waste,
recycling) through an automated intelligent meter reading system with online account access, bill
payment, and public works security monitoring. It also brought about a set of economic
challenges such as competion with a private sector. In the wake of the telecommunicatons
industry deregulation, the Borough’s leadership was confident that offering fiber-to-the-home
was an innovative and potentially advantageous economic solution. However, they did not forsee
the imminent competition with the long-time local providers of cable TV and other
telecommunication services, such as Service Electric. There were some comments to this effect
from some of the study participants from Kutztown University: “They did not bank on
competition with Service Electric. So then Service Electric comes into our Borough and offers
packages at a much lower rate. So we did have competition, and we still do have competition.”
In the interview with the researcher, one of the municipal employees described these type of
challenges in the following statement:	
  
So now we compete with providers like a Service Electric or Comcast to provide
cable and Internet as a communication service to […] residents. The decision
was to link the community and also to help with our utilities and our services for
electric that we provide as well. So the basic reason was to provide access for
Internet and cable television throughout the Borough to its residents. (KB 10,
2013, p. 1)
In the end, the positive influence of the deregulation policy for this municipal government
prevailed. According to some of the study participants from the Borough, it really helped the
government: “We were the biggest customer on the Telecom stuff, [...] we updated all our
systems and everything.”
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Motivation for a Municipal Web Portal Redesign in Kutztown
Both external and internal (organizational) environmental factors influence a decision to
initiate a municipal website [re]design process. From the organizational perspective, an official
website’s design should reflect its educational and informational nature. The motivation for
original website was to let local residents know who their Council people were, and what the
Borough was doing. One of the study participants stated that “we almost felt that we had very
poor PR, the Borough itself. And we wanted more PR. And the website was the way to go.” In
Kutztown, the website’s three-pronged purpose was as follows: to provide public access to
government information and services, administer support for online bill payment system (e.g.,
customer accounts for water, for sewer, for electric utilities), and improve public relations. The
organizational need for greater efficiency is an additional driver for a website redesign. As one of
the municipal interviewees pointed out, “the more they [citizens] utilize the web, the less calls we
get up front.”
As an external environmental factor, citizens’ expectations and search activities on the
website also influenced the website design process and its intended functionalities. The municipal
IT personnel intentionally tracked the portal’s use to determine the types of information (e.g.,
meeting minutes, utility bills, local parks) that generated the greater interest among the site
visitors. The tracking findings were used in making decisions related the website content
management. Therefore, the portal’s usefulness for the local citizenry, its convenience and ease of
use provide additional motivation for a website redesign. It is a clear expectation that the Borough
website should benefit any and all segments of the population, including the transient student
population. The Borough of Kutztown is a college community, and it is important to make it
welcoming for incoming students. This consideration was at the core of the added functionality of
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the website that provided the capability for students to use the portal in their search for housing
options.
	
  Assessment	
  of	
  the	
  Official	
  Municipal	
  Website	
  in	
  Kutztown	
  
Kutztown has two official websites, one for the entire Borough and another one for the
Kutztown Police Department58. The Borough’s website mainly serves two major purposes: (1) to
disseminate information to residents about various municipal services and community, and (2) to
provide access to online payments for competitively priced utilities such as water supply, sewer,
electric power, refuse, recycling and telecommunications. The researcher evaluated the
Borough’s official portal (http://www.kutztownboro.org) based on five quality measures for local
government websites (Scott, 2005): transparency, online transactions, connectivity for civically
engaged individuals and organizations, content personalization, and usability.
The municipal portal provided a clear indication of the utmost importance of government
transparency and accountability to the leadership of the Borough of Kutztown. Local residents
received easy access to local government financial data through the Finance button in the top
right-hand corner of the homepage. They could browse through the last seven years of the
Borough of Kutztown financials, including audited financial statements from 2006 to 2012 and
2014 Budget. People also get access to the Transportation Authority and Financial Authority
financials as well as Act 44 Disclosure Information. The Search feature on the homepage
provides additional help to the site visitors in their search for information they may seek (see
Figure 4-5, p. 147).
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http://www.kutztownpd.org, or http://www.co.berks.pa.us/police/KutztownBoroPolice/Pages/
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Figure 4-5. Snapshot of the Borough of Kutztown’s official website (November 2014)

Scott’s (2005) guideline for availability of online transactions was met. There was a clear
link on the portal’s homepage to the Online Bill Center. Additionally, there was a Services for
Your Convenience! button on the homepage that advertized availability of one-time e-payments,
recurring e-payments, and an optional Online Billing Notices service from the Borough for those
residents who no longer wanted to receive a paper bill. Additionally, the Kutztown Police website
provided access to downloadable forms in PDF, such as a Parking Ticket Appeal Form, a
Residential Vacation Notice Form, among some others. However, Kutztown’s residents could not
pay parking online at the time of writing.
In terms of connectivity for civically engaged individuals and organizations, the website
did not have a lot to offer (besides the Contact button on top of the homepage), at least not in a
sense of online engagement. Having a Community Ads feature on the homepage could be useful
for some civically inclined individuals. At the time of writing, there was a flyer, KUBoK
Volunteers Wanted, posted that could encourage those individuals in town who wanted to
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contribute to neighborhood watch activities in Kutztown’s downtown. Event Calendar at the
bottom of the homepage could also be helpful to some residents, if they were interested in
attending various Kutztown advisory committee meetings. In the Kutztown’s case, there was not
much done with regard to the portal’s content personalization. The website users had no way to
manipulate its content based on their individual perspectives and needs. However, the usability
rating of this website should be relatively high. From the researcher’s standpoint, it was
informative and easy to navigate.
In the neighboring Maxatawny Township, the web presence was initially established only
in the early 2000s. Thus, it took about ten years for new technologies to be considered for
adoption in this small rural municipality. However, with a younger generation of municipal
administrators coming into power, the process of adoption of emerging technologiesmay
accelerate considerably. An interviewee from this organization pointed out that his digitallyempowered generation has entirely different attitude toward ICTs:
It all depends too on who is working in the agency at the time. […] My
predecessor [who] had just retired … was from a completely different era. […]
Whereas my generation, I am all for it, so I am going to push to get those things a
heck of a lot quicker than maybe somebody before me would have. What took
nine, ten years there, well, maybe it will only take us three or four. (KM 10,
2012, p. 11-12)
Motivation for Adoption of Web 2.0 Technologies in Kutztown
Web 2.0 technologies provide an opportunity for municipalities to reach out to younger
generation of citizens, and, in case of a college town, get across to univeristy students in
particular. During the interviews with the researcher, municipal staff in the Borough shared their
perceptions of the role of Web 2.0 technologies. Some respondents tied adoption of social media
by a municipality to the unique characteristics of a town. Depending of the local circumstances,
possible motives for a local government to make a decision to adopt social media could be “for
information, for marketing, for notoriety, for advertising events.”	
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Use	
  of	
  Social	
  Media	
  in	
  Kutztown	
  
Recognizing a need to deliver critical and timely news about a weather or safety
emergency (e.g., fires, outages, floods, hurricanes, road closures) and, at the same time, engage
with constituents, the Kutztown municipal government decided on the Swift911 notification
system, powered by Swiftreach Networks, that was considered an alternative to Twitter alerts.
With this new system, local residents got a choice to either add or remove their contact
information to the Borough’s notification list through the Public Notification Sign-Up Form,
which was made available on the website. After submitting a request, people would receive
important announcements from the Borough of Kutztown via voice, text, fax, or email.
At the time of writing, the Borough did not offically join either Facebook or Twitter. One
of the participants’ comments was: “social media vehicles really are not, right now, a priority for
us.” However, the trend to engage social media as a promotional tool, aimed at bringing more
attention to significant community events, manifested itself in the strategic efforts of getting
ready for the Kutztown Bicentennial. In preparation for the 200th anniversary (2015) of its
incorporation as a Borough, Kutztown’s municipal leaders encouraged people to ‘friend’
Kutztown Bicentennial on Facebook59. The upcoming event and a Facebook site, which was
specifically designed for this purpose, was advertised in Kutztonian News, the official publication
of the Borough of Kutztown (Spring/Summer 2013).
The Kutztown Police Department provided another example of innovative use of Web
2.0 technologies by establishing the official Borough of Kutztown Police Department Twitter site
(@KutztownPD) in 2011. The account was not monitored at the time, but it was actively used as
a valuable tool for soliciting citizens’ input in identifying possible suspects in various police
investigations (robberies, murders, etc.) and disseminating information pertaining to safety in the
streets of Kutztown. In November 2014, this Twitter site had 104 followers.
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Current and Potential Impacts of Emerging ICTs on Governance in Kutztown
One of the intended impacts of ICTs was to expand and enhance existing processes and
services, which included offering online transactions (e.g., bill payments) and providing Internet
service to Kutztownians. However, the desired successful outcome of such technological
initiatives is neither instantaneous nor guaranteed. The municipality had to make a calculated
effort in promoting new online services and educating local residents about how to use the
website most effectively. Without this extra step, a municipality would see a limited success of its
technological innovations, and people would be unable to fully realize the wide range of benefits
associated with using a new Web-based service (e.g., availability of bi-graphs of customers’
usage of water, sewer, electric services for a given year).
Furthermore, various socioenomic and political factors at the local or state level may play
a role and thus influence the overall impact of a municipal technology-related initiative. The
researcher learned from the Kutztownian study participants that the municipal expectations have
been hopeful when they launched their upgraded utility system: “we honestly thought it would
bring a lot more work into Kutztown. We did bring a few people in, like Bosco's, internet service
and stuff.” However, the drawback was that the utility sytem “never blossomed like it did down
in Louisiana or in Bristol, Virginia.” As one of the study participants pointed out, “now some of
that is state loss. Bristol (Virginia) could go outside their boundaries […], but we can't.”	
  
Municipal	
  Plans	
  for	
  Further	
  E-‐government	
  Development	
  in	
  Kutztown
The Kutztown case could illustrate the intricate connections between societal influences
on IT adoption in small municipalities and subsequent impacts and benefits of adopted
technologies on the business of e-governance in the Borough. One of the interviewees from the
Borough identified portability as the main benefit of mobile technology and stated that it allowed
municipal employees “to stay in the loop with the transmission of [information].”
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Laptops and smartphones have become a staple in the daily routine of this municipal
organization. All the workers have received laptops and iPhones from the Borough. This way,
they could all start using smartphones to get their job orders, to email back and forth or have
better communication with either the front office or the manager. Employees used scanners to
scan documents to smartphones so that they could retrieve them on their iPhones. All the
workers have also received laptops from the Borough. Having immediate access to information
via iPhones and laptops paved way to increased efficiency and better customer service.
The practical benefits of using mobile technology in public works, electric and other municipal
services, encourage municipal leader to give a serious consideration to other technological
solutions, such as cloud computing. In the municipal budget proposal for 2014, there were several
proposed IT-related solutions, including implementing the BoardDocs to get a virtual Council
agenda and geting iPads for Council members in order to reduce and eventually eliminate
paperwork. 	
  
According to participants’ comments, most of the Borough of Kutztown’s (the same can
be said about the neighboring community, Maxatawny Township) efforts were directed at
increasing overall efficiency of the internal government procedures with intent to provide more
public services online. The most important aspect of this organizational policy was to make the
municipal official web portal a tool that would empower staff in various administrative units to
use their time more effectively and to rearrange their immediate priorities. When staff time was
limited and municipal budgets were tight, such approach was economically viable. As one of the
municipal employees pointed out:
We try to massage what we are doing internally. So people get the message that
they can get it on the web and not have to call us and wait on hold, or they can
keep going back if they need to refresh their memory. (KB 10, 2013, p. 6)
The website was the way to allow people to pay their bills online, or “fill them out and submit
back electronically.”
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Organization
Impact of ICTs on Organizational Culture in Kutztown
The goal of creating a culture of public value in delivering e-government services as part
of enduring organizational culture was evident from the data collected about the Borough of
Kutztown. The researcher’s perception, based on conversations with the municipal staff, was that
the Borough took pride in its ability to offer people straightforward online transactions (e.g., fillin downloadable forms) that citizens could benefit from. Such transactions have the potential to
save people time and money. One of the participants summarized municipal attitudes toward the
public value of information technology in the following statement:
People download forms and fill [them] out for different things rather than having
to come in. It saves them time, saves them gas; saves them having to take off
from work, for instance, or rush back and forth. I think, it works, and that’s
where technology really can help anybody... (KB 10, 2013, p. 7)
The same attitude was also evident in the participants’ interpretation of the role of technology in
e-democracy: “I don’t know if it necessarily increases participation. It just gives a more
convenient way to participate other than coming to the meeting in a live setting.”
In sum, ICTs provide an added convenience for local residents and serve as a means to
simplify and expedite people’s interactions with the Borough. Analysis of the interview transcipts
indicated that administrative staff in the Borough viewed technology from a pragmatic, utilitarian
perspective, thus defining the boundaries of its impact on organizational culture. Discussion of
organizational culture in the selected town halls in Berks County and the ways to control staff
attitudes toward technology may take on an added dimension based on some thought-provoking
issues that were raised in the interviews with participants from Maxatawny Township and the
Borough of Kutztown. First, adoption of a new technology in a municipality usually “takes time
and everybody has to agree to it.” One of the interviewed Council members in Kutztown called
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attention to the need to be financially responsible, especially in challenging economic times, and
only adopt a technology that could “pay for itself.”
Another study participant alluded to the need of considering possible differences in
comfort-zone acceptance of technological advances among municipal administrators in addition
to a number of variations in managerial preferences with regard to emerging ICTs. While some
public officials accept technological change really well, others may not want anything to do with
it. Dissimilarity of managerial attitudes toward technology and inconsistency in technology
acceptance among public managers could possibly be attributed to generational differences. As
this study participant informed the researcher, it was more about managerial preferences:
When you talk about money, there is obviously a cost of redesigning. But if that
website cuts down on a hundred pieces of mail I have to send out a day or a week
[...] it is cheaper to go with the technology and make the changes. (KM 10, 2012,
p. 13)
Impact of IT Innovation on Organizational Change in Kutztown
One of the impacts of IT innovation on organizational change in Kutztown was the
decision to start offering municipal broadband services for Kutztownians. The following
statement from one of the participants, the local municipal expert on the Telecommunications
program in the Borough, explained the ultimate timeliness of this administrative decision:
We had the only thing going for us that nobody else did. We put the fiber system
in for three million dollars. Most people spent a lot more than that, but we were
one of the first ones. And - at that time - there was no demand for fiber. So we
got a real good buy on everything. (KB 11.2, 2013, p. 25)
To a great extent, the Kutztown Borough’s Department of Telecommunications and Information
Technology was created specifically to administer the “telecom” services program in town. This
department was also tasked with development and managing of the Home Net (a division of
Hometown Utilicom) website (http://www.huHomeNet.com). Furthermore, in compliance with
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the Kutztown Borough Code on standing committees60, the Council established
Telecommunications and Information Technology Committee that became responsible for
addressing internal technology policy decisions. Municipal leaders in Kutztown also used IT
innovation to improve some of the organizational strategies and procedures related to
streamlining office procedures, which has been consistent with the federal paperwork reduction
policy. Switching to email and establishing proper monitoring and internal controls helped
increase organizational efficiency and bring some savings.

From E-governance Challenges to E-government Support Factors in Kutztown
There were some e-governance challenges that the Kutztown Borough had to overcome.
In the interviews with the study participants, municipal staff shortage and lack of time came up
on top of the list of barriers, especially in connection with considering organizational adoption of
social media: “the time having to commit to that, […] the time to constantly check on Tweets and
Facebook issues is consuming.” At the time of the study, some study participants speculated that
expenses related to integrating of social media and e-participation projects would put an “an extra
burden on government,” considering that such projects required investment of staff time and
money. The perception was that social media has become “more of a convenience for them on the
other side and then more of a hindrance for us.” So the prevailing strategy was to wait until there
were “more convenient ways for us to do it in a less costly manner.” The argument in favor of
leaving things the way they were was that people wanted to get in contact with the local
government staff, they could use email as a vehicle to submit comments and/or to request
information.

60

That section of the Kutztown Borough Code was last amended on January 4, 2010 by Ordinance No. 12010 (http://www.ecode360.com/11188114)
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The study participants also referred to another serious challenge enmeshed with the
municipal ability to incorporate technology into the organizational work processes. They made an
insightful observation that age characteristics of municipal employees were far less important
than the time and training needed for them to learn how to use new technology in their work
environment. The following comment aptly illustrates this point: “the employee base is very
familiar with [new technologies], no matter their age. But it’s a matter of having them not become
familiar with the device but learning how to incorporate it into their work.” However, the
Borough of Kutztown was able to develop enough e-government support factors to offset the
negative impacts of existing barriers. In the next section, the researcher outlines various support
factors that played a significant role in case of advancement of e-government in Kutztown.
The innovation capacity of a municipal government is an important e-government
support factor. It may emerge gradually through a number of entrepreneurial initiatives and it
could also be realized in intraorganizational collaboration aimed at achieving a common
objective. The Borough of Kutztown’ innovation capacity first came into being when the
municipality had to meet a challenge of exploring different ways to generate new alternate
revenue sources other than traditional collection of municipal taxes. That challenge was
prompted by the federal deregulation policy of the telecommunications industry in the 1990s, and
the Borough administration met this difficult task directly by launching an innovative municipal
telecommunications program, Kutztown’s Hometown Utilicom (or fiber-to-the-home).
The intraorganizational collaboration can also function as an innovation driver. In
Kutztown’s case, municipal staff had a chance to collaborate in the most recent website redesign.
According to the study participants, a test (dummy) site was used to solicit internal comments:
We had internal people look at it, council looked at it, let them navigate it and
test it to make sure that we can iron anything out before it went live. It was a
work in progress until that point. We put it out, and then even after that, we
made some tweaks to it. So yes, we had a test site first. And then our IT director
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and the graphic person, that we had [been] working with, put a thing together.
(KB 10, 2013, p. 8-9)
In local government, municipal police departments are very often ahead of the rest of
town administration in terms of technological innovativeness, as was the case in Kutztown, both
with the earlier adoption of social media and developing an additional departmental website.
This factor of police innovativeness came up in the interview with on the Borough’s senior
officials”
The Police Department wanted their own website, so they got their own web
page. They do it themselves, […] because they were using computers long before
the Borough was. They were more used to it. So they were ahead of us in a lot of
things. (KB 11.2, 2013, p. 15)
Another critical e-government support factor is the municipal IT capacity. In Kutztown, the
municipal IT capacity was much stronger than in some other research sites, like Lewisburg,
Shippensburg, Edinboro, Bloomsburg, because the Borough had its own in-house IT department,
and therefore the benefit of using services of highly-trained, professional IT personnel, who
worked for the Department of Telecommunications and Information Technology. At the time of
the study, the Department had four full-time employees.

Society
The mayor, as the chief elected official of the Borough, is very active in the Kutztown
Community Partnership, which represents the Main Street program in town. During her years in
office after 2005, the Kutztown’s first female mayor Green was instrumental in improving
relations between the municipality and the university. According to Devlin (2010), the Reading
Eagle’s reporter, some universities in the Commonwealth, including Penn State, followed
Kutztown’s lead in establishing town-gown programs like a neighborhood block watch (KuBOK)
and student ambassador to the borough council and the mayor.
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Societal Influence Factors on e-Government Development in Kutztown
Public policy influences on e-government: telecommunications deregulation
Since the 1990s, the federal deregulation of the telecommunications industry had a
defining influence on the development of e-government in Kutztown. The telecommunications
deregulation hit the Borough hard, and the most significant negative consequence of this policy
was depleted municipal budget. The researcher had a chance to interview a former founding
member of the Council Committee on Telecommunications and Information Technologies, who
was an expert on IT program at the Borough. Although later the municipality has succeeded in
overcoming tough economic and technological challenges of the telecommunications
deregulation policy, that study participant described the situation the Borough was confronted
with at the time:
Before deregulation, we were buying electric so much on peak, so much off peak.
It didn't matter how much you needed, you just paid for what you used […]. We
had to buy baseload. And I won't get into all that side of it, but things got tight.
Budget got tight. And especially here, in 2007, everything died. (KB 11.2, 2013,
p. 3-4)
In the next section, the researcher addresses the growing influence of information society,
espectially in the context advancing e-government in a small rural community.
Challenges of the information society
In this case, the major influencning factors were the need to keep pace with evolving
situation in the outside world and also to find new ways to accommodate municipal employees
and elected officials who were constantly on-the-go and/or worked part-time. As one the study
participants observed, “as the world has changed, so did the way of having to conduct business in
the government.” For instance, specifics of job descriptions for the part-time Borough Council
members played a significant role in setting off administrative decisions related to adoption of
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advanced ICTs that could allow them to perform assigned duties to the best of their abilities. The
following comment about the part-time council members illustrates this point quite well:
They are not there all day. They are on vacation, out of town, at their own job.
They want to take ten minutes to work, they can do that [using mobile
technology], ... kind of, keeping pace with the environment we are getting put in.
You can’t avoid it, but got to keep pace with it. (KB 10, 2013, p.17)
University	
  Community	
  Influence	
  Factors	
  in	
  Kutztown	
  
From the interviews with some senior administrative University official, the researcher
became fairly certain that changing power dynamics in town-gown relation was an important
societal influence factor. Since the late 1980s, many universities have undergone a stunning
evolution in terms of their positioning in town-gown relations, from “anything that happens
across the curb from the University, we don't do anything about” to “almost a full integration, or
an attempt to integrate into the community.”
This new element of outreach and caring about the community outside the University
campus was integrated into the joint town-gown neighborhood watch program, KuBOK. One of
the study participants described it in a following statement: “So it's residents, it's University
faculty, administration and students walking together on a Thursday, Friday and Saturday night,
which is really nice.”
Stakeholder influence factors
Kutztown University (KU) is one of the major stakeholders in the e-government
development in this community. Therefore, the University preparedness to collaborate in a
municipal IT-related agenda, has become an important factor. The University had taken a mostly
reactive approach to addressing the IT-related needs of the Borough of Kutztown. As one the
study participants explained it: “Once the Borough defines what its technology-growth needs are,
then [University administration] would be able to find those resources, and people willing to
work.”
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However, KU officials discussed a number of highly proactive initiatives were discussed
during the interview sessions with the researcher. One of them pertained to planning on-site IT
training workshops for local small businesses and nonprofit organizations on web design and
social media (e.g., Facebook) use for business promotion. Such workshops would have been
offered by faculty, professional staff and students. The idea behind this KU initiative was in part
to “use some of its human capital to begin to run workshops for folks in the community.” As an
added bonus, such initiative could have had a positive affect on the local residents’ attitudes
toward the University and its students.

	
  

Such factors as cultural and inter-generational differences between students and
permanent local residents, as well as dissimilarities in their respective lifestyles play an imporant
role in town-gown relations. That was the perception among study participants that there was
“almost an inherent cultural conflict, and that really [was] the inter-generational age differences,
and the lifestyles that young people come into a local community with.” To mitigate this situation
and to build the community of mutual respect and tolerance, the local university opened a
campaign of cultural outreach in the effort to shift stereotypical perceptions among residents. Part
of this campaign was dedicated to promotion of Kutztown University cultural programs (e.g.,
music, free movie events) among local elderly population, retirement communities, and
counterprogramming. The KU’s objective was to make residents, especially elderly, realize that
the students are important in our community, and they do care about our community.” In addition
to that, it was also important to clearly demonstrate to the local community how useful some of
the University programs and resources could be for all the segments of population in Kutztown.
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E-partnering in Kutztown
Types	
  of	
  Technological	
  Collaboration	
  
In the information age, the relationship between citizens and local governments slowly
evolve, as citizens more and more assume the role of partners rather than customers. Some of the
municipal initiatives in the Borough of Kutztown could illustrate this emerging trend in
governance because those programs offered innovative ways for integrating citizens’ input and
thus generated public value. Municipal leaders in that town decided that the new ways to do it
could be by creating citizen advisory commissions on issues of vital importance to the
community, like environment and telecommunications. The Borough’s Telecommunications
Advisory Commission made up by local civic-minded volunteers, who saw their mission in
offering the community optimal telecommunications services. To this effect, they put forward
recommendations regarding the management of Home Net, the community’s fiber-to-the home
Internet, and other related issues. One of the Borough’s respondents made a revealing comment
about the history of that commission:
There were a lot of things that we were wondering how the rest could manage it.
So we got citizens to join a Telecom Advisory Committee. And they meet once a
month, and these are just private citizens. They are permanent, but they change.
Somebody has an agenda, and they come in and after they got their agendas told,
they would move on and somebody else comes in. (KB 11.2, 2013, p. 19)
Town-gown technological collaboration in Kutztown
Study participants outlined a number of venues for town-gown e-partnering, such as
technology-based on-the-job training opportunities for university students & faculty in
neighboring college town communities (Maxatawny Township and the Borough of Kutztown),
development of emergency management and/or public notification systems, joint GIS-related
projects, and special IT collaborative projects.
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Often times, these joint technology-based partnerships were designed as either traditional
academic internships or student employees, who had to work with the Borough for some limited
time. Such collaborative ventures were usually funded through the work-study, or the federal
work-study programs. For instance, the Kutztown University worked with the municipal Planning
Commission to create GIS mapping, tree-tagging aimed at preparing inventories of all trees in the
area.
As discussed earlier in this case study, the Kutztown Borough has adopted Swift911
system to keep local residents informed during fires, outages, floods, and other emergencies. All
alerts were delivered via the Notification Delivery Network (NDN) that was owned and operated
by SwiftReach. What is new is the collaborative nature of this system. In other words, Kutztown
University was built into the Borough’s Swift911 system, and the Borough was built into the
University’s, so that if a 911 call comes through, the entire population is cross-notified.
Over the years, KU faculty and student interns participated in GIS-related collaborative mapping
projects. For the most part, students helped with input of GIS data. At the time of the study, there
were also a few special IT-related collaborative projects underway, primarily dedicated to
Kutztown’s 200th anniversary of the incorporation of Kutztown as a borough in Pennsylvania in
2015. The Bicentennial Committee, established in 2010 at the suggestion of Mayor Sandy Green,
was responsible for developing the official website of the Borough’s Bicentennial celebration
(http://www.bokutility.com/bicentennial/index.html). According to some comments from the
study participants, a number of computer-savvy young business owners and a Kutztown’s Main
Street Manager were part of that committee. Both, town and gown leaders were quite certain that
they would encourage use of technology for disseminating information about different upcoming
events. According to KU administration the researcher interviewed, students would stand by to
offer some technological support as needed.
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Town-‐Gown	
  Collaboration	
  Readiness	
  Assessment	
  in	
  Kutztown	
  
In case of the Borough of Kutztown, the researcher applied the emerging town-gown
collaboration assessment framework that consisted of the following three components:
collaboration capacity, collaboration initiatives, and the long-term collaboration objectives. With
regard to collaboration capacity in Kutztown, the most serious obstacles in the path to successful
development of town-gown technological collaboration could have been jurisdictional in nature,
especially from the University’s perspective. Academic administration had to be very creative at
times to overcome these kinds of obstacles. For instance, they could run into a local jurisdictional
problem if they wanted to launch a smartphone platform, and then somehow integrate it within
the Hometown Utilicom structure or some other wireless structure downtown operated by the
Borough. However, legal or jurisdictional barriers were not the only problems the municipality
could face in the effort to incorporate a collaborative approach to governance. The poor design of
academic internships in the Borough could also create similar problems. Numerous times during
interviews with both university and municipal representatives, the researcher heard a similar
comment: “a short-term [internship] project is ideal. If it’s a long semester project, it’s more a ‘hit
and miss’, because the students move on, graduate, and we are left with a half of a project.”
Collaboration initiatives and long-term objectives collaboration
When the researcher was collecting data for the Kutztown case study, there were several
collaboration initiatives in play and a few long-term plans laid out for the municipality
government on one end and Kutztown University on the other. One of the initiatives was the
KuBOK neighborhood watch program. Another initiative was related to the Kutztown’s
Community Development Office headquarters, which was set up as a rental partnership between
the Borough, Kutztown University and the Main Street program.
The neighboring Maxatawny Township was also engaged in a similar collaborative
project related to preservation of historical buildings in that municipality. A Kutztown University
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professor, who happened to live in the township tried to organize a class that would have spent
their entire semester “documenting all the historical buildings and structures in the township,
photographing them, getting the history of them and compiling into a report that the township can
then take and incorporate into our overall plan.”
Town-‐Gown	
  Collaboration	
  Success	
  Factors	
  in	
  Kutztown	
  
In this section, the researcher describes and analyzes town-gown collaboration success
factors in Kutztown that depict an additional component of the emerging town-gown e-partnering
framework, the one that supplements the town-gown collaboration readiness assessment model.
As it was stated continuously in the interviews with both municipal and university informants,
gaining collaborative advantage is critically important. Some of the respondents approached the
idea of a collaborative advantage as an ongoing partnership: “So that there is always that dialog
between us and the university. It doesn’t necessarily always have to be a project that brings us
together.” Moreover, for a college community it was also important involve students into the
dialog. That attitude also came through in the comment made by one the municipal officials who
participated in this study.
The students really do care about our community. And when they meet, when
they want to meet and talk about things, students really have a powerful voice
and we listen. We listen. So I think, it's the communication between all of us,
and plus students involved. (KB 11.1, 2013, p. 18)
Another critical component in building successful town-gown collaboration is
establishing a supportive environment for sustainable institutional engagement. As a municipality
that houses an academic institution of higher education, the town administrators may expect in
return certain compensation, like access to various IT tools and/or “staff on hand that are a little
more savvy than our IT people or our consultants.” This component should have also included
“the human element”, socialization and culture.
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And a final component in achieving favorable outcomes of town-gown collaboration is
the town and gown leadership. Many study participants claimed that a synergistic leadership was
a key success factor. Based on the numerous comments from the study participants, it is
important for university administrators to stay “in tune” with municipal issues, to be resultoriented, to make sure to respond timely and efficiently to community needs. It is also important
for town and gown successful e-partnering to maintain a good rapport and “to have continuity in
the leadership of the town and the University.”

E-participation in Kutztown: Challenges, Expectations and Initiatives
There was certain understanding among the municipal study participants in Kutztown
that traditional (off –line) public participation and technology-assisted participation had a lot in
common. First, there was an expressed opinion that only issues of considerable personal interest
to the Borough residents could increase the number of public attendees of the community
meetings, regardless of the format of a meeting, off-line or virtual:
If it’s an item that’s important to that one or two […], or whatever group of
people, they will be at the other end. […]. The people that wouldn’t be at the
meeting are probably not at the other end of the social media town hall meeting.
(KB 10, 2013, p. 5)
Second, the mere ability to conduct a meeting online does not necessarily increase public
participation. As on the study participants observed, “it is the same group of people […] that
would be at the meeting. And I don’t know if it necessarily increases participation.”
The Borough of Kutztown deserved recognition for its ongoing efforts to foster more
active citizenship among students. It offered the Kutztown University students to sit at the
Council table and had a voice. In 200661, Kutztown University and the Borough of Kutztown
mutually created the honorory, non-voting position of Student Ambassador to Council and the
61

On July 20, 2006, the Council of of the Borough of Kutztown adopted Resolution No. 14-2006, wherein
the honorary, non-voting position of student ambassador to the mayor was established
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Mayor with intent to satisfy several interrelated objectives. This position could afford any
approved student a unique opportunity for personal enrichment and promote a nurturing
environment where common interests could be identified and nurtured. The Borough of Kutztown
Council’s Proclamation (dated June 15, 2010)62 stated that the position of Student Ambassador
should have provided “the impetus for the student to gain a deeper understanding of local
government's role in the community and for the student to offer valuable insight and perspective
to Borough officials.” Both Student Ambassadors had to attend various Council committee
meetings and let other students know what was happening by utilizing various IT tools (e.g.,
email, Web, etc.)
To increase technology-assisted public participation, the Kutztown Borough government
made a decision to televise a Borough council meeting every month. The idea was that if people
could not make the meeting in person, they could at least sit and watch the meeting in the comfort
of their homes. The study participants also identified two serious problems associated with eparticipation: the need to establish a timeframe for submitting online comments to ensure timely
decision-making process and the need to devise a protection mechanism to ensure human
accountability in making public comments. As one of the participants pointed out, people “could
care less about the item, but they just don’t like somebody in the Borough or something in the
Borough. And they could use it as a venting tool.”

Case Summary
With regard to the Borough of Kutztown, the federal policy of the telecommunications
industry deregulation had a momentous impact. A close proximity to the university is another
factor in town-gown technological collaboration, at least early in the e-government development
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http://www.kutztownboro.org/docs/2010_Minutes/Minutes06152010.pdf
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in a particular location. This factor could be instrumental in setting up an official Web presence in
a municipality, as was the case with the Maxatawny Township. .

Lewisburg Case Overview
What makes Lewisburg stand out among other cases is synergistic cooperation between
the three major partners: the municipal government of the Borough, Bucknell University and the
Lewisburg Downtown Partnership (LDP), the accredited Main Street organization in this historic
community. The Lewisburg case demonstrates that Bucknell and its community partners have cocreated a new understanding of innovations in community engagement and e-government
development.

Data Collection
The researcher conducted five face-to-face interviews with the study participants from
the Borough of Lewisburg, Bucknell University and the Lewisburg Downtown Partnership
(LDP). Informants from the Borough represented both executive and legislative sides of the local
government, and all the participants had ties to the LDP, primarily as representatives of their
respective organizations on the LDP board. For the purpose of triangulation, the author also
examined various organizational and legal documents (e.g., mission and policy statements,
municipal codes) and evaluated the Borough of Lewisburg official Web portal based on the
Scott’s assessment model developed (2005). Pursuit of triangulation-driven methods of acquiring
additional information about the research site (i.e., the Borough of Lewisburg) occurred after the
the researcher completed the primary data collection process of performing a series of qualitative
interviews.
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Borough of Lewisburg
The Borough of Lewisburg, home to Bucknell University, was incorporated in 1812. To
this day, it remains the seat of Union County. Under the direction of Borough Council, the
Borough Manager carries on the general management of all Borough business. He has direct
supervision over five Borough departments and their employees, including Administrative, Public
Works, Solid Waste, Planning and Code Enforcement Departments. In compliance with the
Borough Code63, the Manager has full power to approve all purchase orders in amounts of less
than $4,000 for supplies and equipment (including information technology) for the use of the
Borough office.
Community	
  Characteristics
The Borough of Lewisburg is a very small community, only about two square miles in
circumference. The unique characteristic of this municipality is that it is a college town, or rather
a part of a twin college community that includes the Borough of Lewisburg and the second-class
East Buffalo Township. Bucknell University spans both municipalities with about two-thirds of
its campus located in East Buffalo Township. According to Socha (2014), the Buffalo Valley
Regional Police Department, which serves both municipalities, spent 500 hours in 2014
responding to different emergencies involving Bucknell’s students. Bucknell does not pay realestate taxes to either municipality because of its tax-exempt status as an educational institution.
However, the University has considered providing financial support to these public organizations
in lieu of making tax contributions.
According the U.S. Census, the population of the Borough of Lewisburg was 5,792 in
201064 with median household income (2008-2012) of $30,759. The percentage of persons living
in poverty was relatively high at 24 percent, which was significantly higher than the poverty rate
63
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Borough Codes online, http://ecode360.com/
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/42/4242976.html
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in the state of Pennsylvania (13.1 percent). In 2010, population in Lewisburg was predominantly
white (90 percent) with a slight majority of females (53.7 percent). Residents over the age of 65
represented only 13.9 percent of the entire population of the Borough. Based on the data provided
by CableTV.com65, the total broadband penetration in the Borough grew 5 percent, from 3,546
households in 2009 to 3,832 in 2010. At the time of writing, cable Internet users represented
about 32 percent of residents (1,830 out of 5,792).
The Borough is a historic community located in Central Pennsylvania on the banks of the
Susquehanna River, and it dates back to 1769. As stated on the official municipal website, “the
town is considered to be one of the best preserved 19th century communities in the nation.” In the
1990s, it was also recognized as one of the most livable small towns in the United States. In 1985,
Lewisburg’s downtown adorned with the Lewisburg three-globe lampposts and the large portion
of the Bucknell campus was placed on the National Register of Historic Places. In the mid-1990s,
Lewisburg has been designated as part of the Tree City USA recognition by the USDA Forest
Service and the National Arbor Day Foundation for its efforts to nurture street trees.

Bucknell University
As stated on the organizational website,66 Bucknell is the nation’s 100th university in
order of founding, and it is located in the Borough of Lewisburg, in Central Pennsylvania. It was
founded in 1846. According to Kiplinger’s Best College Values annual survey (March 2014)67,
Bucknell was ranked 35th among the top 100 private liberal arts colleges and universities. As a
private university, it is highly selective. In 2014, Bucknell had 3,600 undergraduate and only 60
graduate students, who represented most states and 45 countries of the world.
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http://www.cableTV.com/pa/lewisburg
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The University’s stated goal is to become a leader in student-centered education. The
Division of Student Affairs at Bucknell put forward a mission statement68 that identified major
Educational Goals for students, including civic engagement and service, technological knowledge
and life-long learning. Furthering the University’s commitment to civic engagement and service,
in the 2000s, Bucknell has become a valuable partner to the Borough. The Borough’s respondents
acknowledged that Bucknell helped this municipality with reconstruction of the Seventh Street,
“they contributed $250,000 [...]. We just redid South Fifth Street. They contributed $25,000 to it.
They have been a partner in our Elm Street grants and working for us at the state level to get
additional funding.”

Lewisburg Downtown Partnership (LDP)
The Lewisburg Downtown Partnership (LDP) represents the accredited Main Street
Program in the time-honored Borough of Lewisburg69. The National Trust for Historic
Preservation originally designed a Main Street program as a comprehensive, community-based
approach to revitalizing of downtowns that has spread across the U.S. since the early 1980s. In
Pennsylvania, the Department of Community and Economic Development (DCED) is responsible
for funding and management of the Main Street program in the Commonwealth.
As noted on its website70, the LDP was formed in 1999 as a tax-exempt, not-for-profit
partnership between the Borough of Lewisburg and Bucknell University as “core partners” and
founding entities. The LDP board was organized with two appointed seats for the Borough and
the University. The intention was to encourage collaboration. From the onset, core partners have
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Vision and Mission, Division of Student Affairs, Bucknell University, http://www.bucknell.edu/studentaffairs/mission-and-vision.html
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Out of the six research sites only Bloomsburg, Kutztown, Lewisburg and State College are accredited
Main Street communities based on the standards of performance developed by the National Trust Main
Street Center, http://www.preservationnation.org/main-street/about-main-street/the-programs/performancestandards.html
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shared key characteristics and common goals. As pointed out by the LDP participant, “the fact
that Bucknell was one of the co-founding partners, really signaled a change because for years
folks referred to Bucknell as being "on the hill," and that was figurative as well as literal.”
According the LDP’s Relationship Policy, all core partners experience the same shared
vision and reciprical relationship built on projects and issues of mutual benefit. The LDP board
and its Executive Director have several points of connection with the Borough of Lewisburg
through the Borough Manager, Police Chief, the mayor among many others. Their common goals
include creating more foot traffic, better tax base, historic preservation, community
betterment,safety and liaison for the local business community. The common goals between the
LDP and Bucknell University focus on recruiting Bucknell’s employees and students for the
downtown development projects, promoting safety and effective housing policy, in addition to
collaborating in community building.
To this extent, partnerships with community stakeholders that “create community and
economic opportunity” remain one the LDPs most important ongoing initiatives. The LDP
follows the Main Street’s four point approach to Downtown vibrancy, including economic
development, preservation of historic architectural heritage (design), business promotion “for the
benefit of the greater Lewisburg area,” and organization in a sense of “getting everyone working
towards common goals.”71
According to it's the LDP’s Relationship Policy of 2011 (see Appendix G), the goal of
the Lewisburg Downtown Partnership (LDP) is “to create innovative opportunities through
collaboration with other community partners” with intent to revitalize a small, rural community
such as downtown Lewisburg. As that policy indicated, “many Lewisburg area residents
contribute financially to the LDP and volunteer their time and talents.”
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The Main Street Four-Point Approach, http://www.padowntown.org/programs-services/main-street/themain-street-four-point-approach
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Technology
Motivation for a Municipal Web Portal Design in Lewisburg
The primary objective for the Lewisburg Borough government to develop a municipal
portal was to provide information that municipal leaders thought residents may need. As one of
the study participant said, “certainly we have a website. I won't say, we were the first. We tried
to do a nice job with it and gather everything that we felt the public might be interested in or want
to see.” This statement demonstrated that the municipal authorities in Lewisburg perceived a
website as one of the key government services that empowered both local residents and the
Borough office staff to serve and to be served 24/7.	
  
Assessment	
  of	
  the	
  Official	
  Municipal	
  Website	
  in	
  Lewisburg	
  
The researcher evaluated Lewisburg’s website based on the quality indicators for local
government websites developed by Scott in the early 2000s (Scott, 2005). These measures
include transparency, online transactions, connectivity for civically engaged individuals and
organizations, content personalization, and usability. In the information age, government
transparency could be greatly enhanced by Web-based technologies, and the Borough of
Lewisburg made an honest yet basic effort to disseminate local government information via its
official website. On the homepage, visitors would find the Borough Codes – Online
(http://ecode360.com/LE2375), Current Borough of Lewisburg Zoning Ordinance, Meeting
Minutes, Act 44 Disclosures, the Multi-Municipal Comprehensive Plan for Union County’s
Future, adopted in 2010. In November 2014, Lewisburg residents could access online the
approved Borough Council meeting minutes from December 2006 to September 2014.
In terms of online transactions or content personalization, very little has been done at the
time, just a few applications in PDF (Special Pickup – Refuse & Rubbish, HARP Application,
Zoning Application, Banner/Event Application) that residents need to print out and mail in or
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bring to the Borough office in person. As far as the researcher could determine, the only way for
civically engaged individuals to connect with the government elected officials and staff to leave
comments and offer suggestions online was through email by using a link at the bottom of the
Borough’s homepage, Email Us. Besides this link, there were only two other email options
available for local residents. One of them was an email address for the Borough Office
(office@lewisburgborough.org) and the other email address listed was for the Borough Manager.
Suggested contact information for the Council members and administration officials was just a
posting of their office locations and a corresponding phone numbers that this local government
made available through Borough FAQs on the municipal website.
At the time of this research, usability of the website (e.g., navigability, user-friendliness)
was limited. From the researcher’s point of view, lack of a search functionality made the most
significant impact on the usability of this website. Therefore, adding an internal search engine to
the website would fundamentally improve its overall usability, enable visitors to locate needed
information faster looking and encourage them to visit the site once again.

Motivation for Adoption of Web 2.0 Technologies in Lewisburg
In the early 2010s, when the municipality was actively seeking solutions to increase
effectiveness, communication, efficiency, and cost savings, the leading incentive for adoption of
Web 2.0 technologies for the Borough leaders was the demonstrated potential of these ICTs of
providing local residents with the immediate access to essential government information. The
Borough staff appreciated the Web 2.0 promise of immediacy in communication, especially in
cases of emergency. As one of the study participants put forward, “this is an excellent means to
somehow get to the public on more of a immediate need, i.e. Facebook, Twitter.” All the while,
some participants were apprehensive about overcoming the learning curve often associated with
adoption of any new technology. For instance, one respondent argued that the municipal staff did
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not “have enough information to make it worth my while to keep-up-to-speed on it. […] If you
told me right now to go and post something, I could do it. It's there, but we haven't tapped into it
yet.”
Use	
  of	
  Social	
  Media	
  in	
  Lewisburg	
  
At the time of the study, the Borough government had the Nixle alert system, a free
subscription-based service so that staff could potentially better communicate immediate news and
updates to residents and inform them about various municipal activities. Although the
administration made a decision to adopt the system in 2010, municipal staff still experienced the
effects of a steep technology learning curve. As the researcher mentioned in the previous section,
some respondents claimed that there was insufficient information to make it worthwhile “to keepup-to-speed on it.” It was also probable that the “status quo” staff attitudes could have acted as a
deterrent mechanism. For example, one study participants claimed that, in a community where
“all being at a snail pace,” it was inherently difficult to decide how much to “invest time-wise and
effort-wise and money-wise for something [like the 2011 tropical storm Lee] that might not
happen for the next 20 years, [or] could happen next year. It's just a very delicate balance and
justification.” Although the Borough administration decided to use Nixle as a tool for immediate
news updates for the general public, similar to the service provided by Twitter alerts, by the end
of 2014, this tool remained only partially implemented and disconnected from the official
municipal web portal. Considering strong collaborative ties between the Borough and the LDP,
the researcher therefore assumed that the Borough could conceivably choose to delay a more
robust use of social media tools until it was better fiscal and human resources to handle them.
At the time of writing, the LDP used both Facebook as an outreach tool for
communication with students (LDP) and Twitter as a promotional tool, "to pop out information"
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With Facebook, the LDP’s focus was on trying to reach out to the college students, because it was
really hard to communicate with college students. As a participant from the LDP pointed out,
“even the university has a hard time figuring out how to communicate with the college students.”
However, very quickly the LDP’s Facebook page went well beyond university students, and there
was “a tremendous amount of people of all ages using the Facebook, interacting with us to ask
questions.” The LDP’s participant characterized Facebook as “a very friendly, neighborly,
connected place”, more so than email or other communications on the Web, Facebook made
“people feel connected.” The same participant made another interesting observation about
Facebook by stating that people were not using Facebook to replace visiting downtown. They
were using Facebook, because they wanted to stay connected to what's happening downtown, and
it increased the likelihood that they would visit more. Furthermore, the LDP’s experience of using
Facebook evidenced its usefulness as “a way to get information from the community.”

Current and Potential Impacts of Emerging ICTs on Governance in Lewisburg
The researcher would not characterize the Borough of Lewisburg as a particularly
technologically innovative local government. Yet in the 2000s, certain trends started to emerge,
especially with respect to mobile technology solutions in this municipaliy. This emerging trend in
the Borough can be a spontaneous outgrowth of the BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) policy that
could offer municipal employees and elected officials countless benefits from increased efficienty
to organizational savings on provisioning a mobile workforce. The researcher learned from
interviews with a number of participants in the Borough that some elected officials have recently
started bringing their iPads to Council meetings. The participants’ comments about use of mobile
devices in a government business setting were very enthusiastic: “it's fabulous because I don't
remember everything that's said. And recently we had a meeting – Tuesday - calling upon
memories from April. I could just bring it right up there.”
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Another potentially significant ICT’s impact on e-government development in Lewisburg
was a failed initiative to develop free municipal Wi-Fi in town in about 2004. Based on the
comments, “there were not enough people supporting it” at that time. However, some study
participants believed that the Wi-Fi initiative “could be [brought back], if we [found] that the
technology was there that we could do it, not so expensively.” They outlined some potentially
feasible ways to do it by gathering citizens’ opinion about the municipal Wi-Fi initiative via the
Borough’s newsletter called the Enlightener. At the time, the newsletter went out quarterly, along
with the municipal refuse bill. As a participant pointed out, “that would be an easy way to just
insert in there a survey question […]. We certainly could give them various ways to respond,
respond by email, respond by website, respond by snail mail.”
Municipal	
  Plans	
  for	
  Further	
  E-‐government	
  Development	
  in	
  Lewisburg
In the Lewisburg case, the researcher was unable to identify concrete municipal plans for
further e-government development in the Borough. At the time, the municipal participants’
comments merely suggested possible future developments with regard to using emerging ICTs in
governance rather than a definitive strategy for the future.

Organization
Impact of ICTs on Organizational Culture in Lewisburg
Previously in this chapter, the researcher discussed a variety of efforts of different
research sites in creating a culture of public value management and a culture of transparency, in
part their innovative approach to utilizing the Web and other emerging ICTs. In the case of
Lewisburg, these efforts are harder to discern. The likely explanation could be that the Borough
experience serious economic and technological challenges at the time. As one of the municipal
participants opined, “we are way behind, and there aren't many people sitting here thinking about
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moving into the modern world of technology. […] Through your research, you are getting people
to think about things that we have not even thinking about.”
Another important aspect of managing organizational culture is managing organizational
attitudes toward technology. Considering some comments it could all come down to getting past
the organizational learning curve plus ramping up knowledge and championship of IT. One of the
study participants outside the municipal organization made the following comment: “They are
entrenched in doing things the way they’ve always done them. I think that that’s kind of the
barriers to trying something new would be just the learning curve, the lack of understanding.”

Impact of IT Innovation on Organizational Change in Lewisburg
The situation at the Borough of Lewisburg was rather complex, and discussion of the
impact of IT innovation on organizational change in this municipality could be somewhat
premature in this case. A part of it could be a “status quo” management that is known as a
possible inhibitor of innovation, including municipal investment in IT innovation. As an outside
study participant suggested, “if they had an employee who was young and could say, “hey, I
know how to do this, we could do this, it would be really cool,” then there would be probably
more of a likelihood that an IT innovation would occur and possibly bring some organizational
change with it.
The researcher would suggest that the impact of IT innovation on organizational change
in that public organization was negative. Perhaps, adoption of social media could have been
helpful in changing the organizational routine. However, with the staff shortage at the time and
uncertain municipal employees’ proficiency in this technology, it was doubtful that it could have
made any difference. Again, as one of the respondents opined, Facebook could have been
beneficial for the Borough as an organization, but they were not properly “set up at the moment to
understand it and understand how to use it.”
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From E-governance Challenges to E-government Support Factors in Lewisburg
At the time of the study, the Borough of Lewisburg experienced more than their fair share
of e-governance challenges. On top of typical obstacles related to municipal budget constraints
and insufficient staff and time, the Borough was inundated with a variety of problems, from
dealing with the aftermath of the flood caused by a tropical storm Lee in September of 2011 to
attempts to justify the possibility of establishing online fees for different municipal services.
Again, as some municipal study participants suggested, the process of emerging
technology adoption in rural local governments and, particularly in the Borough of Lewisburg,
was advancing but “at a snail’s pace.” For instance, the researcher had some discussions with the
study participants about how to best notify Lewisburg residents about flood-related updates and
warnings. Twitter alerts could have been a huge help. According to some comments from the
Borough Office participants, to make a decision about adopting Twitter alert system for
emergency notification required “a very delicate balance and justification” of “how much do you
invest time-wise and effort-wise and money-wise for something that might not happen for the
next 20 years, could happen next year.” As one of the participants commented, “I guess, I haven't
seen it grow to the point of justifying spending all the time on it. It's almost there, I just don't
know that it's there yet.”
The need to maintain such a balance could have been caused, to a certain degree, by the
Borough staff conception of a potential for digital divide based on generational differences in
computer knowledge and skills. Their presumption was that there was “still a large population
that [was] not technology savvy,” particularly, the elderly segment of the Borough population,
who may not “even know what a computer is.” One the respondents predicted that with “the
generations’ change, we are going to have everybody connected. But I do think that within our
Borough, we have a number of people who aren't connected at this time.”
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As the researcher mentioned at the beginning of this section, the respondents also
addressed a somewhat collateral obstacle in advancing e-government agenda in the
Borough that came from the complex justification process for establishing additional
online fees (i.e., surcharge) for municipal online services. The main problem in that case
was the fact that all the fees in the municipality were established by a special resolution.
Therefore, the Borough management had to convince Council members that they had
taxpayers’ consent in that matter, and that was at the core of this controversy:
Should I be spending $1,200 to upgrade for two dozen people, who have the
capacity or capability to pay online, when I have a large majority who have
nothing more to do than to remember to bring their refuse bill, and they walk into
the borough. (LB 10, 2012, p. 12)
As serious as the problems the Borough of Lewisburg experienced in the past, the
Borough has also benefited from e-government support factors. In terms of existing
entrepreneurial initiatives, it was something to be left desired. There were some comments that
this municipality needed a more technically inclined municipal leadership: “if we had somebody
on Council who had technology as a priority and some expertise, they'd be in a leadership
position on Council and we would have more, but we don't have anybody driving that right now.”
The Borough also had an episode of intra-organizational collaboration during
the time of developing the official municipal website. Although a hired web design
company has done most of the job, it was also “an in-house collaboration of elected
officials and staff” that helped to bring everyone on board.
The municipal IT capacity is another e-government support factor, and it consists
of the following components, available in-house IT personnel, potential for outsourcing
certain IT functions, and existing internal IT infrastructure. In case of Lewisburg, all
three components were present to a varying degree. In terms of available IT staff, the
situation in the Borough was challenging. At the time, there was one employee with the
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primary responsibilities as an accounts receivable clerk, who also had to perform ITrelated duties. For the Borough of Lewisburg, the process of outsourcing IT functions
was not uniformly positive. For instance, the municipal experience with the IT-related
assistance from the SEDA –Council of Governments (SEDA-COG) was only moderately
satisfactory. Although the SEDA-COG, a regional multi-county development agency in
Central Pennsylvania, provided needed IT support, the Borough had to pay to get help
from the experienced people, “and what they were charging, they couldn't justify their
cost,” because the municipality was not getting the level of service it required. As one of
the participants suggested, “I would rather hire someone, who is going to dedicate
[himself] to my IT management, rather than [the SEDA-COG that] can afford me
someone when he isn't working over here on your grant."
And than finally, such component as an internal organizational IT infrastructure
also played a role in support of e-government advancement in the Borough. A study
participant informed the researcher that the municipality upgraded some components of
the computer infrastructure (e.g., servers) every year.

Society
Societal Influence Factors on e-Government Development in Lewisburg
Societal influences such as the commonwealth designation of Pennsylvania on
the development of e-government in a small rural community could be more or less
consequential in different jurisdictions. That designation may not even have equal
significance in all the municipalities within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Yet is
well known that, although relative to the U.S. there is no difference between a state and a
commonwealth, there are certain differences in a way a state is governed.
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The study participants from the Borough of Lewisburg emphasized the importance of
considering this distinction when trying to evaluate the state of e-government affairs in this
municipality. One of the important consequences that the respondents addressed during the
interviews was the fact that Union County was one of the smaller counties in Pennsylvania that
had fourteen municipalities. According to one of municipal interviewees, the main consequence
for the Borough, as being “a very-very small piece of Union County,” was that it had a very
limited tax base. As a borough, this municipality was essentially built out, with limited room for
development. One of the participants commented: “We don't have new homes going up, we don't
have new businesses coming in. If anything, it's almost stagnant, where yes, we have new
businesses but they are just rolling over and reconstructing a building that's already there.”
In conversations with the Borough staff, the researcher came across another societal influence,
imperfect ICT infrastructure in the area that presented problems with cell phone coverage.
University	
  Community	
  Influence	
  Factors	
  in	
  Lewisburg	
  
University has a two-fold impact on a surrounding community, both positive and
negative. While a positive influence (e.g., investments in Lewisburg downtown revitalization)
could lead to an economic boost, a negative influence (e.g., insufficient tax base, disruptive
behavior of students) creates a burden on the Borough and other neighboring communities in the
area. According the Bucknell’s Fast Facts: Economic Impact in 2009-1072, the University spent
more than $11 million a year on construction projects over the past four years, since 2006.
Students spent over $14 million dollars on non-University purchases and more than 160,000
visitors came to Lewisburg during that period of time. These facts clearly demonstrate the
importance of the university presence on the economic well-being of the community.
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http://www.bucknell.edu/interested-in-bucknell/who-we-are/recent-strides-future-plans/economicimpact/fast-facts-economic-impact-in-2009-10.html
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Bucknell had a vested interest in the downtown. Since 2010, Bucknell has invested some
University funds supplemented by state, federal funds and private funds in the development of the
four buildings downtown, including the Barnes and Noble bookstore, the old Post Office. One of
the study participants from Bucknell pointed out that it “was sort of the university's thrust of
trying to stabilize and promote the robustness of the downtown.” According to the University
source, those four buildings combined added, at least, 130 full-time and part-time jobs on Market
Street. The Post Office alone has 65 staff who are there all day long. 	
  
University as major stakeholder in e-government development and town-gown relations
Changing power dynamics in the Borough of Lewisburg refers to the ongoing
transformation of the relationships between Bucknell and its backyard community, or the process
of gradual integration of the University into local neighborhoods. Lewisburg is a very small town,
and the “folks that work for Bucknell show up in many places,” as a Bucknell’s respondent
pointed out. Although at first, local residents perceived Bucknell’s integration into the
community “as the university taking over the town”, their attitudes changed soon enough, once
they realized that more restaurants stayed open in the downtown Lewisburg and most of the
storefronts had businesses in them.
According to the majority of the Lewisburg study participants, Bucknell has “always
been supportive of the community.” Since the early 2000s, Bucknell University has become a
major stakeholder in town-gown collaboration and e-government advancement, to a degree. A
participant from the LDP pointed out that having the University brought countless benefits to this
community:
Because of Lewisburg's very unique relationship with Bucknell and Bucknell's
willingness to reach into the community, […] we have a lot of advantages here in
the way of economic development that you don't see in a lot of other small rural
communities. (LD 15, 2013, p. 5)
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Recent transformation in town-gown relations could be also a precursor to the University
preparedness to collaborate with the Borough government with regard to its developing IT-related
agenda. In some ways, it manifested itself in increasing students’ role in setting up Facebook
pages for downtown businesses and the Lewisburg Downtown Partnership (LDP). A study
participant from the LDP was quite positive about Bucknell’s preparedness to collaborate with
any of the core Main Street program partners in Lewisburg. However, their position with that
respect was reactive, they expected their potential collaborators to make the first step, take the
initiative.
Consistent with its role as major stakeholder in e-government development, Bucknell was
actively involved in cultural outreach and engaged in efforts to shift stereotypical perceptions of
IT among local residents. Certain efforts were aimed at promoting more favorable attitudes
toward technology, including the LDP’s study of the ways people get information and using
discovered insights to redirect people back to the LDP website.

E-partnering in Lewisburg
Types	
  of	
  Technological	
  Collaboration	
  	
  
The situation in Lewisburg was unusual because the Main Street organization, the
Lewisburg Downtown Partnership (LDP), assumed some e-government functions like community
outreach and engaging with local residents. To a certain degree, the LDP filled the void left by
the insufficient web presence of this local government. The LDP’s proactive approach to
collaboration created numerous technology-based on-the-job training opportunities for students
of Bucknell University. With regard to designing such training openings for students, a
Bucknell’s participant emphasized an importance of considering faculty expectations: “The
faculty really look for real-life examples. The iPhone app for the LDP was exactly that, a real-life
example of several seniors working with [the organization’s official] to develop this application.”
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The LDP management initiated this undertaking (i.e., an iPhone app for downtown Lewisburg) by
contacting Bucknell, and, fortunately, there had been a senior computer science class led by a
professor who was interested in engaging students in a hands-on project. According to the LDP
participant, that iPhone app was a success at first, but later there were some problems with it:
They created it to be updated directly from the information on our website.
Initially, we wanted it because it was new technology. Basically, it was a great
project. The students were really excited about it, and shortly after we launched
it, it stopped updating. (LD 15, 2013, p. 13)
As a study participant from the University noted, “the LDP takes advantage of the
University in many ways.” In fact, the LDP’s tradition of engaging university students as interns
was a way for this organization to capitalize on the University presence in the area. A respondent
from the LDP explained that they used student interns “all the time, especially with technology,
because it's that age group that knows how to use it the best.” In fact, according the researcher’s
contact at Bucknell, students made other notable contributions to building a robust organizational
Web presence for the LDP:
The university was certainly helpful in developing the [LDP’s] website. There
was a senior class project that developed an iPhone app for the LDP. The LDP
had really taken advantage of not services but opportunities like that for college
students, [like] senior design projects. (BL 13.3, 2013, p. 5)
The LDP representative informed the researcher about some of the innovative collaborative
practices of that organization, particularly when they “used Bucknell students to start [their]
whole Facebook program.” Additionally, the students helped downtown businesses to start their
Facebook pages. From the interview with a Bucknell representative, the researcher assumed that
the University has also been prepared to collaborate with the Borough on similar IT-related
projects, if the Borough administration could clearly identify their current IT needs:
If there [were] faculty members who had students with like interest, […] we
could get them together. A lot of that would really rest with the various faculty
and the students. That can change from year to year. Different year, different
students come through with different interests. (BL 13.3, 2013, p. 6)
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In the mid-2000s, there were several special IT-related collaborative projects such as
developing a website and a Facebook page for the Lewisburg Community Garden, the Bucknell’s
Poetry Path initiative, and creating an iPhone app for the LDP. However, the Bucknell’s
involvement in technological collaboration with the Borough and the LDP was a long-term
commitment. The LDP used Bucknell students from the moment this organization was created,
and the study participant credited them with the design of their first organizational website. Yet
the LDP contracted a local web-design company to redesign that original website because their
goal was to make the site mobile-optimized.
Opened in August 2012, the Bucknell’s Poetry Path,73 which offered 10 different poetry
sites (with markers) throughout the historic downtown Lewisburg and the University campus,
was one of the several special IT-related collaborative projects. As stated on Bucknell’s Poetry
Path website, “visitors to the Poetry Path will have the chance to read and hear recordings of
poems by living poets, recited in the poets' own voices.” The map of all the poetry sites was
available on the Stadler Center’s website (www.bucknell.edu/PoetryPath). Each marker of the
Path had a QR (Quick Response) code, and any smartphone with a QR reader could access audio
files on that website. Before the opening ceremony, the town officials’ only concern was that
there were people in the Borough who did not own smartphones.
Developing a website for the Lewisburg Community Garden74 was another special ITrelated joint project, with intent to create cooperative, multi-generational learning opportunities
between campus and local community. Bucknell University developed the Lewisburg
Community Garden website, so that everybody could access it and post their comments related to
home gardening benefits and techniques. As one of the municipal participant remarked, “with the
website up that people can communicate back and forth on.”
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http://www.bucknell.edu/PoetryPath
Lewisburg Community Garden, http://www.bucknell.edu/x73681.xml
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And finally, the most consequential special IT-related initiative in Lewisburg was
developing a network of interconnected complementary websites in the Borough that the
researcher identified as the Municipal Integrated Website Network, or MuniWeN. At the time, the
network included the official Borough website, the LDP’s website, and the Bucknell’s website
among some others. This initiative was particularly important because it allowed the Borough
some additional time to develop a more advanced web presence of its own, with integrated social
media tools and added functionalities for online transactions, bill payments and e-participation.
All the websites in this network were not just linked with one another but were intended to be
complementary with respect to their unique content, functionalities, and purposes and user groups
they served.
The interviewed participant in the LDP opined that linking websites “was intentional in
specific ways,” so that in case the LDP “created a more content-rich website, Bucknell would link
to it” and then use it “tell people, who are using the Bucknell site, what’s available around the
area.” From the LDP’s perspective, “there’s many different user groups that use [the LDP]
website, whereas the Borough’s site is strictly designed for people who live [in Lewisburg].” The
LDP decided to link its website to the Borough’s official portal with intention to facilitate access
to information about ordinances, recycling, water and electric services, public meetings for some
of their user groups.
Based on the e-government practices in Lewisburg as well as the study participants’
comments, there were likely two different approaches to developing municipal websites. While
some local governments may choose to enhance their web portals with additional “promotional”
characteristics, others (including the Borough of Lewisburg), due to a variety of reasons, chose to
have a more limited e-government presence at that time. The LDP participant called municipal
websites with extra promotional features integrated municipal websites:
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You’ll see places where there’s a town site, and it’s integrated. It’s the municipal
site; it’s the promotional site. It’s everything. But here, we’ve got Bucknell doing
its site, the Partnership does the downtown destination site, and the Borough does
the municipal site, and we just all link to each other. (LD 15, 2013, p. 27)
Town-‐Gown	
  Collaboration	
  Readiness	
  Assessment	
  in	
  Lewisburg	
  
To determine a degree of collaborative readiness of the local government in Lewisburg,
the researcher utilized the same emerging town-gown collaboration assessment framework (i.e.,
collaboration capacity, collaboration initiatives and long-term objectives). In the case of
Lewisburg, this emerging framework has acquired some new nuances that were not discussed
previously. The one that played a prominent role in the Borough of Lewisburg was their
innovative approach to Main Street and Elm Street programs as town-gown e-government
partnerships. The role of these two programs within the context of e-government collaboration
initiatives is discussed further in this section.
Based on the data analysis, municipal collaboration capacity is a primary composite
factor in the assessment of the government ability for collaborative e-governance. Various
economic, legal (jurisdictional), organizational and other kinds of influences may affect
municipal capacity for collaboration. Economic challenges such as competition with the private
IT sector could be one of the possible sources of such a negative influence An example could be a
failed collaborative municipal wireless initiative. From the legal standpoint, jurisdictional
barriers, boundaries could be a major factor affecting municipal collaboration capacity. For
example, on February 6, 2012, the Lewisburg Police Department consolidated with the East
Buffalo Township Police and thus formed the Buffalo Valley Regional Police Department.
However, according to some comments, it was a slow and exhausting process that took six years
to complete.
Another example could be some collaborative long-term internship projects that were
suspended due to ocassional glitches in their design compounded by lapses in
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sustainability/durability and faculty oversight requirements. The majority of study participants on
both sides agreed that an improved internship design should have been a short-term project with a
requisite faculty oversight, which should offset the problems with continuity and ensure project
completion and durability. One of the Bucknell’s participants summarized these ideas in a single
succinct comment:
A lot of it is, I think, dependent on the faculty adviser doing two things. One [is]
the scope of the project [that] can get done in a semester or a year. The other,
having enough oversight to be sure that the product is being developed and can
live beyond the students who were creating it. (BL 13.3, 2013, p. 7)
In terms of organizational complications, lack of municipal administration interest in
town-gown collaboration opportunities could also trigger negative outcomes with regard to towngown collaboration readiness. From the University perspective, the following was a fairly typical
comment:
There's no interaction at all […], the Borough has never come looking for help,
[…] looking for ways to tap into student opportunities and the Borough. They
have always just had their own little entity. I know, we work together all the
time, but they haven't come looking to us for ways [to engage], especially, from
technology perspective. (BL 13.3, 2013, p. 5)
The study participants in Lewisburg talked about several collaborative initiatives in the
Borough, including establishing a town-gown relations committee sometime in the 1990s, and
creating Main Street and Elm Street organizations that were widely accepted as town-gown
partnerships. Bucknell representatives, the Borough and adjacent East Buffalo Township
officials, student-housing officials were constant members of this committee, who started out
their activities with having monthly meetings. According to some accounts, the town-gown
committee was recognized as a committee of the Borough, although its relevance did not remain
the same over the years. In the 2000s, the committee started to have meetings four times a year,
and remained “a good communication source” for all the parties involved in it. At the time of this
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study, one Borough Council member and Lewisburg Mayor represented the municipality on the
town-gown relations committee.
Official organizations for the Pennsylvania’s Main Street and Elm Street programs were
set up as partnerships between public and private sectors in a local community. They both played
a critical role in supporting collaboration with the Borough of Lewisburg, Bucknell University,
and other important community stakeholders. The Lewisburg Downtown Partnership (LDP)
represented the Main Street program, while the Lewisburg Neighborhoods Corporation (LNC)
took its place as the official organization for the Elm Street program in this municipality.
Bucknell University made significant contributions to both organizations. The LDP and the LNC
are complementary. As a participant from Bucknell pointed out, “Lewisburg is one of the few
cities, small towns in Pennsylvania that actually has a strong Main Street and Elm Street
program.” The role of the LDP in the multi-sided e-government-related collaboration in the
Borough of Lewisburg was that of a liaison between the major stakeholders in town. The LDP’s
participant acknowledged that the primary function of the partnership was to “speak to businesses
on behalf of the Borough […], then going into conversations with Bucknell and saying "Here's
the Borough's perspective on that, here's the business owners perspective on that". Just that
constant communication.”
Town-‐Gown	
  Collaboration	
  Success	
  Factors	
  in	
  Lewisburg	
  
Following the pre-established pattern in the previous case examinations, the researcher
describes and analyzes town-gown collaboration success factors in the Borough of Lewisburg. As
it was all other cases, the success factors depict an additional component of the emerging towngown e-partnering framework, the one that supplements the town-gown collaboration readiness
assessment. Gaining collaborative advantage, and creating a supportive environment for
improved two-way communication, building trust and synergy among partners are at the core of
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achieving success in town-gown technological collaboration, or e-partnering. As some study
participants at the Borough suggested, it could be just about the “better overall communication of
what a town does.” On the other hand, the issue that they brought up was the need for creating a
better awareness of what Bucknell students, faculty and staff could offer (e.g., computer and other
skills) this local government may need. Such mutual awareness could the first step in initiating
collaborative projects, so that a Borough representative could approach Bucknell officials and
say: "Oh, I'm working on this? How about we cooperate? Participants also addressed another
component of keeping collaborative advantage by exhibiting behavior of mutual respect in
communications at all levels and at all times. The following comment illustrate this point:
I would say right now, we are in that great curve, but I think it would take a
comment or a bad dialog, and it would be right back down and the start building
it back up. The wrong person, the wrong statement... (LB 10, 2012, p. 23)
Another important collaboration success factor would be congruous efforts on both sides
of town-gown continuum to establish sustainable institutional engagement. Some study
participants admitted that town-gown collaboration has traditionally been focused on “hands-on
projects” and “boots-on-ground” redevelopment of the downtown Lewisburg. For a number of
years, there has been a strong Bucknell component in town-gown relations, but the Borough
government was “more involved with communicating face-to-face then [they were] with the
technology”. However, as a participant from the Lewisburg municipal government admitted that
“here will come a time when […] we'll go to the next level, but we are not there yet.”

E-Participation in Lewisburg: Challenges, Expectations and Initiatives
In the case of Lewisburg, increasing public participation, either in its traditional format or
online, was a challenge, just like for many other communities. Lewisburg, being a college town,
invested a lot of energy in sustained efforts to foster more active citizenship among younger
population, particularly students. One of the municipal initiatives provide Bucknell students with
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opportunities to get “community points.” Another one was to have Bucknell students, especially
those who lived off campus, become more familiar with the local government, the Borough
government organized special social events for students and the Lewisburg Borough Council
members, which were held at the Lewisburg Neighborhoods Corporation (LNC). The study
participants shared a perception about students’ potential in case they choose to be politically
active, “they could replace any of us in a heartbeat, should they choose, they could dominate this
Council.”
The Lewisburg Borough staff organized a campaign for reduction of political apathy and
getting local permanent residents more engaged in community. One of the methods they utilized
was using paid media advertisements about upcoming council committee meetings. As a study
participant remarked, the Borough spent almost $600 a year advertising vacancies on various
Council committees as well as meetings open to the general public. According to the participants’
comments, the impact of these efforts was negligible in either case: “We say to the media, "Here's
the vacancies we have, we are looking for positions." We get no responses. I have a vacancy on
the vacancy committee for nine months.” Based on such weak showings for their advertising
efforts, municipal officials were not optimistic about the likelihood of constructive impact of
ICTs on increasing the level of public participation. As a study participant remarked: “I cannot
imagine people watching anything on YouTube that's Borough Council related. We can't get
people to run for Borough Council in this town. I don't think anybody would be interested in
what we are doing.” Nonetheless, the Borough government, to a certain degree, contributed to
boosting technology-assisted public participation (via social media) in town by collaboration with
the Lewisburg Downtown Partnership (LDP).
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Case Summary
The most distinctive feature about the Lewisburg case is the multi-pronged collaboration
in advancing e-government, both off-line and online, between the Lewisburg Borough
government, Bucknell University and the local Main Street Program organization, the Lewisburg
Downtown Partnership (LDP), as the three major partners. As the researcher discussed earlier in
this chapter, creating a network of interconnected complementary websites in the Borough, which
the researcher labeled the MuniWeN, would represent an innovative way of supporting egovernment advancement in a municipality with limited resources. In addition to the official
municipal portal this network included the Bucknell’s and the LDP’s websites, just to name a
couple participants.

Shippensburg Case Overview
The researcher would describe the Shippensburg as a twin college town community, with
both the Shippensburg Borough and the Township of Shippensburg sharing the distinction of
housing the Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania. This additional facet of the case made it
more complex in relation to the evolving dynamics of town-gown e-partnering.

Data Collection
The researcher held a total of six face-to-face interviews with the municipal elected and
appointed leaders (both in the Borough and in the Township), the Shippensburg University’s
faculty member and one of its top adminstrators. These interviews were conducted over a
thirteen-month period, from July 2012 to July 2013). As a triangulation measure, other sources of
data were analyzed such as municipal documents and local newspaper articles.
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Borough of Shippensburg
The Borough of Shippensburg operates under the council-manager form of government
as mandated by Pennsylvania’s Borough Code (1965 P.L. 1656, No. 581). The six-member
Borough Council is the governing body with extensive powers that cover a broad range of
municipal functions. There are three election wards in Shippensburg. However, two council
members from each ward are elected at large in order to represent the entire population of the
Borough. Each council member usually serves a four-year overlapping term. A mayor is also
elected at large for a four-year term, has veto authority over the Council legislation and oversees
the Police Department.
In accordance with the Pennsylvania Borough Code, Shippensburg has adopted an
ordinance that established the office of Borough Manager. The Borough Council has the authority
to appoint a Manager to serve as a Chief Administrative Officer, whose major responsibilities
include enforcement of enacted ordinances and day-to-day oversight of operation of the major
municipal departments such as Public Works, Wastewater, Parks and Recreation, to name a few.
Community	
  Characteristics
The Borough of Shippensburg is the oldest community in the Cumberland Valley of
south-central Pennsylvania, and the second oldest west of the Susquehanna River. It was founded
in 1730. Shippensburg is unique in its own way because it is situated in two different counties,
Franklin and Cumberland County, with the line between them that goes down to the middle of the
Borough. As advertised on the official municipal website, the Borough has been recognized for
its good quality of life in the Crampton’s book, The 100 Best Small Towns in America
(Crampton, 1996). At the time, it was ranked 27th. According to the U.S. Census State & County
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QuickFacts, the 2012 population estimate was 5,50075, which represents the 0.1% change from
April 1, 2010.
As was the case with Kutztown, the Shippensburg Township (not the Borough) is home
to Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania. The municipality surrounds the Borough on the East
North side in the Cumberland County. The township is advantageouly situated in an area
inundated with main transportation arteries (i.e., U.S. Route 11, I-81 in Pennsylvania) and,
consequently, the land that constitutes this municipality is a valuable commodity for industrial
real estate developers for primarily retail industry chains like Wal-Mart, Giant Food Stores,
Lowe’s.

Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania
Shippensburg University, a regional public university and a member of the PASSHE, was
founded in 1871 as the Cumberland Valley State Normal School. In 2013, the enrollment was
7.548 undergraduate and graduate students. Although, the university attracts students from 17
different nations and 20 states, most of its students are Pennsylvanians. The univeristy is located
40 miles southwest of Harrisburg, the capital of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
In September 2012, Shippensburg University was ranked among the top universities in
the North by U.S. News and World Report.76 In the 2013 edition of Best Colleges, Shippensburg
is tied for 100 in the “Regional University” category among all institutions in the North region.
The university is also tied for 29th among public universities in the region.
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http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/42/4270352.html
http://www.ship.edu/News/2012/09/National_magazine_ranks_Shippensburg_among_best_in_the_North/
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Technology
Motivation for Developing Municipal Portals in Shippensburg
To summarize the responses of the study participants from the Borough of Shippensburg,
the development of a municipal portal was driven by three major motives: providing easy access
to recent and archival government information (including search function for digitized Council
minutes and old ordinances), making online transactions more efficient and more convenient for
the general public, and community outreach. At the time, it was still a work in progress. At first,
various forms and permit applications were made available online, so that people could download
them, fill them out, and then mail them or deliver in person. In 2011, the Borough added a way
for people to pay their bills online using credit cards and/or electronic checks. In 2012, they
started to consider the feasibility of another project of how to make it possible for residents to
submit different forms online.
As many other small municipalities, the Borough of Shippensburg’ staff and elected
officials had limited knowledge about the actual effectiveness of their web-based efforts. Some of
them were quite forthcoming about this challenge:
I certainly would like to have or know how many actual households we can reach
or could reach by email or by announcement, Twitter or Facebook or anything. I
would like to know how many of those we could reach. (SB 11.1, 2012, p. 14)
However, getting regular feedback from local residents about their web experiences with the
Borough’s official portal remained just that, wishful thinking.
In the Shippensburg Township, the need to have an official municipal website has not
been realized until about 2007, which could be attributed to persistent budget constraints and
other pressing demands associated with local governance. The rapid economic development in
the area was the final impetus for the website design. The website is very basic with a clear focus
on providing information to local residents. However, as the study informant points out, the
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municipality’s objective is to “put more information out there” and find ways “to utilize that
technology to help save time and be more efficient in what we have to do.”
At the societal level of analysis, there was an increased demand for land development and
zoning information. This demand directly influenced the development of a website in the
Shippensburg Township. As a participant from the Township stated:
We were getting a lot of people, who were coming into our Planning
Commission, and they were asking us for copies of our subdivision land
development. They were asking for copies of our zoning. We found that if we put
it on a website, and we try to use the technology, then - when they call us – […]
we can tell them, “go to our website, look it [up], print it off, and then if you still
have questions come back. (ST 10, 2012, p. 4)
Some study participants made comments about the positive intended impact of
developing an official web portal on greater efficiency of internal government operations. In a
small municipality, such as the Shippensburg Township, with limited resources and staff, its
ability to provide access to government information via the own website was critical for better
allocation of staff time. As a respondent from that municipality pointed out, “we are only open
from 8 a.m. until 12 on a daily basis, because we have other things to do outside the office than to
be here to answer questions for residents and inquiries for other things.” Staff time was indeed a
precious commodity in a municipal office of the Township of Shippensburg. At the time,
municipal leaders looked “for ways to add more things, put more ordinances, put more
information out there and […] to utilize that technology to help save time and be more efficient in
what we have to do.”

	
  

Assessment	
  of	
  the	
  Official	
  Municipal	
  Website	
  in	
  Shippensburg	
  
The researcher performed an assessment of the Shippensburg’s official website using the
model developed by Scott (2005). In this model, he identified five quality criteria for evaluation
of local government websites. These five indicators include transparency, online transactions,
connectivity for civically engaged individuals and organizations, content personalization, and
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usability. The Borough of Shippensburg maintained two websites, including an official municipal
portal77 and a website developed specifically for the Shippensburg Police Department78.
Considering the technologically innovative culture in many police departments around the
country, it could have been anticipated that the Shippensburg Police Department’s official web
portal79 would become an earlier adopter of emeging technologies when compared to the entire
organization of the Borough of Shippensburg. The website was developed in partnership with the
Crime Watch PA,80 the Pennsylvania-based magazine dedicated to helping local police
departments increase their digital footprint, including the design of web portals and social media
sites. In 2014, Shippensburg Police created an official Facebook page,81 and thus joined the ranks
of other small municipal police departments that built an engaging and growing presence on
social media. By the end of 2014, Shippensburg PD had 640 likes (see Figure 4-6).

Figure 4-6. Snapshot of the Shippensburg Police official Facebook page in December 2014
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http://www.borough.shippensburg.pa.us
https://cumberland.crimewatchpa.com/shippensburgpd, or www.shippd.org
79
News for Immediate Release: Shippensburg Borough Police lauches digital crime fighthing tool,
http://www.borough.shippensburg.pa.us/wp-content/uploads/Shippensburg-PD-Press-Release-DigitalCrime-Fighting-Tool.pdf
80
https://www.crimewatchpa.com/
81
https://www.facebook.com/shippensburgpd
78
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The Borough of Shippensburg met the challenge of making its government operations
and policies transparent to the general public via the official portal fairly well. The left side
navigation bar provided easy access to Codes and Zoning, the last three years of Agendas and
Minutes of the Borough Council, the Borough Authority, Planning Commission and the HARB
(Shippensburg Historic Architectural Review Board). The on-line municipal Code and the
Borough’s new laws were accessible through a specialized website (http://eCode360.com), a
service provided by General Code, LLC. In addition to the link the Code of the Borough of
Shippensburg, the Codes/Zoning page directed residents to a number of the PDFdocuments that
municipal staff considered critical for people to know more about, Rental and Nuisance
Ordinances and a Zoning Map. Provided that Shippensburg was a college town, drawing
residents’ attention to these information fitted the profile of this municipality. Due to the policy of
municipal accountability, under the tab Borough Government, people could get online access to a
variety of operating, capital and proposed current budget accounts, including General Fund,
Sewer/Wastewater, Water and Sanitation. Residents of the Borough could also access all these
budget statements using the website’s search function. The Borough also maintained the FAQ’s
and Fees pages. From the researcher’s standpoint, some of the questions (e.g., How is my Utility
bill calculated?) goes an extra mile in terms of maintaining the transparency standard. In
compliance with Pennsylvania’s Right-Know-Law that guarantees citizens access to public
records, the Borough has adopted a Right to Know Policy in December 2008. The link to this
policy is easily accessible through the website navigation bar.
In terms of online transactions, the website offered a number of opportunities for people
to apply for services and permits, including water and sewer services, street opening, chicken ,
outdoor fire permits, among many others. One of the most important forms available for local
residents with regard to online transactions, was request for automatic bill payment, the
Borough’s Direct Program for Utility Bills. This recent program, MuniciPAY, provided an easy
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and efficient way for people to sign up for automatic quarterly deductions from their checking or
savings accounts to pay their utility and water bills, traffic fines, or taxes. The Pay Bills Online
button was displayed on the official municipal homepage.
With respect of the connectivity and content personalization measures, the Borough of
Shippensburg could do much more. However, people had a number of ways to contact the
Borough staff and elected officials through either the Contact Us link in the left side navigation
bar, or by emailing Council members, Mayor, and anybody else on the Borough Management
team. Furthermore, by making News and Updates about various meeting times and dates for the
current year prominently displayed on the homepage, the Borough made a worthy effort to
encourage citizen participation. Unlike its own Police Department, the Borough has not been
ready at the time to adopt the most popular social media tools, like Facebook and Twitter, and
potentially boost residents’ connectivity with local government. Yet the Borough has recently
adopted one Web 2.0-based platform, Nixle, which was a customizable, subscription-based
emergency messaging service. This service allowed the Shippensburg Borough goverment to
swiftly reach people in case of emergencies by sending messages directly to residents’ cell
phones and email addresses.
According to Scott (2005), usability (i.e., ease of use, accessibility, navigability) is an
important quality standard for a local municipal website. The researcher agrees with the comment
made by the study participant from Shippensburg University, the municipal website “is usable
and getting better. What I like to do is find the stuff I need in a timely and direct manner.”

Motivation for Adoption of Web 2.0 Technologies in Shippensburg
The study participants from the Borough Office in Shippensburg stated that integration of
social media was not among their top priorities. However, the reasons for their resistance to adopt
emerging Web 2.0 technologies varied from tight financial and limited human resources to
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uncertainties related to the organizational ability to manage negative comments. One of the
arguments was that maintenance of an official Facebook page “would take a person full-time to
keep up with it,” and the Borough’s management could not afford to do it the time.
The researcher also interviewed a Shippensburg University faculty, who brought forward
a different perspective on the municipal adoption of Web 2.0 technologies. That instructor opined
that if the Borough decided to add social media to its e-government toolbox, such decision would
benefit local residents, especially the younger generation, students. Furthermore, it would
enhance the effectiveness of the local government community outreach program. The professor’s
comment was that “in a college town like Shippensburg, it is important to try to think of ways to
engage the students.” In an interview for this study, a senior administrative official from the
University addressed a polemical question of potential citizens’ attitudes toward two-way
communication with local government via social media. That question highlighted the people’s
need for municipal government responsiveness to citizens’ opinions and preferences:
It is one thing to ask for your feedback and input. […] What [people] don't know,
if their voices [were] heard. [The Borough employees] have to answer. So that
has to be that component of integrity involved in the process. A piece of that is
to have the resources to manage it. (SU 13.2, 2013, p. 4-5)
Use	
  of	
  Social	
  Media	
  in	
  Shippensburg	
  
In the early 2010s, the Borough of Shippensburg only had limited experience with using
social media in advancing its e-government agenda. Nonetheless, since March 2012, local
residents have received the ability to get messages directly from the Borough via the Nixle alert
system,82 either by email, or by SMS/text messages. This new subscription-based service allowed
the town management to distribute weather alerts and other emergency notifications and
advisories to subcribers faster and more effectively. In 2014, Shippensburg Police augmented the
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Nixle was introduced to the public in 2009 and has since grown to support over 7,000 public safety and
government agencies at the local, county, and state level, http://www.nixle.com/#about
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Borough’s use of social media by creating an additional departmental official Facebook page
(https://www.facebook.com/shippensburgpd), which covered mostly the law enforcement and
public safety issues.

Current and Potential Impacts of Emerging ICTs on Governance in Shippensburg
The Borough employees and elected officials both touched upon the interdependent
issues of usefulness and effective utilization of emerging technologies. The municipal participants
appeared to be well aware was that the mere deployment of new technologies could not guarantee
its desired impact of governance processes, both internally- and externally-oriented. From their
perspective, the most likely expected impact of emerging ICT was improved government
performance in a particular area (e.g., use of social media, deployment of a new accounting
system).
One of the study participants talked about the need to ensure effective use of newly
adopted technologies. The suggestion was “to develop programs to determine just how many
people or how much of the population we are actually reaching” with the cutting-edge ICTs like
the Nixle alert system. A similar concern was expressed by another participant with regard an
advanced accounting system that was underutilized for a number of years. On the positive side,
the informant stated that municipal employees have finally started to incorporate that system
more, “started using more of the functionality it [had].”
Municipal	
  Plans	
  For	
  Further	
  E-‐government	
  Development	
  in	
  Shippensburg	
  
Although at the time of the data collection for this case, the Borough’s administration did
not adopt mobile technology, the study participant expressed the general consensus among
Council members and staff regarding its potential value and uses for that municipality: “it
certainly can come to Shippensburg anytime, Shippensburg is ready to invest funds.” From the
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municipal participants’ perspective, they could start using mobile technology “to survey the
public to see what their thinking is on a specific question,” and/or to notify the general public in a
variety of emergency situations. According to the study participants’ recollections, the
Shippensburg Borough Council also investigated the possibility of getting notebooks or tablets
for its members. That initiative prompted the creation of the Council Technology Committee,
sometime in 2008 or 2009. However, the decision was still pending at the time of the study.

Organization
Impact of ICTs on Organizational Culture in Shippensburg
To a greater extent, creating a culture of public value and transparency can be
attributed to the impact of ICTs on organizational culture in the Borough of
Shippensburg. Catering to the interests of different groups of population in the
Shippensburg area contributes to the public value of the official website. Technically, the
Borough of Shippensburg is not a college town, because almost the entire Shippensburg
University campus is located in the neighboring Shippensburg Township. However, the
university students represented one of the major constituencies in the entire area. The
Borough website has a special page targeting students in particular. The Borough’s
objective was to provide information about “things that they should be aware of about
living in the Borough.”
Another interesting example of ICT’s impact on public value management in the
Borough of Shippensburg was a collaborative project that involved a Shippensburg
University Master’s student who developed two maps for snowplowing. As a result, local
residents could access these maps on the municipal website and receive a new and timely
benefit of knowing the exact schedule of snowplowing in their neighborhoods and streets.
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Impact of IT Innovation on Organizational Change in Shippensburg
At the time of the study, the Borough of Shippensburg was in the process of
aligning emerging ICTs with its organizational goals, especially in such strategically
important areas as public service, and cost reduction in different areas of local
government operations. Just as one of the study participants stated, “technology could
help and should help to save in the cost of paper and reproducing information.” By
improving its ICT infrastructure, the municipality was making it easier for employees to
share information internally, streamline organizational processes, and meet various
challenges of information society. For instance, the Borough installed a radio-read, water
metering system throughout Shippensburg. On a positive side, this system brought
intended efficiency to meter reading and billing operations. However, it also caused
concerns related to job security of some public works municipal employees. One of the
municipal respondents addressed this issue in a following statement: “Technology is such
now that every meter had this available [and] could send the information to the office,
and we would not need a meter reader. That is the thing.”
Another critical issue is reliability of adopted technology and its ultimate dependency on
a tested organizational system of accurate assessment of staff technical knowledge and skills. To
a certain degree, one of the interviewed municipal officials addressed this issue when describing
the following scenario:
We purchased several years ago a trash truck that was basically computeroperated, and somebody bumped the trash truck. And they were never able to get
it back to operating properly, because it had disoriented the computer or done
something to the information or the ability for the information to get to the
computer. We had to trade it in, get rid of it. (SB 11.1, 2012, p. 3)
In sum, to make an IT investment worthwhile, municipal employees should first receive
an appropriate training so that they could become better equipped to meet the demands of the new
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innovation. In the Shippensburg case, just the idea of IT innovation impacted the structure of the
Borough Council, in part because it inspired the creation of a special Technology Committee.
There was a great potential for the Borough’s use of technology and positive organizational
changes. As one of the participants opined, “we are just scratching the surface now as far etechnology for use by local government.”

From E-governance Challenges to E-government Support Factors in Shippensburg
In e-government literature, researchers often refer to budget constraints as one of the
major barriers to successful implementation of e-government. In times of economic distress in the
early 2000s, it was common for small municipalities to put IT expenditures on the back burner.
In part, it also happened because some municipal administrators considered information
technology an “extra stuff.” The Shippensburg Borough suffered from its fair share of egovernance-related challenges, including municipal budget constraints. Some of the study
participants in the Borough admitted that their municipality was “pretty hurt by the economy”
and therefore they had to temper what could be accomplished. They had to proceed with caution
and at a slow speed. Respondents conceded that “things go slow in municipal government” in the
economic environment where “budgets [were] tight.”
A resourceful approach to assigning staff duties is one possible way to mitigate financial
difficulties. A study respondent from the Shippensburg Township pointed out that “being a small
municipality, most of the people [...] that work here as employees wear several different hats.”
Budgetary difficulties and insufficient municipal staff acted as a deterrent to IT innovation,
whether it were mobile technology or social media. In the Web 2.0 social environment, these
obstacles make it challenging for public managers to justify adoption of social media tools. A
participant from the Borough of Shippensburg expressed that kind of concern over the likelihood
of Facebook adoption, “it would take a person full-time to keep up with it. I can’t afford to pay a
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person just to sit and answer Facebook [...], we don’t have that kind of budget.” A Shippensburg
University faculty in the interview with the researcher addressed the same concern:
It is more about resources than anything: social media is a huge responsibility. To
be able to have a person in a small borough or small township assigned
specifically for the purposes of social media, there's got to be really strong
demonstrated need to warrant paying that person's salary and the benefits, the
fringe and all of that. So, I think that's why we see it more in larger cities. (SU
14, 2012, p. 9)
The municipal IT capacity is an important support factor in the Shippensburg
area municipalities, Borough and Township, both associated with Shippensburg
University. Municipal IT capacity includes availability of IT personnel, IT infrastructure,
and opportunities for IT outsourcing. Budget constraints, which are typical for small local
governments, often restrict an organizational ability to hire an IT support staff. As a
consequence, it has become a common practice for municipal employees to carry out
additional IT-related responsibilities. Often such a designated staff person is the youngest
and/or the most knowledgeable in IT in an organization. This designated staff person
often works with an IT contractor. It was the case in the Shippensburg Township, where
the youngest employee on staff worked with an IT consultant (especially during the
winter months), and even set up an official website for this municipality.
The Borough of Shippensburg did not have an internal IT department at the time
of writing. As an alternative, municipal administration opted for outsourcing various IT
functions. First, they had an IT contractor who ran the servers and other related tasks. In
2012, the Borough of Shippensburg worked with a couple of different companies on
designing a searchable document management system, which should have made it
possible to provide easy access to Council meeting minutes, ordinances and resolutions.
As one of the respondents mentioned during an interview that the Borough hoped to sign
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a contract with a software company and task that company with the back scanning of all
the meeting minutes, going back to the early 1800s.

Society
Societal Influence Factors on e-Government Development in Shippensburg
Public policy influences
One of the purposes of the paperwork reduction public policy83 was to minimize the cost
to the local governments of the creation, collection, maintenance, use, dissemination, and
disposition of information. This policy was also directed at strengthening government decisionmaking ability, accountability and openness. A number of study participants from the Borough
and the Township of Shippensburg offered several examples of how this policy has influenced
their respective municipalities over the recent years. As a participant from the Shippensburg
Township reported that the recent Cumberland County policy established a requirement for any
new subdivision land development to be recorded with a disc:
So when the engineer comes in now, not only does he give us an official hard
copy that’s recorded, and we keep, he gives us a disc. Now we file everything on
a disc. No more need to keep large papers, and then we can keep things offsite in
case of fire or disaster recovery, we haven’t lost anything. (ST 10, 2012, p. 5)
Municipal staff and officials in the Borough also shared some of the recent initiatives that had a
potential to minimize the creation, use and dissemination of information on paper. One of the
administrative proposals to the Council members was to inspire them go along with e-mail-based
distibution of a read-ahead packet of meeting agendas. That proposal was not successful at the
time. However, as one the participants described that situation, “we were trying, but we’re just
not there.” Another participant commented that technology “could help and should help to save in
the cost of paper and reproducing information. For instance, several years ago the Technology
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Committee was formed because somebody in his annual report to Council suggested that Council
should have notebooks.” It would be fair to suggest that the organizational attitudes toward
various paperwork reduction initiative were changing, but ever so slowly.
Lack of IT infrastructure in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Insufficient wireless Internet infrastructure in the Shippensburg area, which was
responsible for communication dead zones, has reportedly been a negative influence on the egovernment development in the area. Lack of necessary IT infrastructure had a particularly
unfavorable affect on the pending mobile technology solutions, because it perpetuated a
perception among the municipal leaders and employees of dubious dependability of emerging
ICTs. The following comment provides a good illustration of the lingering perception among the
municipal staff in the Borough of Shippensburg of the current limitations of mobile technology:
I would say that the smartphone and the technology, the “can-you-hear-me-now
technology,” have put our phone system, […] back about 70 or 80 years, as far as
the quality of sound and things like that. That is the challenge of the programs
[…] that we work through […] and [it makes it difficult to] come up with a
solution that is satisfactory to a majority of the public. (SB 11.1, 2012, p. 9-10)
University	
  Community	
  Influence	
  Factors	
  in	
  Shippensburg	
  
In the opening statement of this case overview, the researcher mentioned that
Shippensburg deserved a distinction as a twin college town community. The University is
primarily located in the Shippensburg Township, and not in the Borough. The University
constitutes more than 50 percent of the total landmass in the Township of Shippensburg. Since
Shippensburg University is part of the state system, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania owns all
that land. For the Township it means that the land is not taxable and it does not receive any
money in lieu of the real estate taxes. There is a very small portion of the campus in the Borough
that enabled the Borough to have a good working relationship with the Campus Police
Department. As one the participants remarked, it was a tradition for the Borough to say: “we are a
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college town, because we are definitely affected by the close proximity of it, and the fact of the
high number of off campus students live in the Borough itself.”
According to the information provided by the Township’s representative during an
interview with the researcher, that municipality had approximately 3,000 university students
living off campus in large student housing projects like Madison Court, Stone Ridge Commons,
College Park, Bard Meadows, Hot Point Commons, and only about 1200 to 1500 residents who
owned actual taxable real estate properties. From the Borough of Shippensburg’s perspective, the
local demographics could be best described as “either students or retired and very little else.”
As mentioned previously, the land area of the Shippensburg Township is very small (i.e.,
2.5 sq. miles), and the University takes up a large chunk of it. Even as a tax-exempt institution,
the University economic impact on the community was considerable. The study participant from
the Township commented that “overall, the university brings in a large amount of money and
resources to businesses in the community, Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Lowe’s, the local garages, gas
stations, on and on... They bring in a lot of economic benefit to the community.”
As reported, what often negatively tipped the scale was disorderly student behavior. Yet,
the municipal leaders agreed that such setbacks could not outweigh “the benefits that the area –
holistically – [was] getting from the economic benefit of […] the University, development and
other things.” Over the years, Shippensburg University has become a major stakeholder in egovernment development and town-gown relations. Power dynamics in town-gown relations
began to change, and a new model of the University and its neighboring municipalities is
community outreach, whether through faculty (and/or students) engagement in the economic
development of the area, or simply sponsoring community event and activities. Many people,
both faculty and staff actually served in the Chamber of Commerce and got involved with
different government boards. In 2013, the President of the Chamber of Commerce was a faculty
from the Shippensburg University College of Business.
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One of SU respondents revealed, “many […] students are involved in community events
and activities, whether it's social events on campus and local festivals like the Corn Festival, or
whether it's serving on different boards and in different agencies.” Moreover, the	
  University
avowedly has membership in eleven of the local Chambers of Commerce between Hagerstown,
Maryland and Harrisburg, and it repeatedly hosted regional Chamber events on campus. A study
participant from SU made is clear that they do their “absolute best to support all of the local
Chamber of Commerce activities and the local government activities.”
The university preparedness to collaborate in municipal IT-related agenda is an important
societal (stakeholder) influence factor. Upon analysis of the interview transcripts with the
Shippensburg University administrative representatives, several interrelated themes emerged.
First of all, the university’s obligation with regard to collaboration with local government is
clearly communicating to potential local government partners the ability, or preparedness to
collaborate. Another critical aspect of this new kind of university collaborative outreach should
be providing conspicuous and timely information to potential municipal partners about “multiple
input methods to the institution to get a response.” Thirdly, to ensure positive outcome in case of
making a request for collaboration, the Borough should be fully aware of certain temporal
limitations. As the University respondent pointed out,
The people [from the municipal departments] that ask have to ask in a timely
way. […] There are only so many students and only so much time for them to do
projects on. Maybe we need to do a better job telling people what the parameters
are, telling them what is available. (SU 13.2, 2013, p. 10-11)
For this study, primary user groups of the official web portal included municipal officials
and staff, local residents, students and faculty of Shippensburg University. Analysis of the
interview transcripts pointed toward a wide spectrum of positive and negative municipal staff
perceptions and attitudes toward the value of e-government for local residents. Even positive
comments were intermixed with a good deal of caution with alluded references to digital divide
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that could be caused by advanced age of some probable e-government users and their supposedly
insufficient computer literacy skills:
But I know numerous retired individuals that are pretty much up-to-speed, as far
as technology […]. (SB 11.2, 2013, p. 3)
Whether you are an older community, or a younger community, I don’t think,
you turn your back on any technology because people can be taught and people
can learn […] (SB 11.2, 2013, p. 4)
I am taking into consideration those of us who are in our 70s or 80s, who are not
computer savvy and don’t want to be. I don’t think [that the older population] is
substantial, but there are enough around that you can’t go totally to an IT
program, because there may be some people that you miss. (SB 11.1, 2012, p. 7)
The selected comments below could be placed on the other side of the spectrum and shed some
light on existing negative perceptions of e-government among the Borough staff at the time of
this study:
The bulk of our residents here are elderly, and most of them don’t even use a
computer, let alone Facebook or Twitter […]. (SB 10, 2012, p. 11)
We get, maybe, three or four e-mails a week from that [Contact Us link on the
website], and most of them are really not even anything to do with the borough.
(SB 10, 2012, p. 12)
We have some people that have taken advantage of the online payment […]. It’s
very, very low, the number of people that pay online. (SB 10, 2012, p. 13)
Examining the interviews transcripts with the University representatives, the researcher
established that SU was a regional university. Being a regional university means that 80 percent
of the University students usually come from within 100 miles of Shippensburg, and well over 70
percent of students live close to campus, or within a very easy drive of campus. Many of them are
paying taxes and are actively engaged in the community. Moreover, many students were in town
as residents, long before they were ever students.
The researcher concluded that technological expectations of residents (including student
residents) with regard to e-government services in Shippensburg could have indeed been
relatively low. Perhaps, local residents have been simply unaware or disinterested in taking
advantage of the opportunities offered by e-government. With a more rigorous government-led
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advertising campaign about the advantages of utilizing e-government information and services,
these perceptions and the overall attitude toward e-government could have been different.
The fact is that Shippensburg is a college community, where “social media has become
one of the primary communication tools for [SU] students.” Perhaps, now could be the time for
municipal officials and staff to rethink the communication mechanisms they used in the past in
case they want to meet expectations of all user groups of e-government services, which include
the student segment of population of the Borough of Shippensburg. As one of SU respondents
observed, “any communication mechanism plays an important role” and “the faculty are
increasingly engaging in social media, sometimes more because they have to than because they
want to.” Municipal officials could start using the same approach.

E-Partnering in Shippensburg
Types	
  of	
  Technological	
  Collaboration
It was evident from the comments of the municipal participants in the Shippensburg area
that IT-assisted collaboration across governments was important in producing more public value
and supporting local economic development. For instance, the Shippensburg Township worked
very closely with Cumberland County for a long time, but “what has changed now is the
technology that’s being used.” As a study participant explained, almost everything related to the
process of subdivision land development, building plans, and architectural drawings was “being
captured by Cumberland County and being recorded electronically” at the time. Electronic
records that the County maintained allowed the Shippensburg Township staff to use their time
more effectively and have immediate online access to “all the plot plans, all the 911 calls.”
In the Shippensburg case, the town-gown collaboration started with establishing the
ground rules for mutually respectful behavior and communication between the permanent
residents and university students, as a largely transient segment of local population. As one of the
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Borough leaders stated: “That is my philosophy for working with the University, and the
University understands that and they agree with it.” Town-gown technological collaboration may
have positive and negative outcomes. In the Shippensburg case, according to the municipal
participants’ accounts, such collaboration was too rudimentary to assess its real impact on the
community. Some participants in the Shippensburg Borough office thought that “there was really
not a whole lot of opportunity” for town-gown technological collaboration, while others
suggested that they did not “use the university nearly as much as” [they] should have.” The
researcher learned from the participants’ comments that the Borough has used a lot of “resources
from […] the Geology Department, the Earth Science Department up there, for water studies, and
things like that.”
In the 2010s, there were a number of technology-based on-the-job training opportunities
for university students and faculty, including internships, Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
projects, like an ongoing shade-tree inventory project. The Borough of Shippensburg and the
University had a relatively long history of internships. Both sides were proactive and reactive in
terms of initiating the projects for potential interns. There were instances when a municipal
request for an intern went unanswered, as it happened when the Borough staff wanted to get help
with designing a website. Unfortunately, the timing of that request was not right and students had
other internships. According to one of the municipal participants, the ongoing “intern program
over the past several years has blossomed.” In this case, public administration faculty initiated the
contact with the municipality, and “wanted to know if there was anything that we had available
that they could do.” From the faculty perspective, it was wonderful “to find meaningful
experiences for the students.”
The joint town-gown GIS projects were among the most substantial technological
collaboration opportunities for faculty and students in the Borough of Shippensburg, especially
because developing GIS normally required a more sizable investment of financial and technical
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resources than the municipality alone could afford. In the 2010s, the Borough and the University
collaborated on two different GIS projects, the trail system in the Dykeman Spring Nature Park,
listed on the National Register of Historic Places, and the open-ended municipal shade-tree
program. In 2012, a Shippensburg University intern used GIS to prepare a brochure, Dykeman
Trail Information and the Dykeman Trail Map Information. Both documents are currently
available for people to see on the Borough website.84 Based on some previous association with
the Geography Department Advisory Board, the Borough officials sought out assistance of
Shippensburg University in developing a shade-tree inventory in the vicinity of the town. This
town-gown collaboration on a shade-tree inventory has since become a successful ongoing
partnership that allowed the Borough to “adequately control our shade-tree population and know
what particular type of trees to plant, where, sizes and all that kind of thing.”
Over the years, there were a few special IT-related collaborative projects. Study
participants on both sides, the Borough and the University, referred to a couple of worthwhile
undertakings during the interview process. One of the mentioned initiatives was related to the
practice of the Shippensburg Borough Police of using student interns, whose task was to set up a
record-keeping program. In the early 2010s, the Borough and the Shippensburg University were
involved in a mutually beneficial joint grant process. It was a synchronization study of all the
traffic lights in the community (Heberlig, 2012). Upon completion, the system should have linked
traffic lights in the area (including the borough and the township) to a central computer, thus
allowing drivers to pass the entire length of the King Street without stopping at red lights.
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http://www.borough.shippensburg.pa.us/wp-content/uploads/Dykeman-Trail-Information.pdf and
http://www.borough.shippensburg.pa.us/wp-content/uploads/Dykeman-Trail-Map-Information.pdf
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Town-‐Gown	
  Collaboration	
  Readiness	
  Assessment	
  in	
  Shippensburg	
  
When evaluating collaboration readiness in a community, the first factor to be considered
is a collaboration capacity. The collaboration capacity may represent a variety of existing and
potential problems in a municipality, including technological challenges. In Shippensburg, they
were about the availability of IT tools. As one of the participants from the Borough Office
remarked, “well, you have to have the technology, you have to have the tools, the equipment.”
Obstacles to the successful completion of collaborative projects may also be attributed to
mismanagement of collaborative initiatives, in particular internships. Internship project design
and its sustainability over time was one of the most frequent issues addressed in the study.
Findings indicate that short-term projects (e.g., semester-long) with requisite faculty oversight are
preferable, because limited time would offset lack of continuity and ensure their completion and
durability. Besides the faculty oversight, some study participants raised a question of the
maintenance of student-driven open-ended projects. Shippensburg University faculty who agreed
to participate in this study, alluded to an example of a website her students have developed for the
Shippensburg Kiwanis Club: “We have got the bones of the website, but it hasn't gone live yet
because there isn't a sustainable way to maintain it, at this point.”
Collaborative initiatives usually include partnerships, committees, and programs, and
they can be viewed as part of the collaboration readiness assessment. Similarly to other research
sites (e.g., Bloomsburg, Lewisburg), Shippensburg has developed an official collaborative
engagement through a Town-Gown Relations Committee, which connected the leadership of the
university with the Mayor, the President of the Borough Council, the Fire Department, the Chief
of Police, and other officials in town.
Finally, developing the long-term collaborative objectives is an important part of
collaboration readiness assessment. Such objectives should potentially lay a foundation for
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continuity of collaborative projects, as existing resources and expertise within Shippensburg
University and its faculty oversight could provide support for them. As one of the University
officials suggested, it should be possible to assure the Borough government that collaborative
projects were based on “some continuity in terms of a faculty member and a department with an
expertise, typically overseeing different students that are going to be there over the course of two,
or three, or four, or five years.”

Town-‐Gown	
  Collaboration	
  Success	
  Factors	
  in	
  Shippensburg	
  
As with the previous case examinations, the researcher would describe and analyze towngown collaboration success factors in the Borough of Shippensburg, which success depict an
additional component of the emerging town-gown e-partnering framework that supplements the
town-gown collaboration readiness assessment discussed in a preceding section. In the
Shippensburg case, gaining collaborative advantage, establishing a good working relationship
between the Borough government and the administration of the University, was once again
described as a critical success factor. As one of the interviewed municipal officials explained,
“that has to come about by a mutual understanding from both parties, we are both in this together.
What we do, we do for the benefit of each other.”
The sustainable institutional engagement in town-gown collaboration is another
important success factor. Part of it is alignment of organizational needs and expectations for
building a collaborative relationship, as well as deciding on proactive or reactive approach. As it
became clear in the case of Shippensburg, including internships in a municipal budget was a
component of sustainable institutional engagement. As one of the municipal participants
suggested, to move the internship program along the Borough leaders needed to “put a little bit of
research into what will work and what won’t work,” and for savings to be realized, they had “to
invest a little bit to see just where to go and what to do.” The participants on the University side
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discussed some critical components that they may consider a part of an emerging institutional
policy of sustainable engagement with the municipal authorities. The University participants in
the Shippensburg case were proponents of the primarily proactive approach to town-gown
collaboration, particularly because SU was a regional resource of expertise in a variety of fields
that could be of interest to the municipality. As an interviewed SU official stated: “We ought to
be saying to the community, "we are interested," and the simplest, most direct way to do that is
through e-government technology, through technology. We need to be saying to the community,
"we want to be engaged.”
The mutually supportive leadership on both sides is also a success factor in town-gown
e-partnering. The findings in the Shippensburg case indicated that establishing positive personal
relationships between municipal and university leaders were of primary importance, including the
prerequisite involvement of the municipal officials with the campus. Furthermore, the SU
leadership had an obligation to convince the Borough officials in advantages of e-partnering. As
one of the SU participant stated during the interview, “that is already happening to some degree.”
And finally, some study participants expressed their support of using ICTs in the
collaborative projects. At the time of the study, Shippensburg University provided Internet access
to the Shippensburg Area School District, although there were no “any direct partnerships with
the Borough itself,” or “any ongoing regular interactions.” However, there were other
technological activities, mostly occasional individual projects. One of the University officials
mentioned an example of such a project in an interview with the researcher. In the early 2000s,
the University bought radios for the Regional Police force in Shippensburg, which has
subsequently been disbanded, “so that [the University] could be assured that [police officers]
were going to be able to interact with [the] campus radios as well as the community's radios.” In
this case, effective use of ICTs for the duration of the described project represented an instance of
successful town-gown collaboration.
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E-Participation in Shippensburg: Challenges, Expectations and Initiatives
Expressed opinions of some municipal participants indicated that traditional (off-line)
participation, or rather attendance of the Shippensburg Council meetings, primarily depends on a
topic of discussion in the Council chambers. They suggested that there was a core group of
residents, who were dedicated to seeing that the Borough was “run on an even keel.” In
Shippensburg, both the Borough and the University leaders were consistent in their efforts to
foster more active citizenship among students, including support of class visits and participation
in council meetings, student participation through coursework, and promotion of their voting
activities. Looking for the “easiest ways to communicate” with students, such as utilizing the
social media mechanisms, was part of the University long-term strategy to get them, as well as all
other members of the campus community, civically engaged. One of the University officials
commented that there was a well established level of engagement among students because of their
coursework requirements. Shippensburg University also had “a very active voting encouragement
activity through the faculty and the administration and the student government to get students out
to vote.” In the interview with the researcher, one of the SU faculty expressed the appreciation of
the Borough’s administration willingness to encourage students’ participation in the
Shippensburg Council meetings:
At the end of the meeting, the Council members open up and spend time
answering questions of the students, which has been really exciting. For them to
take that type of an interest in the students, I think, is something really special.
That is a nicer long-term relationship between the university and the community,
sort of reciprocal side of it. (SU 14, 2012, p. 5-6)
Study participants in Shippensburg viewed the idea of engaging citizens online via
creating open forums on a municipal website as a challenge, but also as an opportunity. One of
the Borough officials opined: “if that type of capability is there for the public, to witness and
actually participate in, I think, more power, let’s go there. Let’s go there, because democracy only
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works best when everybody is involved.” At the same time, the study participants have identified
a number of likely obstacles that needed to be addressed before instituting e-participation in the
Borough. Their main concerns were about creating an unintended potential for digital inequality
in the community and the need to provide a reasonable access for everybody interested in eparticipation. As one of the participants said: “I can see Council getting there. But right now […]
it would still be somewhat exclusionary to a lot of citizens to do a true e-meeting […], plus our
ordinances would have to change to the allow that.”

Case Summary
Considering the Shippensburg example, it becomes more obvious that small municipal
governments in Pennsylvania were getting closer to the understanding of the differences between
maintaining a static website and engaging in a socially dynamic e-government presence. If the
entrepreneurial technological initiatives of the rural police departments were any indication of
this developing trend, then local public managers were likely to accept the growing need for
broader integration of emerging information technologies in providing government services and
engaging with citizens. In doing so, they would respond to the people’s expectations.
In this case, the Shippensburg Police happened to be the first municipal administrative
unit in that organization to react to this growing need and was able to find an innovative way to
develop an additional departmental website in partnership with the Crimewatch Network in the
state. That is a good example of the collaborative approach to governance. It also helped that the
Shippensburg Police Department had the vision and determination to provide local residents with
“direct access to crime and public safety-related information” and to give “people who use social
networks and mobile devices an easier, more effective way to help fight crime and stay
informed.” This mission was announced through the posted on the Borough’s website news
release about the new digital crime fighting tool released by the Shippensburg Borough Police.
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University presence in this twin college town community (Shippensburg Township and
the Borough of Shippensburg) was another important societal factor in e-government
development. Through various partnerships with Shippensburg University (e.g., internships, joint
special technology-related projects), the Borough of Shippensburg got on the path toward
collaborative e-governance.

State College Case Overview
The story of the Borough of State College, which was the site of the pilot study of 2011,
is closing this discussion of the emergent path to town-gown partnerships that contribute to the
study of advancement of e-government in small municipalities in Pennsylvania. Turning to this
municipality for the second time added the sense of continuity to the entire research project.
Furthermore, in a relatively short period of time since the pilot study of 2011, the State College
Borough has made significant strides towards creating a more advanced form of e-government
and establishing a variety of partnerships with the Pennsylvania State University (also known as
Penn State).

Data Collection
Over a six-month period in 2013, the researcher conducted a total of seven face-to-face
interviews that were held with the Borough’s elected and appointed officicials as well as with the
senior Penn State administrators. The data collection for this case study included both individual
and group interviews with municipal staff responsible for planning and community engagement,
IT project management, communications and social media. On average, an interview lasted about
one hour.
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For the purpose of triangulation, some pertinent municipal and university documents
(e.g., the Borough of State College Home Rule Charter, Penn State Sustainability Strategic Plan,
the 2009 Borough of State College Strategic Plan, National Citizen Surveys, the Borough Council
resolutions) were examined in addition to collected interview data. Other data sources were
incorporated into the data analysis process such as assessment of the official State College
website, evaluation of intergrated social media sites and participant observation.

Borough of State College
The Borough of State College85 is located in Centre County and, as per U.S. Census
2010, the Borough population was 42,034. The municipality is operated under the terms and
provisions of the Home Rule Charter since 1976, and the Borough was first incorporated in 1896.
State College has a council-manager form of government, where the Mayor and the Council of
seven members are elected officers of the municipality, and the professional manager is appointed
by Council for an indefinite term to serve as the Chief Executive and Administrative Officer. As
mentioned on the website, professionally managed communities are consistenly ranked among
America’s best places to live86. There are nine municipal departments that operate under the
supervision of the Manager including the Department of Information Technology.
In 2009, Borough Council adopted a long-range strategic plan87 for State College. The
Borough’s mission statement and the core values adopted in the Strategic Plan emphasized the
need to “to enhance the quality of life by fostering a safe, vibrant, diverse and sustainable

community” while promoting the “core values of integrity, honesty, innovation,
accountability, transparency responsibility, customer service and diversity.”
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Codes of Ordinances of the Borough of State College, https://pastatecollege2.civicplus.com/index.aspx?NID=1276
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https://pa-statecollege2.civicplus.com/index.aspx?nid=2050
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State College Borough Strategic Plan, 2009,
http://www.statecollegepa.us/DocumentCenter/Home/View/2369
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This plan also identified the major goals for 2009-2014 as well as objectives for reaching
them. Considering this study’s primary objective, it is important to point out that among the top
municipal aspirations stated in the 2009 Strategic Plan has been the expressed intent to partner
with local, regional and state entities to expand cooperative opportunities. Moreover, establishing
“a formal partnership with Penn State University to develop and implement mutually beneficial
initiatives” was declared a priority (p. 32).
The Borough’s Strategic Plan highlighted the key strengths of the municipality, existing
opportunities in the area and recognized weaknesses. The key strengths of the Borough included
regional programs, collaboration with other agencies, strong levels of volunteerism, and
technology. According to the Strategic Plan, volunteerism strategies included coordination with
Penn State in order to “offer students hands-on experience in local government.” Technology
strategy called for using digital communication with the public more effectively. Furthermore,
“IT needs to be strategically ingrained into each of the initiatives that the Borough undertakes.”
(Strategic Plan, 2009, p. 44)
Community	
  Characteristics	
  
The Borough of State College is a quintessential college town that is consistent with
criteria set forth by Gumprecht (2008). It is also worth mentioning that State College was ranked
second among the smartest cities in America in the latest Lumosity study of 201388. Educational
attainment of State College residents who were 25 and older in 2000 was among the highest in
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. According the U.S. Census 2000, 28.8 percent of the
Borough’s younger segment of population earned at least bachelor’s degrees (14 percent in PA)
and 40.4 percent of people had professional or graduate degrees (8.4 percent in PA).
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Lumosity’s Smartest Cities in America 2013, http://asset1.lumosity.com/smartest-cities
2013/SmartestCities2013.pdf
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Many study participants from State College talked about a “strong sense of community
and neighborhood and maybe even your block in this town” and about the perception of closeness
and mutually beneficial long-term relations that existed between the Pennsylvania State
University and the surrounding community:
I don’t want to say dependent, but how close the university, literally and
figuratively, is to the town. […] We are spawned by the university. And everyone
who lives here, I would say, has some kind of a relationship with the university,
or virtually everybody. We have a great need to have a good relationship with the
university in every way. (SC 11, 2013, p. 17)
Two-thirds (or about 30 thousand) of university students live off-campus. A significant
number of these students live in the Borough of State College. This fact may be used to partially
explain why this is “a fairly wired community.” As reflected in the National Citizen Surveys the
Borough conducted in 2007-2012, the Internet penetration rate in State College was very high.
However, as it became evident from the interview data, for those people who were not
technologically equipped, the Borough provided non-technology solutions as well.

Pennsylvania State University
Pennsylvania State University, or Penn State for short, founded in 1855, is the only landgrant university in Pennsylvania, and it has a three-pronged mission of teaching, research and
public service. In the 2014 edition of the Best Colleges, Penn State was ranked no. 37 among
National Universities in the U.S.89 Penn State has 24 campuses across Pennsylvania and wields
strong influence on economic welfare of the Commonwealth and the State College area in
particular. As it is reflected in the Penn State Strategic Plan 2009-10 through 2013-14, the
University is committed to serve the people of the Commonwealth and beyond and to use
technology to expand access and opportunities for community outreach.
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Pennsylvania State University – University Park, http://colleges.usnews.rankingsandreviews.com/bestcolleges/pennsylvania-state-university-university-park-6965
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Technology
Motivation for a Municipal Web Portal Redesign in State College
From the State College municipal employees, the researcher learnt that the municipal
portal redesign project initiated in 2011 has been rolled out in the late summer of 2012.
Preparation for the website redesign was a lengthy process. To a large extent, this project started
in response to users’ demand for faster access to data and services, more efficient ways of
information dissemination, and additional opportunities for people to opine and get engaged in
municipal affairs. In this case, users represent both municipal employees and the general public.
Based on the comments received from the municipal employees, four major reasons have
influenced the administrative decision to initiate the website redesign project. Adopting Web 2.0
capabilities was one of the core objectives of the project. Other motives included providing better
use of community engagement features, making a website more beneficial for different groups of
users, and reaffirming established organizational approach to a website redesign as an ongoing
process and a cost-efficient measure for a municipality. During the discussion of the potential
benefits of a new portal for a variety of users, the study participants emphasized the importance
of improving search functionality and navigability of a website and the need to make it more
enticing for younger people and visitors from around the U.S. and the world. They also addressed
the challenge of balancing the organizational drive for IT innovation and protecting the comfort
zone assurance for the diverse website users.
All these reasons had one thing in common, and it was the Borough’s determination to
make its official website as attractive as possible to different groups of users and engage them in
two-way communication. Making use of Web 2.0 capabilities was among the top motivational
incentives for an overhaul of an old website. At the same time, the capacity of Web 2.0
technologies to keep the community well informed was viewed as an additional rationale in
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planning the outcomes of the redesign project. As a result, Web 2.0 technologies provided a
foundation for an online platform that allowed State College residents to engage electronically in
a mutually beneficial conversation with the local government about diverse issues of importance
for this town.
The IT project manager shared a common perception among the Borough’s staff by
stating that adoption of social media was to a certain degree triggered by people’s expectations.
At the interview, the IT project manager also stated that it was also the matter of enhancing egovernment efficiency: “it was more about how we can get them information in a quicker
manner, in a more efficient manner, make it look a lot better” (see Figure 4-7).

Figure	
  4-‐7.	
  State	
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  municipal	
  homepage	
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  taken	
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Assessment	
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  Official	
  Municipal	
  Web	
  Portal	
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  State	
  College	
  
The redesigned web portal was evaluated based on the quality measures for local
government websites developed by Scott (2005). These five quality indicators represent
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transparency, online transactions, connectivity for civically engaged individuals and
organizations, content personalization, and usability.
The redesigned portal has a professional “look and feel.” The design of the homepage
caters to the anticipated needs and expectations of the diverse population of the Borough, from
residents’ need to make a fast bill payment online to the potential wish to stay connected and
become more politically engaged, or a simple necessity to learn more about volunteer or
employment opportunities. In terms of government transparency and accountability, citizens may
have search a bit to find municipal financial reports they could be interested in. The easiest way
to find Borough’s financials could be for people to use a How Do I… tab on the homepage.
Whether such design solution was as intuitive as intended by the Borough’s IT staff could be
debated. If needed, people could get easy access to information about agendas and minutes. They
can select videos for Borough Council meetings, in addition to Authorities, Boards, Commissions
and Committees (ABC) meetings. Using the Borough’s website search function, the research
received 160 results related to government transparency, including information about the
organizational fiscal responsibility, professional and efficient allocation of resources, Manager’s
Committee on Sustainability, among many others. The website provides easy access to Borough’s
public records. Although, a request for a copy of an Open Record cannot be submitted online,
such request can be emailed, faxed or sent the Right to Know Officer.
The Borough government encouraged residents to try out online transactions because a
“Make a payment” link is prominently displayed in the top left-hand corner of the portal. With
about two clicks, residents can pay their parking violations online by credit card, make real estate
tax payments or refuse bill payments. People are also encouraged to Submit a Service Request by
using a tool called the Citizen Request Tracker. They can use this tool to report street lights
outage, potholes, and a variety of other concerns, including questions and comments about the
website.
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An Engaged Community (+myConnections) platform not only met the quality standard
for connectivity for civically engaged individuals and organizations but it offered people a way to
personalize their website experience by creating a unique profile, a starting point for interactions
with the municipal portal. The Borough offered people other tools to Stay Connected, such as
social media (Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Google+), News Flash, RSS Feeds, Notify Me service
via email and/or text messaging. On top of that, the Borough of State College invited people to
join the discussion with the elected officials and become engaged in their decision-making
process. Participation in Engage State College, an online forum for civic engagement, was
voluntary. However, to post the first comment, people living in or near State College had to
provide their name and home address. When the researcher performed the website assessment, its
overall usability (i.e., accessibility, navigability, content) could be rated as very good. The
research did not identify any issues that could keep a portal’s visitor from being able to access
information they sought and conduct online transactions as needed.

Motivation for Adoption of Web 2.0 Technologies in State College
Based on the researcher’s interviews with the municipal participants in the Borough of
State College, a number of factors influenced the administrative decision to adopt Web 2.0
technologies, from a strong motivation to utilize social media as an effective communication tool
and an instrument of community outreach and engagement aimed at encouraging a dialog with
younger people (students, young entrepreneurs). Other stated objectives were to use Facebook for
posting emergency notifications and to use YouTube for posting instructional videos about new
municipal and other programs (e.g., New Bicycle Ambassador, Penn State's Sustainability
program). And, finally, expanding the use and popularity of the municipal website and creating
an information loop between the portal and integrated social media platforms was the most
decisive motivation.
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The official Borough website represents a major hub for essential government
information, online transactions and citizen engagement, various other interactions with the
Borough. It makes sense that municipal employees view any potentially popular technology (e.g.,
online police blotter) as a way to draw more citizens back to the website. Moreover, police
blotter, Facebook, Twitter, all the Web 2.0 tools have the potential to draw people’s attention
back to the State College Borough government. Therefore, these tools may become a vehicle for
increasing public value of e-governance. As one of the municipal participants in this case study
succinctly summarized this attitude: “The way I see social media, it is a drawback to the website.
It is a drawback to call us, contact us, and that’s the way I want to use it.”
Use	
  of	
  Social	
  Media	
  in	
  State	
  College	
  
As a result of redesigning a municipal portal, social media tools such as Facebook,
Twitter, and YouTube became a part of an integrated Web presence of this community. Figure 48 shows the new State College Borough website featuring an array of embedded social media
icons.

Figure	
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  State	
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  page	
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  embedded	
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  tools	
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In the previous section, the researcher mentioned that the Borough’s administration, after
a realistic assessment of the complexity of the situation, made a purposeful decision to integrate
some popular social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter into the official municipal
Web portal. At the time of the study (2013), the municipal leaders in State College perceived
adoption and implementation of Web 2.0 technologies as a probable alternative for inspiring a
large-scale citizen engagement. That was particularly relevant for those segments of local
population who may not feel content with coming to a public meeting and speaking in front of an
assembly of people, not even content enough to write a letter to a council member. A majority of
study participants from the State College Borough concurred that social media represented
“alternative ways of giving a wide sector of population an opportunity to participate,” or simply
to stay connected. For those people who wanted to stay connected with the Borough, no matter
where they were in the world, social media became the way to access information about their faraway neighborhoods.
As noted by Levy (2014), the integrated Facebook and Twitter accounts were
predominantly utilized for the following four main objectives: emergency notification,
community engagement, public safety, and promotion of the official municipal portal. Using
social media to increase public safety, underlines the importance of two factors, immediacy and
crowdsourcing (Levy, 2014). All interviewed respondents from this municipality shared an
opinion that social media sites, primarily Facebook and Twitter, were very effective as an
emergency notification tool. Facebook and Twitter played a big role in the newly redesigned
portal especially in situations when local residents should have been swiftly notified of
impending emergencies like water breaks, or potentially dangerous weather conditions, like
Hurricane Sandy of 2012. At that time, the Borough, in cooperation with the Centre Region
Emergency Management Agency, had an extensive notification system via Facebook and Twitter
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that allowed both organizations to deliver timely alerts and messages to local residents’
computers, cell phones, and tablets.
The Klout Score90 of 44.1 shown in the Twitter Follower Report for State College (see
Figure 4-9 below) points at the moderately significant, Twitter-enhanced municipal influence
among residents and businesses engaged with the commonly created content at the time of this
study. As stated earlier, engaging the community in e-governance and decision making has
become an important municipal objective, and the Klout Score indicates the increasing potential
of this municipality to “drive action.”

Figure	
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Creating additional departmental social media sites
The municipal administration understood the importance of having one voice on the
Web, which should represent the Borough as a whole and not as a sum of different departments.
Such attitude spread toward the use of social media tools as well. However, there were internal
organizational discussions about the need for creating additional social media sites (Facebook
and/or Twitter) for the State College Police, the Neighborhood Planning and the Public Works
90

The Klout Score is a 1-100 number showing how influential the company/organization is,
http://klout.com/home
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Department. Such sites could serve a particular purpose and be aimed at solving crimes, or
reporting dangerous street conditions. Therefore, by making multiple social media accounts, the
Borough could reach specific groups of people and broadcast different news, so that users could
choose which kind of information they would prefer to receive.
As it is typical for any municipal police department, the State College Police force
operated on the 24/7 schedules. Moreover, the State College Police also served Harris and
College Townships. These two factors played a supportive role in the administrative decision to
open a separate departmental Twitter account for the Borough Police91. A police-based Twitter
account was primarily used for news notifications and police media releases. One of the study
participants emphasized, “that is really the only reason the manager has given them permission to
have their own Twitter account because of the immediacy, because of safety. They have a long
record of using social media to solve crimes.” A number of participants observed that residents of
State College had inordinate interest in the Police Department social media page, and more
people were signed up even before there was a single post. From the start, there were 1400
followers to State College PD (SCPD), which could be because people in the Borough were
interested in the police blotter that much. By November 2014, the official Police Twitter account
had 5,666 followers, and it supported two Twitter lists, or curated groups of Twitter users. Local
residents and any other users could follow the SCPD tweets through either @ReclaimYourBike,
or simply @StateCollegePD.
In addition to the Twitter account, the State College Police Department maintained an
official Pinterest site92, which, by November 2014, had 9 boards and 43 followers. At that time,
the SCPD’s Pinterest boards covered the following topics: Arts Festival 2014, Unsolved Cases,
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Traffic Safety, SCPD Recruit Training @Allentown Academy, Missing Children, Serving Our
Community, SCPD History, SCPD Vehicles, and Lost and Found Items.
At the time of writing, the Borough and the Planning Department had both Facebook
pages and Twitter accounts. According to some comments, the Borough had more followers on
Twitter than on Facebook. However, people often followed the Borough on Facebook and on
Twitter depending on which handle they like to use.
Social media integration success factors
The State College experiences with integration of social media made it possible to
identify the following six success factors that are described in a table below (Table 4-1).
TABLE	
  4-‐1.	
  Social Media Integration Success Factors in State College	
  

	
  
Social	
  media	
  integration	
  success	
  factors	
  

	
  
Description	
  of	
  success	
  factors	
  

1. Construction of an information loop
between a website and integrated
social media sites (e.g., Facebook,
Twitter)

Devising an additional vehicle for
information dissemination that promotes
immediacy of information availability

2. Social media friendly website design

Developing a website design with graphics
and improved navigation
Promoting positive staff attitudes and
increasing the level of technology acceptance
within the organization

3. Positive staff attitudes

4. Establishing a social media support
mechanism

A social media support mechanism that
includes staff monitoring (moderating) social
media sites and measuring (tracking) social
media sites for emerging popular topics

5. Proactive community outreach
agenda

Establishing an outreach agenda that is tiedin with the Greater State College community
concept and with the outreach efforts
targeting students, faculty, business
community members within and outside the
Borough

6. Effective municipal social media
policy

Developing a municipal social media policy
that includes administrative support for
additional departmental Twitter sites and a
frequent posting requirement
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Constructing a process named an information loop and illustrated in Figure 4-10, is
crucial for ensuring the ultimate success of social media integration. In fact, having an
information loop in place means that municipal staff in State College tasked with monitoring
social media should have worked steadily on devising a method that would circumvent the
information flow and visitors’ traffic back to the municipal portal.
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Keeping both information and people who look for it within the information loop implies
that no matter whether visitors come to the Borough website through Facebook or Twitter, or, in
reverse, from the website to Facebook and Twitter, the State College Borough government
always has one more way to bring more people in to give them information they may need.
Having a Police Twitter in the same loop increased the spread of information among various
groups of population, which was the ultimate goal. At the time of the study, the State College
Borough actually had a lot of Twitter followers, more than they had on Facebook. But all the
media outlets were interconnected within the loop and served the same purpose of getting the
word out. As one of the study participants said,
We are trying to make sure that [web-based tools] are all intertwined so that if we
say something on the website, it will lead [people] into Engage State College,
which is also on the website, [and] we’ll say something on Facebook, like,
“here’s a new topic.” (SC 12.2, 2013, p. 20)
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According to some study participants, when the Borough's staff issued updates for the
website, it usually pushed out this new information to Facebook and Twitter. So staff did not
triple their work to get the information out. This process has actually helped them spread the
word faster through the website. Positive changes in staff attitudes toward Web 2.0 technologies
also played a role in successful integration of social media. Even in a couple years since 2011,
social media tools have become more accepted. One of the study participant offered the following
observation:
Even a couple years ago, […] there was a little bit of wariness about it. We are
more open to it […], and so many people are involved with it. And it really does
expand exponentially. So I think, people realize that. (SC 12.2, 2013, p. 5)
Establishing a social media support mechanism is a very important factor for successful
integration of social media. In a nutshell, there was clearly a need for somebody to be at the helm
to monitor and moderate social media sites, although there was a cost involved. In 2012, the
Borough created a new position of a Communication and Special Projects Coordinator within the
Administration Department. An employee in this position was responsible for ensuring
consistency among the Web portal pages and integrated social media platforms. Furthermore, the
person was responsible for maintaining seamless communication at the organizational level, in
addition to establishing the lines of communication with the outside stakeholders and various
constituents. Measuring and tracking social media sites for emerging popular topics was an added
component in a social media support mechanism. According to some comments, this component
had a potential to make a big difference in ensuring success of social media platforms. For the
first time, the Borough staff attempted to measure performance in the community engagement
and to track data on people who used municipal Facebook page and followed them on Twitter.
More precisely, staff tried to determine what was making certain posts go viral on the municipal
social media platforms.
Establishing a proactive community outreach agenda was particularly successful from
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the immediate crisis management perspective. So if there was a police emergency, or a power
outage during Hurricane Sandy, the Borough employees’ use of social media made them feel
certain that they have given people up-to-date information. As it was succinctly put by one the
respondents, “in terms of immediacy, social media is important; in terms of drawing people back
to our website, social media is important.”
In terms of establishing an effective municipal social media policy, more frequent
postings on the municipal social media sites could be the ultimate key to success. At the time of
writing, the major challenge for the Borough staff was the need to deal with the issue of having
only a couple responses on Facebook or Twitter once in a while. To reverse this situation,
municipal Facebook and Twitter should become the prime destination for people to check in, to
become part of their daily or weekly routine. One of the study participants felt certain that the
Borough needed “to make it so to a point, where people need to check [in],” and therefore, the
Borough government needed “to improve the number of reasons why they would check in.”

Current and Potential Impacts of Emerging ICTs on Governance in State College
Use of information technology in local government not only had a significant impact on
existing organizational systems and processes but also enabled the Borough of State College to
expand government services for residents and improve public relations with them. The study
participants reported that the Enterprise Resources Management (ERM) software replaced an
antiquated accounting system in the Borough. But the impact of this accomplishment was far
greater because of the feature-rich opportunities for the municipality to better serve residents of
State College. Mobile apps represented just one of the features that this public organization got
more access to. Another important feature that had a potential to impact e-govenance processes
was acquiring the ability to consolidate some of the permit application procedures that were going
on not only in State College but throughout the Centre Region.
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Implementation of the Enterprise Resource Planning System (ERPS) has been mostly
internal for this public organization. It was initially intended to enable local government to
provide the services more efficiently. However, gradual employment of the ERPS in the Borough
not only allowed its leadership to upgrade financial systems but also to expand government
services and grant citizens the ability to pay their parking tickets and/or pay taxes online. The
step-by-step installation of the system provided a dual opportunity to switch to a paperless payroll
system and to consolidate customer service by establishing a module for code enforcement,
permits and inspections and developing a variety of mobile apps.
Adoption of Granicus, a cloud-based platform powered by Legistar technology,
transformed the way the Borough Council conducted business by eliminating manual legislative
workflows. This completely automated cloud solution93 (i.e., on-demand self-service, broad
network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, measured service), enabled by virtualization,
was used to improve organization, storage and retrieval of legislative electronic documents and
simplification of agenda creation. As a result, this technology saved staff time and helped
maintain accuracy of electronic documents.
Utilizing Citizen Request Tracker iPhone Facebook apps also played a big role in
enhancing effectiveness of existing organizational processes, especially in the Public Works
Department. However, the Citizen Request Tracker mobile app was limited to the Apple’s iOS at
the time, and it created certain barriers for its users. The State College IT Department worked on
expanding the range of available platforms for this app. The Borough staff expected a
considerably greater impact of the highly anticipated implementation of new information
technologies. According to recorded staff comments, there were at least three technology
upgrades that should have made a difference, including the Android version for the Citizen
Request Tracker mobile app, gradual transition toward greater use of mobile devices, switching to
93
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the ERP process powered by Tyler’s Munis cloud-based financial solution software94 and then
integrating Munis Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software with the Citizen Request
Tracker.
Use of mobile apps and mash-ups95 in State College
In 2014, the Borough of State College offered a number of useful mobile apps to its
residents that could improve their communal standard of living. All of them were available for
download from the Borough’s portal. One of them was Pay by Phone Parking mobile app
powered by Parkmobile. Owners of iPhones, Android and Windows Phones, as well as
Blackberries could take this opportunity to download this app. As an added bonus, residents could
pay their parking tickets with their iPhone and Android devices by using a TicketZen mobile app.
At the time, three other mobile apps were available to residents, Citizen Request Tracker iPhone
App, CATAbus iPhone and Android App, and CodeRED Mobile Alert iPhone and Android App.
The CodeRed Mobile Alert app that was connected to the national CodeRED Emergency
Notification System helped residents being informed and aware. Alert subscribers were able to
receive notifications that could potentially affect them right on their mobile devices.
When this case study was conducted, the Borough staff commented about their imminent
plans to significantly extend mobile apps for Android and iPhone devices and develop additional
apps for Windows devices. These kinds of apps had the capacity to empower local residents, so
that they could use their smartphones or tablets to report potholes or broken streetlights by taking
pictures with the portable devices at their disposal and then sending requests with attached photos
to the Borough. For instance, the Citizen Request Tracker iPhone App would geocode a specific
identified location and create a work order. After the issue had been dealt with, a report of action
would have been produced and gone back to the person who sent that request in.
94
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With intent to provide local residents more flexibility in accessing public safety
information and deliver real-time problem solving ability, the State College Police Department
developed a mashup application called CrimeReports, which was made available through the
official municipal portal. Mashups, as advanced Web 2.0 applications, normally combine data
and content from more than one source into an aggregated user experience. CrimeReports
allowed the State College Police to auto-publish combined crime data for the Borough and
neighboring Townships of College and Harris directly from their records management system
onto a map powered by Google. With this mashup application, citizens of the Greater State
College area were enabled to review reported crime by date range over the most recent six
months, type of crime, and the location by street and block number.
Municipal	
  Plans	
  For	
  Further	
  E-‐Government	
  Development	
  in	
  State	
  College	
  
The study participants from the State College Borough government, and the IT Department,
in particular, felt certain about the impending transition toward more extensive use of mobile
devices as opposed to desktops or even laptops. That prediction was firmly grounded in a number
of steps that the Borough has been taken thus far. The most important of these accomplishments
were the employees’ ability to check their emails using smartphones, the citizens’ ability to
submit various requests online (e.g., Citizen Request Tracker app, other apps for mobile
devices), the availability of a mobile-ready municipal portal, and ongoing municipal partnerships
with companies that could potentially develop better apps for either iOS, Windows and/or
Android mobile devices.
At the time of writing, the Borough still used the Civic Plus’ CRM, while the Enteprise
Resource Planning process utilized Tyler’s Munis software. Therefore, people had to go into two
systems rather than just one system, thus creating unnecessary process duplication. According to
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one of the respondents, integrating that same CRM that they had in Citizen Request Tracker into
Munis had the potential to make the process seamless and more efficient.

Organization
In the context of this dissertation, the “organization” means a “municipality.”
With regard to the Borough of State College, the researcher revealed a number of categories
within the organization block that represented one of the three major STT constructs and were
mostly derived from the reviewed literature on e-government and public administration.

Impact of ICTs on Organizational Culture in State College
Data analysis identified organizational culture and managing organizational attitudes
toward technology as emerging categories. Participant observation and interview data both
supported the notion that attitudes toward IT among the Borough employees and elected officials
were evolving as they were getting used to the latest advances in computer hardware and
software. For example, while doing a pilot study in 2011, the researcher observed declining
enthusiasm and some doubts among the organizational leaders with regard to adoption of new
Web technologies. In 2013, there was a growing conviction that advanced Web 2.0 and mobile
technologies were finally here to stay. There was also a renewed willingness to try out iPads,
smartphones and social media in a dynamic effort to increase communication effectiveness and
speed of internal and external flow of information.
Creating a citizen–driven government of public value and transparency
The local government in State College has a strong commitment to the core principles of
governance, public value and transparency. Over the years, it has become part of the
organizational culture in the Borough. All municipal staff, interviewed for this study, shared a
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common perception that the one thing that has stayed constant since 2004 was the Borough
Manager’s strong belief in such core values as openness, transparency, and having professional
knowledge.
As stated on the website, “the first and last measurement of a good government is citizen
satisfaction.”96 It was due to this organizational attitude that State College government used the
National Citizen Survey to find out whether people had any interaction with staff in a given year
and determine whether that interaction was positive or negative in terms of openness,
transparency, courtesy, knowledge. With this respect, the research found the following comment
especially pertinent: “I don’t think that has changed. It’s still the same. It is just the way we are
interacting, being knowledgeable and courteous and responsive. It is on multiple media now.”
In sum, it was ultimately the issue of preservation of the organizational cultural values
that has become a new challenge for the Borough staff when engaging with citizens on multiple
media in the Web 2.0 social environment. The new challenge required new innovation solutions
that later could have become written into the organizational policies. For instance, even if people
posted complaints complaining on the website, such complaints would have remained up there.
The point was to be able to address their concerns because of the core organizational values, such
as openness, transparency and professionalism.
To achieve a greater level of transparency and increase the public value of e-government,
the municipality utilized the system of multichannel delivery of information and services (i.e.,
municipal website, integrated social media sites, mobile apps, online forum for public
engagement). With intent to really open the door to more transparency and broader and better
engagement within a community, the Borough government ceased the opportunity to make it
happen through the website and various other technology projects. The government goal was to
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provide the residents of State College the benefit of living in a civilized and well-run town, where
the ordinances were effective and people could easily express themselves.
The common perception among the Borough staff was that creating a citizen-driven
government and facilitating public dialogs was worth the efforts because the residents felt
engaged and the community felt like they have been heard. There were numerous challenges
along the way. First of all, it takes staff time and it takes work. Another uncovered challenge for
the Borough government in the process of data collection was its desire to learn more about actual
people’s expectations and needs. This concern was evident from the following comment of a
municipal staff:
I am certain we have the tools. What I am not certain we have is the time, the
dedication, or maybe even the vision of what community members want to hear
from us. We need to re-evaluate the information we provide, and whether or not
it’s something they want to know about. (SC 10.2, 2013, p. 6)
It also came up in the interviews that the municipal staff found it important to have a regular
schedule with the social media platforms, so that people had more reasons to check back in
because they got the exact information they wanted to know but wanted to know more and
needed to be more engaged.

Impact of IT Innovation on Organizational Change in State College
In the case of the Borough of State College, IT innovations led to changes in the
organizational structure and establishment of new organizational units (e.g., Office of
Community Engagement). It also affected the way business was done in that public organization.
Creating the Office of Community Engagement within the Administration Department was a byproduct of adopting information technology for community engagement by the Borough’s
administration and signified the direct impact of IT innovation on organizational change in this
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municipality. One of the study participants even described the creation of the Office of
Community Engagement as “an extension of our outward community engagement online.”
The State College case also demonstrated that IT innovation may have a positive impact
on intraorganizational collaboration. To illustrated this point, a number of employees from
different municipal departments were involved with the Office of Community Engagement,
including the so called Neighborhood Team that was heavily involved in the major community
engagement projects. In terms of other organizational changes, one area that would potentially
trigger the need to shift some of existing communications with public services such as Police and
Public Works, is wireless communication on a dedicated wireless bandwidth that would likely
encompass both the campus and the community.

From e-Governance Challenges to e-Government Support Factors
Local e-government support factors such as entrepreneurial initiatives,
intraorganizational collaboration, knowledge and championship of IT have the capacity to
counterbalance e-governance challenges, which may include budget constraints, perceived
impediments for ICT adoption, among many others. In the following sections, the researcher
would describe and analyze at some length the Borough’s organizational expreriences and
practices related overcoming different obstacles to e-governance in State College.
Information and communication policy challenges in a Web 2.0 environment
As was the case with many other local governments, State College experienced its fair
share of challenges in the process of integration of social media tools into the existing municipal
web presence. Most of these issues were either related to the municipality’s ability to balance
electronic and traditional forms of communication in a Web 2.0 environment, or to find solutions
to problems pertaining to social media content management.
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The most prominent obstacles with regard to social media content management were
concerns about anonymity of posts and ever present potential for posts with inappropriate
content. Ultimately, the Borough employees found acceptable ways to overcome these challenges
without limiting citizens’ rights to freedom of expression and civic participation.
Social media content management and developing social media policy
In May 2010, the Borough’s administration made a decision “to open up government to
encourage citizen participation” in one of the initial versions of the municipal Web 2.0/Social
Media Policy. In March 2013, the Social Media Policies Guidelines for the State College’s
Facebook pages, Twitter feeds, and other similar platforms were finalized and posted on the
offical municipal website.97 At first, the State College government leaders were really struggling
with the aspects of the Web 2.0 policy that were related to the controversial issue of handling
negative comments that could be posted periodically on Facebook or Twitter. Some would say
that a decision to remove unfavorable or antagonistic comments would defeat the purpose of
setting up an open online forum for people to exchange diverse opinions and ideas. Eventually,
the administration has made a decision to differentiate between a public forum and a moderated
online discussion platform. That particular distinction allowed the Borough staff to retain the
right to delete any posted content that failed to adhere to the adopted social media policy. Such
content could have included profane language, content of pornographic nature, solicitations of
commerce, confidential information of any kind, content that promoted or perpetuated in any way
the discrimination on the basis of creed, color, age, race, gender, religion, and so on. On the other
hand, the policy encourages users to post meaningful and respectful comments that woud follow
copyright, privacy and any other laws that might apply.
The important thing was that the Borough administration made a decision to move
forward with social media integration. From the conversations with the Borough staff, the
97
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researcher learned that, as it turned out, the potential complications caused by managing negative
comments has not been a pressing issue after all. The following comment provided an irrefutable
confirmation of the veracity of the previous statement:
We have not had a single post that we had to remove because it violated our
policies. And our policies are aimed not at restricting free speech or content but –
again – at the vulgar, obscene language. That kind of information is unacceptable
in our policy. (SC 10.1, 2013, p. 11)
Innovation and municipal IT capacity as e-government support factors
In the context of the State College Borough government, the participants’ comments
helped the researcher to identify two important support factors that worked in favor of egovernment achievements in this community. These factors were the organizational capacity for
technological innovation and municipal IT capacity. The capacity for innovation is a critical egovernment support factor that might manifest itself in various ways, from entrepreneurial
initiatives (including technological enterprising of municipal police departments), to
intraorganizational collaboration, and staff knowledge and administrative championship of IT. In
the case of the State College government, they contemplated and experimented with a number of
enterpreneurial initiatives. For instance, years ago, they experimented with a project called a
Paperless Council. As part of the Paperless Council project, the Borough’s IT Department
replaced a lot of the paper agenda packets with laptops. With the fast pace of advancements in
portable information technology (e.g., iPads, tablets), the Borough’s administration started to
reconsider the use of laptops. Certain technological factors worked in favor of switching to tabletbased devices, like increased portability and bountiful functionalities of these devices. Council
members could start using tablets or iPads not only for agenda packets or for the council meetings
but also for the Council work sessions.
The intra-organizational collaboration may be a contributing factor when it comes to the
organizational capacity for innovation. A good example of such interdepartmental collaborative
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efforts in the State College Borough would be the process of the municipal portal redesign with
the IT Department being in charge of it. As one of the municipal staff described this process, the
IT Department “picked a committee of people from each of the departments, so that they would
know a little bit about what their department did, and what they were trying to gain, and how they
wanted to communicate with their citizens.”
The interdepartmental collaboration is also an e-government support factor but at a much
smaller scale. IT-related staff training could be an example of such a factor. In State College, the
Borough Council members wanted to learn how to use tablet devices, and the IT Department
allocated time to teach them how to make the most of the functionalities of those devices,
including email and other interpersonal e-communication. As far as administrative championship
of IT, the State College Borough manager was involved at various steps along the way, in making
decisions, identifying ultimate directions of various technology-related projects in this
municipality.
The municipal IT capacity is another critical e-government support factor, which was
quite prominent in the State College case. Similar to the innovation capacity, it may have
different components. In this case, IT personnel and outsourcing IT functions were both present.
Having professional IT personnel is rare for small rural municipal governments. The IT
Department in State College has been in place since about 2003, and it was ultimately responsible
for management of all the technology-related services in the Borough. Since about 2011, the IT
Department created a position of an IT Project Manager, who has taken over all the IT-related
projects within the organization, including the website redesign project. Although technically not
a member of the IT Department staff, the Borough’s Communications Coordinator, a relatively
new position in that organization, took over an oversight of the Web-based content management,
including the website and all the social media components of the municipal Web presence.
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It is important to point out that the State College IT Department outsourced certain IT
functions to various other IT companies. Perhaps, it would be more accurate to say that it has
partnered with some IT companies to provide residents of State College with a more uniformed
and dynamic web presence. For instance, CivicPlus, the expert in local government website
design, had a contract with the Borough for several years, prior to taking the responsibility for the
most recent redesign of the municipal website. For a number of years, CivicPlus provided support
and a custom portfolio of web content management solutions to the Borough, including its
powerful Government Content Management System (GCMS).
Similar to CivicPlus, Peak Democracy Inc., one of the leading providers of the cloudbased online civic engagement tools for governments around the U.S., was responsible for
hosting the Engage State College platform. The Borough’s IT Department also had a role to play
in maintaining that platform. For instance, the IT personnel could go in and post a topic for a
discussion. On the other hand, they could also give the support staff at Peak Democracy some
information, like the topic, maps, pictures, demographics data, and they would post it. During the
interview, one the State College Borough staff described this partnership with Peak Democracy
as, “positive as far as the setup was concerned. Very easy, pretty streamlined to do.”

Society
Society is another fundamental STT construct. The data analysis, based on the grounded
theory methodology and enhanced by the “influence-impact” model (Trauth, 1993, 2000),
revealed some emerging themes that the author discusses in the following sections.
Societal Influence Factors on E-government Development in State College
One of the strongest influences that the study participants discussed at some length was
living and working in the information society. In fact, the staff perception was that gradual
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shifting toward electronic engagement could be inevitable, because the world has changed and
people in this world became engaged electronically through social media in particular. In the
twenty-first century, people have different lifestyles and they live on different clocks. The
interviewed staff in the Borough made some general observations about changes in the ways
people approach things in general. All those factors evidently increased the importance of
electronic devices and e-communication that has become a significant element in modern society.
As one of the study participants in State College mentioned, “because technology changes so
quickly what we are doing today may be obsolete in five years, and we may be doing something
completely different just because of the changes in technology.” However, participants were quite
insistent that electronic engagement should not substitute for personal engagement.
University	
  Community	
  Influence	
  Factors	
  in	
  State	
  College	
  
Another factor that received considerable attention from the study participants was the
changing power dynamics in college towns. From the viewpoint of the State College municipal
employees, the Penn State presence in the municipality was “a huge bonus.” As one respondent
observed, “there are economic benefits in college towns that don’t exist in other types of
communities.” Both organizations, the Borough government and the University, have gradually
become more interested in collaboration and good neighborly relations.
The respondents from Penn State expressed certain reservations about a few initiatives
that the Borough had proposed, the ones that could have directly impacted the students. Yet such
concerns could be just another reason for the University’s administration, faculty and students to
become more engaged in their community. One of the University participants made a comment
about the necessity for students to learn more about the political life in the Borough, become
more engaged, and to let their voices be heard: “They [students] may have a contrary opinion.
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And it’s very important, if they were going to be full citizens, that they [had to] be invited into
that discussion.”
About the same time, there was also a push for the Borough staff and elected officials to
visit the campus more. In this context, creation of the Office of Community Engagement within
the Administration Department could have helped the Borough government to demonstrate that
they were open to the idea of establishing positive relationships and collaboration with the
University.
Finding such a balance could be a challenge for any municipal government. In the
information society, many younger people tend to use social media to communicate, more so than
emails and phone calls. It could be not just college students, but also young entrepreneurs and
older people as well. During the data collection (i.e., interviews) process, the Borough employees
expressed a rather strong belief in the intrinsic value and power of people’s opinions transmitted
electronically. That belief could have come from the anticipated ability of citizens’ shared views
and ideas to enhance the decision-making process and effectiveness of various municipal
programs and services.
Some respondents, especially in the University, firmly believed that technological
expectations of students could be a driver for organizational innovation at Penn State and in the
Borough:
What is going to be interesting here is that we are going to be driven to move
forward and explore different things by that primary constituency, students, who
are going to bring with them expectations that are developed from experience
with technologies that are – probably – going to be ahead of where we are. So
there is just no way that mobile devices, social media, all those kinds of things
are [not] going to become very important very quickly to us. (PS 13.1, 2013, p.
10)
One the other hand, it could take some time for other groups of residents to catch up.
Thus, the primary objective for the local government was to communicate effectively with people
of all ages and regardless of their IT skills. The Borough government needed to generate a
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balanced approach to possibly diverse community expectations with regard to utilizing
information technology in governance. This objective may be challenging considering that Penn
State students constituted about 75 percent of a local population at the time of this study.

E-Partnering in State College
Types	
  of	
  Technological	
  Collaboration	
  
Citizen sourcing and citizen coproduction are both examples of collaborative egovernance. The Borough’s administration put much stock into gathering public opinions and
citizens’ input. One of the study participants amply encapsulated the organizational attitude
toward the value of tapping into the wisdom of crowds: “An opinion is valid whether it comes
from someone living next door to City Hall or somebody living on the West Coast that might
have a valid opinion as well that can provide benefit to us.” Over the years, the State College
government utilized citizen sourcing and citizen coproduction for a number of different projects
and initiatives, from providing alternative ways of fundraising via civic crowdfunding to boosting
citizens' participation in governance processes via the online civic engagement forum (i.e.,
Engage State College) and encouraging citizens to use mobile apps (i.e., Citizen Request
Tracker), to garnering users’ input in information technology design (e.g., municipal portal
redesign).
In 2014, the State College Borough Council and staff decided to use civic crowdfunding,
an Internet-based fundraising tool, for the purpose of identifying alternative sources of funding of
community improvement projects selected by residents. Potential projects included a mobile app
for biking information in the Centre Region, improvements to neighborhood parks and the
installation of public art in the downtown. The Borough sought input on which community
project to consider for crowdfunding campaign, and residents were invited to share their input
through the Engage State College platform powered by Peak Democracy. The results were
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reported on the website.98 Neighborhood Park Improvements was ranked the #1 priority 31 times
(36 percent) and the #2 priority 41 times (48 percent), and thus rose to the top of the list of
projects people would be interested in funding. The favorable responses regarding “willingness to
donate” to a civic crowdfunding project was 90 percent.
Promoting citizens' engagement in governance processes was a big part of the Borough’s
administrative agenda related to crowdsourcing and citizen coproduction. Citizens’ input through
Engage State College provided the Planning Department and Borough in general as well as the
community at large with a lot of valuable information on the topics that were offered for public
discussion. A critical piece of the Borough’s administrative crowdsourcing solutions was
gathering input from different stakeholder groups and local residents by utilizing a variety of
Web-based tools, from the official government portal to integrated social media platforms.
This approach proved to be quite useful in administering neighborhood and downtown planning
initiatives. The business of neighborhood and downtown planning is usually conducted through
publicly-held meetings, soliciting input from local stakeholder groups and incorporating it into
the background of the planning projects.
The State College Borough Planning Department has adopted an innovative approach to
the process of municipal planning by “utilizing the Borough’s website to share information about
those processes with the public and also to solicit additional comments on the different projects
that we are working on through some of our new features.” Creating a Citizen Planning
Workbook, that could have been used as an e-tool, was part of neighborhood planning process,
which was a guide that basically explained to the general public the basic concepts of
neighborhoods and the planning influences, as well as the ways the planning influences could
affect people’s neighborhoods. The neighborhood planning team developed a special Citizen
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Planning Workbook page99 as part of the official municipal portal. That way, residents could get
pertinent information upfront, see photos and/or submit their own photos, watch the
neighborhood meetings. There were some worksheets that residents could fill out and let the
neighborhood planning team know about the ways they perceived their neighborhood, its
strengths and weaknesses. In terms of some more serious crowdsourcing expectations, citizens
were expected to engage with actual data gathering by going out and inventorying sidewalks and
bikeways or their conditions and reporting them back to the Borough. However, according to the
comments the researcher received, people liked to take the workbook for the information it
provided, but the Borough has not had a lot of success with getting the worksheets with some
input back. State College has participated in the National Citizen Survey (NCS) since 2007, and it
became a valuable vehicle for citizen input. For example, before the decision about Engage State
College was made, the Borough staff used the NCS to uncover people’s expectations in terms of
community engagement.
User participation in technology design (e.g., a municipal portal redesign project) could
also be part of the drive for citizen sourcing and coproduction. To solicit citizens’ ideas about the
desirable changes and new anticipated functionalities of the new official website, the Borough
decided to conduct an online survey that was opened to anyone (not just local residents) with a
giveaway iPad as an incentive. This local government actually put a survey up on the website to
allow people to say what they liked or did not like about that website that they had at the time,
what they felt could be improved. The response rate was rather good, and it provided the staff
with a number of useful insights. The winner, who actually looked for things to do in State
College, happened to be from Pittsburgh. The old site did not really have much of that kind of
information, and the winning suggestion was really incorporated into the new site.
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In addition to conducting an online survey, the Borough used other methods to solicit
input for the website redesign project. The Borough’s IT Department asked the Council members
to ask people for their opinions, they did some stops on the streets, sent out emails to people, and
tried to solicit people’s opinions about the old website through the Facebook site. The Borough’s
IT staff approached a portal redesign as an ongoing process, therefore they continued to actively
seek citizens' input on the redesigned website use in hope to identify problem areas for the next
redesign cycle in 2015. According to the IT staff, it was likely that another survey could be done
to determine what people really thought about the redesigned website.
In conclusion, the author should point out that as useful as citizen-sourcing experiences
were for the Borough of State College, the administrative staff struggled with the “timing”
dilemma. They tried to find a balance between the visioning time (ideas) and decision-making
time (comments). One of the study respondents outlined the gist of this dilemma in a following
statement:
In a typical government structure, people do not get pulled into the conversation
until there is notice of intent to enact, till there is a public hearing right before the
council is going to make a decision. We have been trying to find ways to bring
people into the conversation earlier before staff has proposed their ideas. Closer
in the visioning process and less in the decision making process. (SC 10.2, 2013,
p. 7)
The Regional Technology Program in the Borough of State College was a unique
example of the intergovernmental (G2G) and multi-jurisdictional collaborative initiative in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. As part of this coalition, the State College Information
Technology (IT) Department provided technology services to several surrounding municipalities
in the State College area, such as Ferguson, College, and Patton Townships, as well as some other
entities including the Alpha Fire Company, the Centre Region Council of Governments (COG)
and the Centre Area Transportation Authority. The State College Borough IT Department
operated and managed technology resources for the Regional Technology Coalition under a long-
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term technology plan. The major goal of this program was to reduce each member agency’s
technology costs by adopting industry-standard IT management practices. Equally important was
to achieve interoperability through “the smooth exchange of mutually beneficial information.”100
In 2012, the IT Department in collaboration with other members of the Coalition completed the
Wide Area Network (WAN) improvements, upgraded the fiber optic technology, and then added
more people onto the exchange server.
Town-gown collaboration in State College
The town-gown partnerships in the State College Borough primarily evolved around two
sets of issues: sustainability and community engagement. At the time of the study, the municipal
Office of Community Engagement was involved in a number of town-gown projects and was
fully dedicated to improving cooperation between the community and the university. In the
following sections, the author will discuss the current types of technological collaboration
between the Borough and Penn State, certain parameters that may help evaluate the status of
town-gown collaboration readiness, and suggest several inductive collaboration success factors.
From time to time, the Borough and Penn State would have become engaged in special
IT-related collaborative projects. Those municipal employees, who agreed to participate in the
study, mostly agreed that town-gown e-partnering in State College could not be described as a
“close connection all the time,” but rather as occurring on the “project-by-project basis.” There
were a few projects that could best represent this tendency, such as a GPS-based geocaching
project that was part of community engagement initiative in State College, and the news
exchange with Penn State on State Patty’s Day,101 when the Borough collaborated with Penn
State with intent to coordinate all news releases related to that one event.
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Although the project-by-project collaboration was more prominent at the time, other
types of e-partnering began to emerge: (1) collaborative technology-related on–the-job training
projects, (2) development of joint emergency management program and public notification
systems, and (3) design of joint GIS-related projects. In 2012-2013, the Borough and Penn State
were engaged in a number of collaborative technology-related on–the-job training projects
designed specifically for students. Some of these opportunities were student internships, while
others were volunteer projects. Just to name a few, in Spring 2012, there was a public information
intern, and then several months later, the Borough hosted an IT intern from the College of
Information Sciences and Technology (IST), who specialized in wireless broadband. The public
information intern helped design some webpages geared toward students. The expressed
administrative staff intent was to use “her knowledge as a student to be able to translate some of
the government jargon and things into a student-friendly voice.” The municipal IT Department’s
intern from the IST received a unique opportunity to learn from professional mentors and, at the
same time, help IT staff with projects related to wireless-based network accounts, port audits and
different security issues. On the other hand, municipal IT staff also had a chance to learn about
emerging technologies that were coming out of the College of IST. The Borough’s interaction
with faculty received a substantial boost via the implementation of the Sustainable Communities
program. Study participants from the Borough were hopeful that, through the Sustainable
Communities program, they would have the same level of interaction with faculty, so that the
work that professor do in the classroom could also bring some benefit in the community.
From the University standpoint, the Borough could always come and ask for support,
because, as a partner, Penn State has “a lot of resources that could be supportive for them.” In the
interview, one of the senior University administrators confirmed institutional readiness and
support of collaborative projects with the town by making the following statement:
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And – frankly- we always look for opportunities for students to be engaged in
that way, taking their learning from your college [IST] –for instance, and
applying it in the real world in some fashion. It will be a very useful thing for
everybody. (PS 13.1, 2013, p. 5)
The development of a joint emergency management program and a public notification
system via Facebook and Twitter was a different type of technological collaboration. An example
could be an extensive collaborative notification and communication system between the Borough
of State College and the Centre Region Emergency Management Agency, which has been
channeled through Facebook and Twitter. The system was first tested in the fall of 2012, during
Hurricane Sandy, when the Borough was using those electronic media to notify people and
messages were going to people’s computers, cell phones, and tablets. Besides utilizing
notification and communication systems, the Borough also participated in emergency
management, or rather electronic surveillance, “in terms of monitoring electronics to see where
issues are emerging.” During the interviews, the researcher found out that “a lot of that is done
through the campus, [and the Borough has] a joint, shared program on emergency management,
[…] an emergency operations center on campus that we use for community emergencies also.”
The researcher was able to identify town-gown joint GIS-related projects as the third type
of technological collaboration in the Borough of State College. The Community Asset Mapping
project would be a good example of this type of collaborative ventures as described by Huangpu
the Daily Collegian (2013). The State College Downtown Master Plan project led to Penn State’s
involvement with this project through the Sustainable Communities program. In collaboration
with the municipal Planning Department, a capstone course for the CED major at Penn State, a
Community, Environment and Development (CED 475) developed and piloted a community asset
map. As a surveying tool, it helped the Borough with the planning process because it identified a
variety of strengths and skills of local residents and therefore improved neighborly relations in the
neighborhoods. Another class, Foundations of Leadership and Sustainability (SUST 200),
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assisted the Borough with completing the walkability audits in the College Heights and Highlands
neighborhoods. The Borough intended these audits to serve as a tool to assess safety and quality
of the residents’ walking experience in town.
The GeoDeliberation project102 would be another good example of town-gown joint GISrelated projects, which was a partnership between the College of Information Sciences and
Technology at Penn State and the State College Borough government. It was part of a
collaborative NSF-funded project called "Geodeliberation: Enabling Democratic DecisionMaking in Local Communities Through Place-Based Deliberative Dialogues." The project’s
objective was to evaluate and facilitate civic engagement and spatial decision-making in a
community-planning context through developing spatial annotation technology.
Town-‐Gown	
  Collaboration	
  Readiness	
  Assessment	
  in	
  State	
  College	
  
In this case, town-gown collaboration assessment represents an emerging framework
based on the grounded theory methodology applied to analysis of collected data. For the Borough
of State College, this framework consists of the following components: (1) collaboration capacity,
(2) collaboration initiatives, and (3) long-term collaboration objectives.
The researcher defines collaboration capacity as an elemental ability of an organization
(either public or private) that is engaged in a collaborative project to deal with existing and/or
potential problems. For the State College Borough government, such problems were mostly
related to the lack of effectiveness of collaborative projects. A number of factors could negatively
influence a collaborative project. One of the identified factors in causing undesirable outcomes of
some collaborative technological initiatives was economic in nature, including the steep
competition with the private IT sector.
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The study respondents emphasized that it has been really challenging to effectively
capitalize on potential partnerships and opportunities that Penn State and State College could
have taken advantage of. As one participant observed, “we had a couple of runs at projects that
haven’t work at the end the way that we had hoped they would.” A good example could be a
failed collaborative municipal wireless initiative aimed at developing a pervasive Wi-Fi
infrastructure in State College in 2006. The problem was that there were several private providers
in State College that stepped up and offered wireless service including GetWireless.NET.
Moreover, the cellular systems in other places have moved in that direction. Thus, this
environmental economic factor influenced the Borough’s administrative decision to abandon the
project, just as a number of other cities did. As one the study participants pointed out, “there
[was] no economic model that really worked to provide that wireless mesh.”
Another identified factor was directly related to Penn State internships (paid and unpaid),
in particular concerning the ability of a public organization to provide adequate tutelage to a
student intern. Municipal study participants mentioned some problems with administering the
satisfactory tutelage. For instance, providing mentorship to an intern detracts municipal staff from
their regular duties. On the other hand, unpaid interns may exhibit insufficient devotion to their
assigned tasks. One of the respondents expressed a common concern among the municipal
workers, “so [I] have this effort of being a mentor and not the same return as if I spent that effort
doing that project myself.”
Collaborative initiatives that were suggested as service learning projects could potentially
work much better for the State College Borough. The study participants proposed to have such
service-learning projects to be initially set up in a formal way and reinforced by regular contacts
with the supervising professors: “maybe if there was more contact with the professors so that we
could really have a dialog about how students doing on a weekly basis.” One of the participants
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suggested that designing a curriculum for interns of the Borough, in a local government setting,
could increase the collaboration capacity and make these internship experiences worthwhile.
Analysis of interview transcripts allowed the researcher to pinpoint several collaboration
initiatives in State College, including establishing a town-gown community engagement program,
creating the Office of Community Engagement within the Borough’s Administration Department,
and involvement in the Penn State’s Sustainable Communities program. It is important to
emphasize in the case of State College that leaders of the Borough and Penn State were equally
interested in pursuing e-partnering and discussed at length the possibility of creating a program
that would include a position that would be overseeing a program, a town-gown liaison, who
would have been embedded in the community. Involvement in the Sustainable Communities
program made it easier for faculty members to connect to a variety of collaborative projects and
potentially easier for the Borough to work with the University, because every project had to have
a lead faculty member and a lead community person.
Long-term collaboration objectives is another important component of the town-gown
collaboration readiness assessment. The comments received from the case study participants from
both research sites in the Borough of State College allowed the researcher to identify two major
multi-pronged objectives: identification of strategic steps in developing a sustainable community
in State College and improvement of effectiveness of volunteer work for the Borough
government. The Penn State respondents made it evident that they were looking to the Borough
for guidance about how the municipal leadership wanted to define relevant projects. However,
they were relatively certain that such projects would be technology-assisted based on
pervasiveness of ICTs in the information society and the way people interact with each other and
think about issues. One of the Penn State respondents observed that it was “a major opportunity
[…] for technology and building stronger, more resilient sustainable communities.” As a matter
of fact, the Penn State’s Sustainability Institute used to have a communications function which
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heavily relied on technology support (e.g., websites, social media). The University’s projection
was that use of Web 2.0 technologies would potentially create more public awareness of the
Sustainable Communities project. Use of such technologies could be also beneficial for creating
public repositories of information and sharing information with the public about a variety of
things.
One of the major long-term objectives is developing a sustainable community in State
College. It incorporated several possible strategic initiatives including expanding service learning
initiative in the Borough via the partnership with the Penn State’s Sustainability Institute, and
developing a one-credit course for students involved in the Sustainable Communities program. In
the process of data collection for the State College case, the researcher learned about positive
attitudes toward the service learning initiative among the Borough’s administrative staff. This
hopeful outlook could be attributed to their strengthening partnership with the Sustainability
Institute. As one respondent observed, “we are starting to get that support from the school in a
way that, I think, we can create a formalized service learning program.” At the same time, Penn
State’s officials worked toward creating a one-credit course for all the students in a given
semester who wished to get involved in projects approved by the Borough government. The goal
of this one-semester course was to introduce students to the community partners and there were
people from the Borough who volunteered to come and talk with them.
As per the second identified long-term objective, the Borough staff started to look for
creative ways to improve effectiveness of the student volunteer work. The volunteers’ assistance
comes with a price, because it usually takes a lot of commitment and time from staff. So the
objective was to create good projects for volunteers and establish a formalized system for them.
The successful realization of such an objective would enable municipal employees to balance the
quality of the outcomes of the student projects with the available staff time. 	
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Town-‐Gown	
  Collaboration	
  Success	
  Factors	
  in	
  State	
  College	
  
In this section, the researcher describes and analyzes the town-gown collaboration
success factors in the Borough of State College. These factors represent another segment of the
emerging town-gown e-partnering framework that were partially covered in the previous section
about the town-gown collaboration readiness assessment. The following town-gown success
factors have been identified for the State College case: gaining collaborative advantage,
establishing sustainable institutional engagement, and town-gown leadership.
The concept of gaining collaborative advantage is not a new one and was widely
discussed in the organizational literature. In this case, it is important that this concept received an
enthusiastic support from participants in the Borough and at Penn State. From Penn State’s
perspective, collaborative advantage should be measured by the following parameters: openness
to hearing about divergent views on the issues of mutual interest held by potential partners and
maintaining ongoing dialog, commitment to keep town-gown relations honest and constructive,
and the need to identify and sustain interlocking communities as a way to gain collaborative
advantage. At the time of this study, only a handful of senior administrators at Penn State acted as
liaison with the Borough of State College in order to maintain the mutualy beneficial town-gown
relations. In the interview with one of these people, the researcher found out more about the Penn
State’s interpretation of gaining collaborative advantage. As stated: “Each side needs to be very
open to hearing as clearly as possible what the other side is trying to say.” The study participant
on the University side expressed strong conviction when raising the issue of collaborative
advantage, building interorganizational trust and addressing the need for dependable support from
knowledgeable staff able to carry out the adopted collaborative agenda:
You have to be very respectful of keeping the relationships strong because it is
really all about that trust and the ability to have a dialog with one another. [...]
You can come up with the best law or policy, but if you don’t have people who
are applying all those things to the set of circumstances who are good, and
earnest, and honest, you are going to have a problem. (PS 13.1, 2013, p. 8)
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Participants from the Borough government confirmed that the town-gown relations
improved significantly in the recent years. In their opinion, the University has been reaching out
to the interlocking communities, including the Greater State College and the Greater Penn State
community. One of the municipal respondents described the Greater State College community in
a following statement, “when we talk about community, we talk about the neighborhood you live
in, we talk about the social organizations you maybe associated with; we talk about the Greater
State College community, the Greater Penn State Community” (SC 10.1, 2013, p.7). From the
town’s perspective, promoting an understanding among various groups of population that those
communities interacted with each other and thus increased the potential value of engaging
communities with each other has been one of the government’s top priorities.
As one of the town-gown success factors as they relate to the State College case, the
concept of sustainable institutional engagement includes balancing different organizational
interests and common ends, and establishing the University as not only a provider of initial seed
support but also as a collaborator in developing new IT products and a provider of technological
support for existing products (e.g., municipal websites). Continuing along these lines,
institutional engagement could also include development of supporting policies and an
infrastructure that would eventually become a prerequisite for a more effective faculty
engagement in the town-gown collaborative projects.
In the State College Borough, some participants thought that there was an organizational
need for a more formal process of establishing sustainable institutional engagement because of
the pervasive turnover problem in a college-town community. It was also suggested that potential
partners should be able to demonstrate “a little less alligator arms and be willing to participate in
the [collaborative] network.” The same participants also raised a related issue of preserving
institutional knowledge that could be applied not only to preserving professional knowledge of
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retiring staff and faculty but could also provide an added benefit of keeping long-term interorganizational contacts that have been established during their association with an organization.
On the University side, there was also some positive input about supplementing the initial
seed support with ongoing collaborative efforts in developing and maintaining various IT
products and services. In this regard, one of the comments made by a senior Penn State official
was quite promising:
It can make a huge difference in terms of how effective faculty members are able
to be in their engagement if the institution has supporting policies and
infrastructures, as opposed to faculty members just sort out there on their own
trying to make it work and trying to do it in a way that is not going to hurt their
promotion, tenure and so forth. (PS 13.4, 2013, p. 16)
The key success factor is the town-gown leadership and its compatibility. The
significance of this factor was emphasized numerous times during the data collection process in
both research sites in State College, the Borough government and the University. One of the
administrative Borough staff suggested in the interview with the researcher that the biggest factor
was leadership, and “if the leadership has an attitude of cooperation, cooperation will occur, if the
leadership doesn’t have that attitude than that cooperation/relationship struggles.” It was strongly
echoed on the other side: “it’s clear that the intent on both sides is to work across whatever divide
it may be between them to find some common purpose that they can achieve together.”
As was often the case in the rather distant past, the president of the university had “an
attitude that the university should be inwardly focused and not outwardly focused,” and that the
community did not have to “have a seat at the table.” In the recent years, Penn State presidents
“have been very interested in the community and being a partner with the community as opposed
to simply closing the gates around the campus.” On the town side, it should be equally important
not to have that attitude “that the university is a big bad guy.” From the participants’ comments
on both sides, the researcher came to conclusion that it was of utmost importance for both sides to
“understand that our interests intersect in very significant ways, so we need to work together to
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try to achieve some common ends when we can.” When talking about leadership, it is also
important to consider the issue of preservation of the best institutional practices. According to a
study participant, leaders were always “in the position to change [institutional] culture pretty
quickly, both for good and for bad.” Perhaps, it would be appropriate to create some
infrastructure that would ensure the continuity of the best leadership practices.
The final town-gown collaboration factor is the effective use of emerging Web 2.0
technologies in community engagement and strengthening town-gown e-partnering. The Penn
State’s perception of the likelihood of ongoing successful e-government development in State
College was closely connected to the idea of the town-gown technological collaboration. Citizen
engagement played a big role in the Penn State vision of town-gown e-partnering: “engaging
citizens of the community, whether they be students or permanent residents in their community,
in their government, in lots of ways.” From the University’s perspective, especially considering
the technological preferences of Penn State students, “this is going to be successful, and it's going
to have as part of its mission exploring how we can use technology more effectively to do that.”

E-participation in State College: Challenges, Expectations and Initiatives
The leaders of the Borough of State College approached the community engagement
initiative from a dynamic and innovative perspective. They believed that the time has come to
“have a community more engaged in governance.” That influence the decision to fully utilize
electronic engagement features with intent to capture information because all that information and
all those opinions were valuable. In this section, the researcher would describe and analyze the
range of efforts undertaken by the Borough’s admistration and staff to foster more active
citizenship among students, to reduce political apathy and engage local residents, and to find
ways to increase IT-assisted public participation.
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The Borough’s efforts to foster more active citizenship among students could be
collapsed into three distinct categories: promoting a town-as-teacher concept, educating students
about small towns and local government functionalities, and, finally, providing vehicles for
student involvement in municipal affairs, such as artificially created roundtable discussions
between different stakeholder groups. Many participants held a common opinion that social
media had to play a key part of these efforts. The process of engaging with students had to go
through various municipal programs and services, especially through the Borough’s Office of
Community Engagement.
The town’s efforts to reduce political apathy and engage local permanent residents
included different techniques including community conversations, focus groups, hearings, public
opinion surveys, encouraging involvement in neighborhood associations and corporations, and
finally, organizing municipal volunteer committees. One of the study participants explained the
reasoning behind the Borough’s decision to employ a variety of public engagement techniques:
We have a real keen interest in using a variety of platforms and methods for
engagement. We use community conversations, when we match people together
to have conversations about what issues of importance to community. We use
focus groups, when we bring select people to have an engagement about specific
topics. We use public hearings. (SC 10.1, 2013, p. 3)
A crucial component in the overall municipal agenda to build an engaged and sustainable
community included finding effective ways to increase technology-assisted public participation.
A notion of expanding and engaged community beyond the geographic boundaries of a
municipality has emerged during a data analysis phase of this study. Such an interpretation of a
community, described as a “Greater State College” by the Borough staff, has a special meaning
for municipal employees. As one of them summarized this new approach to community
engagement, “we don’t necessarily view engagement as just limited to the specific geographic
location.” The reasoning behind this insightful depiction of a Greater State College community
was rather simple: while people maybe living abroad but still have an affinity to the area because
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they have lived there or gone to school. These intricate connections make all their opinions on the
matters of interest to the municipality valid and important.

Engage	
  State	
  College	
  Initiative,	
  an	
  Online	
  Forum	
  for	
  Civic	
  Engagement	
  
While State College gradually started to turn into a community without borders, online
engagement and social media emerged as the means to achieve a more meaningful interaction
between various layers of this community and promote greater social inclusion. This objective
brought about an idea of an open e-town hall and subsequent implementation of a new initiative
known as Engage State College. As one study participant in State College stated,
The goal [of the Engage State College platform] is to increase the number of
people that are engaged, especially those that couldn't come because they
couldn't take care of kids, or they have a work schedule that doesn't allow them
to come at 7:30 to the council meeting. It is definitely our expectation that it will
broaden the number of people and [turn on] the dialog. (SC 10.2, 2013, p. 8)
At the time of the study, the Borough’s community engagement program had an electronic
component called Engage State College that has been launched in November 2012 after the
earlier trial run that had some limited success. According to the staff’s observations, the reason
the Borough Council liked it in the beginning was because people could not be anonymous. They
had to log in to participate. Just like, in a traditional council setting, somebody comes up to the
podium, states the name and address before making a statement.
The more recent project could be described as an online forum for civic engagement that
was run by a cloud-based non-profit company, Peak Democracy (peakdemocracy.com). That
organization was dedicated to building public trust in government and making it possible for local
governments to augment and diversify public participation. For that purpose, Peak Democracy
has provided the Borough with a specialized monitored platform that was made to look like a
social media-based application.
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The second run of the Engage State College platform allowed people from various
interlocking communities to read what others were saying about contentious topics of interest to
all and then post their own comments. The Borough started such community conversations by
asking questions about the Downtown Master Plan, which was adopted in Fall 2013, and later the
State College Neighborhood Plan, adopted Summer 2014. As stated on the State College official
website: “City officials will consider all input submitted through Engage State College in their
decision-making process.”103 Such assurance encouraged citizens to expect two-way
communication to be quick, accurate and knowledgeable. However, based on the comments from
the Borough staff, these expectations have not been met in 2013. People’s comments were not
routinely brought before the Borough Council at that time, as they should have been.
Many study participants in State College felt certain that for such e-participation initiative
to eventually garner favorable results, the Borough staff should have had an ability to pose
questions to citizens on a regular basis and not let this undertaking be “pushed aside” when other
projects interfered. They made an additional observation that “the strains of getting things done
here at the Borough” could potentially be detrimental to the venture. They put it quite simply, “to
be successful, it needs to be regular.” There was a consensus among staff that it took a while to
get people “engaged”, but once it kicked off, had a tendency to expand.

Sustainability	
  Initiatives	
  as	
  a	
  Basis	
  for	
  Community	
  Engagement	
  in	
  State	
  College	
  
The State College leaders defined sustainability as use of “best practices to create lasting
environmental, economic, community and organizational vitality as part of State College's overall
mission to enhance the quality of life by fostering a safe, vibrant, diverse and sustainable
community.”104 The formal partnership between Penn State and the Borough of State College has
103
104

Engage State College, http://www.statecollegepa.us/index.aspx?NID=2006
Sustainability, http://www.statecollegepa.us/index.aspx?NID=1652
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begun in September 2013, and it started with a variety of projects from way-finding signage to
housing options related to creating living-working spaces for young professionals, thus
incentivizing them to live in the Borough. The Borough has become committed to building a
sustainable community in State College and use of its official website to advocate for
sustainability initiatives.
The Sustainable Communities program has been modeled after the University of
Oregon’s Sustainable City Year Program105 with intent to build strong town-gown partnerships.
The idea of sustainable communities was to partner the university with a specific community in
ways that it could help the community advance its own sustainability goals by primarily
connecting faculty members, teaching courses where students needed to do projects pertaining to
various community issues. The Sustainability Institute of Penn State created an infrastructure for
creating such partnerships that was labeled the Sustainable Communities initiative. In the
interview with the researcher, one of the Penn State administrative officers described the major
incentive for implementation of this initiative as the resolve to work with the head of the local
government in the neighboring community:
And then the head of local government may choose or not choose to bring in
other partners whether they are K-12 partners, whether they are local businesses,
whether they are hospitals. So the idea is that instead of having a very disparate
set of efforts that is a very focused set of efforts. And part of the value in that is
the ability to have more significant impact because there are connections between
things that are going on. (PS 13.4, 2013, p. 5)
It is important to point out that various partnerships set up within the boundaries of the
Sustainable Communities initiative may not initially be IT-oriented, but they could and most
likely would be technologically enhanced in due time. A good example would be a collaborative
project between the Borough and Penn State aimed at the community asset mapping.
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On a concluding note, Moon’s maturational model anticipates e-participation as the final
phase in the e-government maturity process (Moon, 2002). For the State College Borough, this
phase of e-government maturity started in 2011, and brought about a number of challenges.
Generating public interest in e-participation was the first test that the State College Borough
faced. A number of study participants from the Borough agreed that citizens had a different
perspective on the value of participation and should be sufficiently incentivized to become
willing contributors to a public discussion of a given topic. As one of the Borough employees
stated, “people generally only listen to the things that they think that they are interested in. They
might be vaguely aware of something, but until they know the specifics or until they hear about it
from a neighbor or somebody else, they disregard it.”
In a small university community, such as State College, reasonable trust in local
government combined with a considerable number of a transient, mostly, student population (75
percent in this case) could become contributing factors that perpetuate lack of interest in civic
awareness and engagement and thus negatively impact the level of participation. As one of the
participants suggested, people “are just going to rock along, but then again, […] all of a sudden
they realize that something’s happening, they don’t like it, it comes in eruption.” Students’
participation in municipal government affairs is a rather controversial issue. Active citizenship
among students is both encouraged and put off. As one of the study participants described this
situation in State College, “in some ways the students are the sleeping giant, and yet they are also
the potential, […] they are an engine of ideas that really benefit our town enormously.”
One of the challenges that came up in the interviews with the University senior
administrators was a recurring need for educating transient student population about local
government. As citizens of the State College community, students have a need to be aware that
there are certain municipal ordinances that are changing, that are going to impact them. What that
means is that students should have an opportunity to give voice to the challenges they may face.
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With this theme about educating student population in mind, the Borough website provided a link
to Know the Code106, which is an interactive quiz to engage students in learning the Penn State’s
Code of Conduct. So as one study participant from the Borough government observed, “so in that
way we are putting things on Penn State’s website on our website, but I wouldn’t say that Penn
State is picking up our stuff to put on their site.”
Engaging with citizens in open e-forums on a municipal website happened to be another
challenge. At the time of writing, there were no open forums or online discussions for the general
public via the State College official website, although the technology (a module provided by Peak
Democracy) was available. The study participants identified some major unresolved obstacles,
such as dealing with limited staff time required to moderate online conversations and a concern
about finding an appropriate way to balance a formality of government communication with
demands of moderating online public discussions on controversial topics. The following
comments aptly describe the dilemma of open-ended public deliberation that the Borough staff
attempted to resolve:
We were concerned that there was no way to moderate the discussion. […] The
manager would like us to use Engage State College to address hot topics, things
that are controversial. [However,] deciding how to pose those questions is the
tricky part. (SC 10.2, 2013, p. 39)
It also comes back to staff time. (SC 12.1, 2013, p. 39)
Case Summary
Initially, there was significant uncertainty surrounding the phenomenon under study,
town-gown collaboration in building and transforming e-government at the local level. The
sociotechnical theoretical lens helped the author to incite an in-depth analysis of emerging themes
and relationships between them within the three fundamental STT constructs (organization,
society and technology) by applying grounded theory methodology. Interviews with both the
106
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Borough’s and Penn State’s representatives revealed their mutual determination to create an
engaged and sustainable community in State College. These two organizations realized that they
had complementary goals. Both organizations believe that, by combining efforts in a variety of
partnerships and pledging to use advanced web and mobile technologies, the likelihood of success
could increase exponentially. The early-stage e-partnering (as a function of e-governance)
between State College and Penn State is still too new to be able to judge its potential outcomes.
However, with establishing the town-gown community engagement program and setting longterm collaborative objectives for developing a sustainable community was indicative of the
attainable success in the future. Moreover, these initiatives grew out of certain pre-existing
collaboration success factors, such as benefits of collaborative advantage, the tangible foundation
for sustainable institutional engagement, and the effective use of ICTs in community engagement.
In conclusion, the study participants from the Borough of State College and Penn State
recognized the reality of changing organizational and societal attitudes toward technology. It is
probable that future organizational policies will reflect the emerging advantages of e-partnering in
the environment of creating and maintaining a sustainable and engaged community. At the time
of this dissertation research, the most distinctive characterictic of the Borough of State College
government was its strong commitment to increasing efficiency of all aspects of governance and
facilitating civic engagement by all the electronic means possible.
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Chapter 5

Discussion
Introduction
In this chapter, the researcher discusses the crosscutting themes pertaining to egovernment development in the Web 2.0 environment and town-gown collaboration in small
municipalities in one chosen state in the U.S. Through the comparative qualitative analysis of six
town-university cases, this study aimed to answer one overarching research question: How and to
what extent might town-gown collaboration contribute to advancing e-government in
Pennsylvania? To add more specificity to this research question, the researcher supplemented it
with the following set of clarifying sub-questions:
What factors may impact continuous development of local e-government?
What factors may affect social media integration into municipal websites?
What factors may affect positive town-gown e-government partnerships?
To address the research question, the author conducted thirty-one semi-structured interviews with
thirty participants in six college towns in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The interviewed
participants fall into three distinct categories: (1) municipal elected officials, managers and staff,
(2) university senior administration and faculty, and (3) the key members of local community
organizations. The first (municipal) category was the most representative and comprised twenty
participants or two-thirds of the entire sample. The distinguishing characteristic of the majority of
university participants was that they were responsible for the town and gown liaison. The last
category of participants (community organizations) was the least representative with only one
interviewee.
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The objective of this chapter is to relate convergent themes to the initial research
questions and extant literature. The two ways of reasoning, deductive and inductive, were used to
determine themes, categories and subcategories that the author discusses later in this chapter.
While it was sociotechnical theory (STT) that informed the process of data collection and the
initial data analysis, as well as development of the coding scheme, the influence-impact model
(Trauth, 1993), to a great extent, guided the discussion of the case study findings.
The researcher directed the main research question of this dissertation at unveiling the
impacts of the town-gown collaboration (i.e., e-partnering) on developing more efficient,
transparent and collaborative e-government systems in small towns in Pennsylvania (see Chapter
2). The study’s main objective was to use qualitative data to uncover factors affecting continuous
development of local e-government, the factors that impact social media integration into
municipal websites, and the factors that have a capacity to stimulate town-gown e-government
partnerships. The influence-impact model (Trauth, 1993) became instrumental in the process of
identifying, organizing and explaining such factors as either environmental influences on egovernment development in a municipality or information technology impacts at the
organizational and societal levels of analysis within either one of the four major settings:
economy, culture, public policy and IT infrastructure. This model emphasizes the reciprocal
nature of the interaction between influences and impacts. While various environmental influences
such as economy or culture may positively or negatively affect a municipal e-government
sociotechnical system, ongoing use of advanced digital technologies in government impacts the
environment at the organizational and societal levels. Figure 5-1 below helps visualize the
interactive relations between a municipal e-government sociotechnical system and environmental
influences-impacts.
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Figure	
  5-‐1: Interactive Influence-Impact Model of a Municipal e-Government Sociotechnical System

It is important to point out that each case has illustrated certain themes more than others.
For instance, the more prominent themes for the State College case were related to the integration
of social media tools into the official municipal website and broadening the scope of community
engagement initiatives. For the Borough of Lewisburg, the focus of the town-gown collaboration
was more on the economic and cultural revitalization of the downtown area. In the case of
Kutztown, there was a unique characteristic such as providing municipal broadband services to
residents that made this town stand out among other research sites in this dissertation research. It
was unique because local government in Kutztown has been the first and the only municipality in
Pennsylvania to deploy municipal broadband. By doing this, Kutztown offered an innovative set
of incentives for private sector development in this community and injected competition into the
local broadband marketplace. The inductive data analysis helped the author to identify similarities
and differences in developing e-government systems in these six cases. The themes also revealed
different aspects of the main research question, thus leading to greater understanding of the
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subject of collaborative e-governance and additional research questions in the future studies. The
author will discuss a number of consistent themes within the STT constructs in the sections
below.

Environmental Influences on E-Government Development in Small College
Communities in Pennsylvania
The following discussion demonstrates how different societal forces (both inside and
outside the immediate university community) shape information technology and influence its
adoption, implementation and uses in local governments. In this section, the researcher focuses on
four federal public policies such as telecommunications deregulation, paperwork reduction,
transparency and open government initiatives. These major policies that influenced from the start
the way local governments adopt and use emerging ICTs inspired an extensive multidisciplinary
scholarly discussion. The researcher identified three research sites107 that provided a greater
variety of advanced e-government operations, including online and mobile-based transactions,
municipal broadband services to residents, along with incorporating Web 2.0 technologies for
increasing citizens’ engagement. The next section demonstrates that, while various public policies
shaped development of e-government in the investigated towns to some degree, the paperwork
reduction, open government and transparency initiatives had the most prominent positive
influence.

Public Policy as a Societal Influence on e-Government
The contemporary information society with its increasingly electronic dissemination of
information exerts considerable pressure on local governments. Furthermore, in line with the
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State College, Kutztown and Bloomsburg
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influence-impact model (Trauth, 1993), federal IT-related public policies magnify societal
influence on e-government. Within the cases studied here, the telecommunications deregulation
reform108, paperwork reduction109, the transparency and open government initiative110 , were the
most influential public policies for the advancement of e-government in those municipalities.
As pointed out by Sullivan and Hertz (1990), the telecommunications industry in the U.S.
“was long dominated by AT&T, a fully integrated provider of telecommunications services.” In
1982, as a result of the antitrust case, United States v. AT&T, the telecommunications policy in
the country started to change. AT&T agreed to accept a settlement, known as the AT&T Consent
Decree, and it led to the breakup of the Bell System that had been in control of the local telephone
service up until that time. In the 1990s, the telecommunications deregulation policy111 made it
possible for any communications business (in either private or public sector) to compete in any
market against any other. The invention of fiber-optic cables allowed for billions of bits of
information to be received every minute. However, only one municipality participating in this
study leveraged the power of this invention in the aftermath of the federal telecommunications
reform in the 1990s, specifically the Borough of Kutztown (see Table 5-1, p. 275). In 2003, the
Borough leaders responded to the challenges of the telecommunications deregulation policy by
developing and managing the Hometown Utilicom. That was the first community-owned fiberoptic network in Pennsylvania. In the case of Kutztown, Hometown Utilicom allowed this
municipal organization to profitably compete with the private sector companies (e.g., Service
Electric) and provide affordable cable and Internet services to residents. Another benefit of this
initiative to the town was creation of a community intranet that notably modernized municipal
utility services.
108
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The Kutztown case can serve as a good example of the direct connection between a
societal influence on IT adoption in small municipalities and subsequent impact of adopted
technology on the ways the Borough conducts its business of governance. This case underscores
the importance of further discussion of public policies from the standpoint of their societal
influence on e-government development in small university communities. In the end, that
decision brought a measure of success in advancement of the e-government agenda and greater
prosperity to the community.
As affirmed by the law, the purpose of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 was to
“provide for the dissemination of public information on a timely basis, on equitable terms, and in
a manner that promotes the utility of the information to the public and makes effective use of
information technology” (44 USC 3501). In response to the stated purpose of this policy as it
relates to developing e-government at the local level, all the studied municipal organizations
reported attempts at making effective use of ICTs for the benefit of employees, elected officials,
and all the concerned stakeholders (see Table 5-1, p. 275). From this perspective, the paperwork
reduction policy represents a societal influence on local e-government, specifically in the selected
research sites.
As far as federal policies related to open government and transparency, they emerged as a
critical societal influence in each of the six cases. In all instances, municipal authorities engaged
in collective efforts to increase the availability of information about governmental activities and
performance concerning essential public services. These efforts ranged from publishing data
about government spending on the Web to creating and using channels for input from residents
about issues of importance to them. Bloomsburg and especially State College were the most
advanced cases of creating an organizational culture of transparency and accountability by
increasing access to new technologies for information sharing, public participation, and
collaboration. State College launched an ongoing public discourse on "how to make the town
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more effective for everyone" by utilizing various social media platforms and an online forum for
civic engagement (i.e., Open City Hall). In Bloomsburg, the town leaders supported openness to
citizen suggestions in decision-making and promoted government transparency by stimulating
public input both off- (Council meetings) and online by via the official website and social media.
Table	
  5-‐1:	
  	
  Cross-‐Case	
  Comparison	
  of	
  Public	
  Policy	
  Influences	
  

FEDERAL PUBLIC POLICIES
CASES

Telecommunications
Deregulation

Paperwork
Reduction

Transparency and
Open Government

Bloomsburg

✔

✔

Edinboro

✔

✔

✔

✔

Lewisburg

✔

✔

Shippensburg

✔

✔

State College

✔

✔

Kutztown

✔

Cultural Influences on E-government System Development
	
  

When discussing cultural influences on e-government system development in small

college towns, certain factors may have a profound, potentially negative effect on advancing the
e-government and town-gown relations. Specifically, participants in all the cases in the study
reported recurring issues related to different lifestyles and values that young people come into a
local community with and inter-generational cultural differences between students and residents.
A number of studied universities112 decided to mitigate some adverse effects of this habitual
conflict by engaging in cultural outreach aimed at shifting existing stereotypic perceptions among
the town residents. Across different cases, the study participants discussed various cultural

112

Specifically, Edinboro University, Kutztown University, Bucknell in Lewisburg, and Shippensburg
University
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initiatives for the elderly population, in particular. These programs and proposals ranged from
promoting the university cultural programs (e.g., the free movie events in Kutztown, festivals in
Edinboro and Shippensburg) to opening the Downtown Campus Theatre in Lewisburg.
It is important for all the residents to develop favorable perceptions of ICTs, and thus
assure success of an e-government system in a small community. In this regard, some of the
discussed prospective strategies could play a critical role in creating a more conducive
environment for an effective e-government system. Such suggestions came from the academic
side of the town-gown IT-related partnerships. For instance, to educate local residents about the
benefits of ICTs as a collection of tools that enhance face-to-face communication, Kutztown
University proposed a plan to create “hit squads,” or groups of tech-savvy faculty and students,
who would provide free technical assistance to local businesses, older residents and so on.
Challenges	
  of	
  the	
  Information	
  Society	
  
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, another societal influence factor has to do with
challenges of the information society. This factor becomes even more important as a new societal
condition is emerging, network culture,113 a blend of digital computing and mobile networking
technology. In the modern society, the information industry determines the way people and
organizations communicate, and the way they submit and distribute information. Ironically,
electronic dissemination of information increases the workload of municipal workers if they
perpetuate the existing long-established processes of information flow within a public
organization. Once implemented, ICTs such as cloud computing, mobile technology, have the
capacity to influence intra-organizational information and communication patterns and thus
positively affect daily job routines of municipal employees and the ultimate advancement of egovernment.
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For public organizations in small municipalities, it is not always easy to keep up with
challenges brought forth by the information society, including the predominantly electronic
submission and dissemination of information. The societal changes pertaining to informal social
communication mediated by ICTs require municipal governments to make adjustments to the way
they used to govern. As one town administrator pointed out, “as the world has changed, so did the
way of having to conduct business in the government.” (KB 10, 2013, p.17). Another public
manager has a similar opinion, “because technology changes so quickly, what we are doing today
may be obsolete in 5 years, and we may be doing something completely different just because of
the changes in technology.” (SC 10.1, 2013, p. 13)
As extant literature and the cross-case findings revealed, the contemporary computerized
society with its ubiquitous and increasingly portable information is always affecting local
governments. They need to keep pace with the challenges of the information age and, as a
consequence, adjust their relationships with citizens and employees. The author perceives this
situation as a cultural influence on municipal governments. Government use of the Internet is
broadening and becoming more sophisticated as the public sector organizations shift towards
implementation of Web 2.0, mobile and other emerging technologies.
There are certain socio-cultural factors in the immediate community or even at the
organizational level that may affect developing sustainable municipal e-government systems. A
discussion of these additional influence factors including a local university presence as a cultural
factor follows in the sections below.
Immediate	
  Community	
  Influence	
  Factors	
  
University Presence as a Cultural Factor
All the research sites had at least one thing in common: each one of them housed a public
or a private university. In four cases, such as Shippensburg, Bloomsburg, Edinboro, Kutztown, it
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was a public institution of higher education. There was also a major, research-1 public university
serving Pennsylvania and the world as a whole, Pennsylvania State University in State College.
And finally there was a private university, Bucknell in Lewisburg. All study participants
described the university presence in their respective communities (otherwise known as a collegetown phenomenon) as an important cultural factor. In some instances, such as Shippensburg,
Kutztown and Lewisburg114, the university presence had a significant influence on two
neighboring municipalities, which the researcher identified as the ‘twin college communities.”
The study participants from Lewisburg, Shippensburg, and State College were
particularly articulate in describing the powerful implications of this phenomenon for the
economic, cultural and social well-being of people in their home municipalities. As per research
findings, a college town phenomenon exerts a positive influence on the town’s capacity to
develop “a strong sense of community.” In turn, communities may play a critical role in
promoting collaborative e-governance.
Municipal Organizational Culture as an Influence Factor
Organizational culture in local public organizations could be alternately a positive and a
negative influence factor in relation to advancing a municipal e-government sociotechnical
system. As discussed in literature, managing an organization’s culture represents one of the
greatest challenges for managers (e.g., Alvesson, 2013; Schein, 2010). Public administrators
need to have a better understanding the role organizational culture plays in promoting or stifling
e-government initiatives.
Many municipal organizations in this study reported that organizational culture could act
as a deterrent to technological change. In three cases, such Bloomsburg, Edinboro, and Kutztown,
the study participants described adoption and implementation of IT innovations (from email to
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social media) as a slow process that required time to get institutionalized. The staff perceptions of
utility of the rapidly changing technologies was another factor that came up in the conversations
with the municipal leaders in the Bloomsburg case. For instance, one of the participants made the
following comment:
The more important it [technology] is, the easier it is to get its priority fundingwise too. So, it will continue over the next couple of years, but it is not going to
be instantaneous. And what it won't do in our case [to] totally supplant the
importance of the in-person town council meeting, but it can supplement it. (BT
11, 2013, p. 13)
However, the perception the public value of emerging smart technologies may be highly
subjective. Therefore, the researcher interpreted the interviewees’ assertions as merely reflecting
their current understanding of organizational culture.
In some instances, such as Lewisburg and State College, the study participants invoked a
critical issue of dealing with a learning curve in their organizations. In particular, respondents
described the ways they used to accelerate this process by means of staff training. In the case of
State College, the IT Department employees set up special training sessions for the Borough
Council members to help them learn the basics of using iPads in their work environment. In
Lewisburg, the reported problem was related to getting past the organizational learning curve in
addition to ramping up organizational knowledge and championship of IT. In the Kutztown case,
the participants referred to a possibility of differences in the comfort levels among municipal
administrators concerning accepting technological innovations. They also expressed an opinion
that some public officials could perceive technological change as a managerial preference.
On the positive side, organizational culture in the municipal public organizations is
gradually becoming more innovative, collaborative, citizen-driven, and outcome-oriented. Based
on the study findings, some municipalities, such as Kutztown, Shippensburg, and State College,
have embraced the concept of creating a culture of public value management. They approached
public value management as a way to provide economic benefits to residents, improve their
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quality of life, and offer them alternative, technology-assisted and potentially more convenient
venues for civic engagement. For instance, utilizing the Citizen Request Tracker App in State
College made it easier for people to report their concerns to the city about damaged street lights,
potholes, or some other issues. Adoption of this technology improved the social environment in
the Borough. By implementing an electronic component of the community engagement initiative,
Engage State College, the Borough leaders encouraged citizens’ constructive feedback on a
variety of projects related to the neighborhood and downtown planning process. From this
organization’s perspective, promoting the culture of public value in conjunction with new ICTs
for e-participation has a potential to eliminate barriers to public involvement in community affairs
and greater inclusion. In the case of State College, in particular, the strengthening organization’s
culture of public value exerted a powerful positive influence on the e-government system in this
municipality.

Economic Influences on Developing a Municipal E-government System
Three economic factors may affect advancement of a municipal e-government system,
either positively or negatively. They are the state of the economy in a given region, economic
impact of a local university, and the socioeconomic status of the population in a particular
community. A downturn in the national and/or local economic conditions could become a
negative influence, or an e-government barrier, as some municipal participants reported. For
instance, the cases of Bloomsburg, Edinboro and Shippensburg were more representative of the
negative influence of municipal budget cuts and constraints on advancing an e-government
system in their respective communities. A sluggish state of the economy may affect not only
municipal budgets but also have an adverse influence on the labor markets and, therefore, the
socioeconomic status of the local population. There may even be some indirect connection
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between such economic forces and expressed perceptions of some municipal leaders with regard
to the level of readiness of local residents to fully experience e-government services.
Shippensburg appears to be the case that brings forth the possible correlation between
municipal perceptions of e-government readiness and socioeconomic conditions. According to
the U.S. Census State & County QuickFacts, the Shippensburg’s population in 2010 was
relatively young, with only 13.6 percent of persons over 65 years, which was slightly lower that
15.4 percent statewide. The median household income in Shippensburg in 2008-2012 was
considerably lower ($32,257) than the reported statewide income of $52,267. At the same period,
percent of persons living below the poverty level in the Borough of Shippensburg reached 27%,
which far exceeded the same statistic for the state (13.1 percent). According to cableTV.com115 ,
Shippensburg’s broadband penetration grew from 62 percent in 2009 to 67 percent in 2010, and
there were 1,863 cable high-speed Internet users (or 33.9 percent of the entire Borough
population). This socioeconomic statistical profile of the Borough presents an intriguing contrast
to some individual municipal staff perceptions. A follow-up study could focus on investigating
the potential cause for such discrepancy.
The cross-case qualitative analysis demonstrated that a local university primarily positive
economic impact was a consistent theme in the majority of this study accounts. Many municipal
participants talked about a two-fold influence of a university in a neighboring community, both as
an economic boost and a burden. In some cases like Shippensburg and Kutztown, the study
informants referred to insufficient real estate and other tax bases in PASSHE116-related university
communities, as a negative economic influence of a university presence in a surrounding
community. Another negative economic influence pertained to multiple references in the study to
allocating significant police funding for controlling disorderly behavior among certain segments
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of the student population. However, more importantly, the study participants in the majority of
cases appraised their local university as a source of sustainable economic growth in the area for a
number of reasons. Such reasons may range from the capital investments that strengthen
municipal economies to incentivizing local businesses to cater to student-related needs and
stimulating the hospitality industry in the vicinity of university campuses. In the study, Bucknell
University in Lewisburg and Edinboro University were the most prominent examples of
university influence on the community economic development. In the case of Bucknell, it
happened through direct investments in the downtown revitalization projects. In the case of
Edinboro, University strengthened the local economy through capital investments in
rehabilitation of the Edinboro Food Pantry, roads repair and upgrading the municipal sewer
system in the Borough.

IT Infrastructure and Computer Ownership as the Influence Factors
It is hardly possible to underestimate the role of IT infrastructure for the municipal public
organizations. Hardware, software, and network components constitute the foundation for ITenabled internal operations and service delivery to residents and other government stakeholder
groups. The need for IT infrastructure in the surrounding counties and the state, the local
residents' access to computers and the high-speed Internet were the decisive factors for advancing
e-government systems in college towns in PA. Some of the study participants indicated that
insufficient technology infrastructure was a significant barrier (e.g., problems with cell phone
coverage in Lewisburg, Shippensburg, and Edinboro) and resulted in delayed e-government
development in the area.
Local government leaders in Pennsylvania can better serve their communities if they are
more aware whether people have access to computers and the high-speed Internet at home, at
work or elsewhere. According to the 2013 U.S. Census American Community Survey (ACS)
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report on the computer and Internet use in the United States,117 at the state level, computer
ownership and high-speed Internet connectivity appear to be related. As per this report,
Pennsylvania was the only case where a state had the high-speed Internet slightly above the
national average (78.9 percent in PA vs. 78.1 percent in the U.S.). This report also indicated that
computer ownership in the state was below the national average (87.5 percent in PA vs. 88.4
percent in the U.S.). The ACS definition of computers includes desktops, laptops, notebooks,
smartphones, and tablets. As Table 5-2 demonstrates, in three Metropolitan Statistical Areas
(MPS), such as Harrisburg-Carlisle, Reading, and State College, individual computer ownership
in 2014 was slightly above the state average of 87.5 percent. In cases of the MPS of State College
and Harrisburg-Carlisle, computer ownership exceeds the national average of 88.4 percent.
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Impact of Information Technology Solutions on Municipal Government at the
Organizational Level of Analysis: Mobile Technology
As discussed in Chapter 2, since the 1990s, local governments in the United States have
used emerging information technologies to achieve greater organizational efficiency, deliver on
the promise of accountability and gain more transparency. Across all the six cases in this study,
municipal participants acknowledged a positive, intended impact the implementation of ICTs has
had on their respective organizations concerning these stated goals. Sometimes, an accidental
exposure to emerging technologies (e.g., Web 2.0) could lead local public administrators to a
sudden realization of the remarkable advantages these ICTs have to offer. Utilizing personal or
organizational Facebook and Twitter accounts as the primary tools for reaching out to people in a
variety of emergency situations underscore at least two the advantages, ease of use and
immediacy of communication. This dissertation offered some examples when such a realization
was able to have a positive influence on the municipal government’s technology adoption
decisions. For instance, the Town of Bloomsburg established a municipal Facebook account after
the former mayor clearly demonstrated a critical benefit of this social media platform as an
effective tool for instant communication with citizens during Hurricane Sandy.
Nonetheless, the perception of the usefulness of new technologies may vary among the
municipal leaders, especially when they consider adoption of such Web 2.0 tools, like Facebook
and Twitter. The study findings let the researcher identify both inhibiting and favorable factors
that affect the administrative decision-making process pertaining to social media adoption in the
municipal public organizations (see Figure 5-2).
Divergent Perceptions of Social Media Usability in E-government
Among Municipal Public Organizations
Information overload, possible information
“snafus.”
Extra costs in labor hours and municipal IT
capacity

Immediacy of information availability as a
societal influence
Availability of municipal staff for
monitoring social media sites
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Figure 5-2: Perceptions of Social Media Usability in a Municipal E-government System as
Inhibiting Factors and Favorable Factors in the Organizational Decision-Making Process
Local governments look for more cost-effective and technologically robust IT solutions.
Using ERM software, mobile devices, and wireless LANs) allows municipal managers to
facilitate organizational change and promote staff's ability to increase the efficiency of
organizational processes. The study participants in Bloomsburg, Kutztown, and State College
revealed that the common motivation for adopting portable mobile devices was the need to
provide employees with immediate access to essential information. Mobile technology is also
useful for improving intra-organizational communication and building up a municipal ability to
enhance emergency preparedness and achieve faster, more efficient emergency response. As
some of the municipal organizations in this study reported, emerging ICTs, including iPads,
tablets, and smartphones, had an intended impact, as they became a catalyst of better governance.
As seen in the case of State College, acquiring iPads for elected officials serving on the Council
allowed the Borough to stop printing legislative agendas. In the cases of Bloomsburg and
Kutztown, the municipal administration came up with similar initiatives. The Borough of
Lewisburg offers a good example of an unintended positive impact of spontaneously and
informally occurring, employee-driven innovative BYOD (Bring Your Own Devices) practices.
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One of the municipal interviewees in Lewisburg made the following statement that succinctly
described how the BYOD policy started:
Recently, I started bringing my iPad to meetings, and it is fabulous, because I do
not remember everything that has been said. And recently we had a meeting […]
calling upon memories from April. I could just bring it right up there. (LB 11.1,
2012, p. 12)
Such bottom-up innovative initiatives as a BYOD policy in the Borough of Lewisburg are quite
likely to become more sustainable. Although an employee-driven innovation did not receive
either the administrative approval or municipal budget allocations, it may evolve into an official
organizational policy over time. As mentioned earlier, the mobile- technology solutions, (e.g.,
BYOD initiatives) are particularly effective and valuable for municipal organizations. They
gradually become a contributing factor in building and sustaining a practice of transformative
governance not only in the directly affected municipalities but also in other public organizations
as well. For instance, at the time of the study, the Borough of Shippensburg had yet to implement
mobile technology initiatives. However, just the consideration of a proposal for a new technology
adoption brought about certain organizational changes in this municipality. One of them was
establishing the Council Technology Committee for the original purpose of making a decision
about the feasibility of acquisition of notebooks for the Council members. As one of the
participants observed, such development indicated the increasing mobile technology readiness in
the case of Shippensburg.
Smartphones allow municipal employees (e.g., Code Enforcement Department in
Bloomsburg, Water Department in Edinboro) immediate access to organizational information
systems, ability to control the water from remote sites in emergency situations. In Kutztown,
mobile technology allowed municipal employees to stay in the loop with the transmission and
portability of information, to get their job orders, and to establish better communication with the
front office.
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Impact of Information Technology Solutions on Municipal Government at the Societal
Level of Analysis
As evidenced by the study findings, digital technologies (i.e., municipal broadband in
Kutztown, mobile computing, and social media platforms) have become a major conduit for
interaction between citizens and municipal governments. These technologies transform not only a
municipal socio-political environment by making it more sustainable, efficient and supportive of
citizens, but also local economy and culture. As a matter of fact, the previous studies have found
that investing in municipal broadband efforts did impact local economies (e.g., Lehr, Osorio,
Gillett, et al., 2006). These researchers provided some quantitative support for the notion that
broadband availability exerted a positive influence on the economic activities in the urban areas
in a number of ways. For instance, municipal broadband contributes to a more rapid growth in
employment and increase in a number of local businesses in IT-sensitive sectors.
Some scholars point toward the growing need to change existing government culture and
philosophy of information control. They also emphasize the importance of devising a better
resource management strategy before the use of Web 2.0 technologies in government can become
a sustainable success (e.g., Magro, 2012). Nonetheless, the use of Web 2.0-enabled platforms has
made a marked impact on government performance, mostly because it helps promote the public
value of municipal services. In the following section, the author discusses the study findings,
which pertain to the impact that Web 2.0 technologies. For instance, the study results depict
various social media platforms as the instruments of immediate two-way online communication
and impending societal change in the context of e-government in six college towns in
Pennsylvania. This discussion contributes to the existing body of literature because it offers a
fresh insight, grounded in rich contextual data, into the contemporary state, and possible future
directions of social media use in local governments.
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Impact of Emerging Web 2.0 Technologies
In the 2010s, it became more noticeable that modern information technologies,
particularly Web 2.0 tools, impact the manner in which local governments operate internally and
the way they interact with the public. Some e-government researchers present social media as a
critical part of the Web 2.0 movement in support of creating a culture of transparency and public
value (Bertot, Jaeger, & Grimes, 2010b; Bertot, Jaeger, & Grimes, 2012; Bertot, Jaeger, &
Hansen, 2012; Bonson et al., 2012; Jaeger & Bertot, 2010; Mergel, 2013b). Municipal
governments can now use the transformational capability of social media to increase
transparency, citizen participation, and public-private collaboration. Analysis of data about
selected six small towns in Pennsylvania demonstrated the inevitability of gradual social media
integration. At present, only two research sites, the Borough of State College and the Town of
Bloomsburg, have fully incorporated social media platforms, such as Facebook and Twitter into
their web portals. However, other municipalities admitted the strong likelihood of adopting such
technologies in the future. Furthermore, Edinboro, Kutztown, Lewisburg, and Shippensburg have
shown willingness to experiment with new media, especially with respect to utilizing
microblogging services as their preferred tools for emergency notification (see Table 5-3).
TABLE 5-3: Types of Social Media Used in Municipal Governments in Pennsylvania
TYPE
Social Networking

DESCRIPTION
Online services, platforms, or
sites that allow you to connect
with other people with similar
interests and background

CASE EXAMPLES
State College: Facebook site,
Google+, LinkedIn
Town of Bloomsburg:
Facebook site
Shippensburg Water
Department: Google +
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Microblogging

Online services that allow
organizational users to focus on
short updates that are pushed
out to anyone subscribed to
receive the updates

State College Borough: Twitter
account
Town of Bloomsburg: Twitter
account
Nixle: Shippensburg,
Maxatawny Township,
Lewisburg
Swift911: Kutztown, Edinboro

Online forums, or
Message Boards

An online discussion site that
allows members to engage in
conversations by publicly
posting messages.

Engage State College

Multimedia
Sharing, or Content
Communities

Multimedia sharing services
allow residents to upload and
share various media such as
pictures and videos.

State College Borough:
YouTube channel
State College Police
Department: Pinterest

Municipal Police Departments: Innovative Use of Social Media
The study findings suggest that there may be an emerging bottom-up trend in social
media adoption in local government. Both extant literature and the research findings indicate that
police departments in the U.S. municipalities are often the first to start experimenting with new
technologies, such as Facebook and Twitter. Driven by the goal of achieving a greater safety of
local communities, police departments use various Web 2.0 technologies as tools for fighting
crime, sharing safety tips, engaging residents, and strengthening their relations with the public.
Establishing supplemental Twitter presence for municipal police has a robust potential to serve a
dual purpose of providing ancillary support for the information loop formation as well as for
enhancing immediacy of information availability (see Figure 4-10, p. 231). Some municipal
organizations, such as the State College Borough brought this particular point into focus. It
appears that police departments are more likely to appreciate social media functionalities that
help them with the efficient resolution of a variety of immediate issues (e.g., solving crimes,
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disaster relief and emergency management). On the other hand, public managers evidently put a
greater value on the police Twitter and Facebook pages’ ability to draw people back to the
municipal websites for more information and services. The researcher describes this ability as
creating an information loop.

Expanding Municipal PR Communication Channels
As previously addressed in some public administration studies (e.g., Zavattaro, 2010),
U.S. municipalities choose to act as public relations (PR) firms so that they can increase
consumption of government information and services. Through the process of a grounded
theoretical analysis, the researcher identified a crosscutting theme within the STT Technology
block that reflected the growing impact of ICTs on municipal public relations or PR
communication channels. In a way, some investigated municipalities used various communication
channels, from promotional flyers and eNewsletters to municipal TV channels, radio and
newspaper ads. Various PR channels should serve a purpose similar to creating the information
loop that facilitates the integration of social media into the municipal Web presence as discussed
in the previous section.
A number of study participants reported that local municipal officials utilized different
tactics to increase a variety of “ways of getting information out,” which may include official
government websites, e-newsletters, social media and mass media (e.g., municipal TV channels,
local radio and newspapers). In the three out of six studied cases, Kutztown, Shippensburg, and
State College, municipal TV channels served as preferred PR outlets for communicating pertinent
government information. As reported in Chapter 4, the main purpose of any municipal PR
channel was to draw people back to the official town website. It should also encourage residents
to continue exploring these Web portals so that they could get more information and learn more
about existing online government services. As a rule, local government officials approach Web
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portals as their primary PR device. However, as reported in the case of Kutztown, such additional
channels as promotional flyers and e-newsletters could be instrumental in promoting municipal
events and programs.
In the case of State College, the Borough leaders utilized a wide variety of PR channels
as part of their promotional campaign and volunteer recruitment campaigns. They used both
traditional mass media tools such as C-NET119, newspapers (e.g., the Daily Collegian) and radio
ads, and social media (e.g., YouTube). As one of the municipal participants in State College
stated:
We are not interested in using it [social media] necessarily as a public relations
device, although we do use [it] for that purpose. We are not trying to control or
limit dialog; we want to encourage that dialog, even if it is critical of something
that we are doing. (SC 10.1, 2013, p.11)
In April 2013, the Borough of State College created a video with C-NET about an Organics
Recycling Program, and later, another video with the International City/County Management
Association (ICMA). At the time of the study, the Borough administration also tried to branch out
into making promotional videos on YouTube, including short videos about volunteer efforts.

Interaction Among Technology, Organization, and Society E-government Subsystems
As discussed in Chapter 3, sociotechnical theory emphasizes the importance of the
interplay between interdependent technical and social subsystems within a public organization.
Developing a successful e-government system in a small municipality is possible when all the
subsystems, technological, organizational and societal, are aligned and configured
simultaneously.

119

C-NET is Centre County’s Government and Education Access Television Network,
http://www.cnet1.org
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Moving Towards the Goal of Smart Governance
Smart governance120 in small municipalities depends on the organizational drive toward
achieving greater efficiency, creating citizen-directed government, and continuous improvement
through innovation. Easy access to emerging technologies such as cloud computing increases the
likelihood of realizing the goal of smart governance. As evidenced by research findings,
municipal public organizations are fully engaged in the pursuit of greater efficiency and cost
savings, which is often correlated with the latest advances in information technology. Emerging
technologies allow local government to upgrade its outdated IT infrastructure by utilizing cloudcomputing and virtualization solutions, mobile technology (e.g., giving iPads, other tablets to
elected officials and smartphones to municipal employees). Furthermore, implementation of the
Enterprise Resource Management (ERM) software enables a municipal government to revitalize
the existing organizational systems and processes (e.g., paperless payroll). Having an up-to-date
ICT infrastructure in place is a mandatory first step in the further development of a sustainable egovernment sociotechnical system.

Balancing E-Governance Challenges and E-Government Support Factors
An organizational subsystem in a municipal setting is often compromised by a multitude
of challenges, ranging from staff resistance to technological innovations to insufficient labor
force and relentless budget difficulties. As this research demonstrates, overcoming e-governance
challenges requires the remedies that could be readily available in variant forms and to various
extents, at the organizational level, such as a municipal innovation capacity and an IT capacity.
As the study findings indicate, a municipal capacity for innovation can manifest itself in the
following three forms, entrepreneurial initiatives, intraorganizational collaboration, and
120
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managerial knowledge and championship of IT innovation. All forms of the innovation capacity
are important because municipalities can use them as leverage to counterbalance existing egovernment barriers. However, the organizational ability to generate successful entrepreneurial
ventures could signify a decisive moment in developing a municipal e-government system. One
innovative decision to design and operate a residential fiber-optic municipal service (i.e., Home
Net in Kutztown) could demonstrate a powerful positive influence of a single entrepreneurial
initiative on advancing e-government in a small town.
Across the two cases (i.e., State College and Kutztown) in this dissertation, public
organizations with a greater municipal innovation and IT capacities were better positioned for
success than those cases where administrators acknowledged the importance of e-government
initiatives but could not actively support innovation and/or allocate sufficient resources to boost
their organizational IT capacity. The critical role of e-government support factors can be
illustrated in the following cases. In Kutztown, the innovation capacity (i.e., entrepreneurial
initiatives) of the local public organization has been instrumental in finding a different way to
generate revenue sources other than tax collection (i.e., municipal broadband). Innovativeness of
municipal police departments is another example of the e-government support that comes from
within the public organization. Intraorganizational collaboration in some instances (i.e., State
College, Kutztown) appears to be a local e-government support factor that is capable of driving
the process of technological innovation forward. In the case of State College, organizing a special
website redesign committee was critical for the expedited design and implementation of a new
municipal Web portal. Similarly, in Kutztown, the Borough administration decided to run a test
(dummy) website to solicit comments from both employees and the Council members. They all
had a chance to navigate this dummy site so that the IT staff could “iron anything out before it
went live.” As one of the participants reported, “it was a work in progress until that point.” In
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Bloomsburg, Kutztown, and State College, managerial knowledge and championship of IT has
been a significant support factor in promoting technological innovations.
At the same time, the municipal IT capacity (e.g., internal IT personnel, availability of IT
infrastructure) also plays an important role. There were “in-house” IT departments only in two
cases, State College and Kutztown. In all the other cases, it was typical for a municipal
administration to engage with various IT contractors, consultants, vendors, and Web designers.
However, the practice of outsourcing and/or collaborating on some aspects of IT functions and
processes was common even for those two cases. As an example, in the case of State College, it is
Peak Democracy, Inc. that is hosting Engage State College, the online civic engagement platform.
Another example is CivicPlus that maintains the website for the State College Borough and helps
this public organization create better, technologically advanced online experiences for local
residents.

Collaborative e-Governance as a Contributory Factor in Developing a Successful eGovernment System
Findings from the case studies and the extant literature made it possible to conclude that
there is a potential for complementary solutions with respect to maintaining a successful egovernment system in small college towns. Considering a variety of the collaborative egovernance and town-gown e-partnering projects unveiled by this research, such possibility
comes from the e-government societal subsystem (see Appendix F. Coding Scheme).
As demonstrated by research findings in this dissertation, citizen sourcing and citizen
coproduction could play an important contributory role in making a successful municipal egovernment system possible. That emerging trend was especially evident in the case of State
College. This municipality has devised different ways to solicit citizen input, from offering the
residents various smartphone apps to engaging the public in governance affairs via the Open
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Town Hall platform, such as Engage State College. This dissertation also revealed other examples
of the innovative use of the “tapping into the wisdom of the crowds” approach to governance.
Kutztown’s Telecom Advisory Committee could be one of them. To help the Borough with the
implementation of municipal broadband, local leaders decided to get citizens to join this
committee and offer their opinions and possible solutions to a variety of pertinent issues.

Addressing the Overarching Research Question

As described in the present dissertation, the town-gown IT-related collaboration in six
college towns in the U.S., has been mostly sporadic. According to the participants’ accounts, egovernment partnerships between local governments and universities were irregular in the past
and only recently have started to gain momentum. However, the earlier described collaborative
initiatives (e.g., student volunteer projects, academic internships) did make a difference in
advancing e-government agenda in these municipalities. In some cases, such collaboration
projects as designing a municipal website (e.g., State College) signified an actual beginning of the
e-government program in a municipality. As evidenced by the interview transcripts, participants
on both sides (i.e., municipalities and universities) experienced a deep understanding of the value
of collaboration and its substantial benefits for the community at large. In all the cases,
interviewees offered an impressive number of examples of e-partnering projects that were
described in detail in the Results chapter (Ch. 4).
According to the influences-impacts model (Trauth, 1993), a variety of environmental
factors (i.e., economy, culture, public policies, and IT infrastructure) influence the development
of local e-government, both positively and negatively. Additional societal forces, such as
municipal e-governance barriers and support factors, should also be considered. All these
influences were not only widely debated in the e-government literature but also augmented by the
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findings of this dissertation. The author identified a number of crosscutting themes within the
Society (STT) block. The study reveals the manner in which numerous societal pressures, inside
and outside the immediate university community, shape information technology and influence its
adoption and implementation in local governments. For example, federal government policies act
as the societal factors outside the immediate community that influence the choices local
governments make with respect to adoption and use of information technology. As per the study
findings, federal deregulation of the telecommunication industry in the 1990s significantly
impacted the advancement of e-government in the Borough of Kutztown. That policy led to
establishing Hometown Utilicom in Kutztown, which utilized the fiber-to-the-home infrastructure
that is still in use. Within this dissertation research, all the studied municipalities were looking for
ways to reduce paperwork in their organizations. This fact represents another example of a
federal policy at work. Additionally, the data analysis indicates that collaborative municipal egovernance is dependent on a variety of immediate community influence factors, including
socioeconomic and cultural influence factors. For instance, every major group of stakeholders
(e.g., universities, students, older residents) in the studied communities exhibits certain social
behaviors, attitudes, and expectations. The author came across the following sociocultural factors
in the research sites: (1) university preparedness to collaborate in a municipal IT-related agenda,
(2) technological expectations of students, and (3) perceived computer literacy skills of the older
residents and their presupposed attitudes toward online delivery of public services and
government information.
Concerning the factors that may affect social media integration into municipal websites,
the author describes them in detail in the findings chapter of the dissertation (Ch. 4). To sum them
up, the findings suggest that a number of factors constitute an emerging theme of social media
integration success factors. The State College case findings indicate that the successful social
media integration depends on setting up an information loop (see Figure 4-10, p. 231). Such an
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information loop allows a municipal web portal to fulfill its underlying goal of increasing online
visitor traffic and thus engaging citizens. The prior e-government research addressed some of the
social media use advantages and problems, such as the immediacy of information availability via
Facebook or Twitter, and the need for continuous staff monitoring of the official social media
sites. However, it is essential that municipal governments around the country can choose to
follow the social media integration success factors revealed in this study as a practical frame of
reference.
To answer the main research question about the extent to which town-gown collaboration
contributed to advancing e-government in Pennsylvania is rather complex because it reflects on
the multifaceted phenomenon occurring in diverse contextual environments. This study offers a
good representation of this phenomenon in the real-life scenarios. Often burdened with limited
budgets and staff shortages, small municipalities with the population under 50,000, turn to the
hopeful alternative of engaging in collaborative e-government. As the qualitative data analysis
indicates, local governments often initiate collaborative projects by seeking input from citizens.
The prior research refers to such government initiatives as citizen sourcing or citizen
coproduction. As the present study findings demonstrate, the small college towns have an
additional opportunity for potentially productive alliances through building town-gown egovernment collaboration (e-partnering). The following chapter offers the discussion of an
emergent town-gown e-government collaboration model that the researcher named the TownGown e-Partnering Model or T-GePaM.
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Chapter 6

The Town-Gown e-Partnering Model (T-GePaM)
Introduction

Prompted by the findings from the case studies and literature, a model outlining the
dynamics of e-government collaboration between municipal governments and their community
partners, particularly local universities, has emerged. The Town-Gown e-Partnering Model (TGePaM) illustrates the finding that technological collaboration between local governments in
small municipalities, universities, and various community organizations can facilitate the
advancement of e-government in the Web 2.0 environment. The reported results across all six
cases in this dissertation corroborated this premise.

T-GePaM in a Nutshell

The Town-Gown e-Partnering Model, or T-GePaM is an emerging descriptive theoretical
model that the researcher generated by using the inductive analysis of collected qualitative data.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the model has emerged from the data in the case studies
investigated in this dissertation and is also substantiated by the previous research studies. TGePaM directly addresses the overarching research question of the case study about the impacts
of the town-gown e-partnering on developing more efficient, transparent and collaborative egovernment systems in small towns in Pennsylvania. First, it represents the initial attempt to
describe the e-partnering phenomenon in small municipalities. Second, the model also seeks to
explain the current situation with the inter-organizational technological collaboration in the
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university communities with respect to support for the ongoing development of municipal egovernment sociotechnical systems. T-GePaM identifies different factors that contribute to local
governments’ collaborative IT-related projects (i.e., the process of e-partnering). The model also
demonstrates how these factors (i.e., collaboration readiness assessment, town-gown e-partnering
venues and collaboration success factors) interconnect with each other. T-GePaM provides an
essential context for examining, interpreting and generalizing e-government-related collaborative
initiatives between local governments and various private institutions, including universities and
community-based organizations, such as the Main Street and the Elm Street organizations.
In the T-GePaM model presented in Figure 6-1 (p. 301), the researcher identifies the
interrelationships among its three major concepts, from collaboration readiness assessment to
collaboration success factor via e-partnering venues, There appears to be a justifiable link
between the initial collaboration readiness assessment to exploring a variety of e-partnering
venues and finally, to gaining a success through systemic, factor-specific approach to epartnering. Figure 6-1 shows a logical connection to the municipal e-government sociotechnical
system (STS). It should be emphasized that successful development of a municipal e-government
STS always occur in a particular environment that is subject to different societal influences and
impacts, as earlier inferred by the impact-influence (I-I) model (Trauth, 1993). The author
discussed the I-I model in the previous sections of this chapter.
The model also shows that the municipal e-government STS is made up and influenced
by a mix of factors, from sociotechnical components of such STS (technology, organization, and
society) to the environmental I-I factors, and then to the town-gown e-partnering factors. The
Venn diagram in the center of the model represents this connection as explained above. The
town-gown e-partnering acts as a factor in advancing municipal e-government STS. Taken
together, these multiple factors make a municipal e-government STS stronger and lead to a
greater organizational efficiency, a more transparent and collaborative local government.
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Figure 6-1. The Town-Gown e-Partnering Model (T-GePaM)
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Positioning Emergent Model in Extant Research

The researcher used extant multidisciplinary literature to emplace emerging theory within
a body of relevant academic work. In consequence, a brief review of related literature on egovernment, collaboration and innovation, and town and gown relations is presented in this
section. The following discussion illustrates several important points. First, the author explains
how this model is supported by and extends the current scholarship on the pertinent topics of epartnering between public and private organizations in small towns. Second, T-GePaM
demonstrates how town-gown collaboration and IT innovations contribute to advancing
municipal e-government sociotechnical systems.

E-Government Literature
As discussed in Chapter 2, many researchers referred to the changing role of egovernment within an emerging e-governance paradigm (Cigler, 1996; Kim et al., 2005; Irani &
Elliman, 2008; King & Cotterill, 2007). One of the critical points of this new paradigm is the
transformational local government that engages with community and citizens, taps into the spirit
of social entrepreneurship and finds resources to realize these goals. This paradigm also includes
the emerging collaborative imperative that requires new strategies for collaboration and new
skills for public managers (Kettl, 2006). E-partnering between the public and private
organizations is part of a conceptual perspective on e-government (Carrizales, 2008)
In the 2000s, several scholars brought a sociotechnical focus to the use of technology in
local government to better explain the complexity of incorporating technological advancements in
public organizations (Damodaran et al., 2005; Damodaran & Olphert, 2006; Maxwell & Dawes,
2009; Sorrentino & Virili, 2003). Specifically, they examined the relationship between
technology in the e-government sociotechnical systems, organization and society and successfully
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used sociotechnical principles as grounding for making e–government a highly functional
sociotechnical system. As such, T-GePaM adds to the current e-government literature because of
its focus on better theoretical understanding of the phenomenon of town-gown e-government
collaboration in the Web 2.0 environment. It begins to build a theory that describes and explains
the complexities of town-gown e-partnering in the social and technological Web 2.0-based
environment.	
  

Studies on Collaboration and Innovation in the Public Sector
As mentioned in Chapter 2, innovation in the public sector is linked to collaboration and
organizational change, or reinventing of government (Avgerou, 2000; Hui & Hayllar, 2010). The
studies suggest that tapping into technological innovation makes the path to increased
government efficiency and organizational transformation. The review of literature on
collaboration and innovation in the public sector revealed that some of the factors identified in the
current study (e.g., motivating and engaging users and stakeholders, public-private partnerships,
use of ICTs to lower costs and increase the speed of services) are also found in the organizational
studies. Specifically, research on collaborative public management reveals that success is
dependent on generating and sustaining public interest in local e-governance. Some scholars
suggested that soliciting citizen input and establishing strategic partnerships and alliances
(powered by emerging Web 2.0 tools) may have a beneficial impact on the implementation of
technological innovations in local governments (Hui & Hayllar, 2010; Kinder, 2012; Streib &
Willoughby, 2005).
Some organizational studies emphasized the importance of the thorough examination of
the final outcomes of the inter-organizational collaborative efforts. A number of scholars
suggested that paying closer attention to exploring collaborative advantage, or building trust and
synergy among partners could exert a positive influence (Huxham, 2003; Vangen & Huxham,
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2003). Similar considerations about gaining collaborative advantage emerged in the research
sites. Participants in Bloomsburg, Edinboro and Lewisburg reported the need for maintaining
better overall communication and building lasting alliances with the community partners. In the
case of Kutztown, the emphasis was on the importance of personal contacts between
municipalities and neighboring universities. Finally, in State College, both municipal and
university participants revealed some additional factors pertaining to achieving collaborative
advantage, such as identifying and sustaining interlocking communities. As mentioned in Chapter
4, interlocking communities refer to a variety of different interconnected levels of community in a
college town such as State College. The concept of interlocking communities includes
neighborhoods where people live, as well as social organizations they belong to.
In the public sector, the concept of collaboration is rather all-inclusive. Both
organizational studies and research in the field of public administration suggest coexistence of
different types of collaborative arrangements in governance. According to some scholars,
collaborative programs may range from multi-organizational intragovernmental ventures and/or
public-private projects, to government-citizen collaboration (Bicknell, 2009; Hui & Haylar, 2010;
Kinder, 2012; McGuire, 2006). In terms of government-citizen collaboration, academia could
play an important supportive role by making deliberate educational efforts that emphasize civic
awareness and involvement among the younger population (Vigoda, 2002). Secondly, academia
is well positioned to support the governments’ strategic goal of partnering with and empowering
citizens.
Concerning the emergent T-GePaM model, all types of collaboration in the public sector
are imperative. First, the model attempts to explain the contemporary state of the public-private egovernment cooperation in the small urban university communities. Second, local colleges and
municipal governments engage in various collaborative projects at the institutional
(organizational) level. Finally, universities and local governments both play an important role in
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sponsoring service learning IT-related initiatives and volunteer opportunities for students and
faculty. Considering that students represent a significant part of the population in the small
college towns, student involvement (e.g., internships, volunteering) in advancing municipal egovernment systems is part of the overall government-citizen collaboration agenda.

Literature on Town and Gown Relations
While the corpus of literature on town-gown e-government collaboration is yet to
emerge, a number of studies analyzed town and gown relations in small-town America as
reported in Chapter 2. Some authors called attention to the changing role of universities in their
respective communities: outreach, public engagement and readiness to lead innovation in
technology-based economic development in hosting municipalities (Beere et al, 2011; Youtie &
Shapira, 2008).
Other authors suggest that town-gown partnerships help bridge a historical divide
between universities and communities (Martin et al., 2005). They submit that universitycommunity (or town-gown) relations have “begun to change, due at least in part to a shift from
the old government paradigm to the new governance paradigm” that was supposed to foster and
promote all kinds of partnerships, collaborations, and other forms of cooperative interaction
between formerly autonomous public and private organizations. As mentioned in that study
(Martin et al., 2005), American universities always represented a mix of public and private
institutions. That is one of the reasons for the author of the current research to explore
communities linked with both types of universities.
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Augmenting Current Scholarship

T-GePaM extends the prior body of scholarship in the following essential ways. First,
other researchers primarily focused on larger local governmental entities. This study focuses on
examining challenges and e-government support factors in small university communities (i.e.,
with the population under 50,000). The researcher posits that a proximity to the school is a
significant factor in town-gown technological collaboration, at least at the early stages of egovernment development in a small college town. In a number of instances, an original municipal
website’s design started as a students’ project. State College, Edinboro, Maxatawny Township
(Kutztown case) could serve an example of a student volunteer service or a university servicelearning project.
Second, T-GePaM provides a structured way of thinking about synergistic relations
between major stakeholders in the small college towns (i.e, municipal governments, universities,
nonprofit community organizations, citizens). It also supports the process of building and/or
maintaining technological systems on a collaborative foundation. This model consists of three
major components (or elements): collaboration venues, collaboration readiness assessment and
collaboration success factors. The first element of the town-gown e-Partnering Model is
collaboration venues. The researcher defines collaboration venues as types of a technologyassisted collaboration between local governments, universities and community-based
organization in a municipality.

E-partnering Venues
Analyzing the study results for all six cases, the researcher identified three types of
technological collaborative alliances: direct two-sided partnerships between municipality and
university (via internships, work-study, and volunteer opportunities), multi-sided partnerships,
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and dispersed collaboration (e.g., citizen sourcing). As evidenced by the research findings, in the
two-sided partnerships, local government administrators support university students and faculty
in taking advantage of the technology-based opportunities in the neighboring municipalities.
Local governments often suffer from persistent financial hurdles and have to set budgetary
priorities in a way that puts the needs of the public service delivery on top of the list. Under such
circumstances, e-government projects may get indefinitely postponed. Based on the previous
studies and the current research findings, the collaborative approach to governance is the key to
the successful design and implementation of various e-government initiatives, especially in case
of limited budgets in the small municipalities.
In some instances (e.g., Edinboro, Kutztown/Maxatawny Township, Lewisburg, State
College), university students participated in the original municipal Web portal design. The
research findings point toward the two-sided partnerships as a prominent venue for e-partnering
initiatives in all the studied cases. Such alliances could range from the service-learning projects in
public administration (like in Shippensburg) to the GIS-related programs (including GIS mapping
and tree tagging) and other one-time special IT-related collaborative ventures. The interviewees
in four different municipalities (i.e., Edinboro, Kutztown, Shippensburg and State College)
identified various GIS-related projects as collaborative ventures mostly between local
governments and universities. However, in the case of Bloomsburg, the collaboration occurred
between the local government and the Columbia County’s GIS Office responsible for maintaining
digital spatial information for all municipalities in that area.
The majority of the municipal participants also discussed the merits of engaging in the
occasional special projects. One example of such an engagement was the GeoDeliberation
project121 in State College. Other instances included synchronization of traffic lights in

121

A partnership between the College of Information Sciences and Technology at Penn State and the State
College Borough government, and a part of a collaborative NSF-funded project called "GeoDeliberation:
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Shippensburg, as well as IT-related components of the work of the Kutztown Bicentennial
Committee, the Lewisburg Community Garden, and the Bucknell’s Poetry Path. In State College,
the participants reported the development of a public notification system, as a joint program on
emergency management.
In this dissertation, the Lewisburg case is the only example of multi-sided partnerships.
Specifically, it is about the Lewisburg three-way partnership between the Lewisburg Downtown
Partnership (LDP), Bucknell University and the Borough of Lewisburg. A collaborative project
that is demonstrative of the way such partnership may work is the Municipal Integrated Website
Network initiative (MunIWeN). The researcher identified the MunIWeN as a network of
interconnected complementary websites in the Borough of Lewisburg. In the MuniWeN, the
interlinked websites are complementary with respect to their unique content, functionalities,
purposes and user groups they serve. Together, all interlinked websites fulfill various anticipated
needs of residents and visitors. Based on the findings, there are two approaches to design of
municipal government websites: limited functionality (like the official Lewisburg Borough
website) and integrated websites that combine characteristics of the strictly functional and
promotional websites. In the Lewisburg case, the LDP website plays the role of content-rich
promotional portal for the Lewisburg downtown area.
As per study findings, the third type of technological collaborative alliances in the
municipalities (i.e., e-partnering) is dispersed collaboration, otherwise known as citizen sourcing
and citizen coproduction. There were reported instances in Bloomsburg and State College that
illustrate this type of technological collaboration. It occurs when external user (i.e., citizens) get
involved in the decision-making process related to website design, or redesign, or web portal
maintenance procedures, and thus it becomes a critical component in collaborative e-governance.

Enabling Democratic Decision-Making in Local Communities Through Place-Based Deliberative
Dialogues."
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Dispersed collaboration can be especially effective if municipal staff is consistently responsive to
the citizens’ suggestions related to the posted Web content and various IT-related local
government initiatives. One of the most prominent examples of citizen sourcing was the civic
crowdfunding project in State College (i.e., an alternative Internet-based fundraising tool) that the
researcher described in detail in Chapter 4. The residents of State College shared their
crowdfunding preferences for parks and recreation facilities in particular over the web-based
platform, Engage State College. In September 2014, the Daily Collegian’s122 correspondent
(Weston, 2014) reported that the Borough decided to implement the pilot crowdfunding
project123 . Furthermore, the Borough leaders reportedly expect crowdfunding to become the
affordable means to fund the majority of civic projects related to the State College Downtown
Master Plan. That is an indication that, at least in one case, dispersed collaboration is could
become instrumental in furthering e-governance and e-partnering, in particular, in smaller, rurallike municipalities.	
  

Town-Gown Collaboration Readiness Assessment
The research has shown that university communities were likely to experience different
levels of collaboration readiness. Therefore, the researcher presents the collaboration readiness
assessment scheme that may have the following components: collaboration capacity;
collaborative initiatives; the Main Street and the Elm Street programs as town-gown partnerships
and long-term collaboration objectives. To assess town-gown collaboration readiness, it is
important to evaluate a collaboration capacity of various partners (e.g., local government,
university, community organization) in a given community. The collaboration capacity refers to a
process of assessment of existing and potential problems in a given municipality, where
122

Daily Collegian is the student newspaper of the Pennsylvania State University
The Borough of State College selected the Tusseyview Park improvements as a pilot crowdfunding
project	
  

123
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collaborative projects have been initiated but later discontinued due to various complications
along the way. There may be a wide range of possible impediments that can diminish the
organizational collaboration capacity. These difficulties may be a result of insufficient staff time
in the municipality needed to supervise collaborative projects, including academic internships.
The data analysis indicated that municipalities could abandon collaborative projects for a number
of reasons, including organizational, economic, legal, and technological challenges (see Table 61).
Table	
  6-‐1:	
  Representation of the Collaboration Capacity Challenges by Cases	
  
Collaboration Capacity Challenges

✔

✔

✔

✔

Unavailability of
necessary ICT tools
Insufficient
knowledge of IT
among senior-level
partners

State College

✔

Municipal
administration
disinterest in pursuit
of collaborative
opportunities
Technological
challenges

Shippensburg

Oversight burden:
lack of staff to
oversee student
interns

Lewisburg

Insufficient
effectiveness of
collaborative projects

Kutztown

Organizational
challenges

Edinboro

Description

Bloomsburg

Types

Cases

✔

✔
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Societal
challenges:
legal &
economic

Issues related to IT
project design,
completion &
sustainability: shortterm vs. long-term,
requisite faculty
oversight

✔

Competition with the
private IT sector

✔

Jurisdictional, other
legal restrictions
toward completion of
collaborative
initiatives

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

The researcher identified collaboration initiatives as another component in the towngown collaboration readiness assessment scheme. This concept demonstrates an existing potential
for the reciprocal knowledge exchange between partners, the ability to work together in an
engaged community. As the study findings suggest, such collaboration initiatives could take a
form of partnerships, committees, regular meetings, and programs. For instance, in the case of
two municipalities, Bloomsburg and Lewisburg, the university-town relations committees had the
responsibility to regulate the complex interactions between the university and the town. Such
committees meet regularly, up to four times per year. As the research findings indicate, the
difference between the university-town (or town-gown) relations committees and the established
routine of periodic meetings between the municipal and local university representatives (e.g.,
Edinboro) is nominal. A student representative (e.g., a student government president) is one of the
typical members appointed to a town-gown relations committee.
In the Kutztown case, the Borough officials decided to establish a Student Ambassador
program that allowed a non-voting university member124 to become involved with the community
through public service. In State College, there were several town-gown technological

124

Non-voting members could be Kutztown (KU) Student Ambassadors to the Borough Council
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collaboration initiatives. Some of them had an additional electronic component, like an online
forum for civic engagement called Engage State College.
The town-gown collaboration readiness assessment also implies that a university
community under study should have identified at least one long-term collaborative objective. As
the study findings indicate, a long-term collaborative objective could be an emerging drive to
establish ongoing e-government internships with municipal appointed and elected officials (e.g.,
the Edinboro case). Another example of a possible long-lasting objective could be a growing
potential for developing municipal website management academic internships (e.g., the
Bloomsburg case). In the case of State College, such objective is to develop a sustainable
community and expand the service learning opportunities for students via the partnership with the
Sustainability Institute.	
  

Town-Gown Collaboration Success Factors
The collaboration success component of T-GePaM refers to factors needed to support ITrelated collaboration between municipal governments in rural university towns, local universities
and some potentially some other stakeholders such as non-profit community organization and
even engaged citizens. Extant research on collaboration and the case study findings point toward
the following four success factors: (1) gaining collaborative advantage125 , (2) sustainable
institutional engagement in town-gown collaboration, (3) town-gown leadership as a key success
factor, and (4) effective use of ICTs in community engagement and strengthening town-gown epartnering. The author will address all the factors in this section.
As previous organizational studies have indicated, the first factor, gaining collaborative
advantage is a critical component in the process of creating successful cooperative inter-

125

The author defines collaborative advantage as maintaining good communication with all partners and
stakeholders
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organizational strategies. It is essential to establish good communication right from the start.
Some researchers debated the importance of evaluating success or failure of collaborative
initiatives and examining the reasons behind either result. As those authors suggested, gaining
collaborative advantage, or building trust and synergy among partners, should become a
customary part of any organization’s collaborative efforts (Huxham, 2003; Vangen & Huxham,
2003).
Developing a sustainable institutional engagement strategy is another important factor in
building sustainable communities in Pennsylvania. This process should involve all potential
partners, including universities, local governments and community organizations, such as the
Main Street and the Elm Street partnerships. For universities, sustainable institutional
engagement may mean broadening the base of academic administration, faculty and staff
involvement in community engagement. It also means that partners should make a commitment to
sustainable partnerships as such. Regular constructive assessments of the collaborative projects
contribute to building successful future agendas and generate trust and deeper reciprocity among
all partners.
Across most of the cases (including Bloomsburg, Edinboro, Kutztown, Shippensburg,
State College), the study participants identified the issue of town-gown leadership as the critical
collaboration success factor. Many participants on both sides of the study emphasized the
importance of continuity in the towns’ and the universities’ leadership (e.g., Kutztown). This
concept may include ongoing promotion of mutual openness to proposed partnerships and
strengthening communication among the top organizational leaders, as well as maintaining a
“good will” personal relationship between the town and gown leaders (e.g., Edinboro, State
College). One of the participants referred to the leadership issue as the “biggest factor” that could
potentially determine the outcome of any e-government collaborative initiative: “if the leadership
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has an attitude of cooperation, cooperation will occur, if the leadership does not have that attitude
than that cooperation/relationship struggles” (SC 10.1, 2013, p. 18).
And the final cross-case finding indicates that the effective use of ICTs in the community
engagement and town-gown e-partnering projects can contribute to the process of building of
successful municipal e-government sociotechnical systems. In two cases, such as Shippensburg
and State College, the participants admitted that the effective use of ICTs was an essential
component of the town-gown e-partnering ventures. As one of the participants opined,
If this [town-gown e-partnering] is going to be successful, […] it is going to have
- as part of its mission -exploring how we can use technology more effectively to
do that. If we don't do that, it is just not going to work, especially with my
constituency [university students]. (PS 13.1, 2013, p. 12-13).
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Chapter 7

Conclusion
Introduction

There are municipalities in Pennsylvania (especially with the population under 50,000)
that have to operate with limited staff and deliver essential government information and public
services under tight financial constraints. Additionally, some municipalities face the growing
dilemma of how to respond to the new social demand to embrace the Web 2.0-enhanced egovernment. This evolving environment leads to the question of how citizens can influence and
contribute to the process of e-governance and participate in cooperative ventures and
partnerships. For the author, the primary motivation was to explore the economic, political and
cultural potential of college towns, existing town-gown connections and possible changes in the
patterns of student engagement in politics and community renewal. The other important
motivational factor was the need to examine the goals and priorities of local government
pertaining to Web 2.0 technologies. This factor was especially inspirational because such
technologies are commonly expected to facilitate participatory information sharing, user-centered
design, and collaboration.
In this dissertation, the author approaches local e-government as a sociotechnical,
dynamic system situated within a complex and rapidly evolving context. As sociotechnical theory
suggests, successful implementation of a dynamic e-government system requires simultaneous
configuration of all the major systemic components (technology, organization, and society).
Based on the research findings, accepting the sociotechnical theory perspective and developing
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effective collaborative alliances with the private sector (i.e., local universities, community
organizations) could be beneficial for municipal e-governments.
As local e-government initiatives gain greater acceptance in diverse communities around
the country, regardless of their population size, the question of adoption, successful
implementation of the advanced ICTs (e.g., social media, mobile technology) at the minimal cost
to the governments becomes increasingly more urgent. Currently, the area of research related to
e-government collaborative projects between municipal governments, universities, and
community-based organizations is understudied and requires greater attention from the
multidisciplinary pool of scholars. As mentioned earlier in the literature review (Ch. 2), this
comparative study built upon the body of research that was broad and encompassed various
disciplines. An extensive review of the multidisciplinary literature failed to point toward an
existing theory that could explain the emerging trends of e-partnering in building sustainable egovernment systems in small university communities. Developing a theoretical model that could
explain this emerging phenomenon became one of the research objectives of the study.
In the Conclusion chapter, the author provides a summary of the key results of the current
study. It also includes a brief discussion of this dissertation contributions to the e-government
research, organizational studies related to IT innovation and organizational change, literature on
town-gown relations, and to practice. The overview of a number of the study limitations and the
directions for future research follows the discussion of the most essential findings.

Key Results and Contributions of the Study to Research and Practice

The significance of the current work is in shifting the research focus on providing rich
contextual data explaining various factors that influence e-government sociotechnical systems in
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the small college towns126 in the Web 2.0 social environment. The author conducted this research
as an interpretive study under the premise that it was feasible to achieve a more detailed and
accurate representation of municipal e-government by combining a grounded theory approach
with a sociotechnical theory perspective.

Contributions to E-Government and IS Research
As a research based on utilizing qualitative methods, the current study was instrumental
in developing a deeper and richer understanding of the real-life e-government experiences in six
small college towns in Pennsylvania. Its major strength was the depth of the scientific exploration
and description that offered sufficient details to identify the idiosyncrasies of the collaborative egovernance phenomenon in several research sites. As per Lee and Baskerville’ (2003) views on
generalizability in IS research, this study results are generalizable to theory, not population, as is
more typical for quantitative sample-based generalizability. The logical generalizability in
qualitative research is situational, rather than demographic. It refers to the extent to which a
theoretical model developed within this study may provide a plausible explanation for
collaborative experiences in other comparable contexts.
A number of themes developed in the data analysis process came from the previously
identified patterns and uncovered conceptual relationships in the existing body of knowledge,
especially pertaining to e-government and IS research. As discussed in Chapter 2, one of the most
widely discussed themes was the transformative use of Web 2.0 and mobile technologies in
public administration. There was a common supposition that Web 2.0 tools and other emerging
technologies could potentially lead to a more transparent, participatory and collaborative
government by allowing governments to engage with their citizens competently. With the new
ICT’s powerful ability to organize via online town meetings, social media, various inexpensive
126

In this dissertation, the small college towns are those with the population under 50,000
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feedback mechanisms for soliciting citizen input, increasing online civic participation in local
government became more feasible. As prior research suggested, the growth of online citizen
engagement is likely to help build better connected local communities and the public’s
understanding of government policies and processes. In sum, the theme of government
collaboration with the public illustrates the emerging trends in facilitating the Open Government
initiatives.
Organizing and expanding themes and categories, which originated in extant literature,
represent one of the researcher’s contributions. The author elaborated on such sociotechnical
theory concepts as technology, organization, and society that characterize e-government systems
by developing an original coding scheme, or a conceptual framework (see Appendix F). For
instance, both public administration scholars and practitioners in the field widely discussed issues
related to organizational culture and organizational change in the public sector organizations. The
first significant contribution of this interdisciplinary study is the investigation of the town-gown
e-government collaboration in six cases that substantiated the Town-Gown e-Partnering Model,
T-GePaM, presented in the findings chapter (Ch. 5). This model advances the current theoretical
understanding of collaborative relationships between municipalities and universities they host.
Specifically, it offers two essential contributions. First, it introduces three major interconnected
concepts, collaboration readiness assessment, e-partnering venues and collaboration success
factors. Second, this model can provide guidance to town employees, university officials, and
other concerned community stakeholders with respect to assessing e- government municipal
collaboration readiness. The model can also educate prospective collaborators about potential
venues for e-partnering, therefore increasing their chances for productive and sustainable
partnerships.
All identified themes and categories related to the municipal e-government systems and
emerging town-gown e-partnering initiatives resulted from the process of grounded theory
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analysis of the extant literature and the current research findings. Therefore, the coding scheme,
or rather a conceptual framework, developed for this comparative study is another important
contribution.

Contributions to Organizational Studies, IT Innovation, Collaboration and Organizational
Change
Concerning IT innovation and organizational change, the author’s primary premise was
that organizational change, technological innovation in government and public-private
collaboration were interdependent and thus together represented a multi-disciplinary problem.
Many researchers described e-government as a critical strategy for improving the effectiveness of
public policies and for facilitating the public administration reform (Dawes, 2008, 2009;
Fountain, 2001; Pardo, Nam, & Burke, 2012; Scholl, 2010). This theme is reminiscent of an idea
of technological innovativeness of local governments and their determination to utilize the
Internet as a tool for informing the public (Brown, 2007; Coursey & Norris, 2008; D’Agostino et
al., 2011; Ho, 2002; Moon, 2002; Streib & Willoughby, 2005). A number of recent studies on
innovation in the public sector suggested that the strategy of technological modernization could
potentially lead to collaboration, greater efficiency of project management, organizational culture,
and acceptance of change (Avgerou, 2000; Hui & Hayllar, 2010; Potnis, 2010). The significance
of the current work comes from the findings that not only confirm prior research but also produce
a conceptual framework. The present study provides engaging new examples of real-life impact
of IT innovations on various organizational changes in small municipalities, including their
ability to incorporate technology into work processes. Moreover, it demonstrates how these towns
create organizational culture of public value and transparency that gradually leads to citizendriven government. Finally, this dissertation suggests that the e-government support factors (i.e.,
innovation capacity, intra-organizational collaboration, and municipal staff knowledge and
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championship of IT) have a great positive impact on the local e-government system and
neutralize, to a certain degree, the adverse effects of the typical e-governance challenges (i.e.,
insufficient staff, lack of time, lack of technical knowledge and skills, budget constraints).

Contributions to Research on Public Participation and Town-Gown Relations
In view of examining collaborative e-governance, this dissertation focused on the role of
town-gown connections in the process of developing participatory local e-government and
promoting a more efficient e-governance. Town-gown connections were of particular research
interest for a number of reasons, but mostly because of the need to explore the extent of civic
engagement of university students in neighboring communities.
Current research identified certain influence factors that could affect the levels of public
participation in these communities, for both permanent residents and transient groups of the
population (i.e., students). The study findings revealed that traditional (or off-line) forms of
public participation were still prevalent in small university communities at the time. According to
study participants in State College, and Shippensburg, relatively low levels of citizen
participation (e.g., attendance at town-hall meetings) purportedly depended on the people’s
individual interests in a topic of discussion. As for technology-assisted community engagement,
the author identified the following challenges: organizational perceptions of public’s disinterest in
e-participation, various obstacles to maintaining online open e-participation forums, and alleged
potential for misuse of municipal e-participation platforms for fraud or impetuous venting.
On the subject of town and gown relations, the researcher’s contributions are more
practical in nature. The study findings point toward a frequently recurring theme that underscored
a critical need for municipal authorities to continuously educate transient student population
about local government. As mentioned at the beginning of this section, students’ involvement in
community affairs is an important topic in research on town-gown relations. Some study findings
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indicate that university towns perceive their student residents as “citizens of the community.”
Many respondents characterized the student population as the “sleeping giant” or “an engine of
ideas” that might bring significant benefits to their temporary adoptive municipalities. On the
other hand, there is a certain apprehension that if this “sleeping giant” actually awakens, it may be
overwhelming for local government:
Students mutely, unconsciously […] are encouraged not to feel like a part of this
town. You are transient, you are only going to [be] here four years, don’t bother
about it […] They [students] could overwhelm and dominate our puny little
government […] If they elected seven council members, and they enacted some
ordinances for them, for their services, […] it would change how government
operates.	
  (SC 11, 2013, 11)
Contributions to Practice
Practical contributions of this study apply to both e-government practitioners and partners
in the town-gown collaboration. The researcher presents some innovative examples of themes
that have been previously discussed in the literature, particularly with regard to use of social
media and mobile technology in local governments. Secondly, the researcher presents an
emergent theoretical model of town-gown e-government collaboration, T-GePaM that considers
the participants’ notion of successful collaboration and its relation to advancing of e-government
in several American small towns. There are also some practical contributions of this study for a
variety of users, including local governments, universities, different community groups, and so
on. First, this comparative case study offers the detailed cultural, socioeconomic and IT-related
insights based on the cross-case findings, which reveal how to increase the benefits of epartnering in local government. The second practical contribution is the emergent T-GePaM
model that enables proactive analysis of town-gown collaboration readiness and identifies diverse
factors that can make collaboration initiatives successful and sustainable. In consequence, the
model can be used as a practical tool.
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Limitations and Directions for Future Research

This study has some methodological and practical, nominal limitations that, at the same
time, indicate the possible directions for future research. Methodologically, one of such
limitations is related to the narrowly defined geographic scope of collected data. All of the data
that the researcher analyzed came from the cases associated with just one state, the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. As a result, the T-GePaM model was generated based on
information provided by the participants in six preselected locations based on mixed purposeful
sampling. Future research may be more inclusive geographically and potentially provide
additional factors to consider. Additionally, the future studies may include a larger number of
community-based organizations with the likely ties to the municipal sociotechnical e-government
systems. Collecting such data may enhance the strength of theoretical sampling, or “the process
of data collection for generating theory” as Glaser & Strauss defined it (1967, p. 45).
In terms of practical limitations, selecting interview subjects for this study in some cases
(e.g., Edinboro, Bloomsburg) was difficult due to recent organizational and staff changes in these
locations. It is possible that reaching a greater theoretical saturation127 point in the process of data
collection could allow for stronger case comparisons and more robust interpretation of data that
led to the model developed for this project. However, this limitation was mostly offset due to the
generosity of other interviewees and through access to other sources of data (e.g., council meeting
minutes, local newspaper articles, and so on). Another practical limitation was that the researcher
examined various IT innovations in local governments and town-gown collaboration initiatives
only from the organizational perspective. Future research should consider exploring expectations
and perception of the end users (i.e., citizens) concerning municipal e-government systems.

127

Theoretical saturation is the point when no new conceptual insights are generated.
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The model itself can be the foundation for various future projects, including the
expanding of existing or new cases related to e-partnering in developing and implementing egovernment systems (or collaborative e-governance). There were originally ten cases proposed
for this research project. The four initially abandoned cases would provide a good starting point
for this kind of research expansion. It also appears reasonable to explore and compare the
possible differences in e-government development in college towns as opposed to municipalities
with other dominant industries, socioeconomic and cultural characteristics.

Aspirations for Future Research
The researcher has already presented various aspects and findings of this research at
conferences128 and in a book chapter (Levy et al., 2013, 2015). The book editors and the
conference attendees offered invaluable comments and suggestions that allowed the author to
enhance the study results. However, many avenues remain open for rigorous future research.
There are two key features of the present dissertation. First, it is an interdisciplinary research that
incorporated findings from various fields of knowledge, such as information’s systems research,
e-government, public administration, organizational studies, and political science. Although
issues related to local e-government generated a substantial body of research, the topic of epartnering in government (particularly, town-gown e-partnering) is barely emerging as a research
area. The future studies in this emerging area can go in a number of different directions.
The most obvious course is to explore the extent of town-gown e-government
collaboration in other contexts. In this dissertation, the researcher concentrated on the particular
attributes of the environment, such as small municipalities with the population under 50,000
128

14th Annual International Conference on Digital Government and Ph.D. colloquium (dg.o 2013), Laval
University, Quebec City, Quebec, Canada;
42nd Research Conference on Communication, Information and Internet Policy (TPRC42), George Mason
University School of Law, Arlington, VA, USA;
29th Annual Graduate Exhibition, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA, USA
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situated in the same state (Pennsylvania) and close proximity to major universities. In this case,
universities were not only the major employers, but also the reason for more prosperous

shops, restaurants, and entertainment businesses in these urban communities. Other
contexts may include towns in other states, grouped by their different socioeconomic, industrial
and cultural profiles. Another potential study could focus on making a cross-state comparison of
e-government development in similar college towns in the Big Ten Conference (Big Ten), such as
East Lansing in Michigan or West Lafayette in Indiana. It would have significant practical
implications to uncover factors that make some small municipalities capable of developing more
successful e-government sociotechnical systems than others. One of the possible future research
sites is Danville in Virginia. In the City Portal category, City of Danville became one of the finalists of
the Best of the Web and Digital Government Achievement Awards 2012.

129

Averette University, a

private non-profit educational institution is located in the City of Danville. Another possible site
could be the Town of Amherst in Massachusetts that happens to be a host to Amherst College,
Hampshire College, and the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The official website of
Amherst won the annual Common Cause of Massachusetts e-Government award twice, in 2009
and 2010130 .
The other direction for future research could be to design and conduct longitudinal
qualitative investigations at the same study sites. Such in-depth, interview-based inquiries are
likely to involve returning to the former interviewees with intention to reveal changes that
occurred over time and perhaps the new processes they brought about. A study of municipal
decision making in relation to town-gown e-government collaboration and implementation of
129

The contest, Best of the Web Awards (BOW), recognized excellence of official Web portals of United
States cities, counties and states for the past 17 years (1997-present). Best of the Web (BOW) recognizes
outstanding government portals and websites based on innovation, functionality, and efficiency.
130
Common Cause Massachusetts honors those municipalities that display key governance documents on
their websites. Common Cause is dedicated to citizen participation in an open, honest and accountable
government.
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Web 2.0 technologies could be a potential extension of this dissertation worthy of further
consideration. Such future research endeavors, led by the same research team, could examine
trend data over time by conducting in-depth interviews at some fixed time intervals (if possible)
with the same participants.
Thirdly, there could be a follow-up study on concrete findings, particularly in relation to
social media adoption and e-participation in small towns. Some municipal participants reported
that neither their respective organizations, not the general public were entirely ready to embrace
these advanced technologies for a number of specific reasons. In three cases (Kutztown,
Shippensburg, and Edinboro), interviewees referred to a need for the justification of extra costs in
labor and inconclusive usefulness of those technologies in the context of small municipalities.
Current research also revealed that only two research sites, Bloomsburg and State College, have
successfully built a strong social media presence intended on engaging with their constituencies.
So the follow-up study should look and examine the likely changes in the reported perceptions
and whether any new trends emerge.
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Appendix A

Interview Guide
Introduction

I am Anna Levy, a Ph.D. candidate at the Pennsylvania State University College of
Information Sciences and Technology, and I am currently engaged in data collection for a
dissertation thesis about design and use of information and communication technologies (ICTs)
by local governments in small college towns in Pennsylvania (e.g., official government websites,
Twitter alert systems). As part of this process, I am looking to gather diversified insights from
people who participate in design and management of municipal websites, those who may be
engaged in making strategic decisions in support of facilitating local public participation in
governance with the assistance of ICTs and promoting/fostering mutually beneficial town-gown
technological collaboration.
In a word, I am trying to learn how municipal governments in small college towns in
Pennsylvania are using new technologies to facilitate exchange of information, delivery of
services and coordination of citizens’ activities related to community and local political issues. If
there is some evidence that local authorities listen and respond to citizens on community issues
such as road maintenance or lighting repair, there may be a reason to believe that citizens can also
exercise their influence in the policy arena. Scholarly literature suggests that new technologies
can be used to encourage the development of informal and ad-hoc local groups that may become
a mechanism for wider community involvement.
Once town-gown collaboration in e-government development is confirmed, I am
interested in gathering insights from people actively involved in this process at both ends,
municipal government and university.
Before we begin, do you have any questions I can answer in regards of this research
project?
CORE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Part	
  1:	
  Participants	
  Background	
  

1. Date/location of an interview
2. Background information
a. Could you tell me a bit about yourself? Your educational background? Your
position and type of work you do in municipal government/university?
b. What role do you play in regards to the website design/ management/ egovernment local policy?
c. What is your position in regards to using ICTs to facilitate local public
involvement in government affairs?

Part	
  2:	
  Website	
  Evaluation (two-‐way	
  information	
  flow)

3. How do you plan to increase the level of interactivity of your website in the future?
4. How do you know if the website is beneficial to its intended local end users?
a. What source(s) of knowledge (if any) of end users’ actions and preferences on
your website do you have?
b. Would such knowledge have any impact on the website design and management?
Part	
  3:	
  Local	
  Public	
  e-‐Participation	
  (including	
  conventional	
  public	
  involvement	
  initiatives)	
  

5. How can active citizens (entrepreneurs, retirees, students, citizen groups, etc.) in this
municipality participate in e-government?
6. Is there a municipal policy in regards to Web-based public involvement /local eparticipation/e-democracy (e.g., city-sponsored voluntary service programs:
neighborhood watch, etc.)?
7. Do you have adequate information technology infrastructure and/or process integration in
place, which could contribute to the website’s capacity for online public involvement?
8. Public participation in design and content development of the website. Would there be
more e-participation components embedded in the website design?
9. Are there any opportunities for community members and/or local university students to
contribute (e.g., blog, e-comments, email, web-based discussion forums)? To discuss
design and functionalities of the website? To discuss solutions to local problems (e.g.,
neighborhood revitalization projects, off-campus student housing)?
10. Do you have (or plan to establish) rules and procedures to regulate public comments at
“virtual” public meetings, online policy forums or discussions, some other
communication channels for public dialog (e.g., electronic comment forms, personalized
topical e-mail alerts)?
11. What are the major challenges associated with e-participation and what objectives (e.g.,
eligibility, rights, restrictions) should be considered with respect to facilitating Webbased public involvement?
12. What other ICT tools (e.g., mobile phones) in addition to the Internet (i.e., websites) do
you currently use to facilitate local public involvement?
a. Do you utilize (or plan to utilize) Twitter alert systems for informing residents of
local emergencies? Any other purpose(s)?
b. If not, what are your plans for the future?
13. What role do you think social media (Facebook, Twitter) should play in advancing egovernment goals?
a. Do you have any plans of taking advantage of social media in facilitating local
public involvement in government affairs?
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14. What role should social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter) play in advancing e-government
goals?
Part	
  4:	
  Town-‐Gown	
  e-‐Gov	
  Collaboration	
  (e-‐partnering)	
  

15. What kind of academic and/or outreach channels (e.g., internships, classroom projects in
Public Administration/IT, volunteerism) are open for e-partnering at the local university?
16. Are there any technology-based partnerships between the university and local
government? Were there any in the past? When? What kind?
17. Have the university ever made any contributions to local e-government development
(e.g., technologically-savvy students serving as volunteer webmasters, donation of
information technology hardware/software, etc.)? When? What kind?
18. What factors could’ve facilitated or prevented/forestalled further development of towngown cooperation in advancing e-government and e-democracy?
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ANCILLARY INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Sampling
1. Is your municipality currently a member of the PA League of Cities & Municipalities
(PLCM) University-Community Network (UCN)?
a. When did you join this network? What are the benefits/challenges of such
membership?
b.

Who is the UCN contact person in your municipality?

2. In case of established town-gown collaboration in general and, particularly, in egovernment, whom would you recommend to contact next?
a. In local government?
b. In the university?
c. Community organizations?
Website History
1. How did this local government make a decision to place data on the Web?
2. What inspired (e.g., federal information policy, other local government websites,
participation in the ICMA events) this municipal government to make a decision to
place data on the Web? When did it happen? How?
3. What need(s) was this government organization hoping to fulfill by creating a
website? How these needs may be different now? In the future?
4. What was the primary purpose (e.g., information dissemination, citizen education,
economic development, service delivery) of the website at the time of its launch?
5. What are the primary purposes of the website at present?
6. To your knowledge, what company and/or individual could be credited with the
website’s original design and implementation? Who would you recommend as a
possible informant to answer this question?
7. Does the website provide a design solution (e.g., accessible web pages) to mitigate
online barriers faced by people with disabilities? Non-English speaking residents? If
it doesn’t, are there any plans in this respect?
8. What content /information was originally available on the website (e.g., council
meeting information, email access to government staff, parks and recreation
activities, local government employment information, permit information)?
a. How was this content changing over the years?

Appendix B

Recruitment Letter to Potential Study Participants
Town Administrator’s name
123 Street name
Town name, PA ZIP code
Dear Mr. /Ms. ________________,
I am Anna Levy, a Ph.D. candidate at the Penn State College of Information Sciences &
Technology. Under the direction of my faculty advisors, Drs. Bagby and Trauth, I am working on
a research project, which should help explain how town-gown technological collaboration may
contribute to e-government development in small college towns in PA. During the course of this
study, I need to interview people in local government who are currently involved in decision
making, design and implementation of information and communication technologies (mobile and
Web-based) intended to facilitate exchange of information, delivery of services online, and
coordination of residents’ activities related to community and political issues. I am also interested
in hearing from local government officials engaged in setting an e-government agenda in the area
(including town-gown e-Gov partnerships).
According to the project timeline, the data collection process is scheduled to begin in
June 2012. Although your participation in this study is voluntary, it is greatly appreciated. You
may choose not to participate or to withdraw from the study at any time. You and any other
participants in your organizations will be asked to sign an informed consent form before the study
begins.
Attached is a letter of introduction written by the State College Borough Manager,
Thomas J. Fountaine, who was very supportive of the pilot study I conducted in the spring of
2011. That research was primarily focused on examining the history of the design and
implementation of the State College Borough website as part of evolution of local e-government
in Central PA. On more than one occasion, Mr. Fountaine made it clear that such research could
be very important and potentially useful for municipal governments interested in improving their

web-based services and communications. It may be especially true in case of small college town
communities, much like yours.
I believe I could make a valuable contribution to research on town-gown collaboration in
developing and improving e-government, and I seek the opportunity to discuss with you my
research plans in greater detail. Most importantly, I need your help in identifying 4-5 people in
your organization for a 1-hour on-site personal interview.
Thank you kindly in advance for your consideration and any assistance you can provide.
I will follow up with you shortly in order to set up a meeting. If any questions should arise, you
can reach me by phone at 917- 701-7439 (cell), 814-865-6675 (office), or by email at
axl957@ist.psu.edu.
	
  
Sincerely,
Anna Levy, Ph. D. candidate, ABD
College of Information Sciences & Technology
The Pennsylvania State University
330B Information Sciences & Technology Bldg.
University Park, PA 16802
Enclosure
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Appendix C

Informed Consent Form for Social Science Research

1. Purpose of the Study: The motivation for this study is to expand our current
understanding of development and use of e-government services in small college towns (e.g.,
official government websites, other information and communication technology tools like
Twitter alerts either mobile or via email). It will also examine the role of town-gown
collaboration in this technological innovation in public administration. The study also seeks
to identify the key contributing factors to success of e-government at the municipal level.
2. Procedures to be followed: You will be asked to answer up to 25 questions during a
personal interview. A digital voice recorder will be used to assure accuracy of collected
data. Digital audio recordings will be stored on the restricted-access computer as
password-protected computer files, which will be destroyed within one year of the end of
this research project. Only the principal investigator will have access to audio-recording
files.
3. Duration/Time: Each participant in this study will be involved in no more than 2
personal interviews that will occur over a 2 to 5 month period, in two phases. It will take
about an hour to conduct one personal interview. It is possible that only one session is
required. However, a shorter (up to 30 minutes) follow-up interview may be necessary at
the end of the study to clarify possible discrepancies or get answers to additional
questions after the preliminary analysis of the interview transcripts is completed.
4. Statement of Confidentiality: Your participation in this research is confidential. All
written data, including interview transcripts, will be stored and secured in the Graduate
Student Office (330B IST Building) in a locked file cabinet. All electronic records,
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including audio recordings of personal interviews, will be password protected and stored
on a restricted-access computer.
For the duration of the study, only the person in charge (PI) and her academic advisors
will have access to participants' identity and the data collected during the interviews such
as interview audio records. All non-anonymous data will be erased or destroyed within
one year after the completion of the study.
The Pennsylvania State University's Office for Research Protections, the Institutional
Review Board and the Office for Human Research Protections in the Department of
Health and Human Services may review records related to this research study. In the
event of a publication or presentation resulting from the research, no personally
identifiable information will be shared. All presentations of this research will replace
your name, and those of all other participants, with anonymous names and/or will report
data in summarized form only.
5. Right to Ask Questions: Please contact Anna Levy at (814) 865-6675 with
questions or concerns about this study.
You can also call this number if you fell this study has harmed you. If you have any
questions, concerns, problems about your rights as a research participant or would like to
offer input, please contact the Pennsylvania State University's Office for Research
Protections (ORP) at (814) 865-1775. The ORP cannot answer questions about research
procedures. Questions about research procedures can be answered by the research team.
7. Voluntary Participation: Your decision to be in this research is voluntary. You can
stop at any time. You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to answer.
Refusal to take part in or withdrawing from this study will involve no penalty of any
kind.
You must be 18 years of age or older to consent to take part in this research study. If you
agree to take part in this research study and the information outlined above, please sign your
name and indicate the date below.
You will be given a copy of this form for your records.
Participant Signature

__________________

Date_______________

Person Obtaining Consent ________________

Date_______________
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Sample Letter of Introduction to Potential Study Participants

Appendix E

The Borough of Kutztown Wins Award from State of Pennsylvania
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Appendix F

Coding Scheme

Rev.%October%20,%2014%
%
TECHNOLOGY*(IMPACTS)*
I.#Emerging#ICTs#as#a#catalyst#of#more#
accountable#governance#(internal)
organizational)use))

A. Cloud>based%and%virtualization%
solutions%
B. Mobile%technology%solutions%
C. Municipal%broadband%solutions%
D. Enterprise%software%solutions%
%
II.#Emerging#ICTs#as#a#conduit#for#
%
interactions#with#citizens#
(external)
societal)use))

A. Municipal%websites%
1.
2.

B.

Uses%of%websites%
Motivation%for%a%website%
development,%upgrades%&%
redesign%(influence)%

%%

%

CODING%SCHEME%

ORGANIZATION*(IMPACTS*&*INFLUENCES)*
V.#Managing#organizational#culture#(impacts)#
A. Creating%a%culture%of%public%value%
management:%citizen>driven%
government%
B. Creating%a%culture%of%transparency:%
openness%in%interactive%terms%
C. Managing%organizational%attitudes%
toward%technology%
VI.#Impact#of#IT#innovation#on#
organizational#change#in#municipal#public#
organizations#(impact)#
A. “Status%quo”%management%as%
inhibitor%of%innovation%and%
organizational%change%(influence)*

SOCIETY*(INFLUENCES)*
X.#External#societal#influence#factors#beyond#the#
immediate#community#
A. Policy,%legal%%&%administrative%
considerations%
B. Challenges%of%information%society%
1.%Lack%of%ICT%infrastructure%in%some%PA%
regions%

XI.#Immediate#community#influence#factors#
A. ***Community%makeup%
B. University%community%influence%factors%
1.

2.

Web%2.0%innovative%solutions%
1.
2.
3.

Creating%additional%social%
media%sites%for%municipal%
departments%
Motivation%for%adopting%Web%
2.0%technologies%
**Social%media%integration%
success%factors1%

C. Mobile%apps%
D. Mashup%apps%

3.

III.#IMPACT#of#ICTs#on#improving#
municipal#public#relations#(PR)#
A. PR%communication%channels%

VII.#Information#and#communication#policy#
challenges#in#municipalities#(influences)#
A. Managing%two>way%communication%
via%social%media%
B. *%Balancing%electronic%and%traditional%
forms%of%communication%in%a%Web%2.0%
environment%
C. Social%media%content%management%
1. Developing%municipal%social%media%%
policy%
%

Social%and%economic%influence%factors%
a. University%influence%on%community%
economic%development%
b. Changing%power%dynamics%
***Stakeholder%(user)%influence%factors%
a. University%preparedness%to%
collaborate%in%municipal%IT>related%
agenda%
b. On>site%IT%workshops%for%businesses%
and%nonprofit%organizations%as%a%local%
university%initiative%
c. Technological%expectations%of%
students%as%an%IT%innovation%driver%in%
college%towns%
d. Computer%literacy%and%perceived%
attitudes%toward%online%services%and%
interactive%e>communication%among%
older%citizens%
*%%Cultural%influence%factors%
a. Cultural%&%inter>generational%
differences%between%students%and%
local%residents%
b. Local%university%cultural%outreach%and%
efforts%to%shift%stereotypic%
perceptions)among%residents%
c. Prospective%strategies%to%promote%
more%favorable%perception(s)%of%
technology%in%small%communities%
d. Student%cultural%programs%off%campus%
(downtown)%

XII.#Collaborative#eFgovernance#influence#
factors#
A. Collaborative%e>governance:%citizen%
sourcing%&%citizen%coproduction%%%
1.

B.
C.

Stakeholder%(user)%participation%in%
technology%design%

Government%interoperability:%G2G%
partnerships%
**%Town>gown%e>partnering:%pros%and%cons%
1.

E>partnering%venues%
a. Technology>based%on>the>job%training%
opportunities%for%university%students%
&%faculty%in%neighboring%
municipalities%
b. Development%of%emergency%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
1%Categories%marked%with%an%asterisk*%emerged%from%the%interview%data%analysis,%all%the%other%
categories%are%based%on%the%examination%of%reviewed%literature.%
%
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%%

%

CODING%SCHEME%

2.

management%/public%notification%
systems%
c. UniversityGmunicipality%GISGrelated%
collaborative%projects%
d. Special!ITGrelated%collaborative%
projects%%
e. Municipal%Integrated%Website%
Network%initiative (MunIWeN)%
*"%TownGgown%collaboration%readiness%
assessment%
a. Collaboration%capacity%(current%and%
potential%problems)%
b. Collaborative%initiatives%
(partnerships,%committees%&%
programs)%%
c. Main%Street%and%Elm%Street%programs%
as%townGgown%partnerships%
d. LongGterm%collaboration%objectives%

3.%%%*"%TownGgown%collaboration%success%factors%
a. Gaining%collaborative%advantage:%good%
communication%between%all%partners%
and%stakeholders%
b. Sustainable%institutional%engagement%
in%townGgown%collaboration%
c. Town%and%gown%leadership%as%a%key%
success%factor%%
d. Effective%use%of%ICTs%in%community%
engagement%and%strengthening%townG
gown%eGpartnering%

IV.$IMPACT$of$ICTs$on$governance$
processes$
A. Service%delivery%
1.

2.

Enhanced%effectiveness%of%
organizational%systems%and%
processes%
Potential%to%expand%and%
improve%government%services%

VIII.$Municipal$e8governance$challenges$
(influences)$
A. Insufficient%staff%and%lack%of%time%
B. Lack%of%technical%knowledge%&%skills%
3.

%*%Ability%to%incorporate%technology%
into%work%processes%

C. Municipal%budget%constraints%
D. Perceived%impediments%for%adoption%
of%emerging%ICTs%%%
%%

XIII.$Public$participation$influence$factors$in$
university$communities$
A. Traditional%(offGline)%forms%of%public%
participation%
1.
2.
3.

B. *%%Challenges%to%online%community%
engagement%and%eGparticipation%
1.
2.
3.
4.

IX.$Local$e8government$support$factors$
(influences)$
A. Innovation%capacity%

%

1.
2.
3.

Sustained%efforts%to%foster%more%active%
citizenship%among%students%
Efforts%to%reduce%political%apathy%and%
engage%local%permanent%residents%
Ways%to%increase%technologyGassisted%
public%participation%%

Perspectives%on%public%interest%in%eG
participation%in%small%municipalities%
Recurring%need%for%educating%transient%
student%population%about%local%
government%
Challenges%of%maintaining%online%open%
forums%on%a%municipal%website%
Perceived%lack%of%human%accountability%

%

Entrepreneurial%initiatives%%
a. Innovativeness%of%municipal%
police%departments%
IntraGorganizational%collaboration%
Knowledge%&%championship%of%IT%

B. Municipal%IT%capacity%
1.
2.

3.

IT%personnel%
Outsourcing%IT%functions%
IT%infrastructure%

%
%
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Appendix G

Lewisburg Downtown Partnership (LDP) Relationship Policy of 2011

Relationship,Policy,,page,1,
,

,

Relationship,Policy,for,the,Lewisburg,Downtown,Partnership,
,
The Lewisburg Downtown Partnership operates as a tax-exempt, not-for-profit corporation under the IRS
guidelines of a 501C3 charitable organization. That means it is not organized as a member-based
organization but as one that pursues a community-based mission. The LDP's work is funded through
public and private donations, which support its mission of bringing,together,diverse,community,interests,

and,resources,to,promote,the,economic,vitality,,architectural,heritage,,and,cultural,vibrancy,of,the,
downtown,commercial,district,for,the,benefit,of,the,greater,Lewisburg,area.,,,
,
In,small,,rural,communities,,downtown,development,is,made,more,difficult,by,a,lack,of,the,sort,of,
resources,and,demographics,available,in,urban,areas.,,To,achieve,revitalization,goals,,the,LDP,must,
work,to,create,innovative,opportunities,through,collaboration,with,other,community,partners.,,It,is,
helpful,to,look,at,LDP,relationships,in,the,framework,of,partnerships,,collaborators,and,networking.,The,
distinction,has,nothing,to,do,with,the,importance,of,the,partner,or,collaborator,,but,serves,to,identify,
how,the,LDP,interacts,with,each,entity.,,,
,
This,policy,is,a,firstFstep,to,guiding,our,current,and,future,interactions,in,all,nonFresidential,relationships,
with,organizations,,institutions,and,businesses.,,It,provides,a,framework,for,managing,each,of,our,
relationships,effectively.,LDP,will,be,responsive,to,needs,and,perspectives,expressed,in,the,initial,
discussion,and,annual,reviews,,resulting,in,open,communication,and,strong,,working,relationships.,,The,
Executive,Committee,will,oversee,the,management,of,the,relationships,policy.,
,
Many,Lewisburg,area,residents,contribute,financially,to,the,LDP,and,volunteer,their,time,and,talents.,,
These,relationships,are,unique,to,the,individual,and,at,this,time,do,not,require,a,policy,for,
management.,,Board,members,should,bring,any,input,received,from,individual,residents,to,the,
Executive,Director,,board,or,appropriate,committee.,,The,LDP,will,continue,to,offer,opportunities,for,
town,meetings,or,community,vision,during,planning,exercises,that,are,setting,new,directions,for,the,
LDP.,
,
Partners,
Partners,are,entities,which,have,a,vested,interested,in,the,quality,of,life,generated,by,a,vibrant,
downtown,Lewisburg,and,with,whom,the,LDP,has,an,individual,relationship.,,The,Executive,Director,and,
other,LDP,representatives,as,appointed,by,the,Executive,Committee,will,meet,annually,with,each,
partner,to,deliver,an,annual,report,and,to,review,the,effectiveness,of,the,relationship.,,,Common,goals,
should,be,examined,and,established,in,the,first,annual,review,with,each,entity,,
,
Core,Partners,
One,of,the,great,successes,of,the,LDP,is,the,culture,of,respect,and,honesty,which,has,been,developed,
among,its,core,partners,,who,share,the,following,characteristics:,,
• Founding,entities,
• Ongoing,,multiFyear,funding,commitment,
• Dedicated,seats,on,the,LDP,board,
• Shared,vision,
• Commitment,to,working,together,
• A,reciprocal,relationship,built,on,projects,and,issues,of,mutual,benefit,
• The,success,of,each,core,partner,is,tied,to,the,success,of,the,other,two,,
,
1. Borough,of,Lewisburg,
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Relationship,Policy,,page,2,
,

,

This,relationship,is,multi=faceted,,with,points,of,connection,between,the,board,and,borough,council,
through,the,appointed,rep,to,the,LDP,board;,the,Executive,Director,and,the,Borough,Manager,,Police,
Chief,,other,office,employees,and,the,mayor.,,The,ED,will,begin,a,discussion,with,the,board,rep,from,the,
borough,to,determine,how,best,to,review,and,manage,the,relationship,,including,a,conversation,on,
how,the,LDP,will,best,partner,with,the,police,department,as,it,transitions,into,a,regional,police,force.,,,
,
Common,goals:,,More,foot,traffic;,better,tax,base;,historic,preservation;,community,betterment;,safety;,
liaison,for,business,community.,
,
2. Bucknell,University,
LDP,should,begin,a,conversation,with,its,liaison,about,goals,and,develop,a,broader,conversation,to,
assess,if,the,LDP,is,linking,adequately,to,all,facets,of,the,university,and,to,decide,how,best,to,review,the,
relationship,annually.,
,
,Common,goals:,,Vital,downtown,recruits,employees,and,students;,safety;,effective,housing,policy;,
community,building,
,
3. Downtown,Businesses,(Collectively),
The,LDP,serves,as,an,advocate,for,the,downtown,business,district,as,a,whole,and,must,juggle,the,needs,
of,individual,businesses,with,what’s,best,for,the,larger,district.,,The,downtown,commercial,district,
boundaries,are,defined,in,the,Union,County,zoning,ordinance,at,
http://www.lewisburgborough.org/images/zoningmaplarge.jpg.,,Business,locations,adjacent,to,the,
central,business,district,that,predated,the,zoning,ordinance,are,grandfathered,as,part,of,the,central,
business,district,,including,Roller,Mills,,businesses,along,St.,John,Street,,Second,Street,from,Cherry,Alley,
to,St.,John,Street,,the,Street,of,Shops,and,Zeldas.,,In,addition,,the,LDP,recognizes,the,businesses,located,
in,the,location,of,the,former,South,Ward,School,on,St.,Louis,Street,as,part,of,the,downtown,business,
district.,
,
,The,by=laws,of,the,LDP,stipulate,that,at,least,one,downtown,business,owner,have,a,seat,on,the,LDP,
board.,The,LDP,establishes,relationships,with,each,business,and,offers,opportunities,through,staff,and,
ambassador,visits,to,get,input,from,businesses.,,Each,business,in,the,central,business,district,is,
encouraged,to,attend,monthly,business,forums,to,have,a,vote,and,to,participate,in,creating,a,more,
vibrant,business,district.,,It,is,up,to,each,individual,downtown,business,to,decide,how,to,partner,with,
and,how,much,to,contribute,to,the,LDP.,
,
Common,goals:,,Healthy,,vibrant,business,district;,branding,Lewisburg;,marketing,and,promoting,
Lewisburg,
,
Sustaining)Partners)
The,LDP,has,formed,relationships,critical,to,the,success,of,its,mission,beyond,those,with,its,core,
partners,,and,will,continue,to,form,more,such,partnerships.,,The,strategic,plan,calls,for,the,
development,of,3),new,sustaining,partners,by,2013.,
,
Sustaining,partners,share,the,following,characteristics:,
• Significant,ongoing,,multi=year,funding,commitment,
• Shared,vision,
• Commitment,to,working,together,
,
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Relationship,Policy,,page,3,
,

,

,
Who,are,our,sustaining,partners?,
• Evangelical,Community,Hospital,
,Common,goals:,employee,recruitment;,quality,of,life;,community,building;,branding,and,
promoting,Lewisburg,
• ,Riverwoods,,,
Common,goals:,Recruitment,&,Employment;,amenities,for,residents;,branding,and,promoting,
Lewisburg,
• Geisinger,,,
Common,goals:,,Recruitment,&,Employment—More,Geisinger,docs,and,administrators,live,here,
than,Danville;,link,Geisinger,to,Lewisburg,
• Playworld,Systems,,
,Common,goals:,,Recruiting,&,employment;,branding,and,promoting,Lewisburg,
,
Local&Public&Sector&Partners&
Effective,working,relationships,with,local,governments,and,public,sector,notQforQprofit,organizations,
with,complementary,goals,are,critical,to,the,successful,downtown,development,effort.,,These,partners,,
especially,in,the,case,of,other,notQforQprofits,,are,not,necessarily,financial,contributors.,
• LNC.,,This,is,an,entity,with,whom,we,should,create,a,better,partnership.,,At,the,initial,annual,
review,,assess,how,to,collaborate,moving,forward.,Common,goals:,effective,housing,policy;,link,
BU,to,DT;,link,neighborhood,to,DT,
• Union,County:,,Special,Communication:,,Review,annually,with,country,planner,and,Executive,
Director,of,Union,County,Economic,Development,Corporation.,,Common,goals:,,Job,creation;,
quality,of,life;,economic,hub;,comprehensive,planning;,transportation,
• East,Buffalo,Township:,,Special,Communication:,Review,annually,with,Union,County,Planner,and,
a,township,supervisor.,,Common,Goals:,,Vibrant,downtown,draws,residents,to,EBT;,downtown,
amenities,
• Susquehanna,River,Valleys,Visitors,Bureau:,,Meet,quarterly,with,Andrew,and,Lisa,and,review,
annually.,,Common,Goals:,,Welcoming,new,residents;,promoting,downtown,Lewisburg,as,a,
tourist,destination,and,through,“backyard,tourism”,
• Buffalo,Valley,Recreation,Association,
&
Collaborations&
The,LDP,will,build,relationships,with,collaborators,based,on,common,issues.,,Timing,will,be,dictated,by,
our,strategic,plan,
,
Economic&Development&Collaboration&&
Goals:,,LDP,will,be,a,catalyst,for,developing,economic,opportunity,that,strengthens,the,core,community,
and,builds,on,the,strength,of,the,region.,,As,part,of,this,work,,the,LDP,should,identify,Lewisburg,
businesses,not,in,the,downtown,corridor,that,impact,the,vitality,of,downtown,and,determine,how,best,
to,establish,mutually,beneficial,relationships.,
Regional,Economic,Development,entity.,,The,LDP,will,monitor,the,relationship,with,EDC,and,develop,as,
necessary,,per,our,strategic,plan,,being,mindful,to,identify,and,engage,other,critical,regional,entities,,
including,the,Susquehanna,River,Valleys,Visitors,Bureau,,Central,PA,Chamber,and,Greater,Susquehanna,
Chamber;,Bucknell,University,Entreprenures,Incubator;,Small,Business,Development,Center;,,Greater,
Susquehanna,KIZ;,Greater,Susquehanna,Valley,Chamber,of,Commerce—Executive,Director,is,a,member,
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,

,

of,the,Downtown,Affiliates,group,,which,brings,together,downtowns,in,our,region,,and,attends,monthly,
meetings,when,possible.,,,
,
,
,
Arts%Collaboration%%
Goals:,Better,coordination,to,make,a,greater,marketing,impact;,help,to,make,Bucknell,culture,and,arts,
more,accessible,to,the,community;,work,on,how,the,arts,fit,into,marketing,Lewisburg.,
,
LDP,should,be,the,catalyst,for,an,initial,meeting,of,those,Lewisburg,entities,involved,in,the,arts,and,
culture:,,Campus,Theatre,,The,Weis,Center,,Samek,Gallery,,poetry,walk,,Lewisburg,High,School,Art,
Department,,Arts,Initiative,(Carmen,Gillespie,,Pete,Mackey,,Lewisburg,Arts,Council.,Some,of,these,
collaborators,would,be,good,for,a,board,meeting,as,education.,,LDP,should,facilitate,a,discussion,to,
create,goals,for,the,group,and,host,meetings,annually,or,biQannually.,
,
Susquehanna%River%Collaboration%,
Goals:,,LDP,should,be,a,catalyst,for,bringing,entities,together,and,encouraging,planning,for,enhanced,
waterfront,activities,,including:,,Bucknell,,BV,Rec,,Susquehanna,Greenway,Partnership;,Riverwoods;,
Street,of,Shops;,Borough,of,Lewisburg,
Housing%Collaboration%(potential),
Goals:,,Remove,nuisance,housing,in,the,downtown,area;,support,good,housing,policy,for,the,borough;,
ID,underutilized,downtown,properties,to,encourage,their,optimal,use.,,
,
A,vital,downtown,depends,on,a,vital,community,around,it.,Demand,for,quality,housing,in,the,downtown,
and,surrounding,neighborhoods,is,high,,yet,nuisance,housing,and,deteriorated,housing,exists.,Since,the,
LNC,focus,is,housing,issues,in,the,Bull,Run,Neighborhood,,the,LDP,should,first,meet,with,the,LNC,,
discuss,goals,and,decide,how,to,proceed.,Potential,collaborators,could,be,the,LNC,,landlords,
association,,student,housing,office,,borough,,HARB,,Town,and,Gown,,housing,authority,,and,zoning,
officer.,
,
Greening%and%Sustainability%Collaboration%(potential)%
Goals:,Natural,resource,management;,recycling;,rail,trails;,alternate,transportation,(read,green,
monorail);,grants/support,for,greening,businesses.,,,
,
Because,of,its,unique,assets,,an,opportunity,exists,for,Lewisburg,to,be,a,leader,in,greening,and,
sustainability,for,the,region,and,to,develop,greening,practices,to,the,point,that,“being,green”,is,a,
distinctive,market,position.,,Potential,collaborators,could,include,the,borough,,County,,Bucknell,
Environmental,Center;,EBT;,Lewisburg,school,district,
,
%
,
Networking%
The,LDP,should,be,intentional,about,creating,opportunities,to,stay,in,touch,with,key,people,and,entities.,
,
,
More,work,is,needed,to,identify,the,nature,of,the,relationship,and,the,best,ways,to,collaborate,with,the,
following,entities:,
• Lewisburg,School,District,
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Appendix H

Case Overview Template

12/07/14
1.

TEMPLATE FOR A CASE OVERVIEW

CASE OVERVIEW
1.1 Data Collection
What sources of data (face-to-face interviews, evaluations of official municipal
websites and social media sites, documents) were used and when? Who were the
intended groups of participants?
1.2 Municipality
Description of the municipal form of government and its organizational structure
1.2.1

Community characteristics

Description of the community as a college town (town and gown relations), facts
about the local demographics (i.e., students, permanent residents, etc.), Internet
penetration, “sense of community.” This description is grounded in analysis of
literature and collected data.
1.3 Local University
Basic facts about the University
2

TECHNOLOGY
2.1 Motivation for a municipal Web portal (re) design
Motivation represents an environmental influence. There could be many
motives, including, but not limited to, information dissemination, encouraging
public involvement, and improving organizational efficiency.
2.1.1 Assessment of the official municipal website
Based on the 5-standard assessment model developed by Scott (2005)
2.2 Motivation for adoption of Web 2.0 technologies in a municipality
For instance, integrating Facebook as an additional municipal communication
channel.
2.2.1

Use of social media in a municipality

2.3 Current and future impacts of emerging ICTs on e-governance in a municipality
Discussion of current and potential impacts (e.g., cloud computing,
virtualization, mobile and mashup solutions, municipal broadband) on services,
existing organizational systems and processes, public relations (PR) in a
municipality
2.3.1
3

Municipal plans for further e-government development

ORGANIZATION
3.1 Impact of ICTs on organizational culture in a municipality
This section may include discussion of creating a culture of public value
and transparency (e.g., openness to citizen feedback and suggestions). It
may also include discussion of managing staff attitudes (i.e., overcoming
resistance) toward technological innovation
3.2 Impact of IT innovation on organizational change in a municipality

1
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TEMPLATE FOR A CASE OVERVIEW
This section may include discussion about changes in organizational
communication, decentralization of the website management process

3.3 From e-Governance challenges to e-Government support factors
This section may include, but limited to, discussion of such e-governance
challenges as municipal budget constraints, or lack of technical
knowledge and skills (familiarity) needed to work with emerging
technologies (e.g., mobile devices, social media, etc.)
In some instances, municipalities have to overcome challenges related to
creating information and communication policy, social media content
management, or balancing electronic and traditional forms of
communication in Web 2.0 environment
Any challenge can be overcome, especially if there are e-government
support factors to rely on, such as innovation capacity (entrepreneurial
initiatives, knowledge and championship of IT, and municipal IT
capacity (i.e., IT personnel, outsourcing IT functions, IT infrastructure)
4

SOCIETY
4.1 Societal influence factors on e-Government development in a municipality
This section may include discussion about influences of public policies (e.g.,
deregulation (in Kutztown case) or paperwork reduction) on e-government
development in a municipality. It may also address challenges related to
information society.
4.1.1 University community influence factors
May include discussion of positive and negative influences economic influences
of a university on its hosting community in addition to sociocultural factors (e.g.,
university preparedness, technological expectations of students, computer
literacy among local residents)
4.2 e-Partnering in a municipality
4.2.1 Types of technological collaboration
Includes collaboration with other local governments, citizen sourcing and citizen
coproduction, internships and student voluntarism, emergency management &
public notification systems, special IT-related collaborative projects between a
university and a local government
4.2.2

Town-gown collaboration readiness assessment

May include the following components: collaboration capacity; collaborative
initiatives (partnerships, committees, programs); long-term collaborative
objectives
4.2.3

Town-gown collaboration success factors

May include the following components: gaining collaborative advantage;
sustainable institutional engagement; town-gown leadership; effective use of
ICTs in community engagement.
4.3 e-Participation: challenges, expectations and initiatives
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TEMPLATE FOR A CASE OVERVIEW

! Personal interest in a topic of discussion as an incentive for off-line
participation

! Sustained efforts to foster more active citizenship among students
! Efforts to reduce political apathy and engage local permanent residents
! Ways to increase technology-assisted public participation
! Challenges of generating public interest in e-participation
! Recurring need for educating transient student population about local
government
! Challenges of maintaining online open forums on a municipal website
5

CASE SUMMARY
5.1 Summarize and review key points
5.2 Concluding thoughts
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Appendix I

Interview Labels

Interview Labels
Interview!Label!
Organization!
BT 10 The Town of Bloomsburg (admin)
BT 11 The Town of Bloomsburg (elected official)
BU 13.2 Bloomsburg University (External Affairs)
EB 10.1 The Borough of Edinboro (admin)
EB 10.2 The Borough of Edinboro (admin)
EU 13 Edinboro University (admin)
KB 10
KM 10
KB 11.1
KB 11.2
KU 13
KU 13.1

The Kutztown Borough (admin)
The Kutztown/Maxatawny Township (admin)
staff)Kutztown Borough (elected official)
The
The Kutztown Borough (elected official)
Kutztown University (admin)
Kutztown University (Student Affairs)

!
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Code!Legend:"""

Municipal"(admin"staff)"" "
Municipal"(elected"officials)"
Municipal"departments" "
"
Planning""
"
"
IT"Dept." "
"
Senior"University"Admin." "
"
Student"Affairs" "
"
External"Affairs" "
"
Finance" "
"
"
Other" "
"
University"Faculty""
"
Community"organization"Admin"

10"
11"
12"
12.1"
12.2"
13"
13.1"
13.2"
13.3"
13.4"
14"
15"

LB 10 The Lewisburg Borough (admin)
LB 11.1 The Lewisburg Borough (elected official)
LB 11.2 The Lewisburg Borough (elected official)
BL 13.3 Bucknell University (Finance)
LD 15 Lewisburg Downtown Partnership (admin)
SB 10
SB 11.1
SB 11.2
ST 10
SU 14
SU 13.2
SC 10.1
SC 10.2
SC 11
SC 12.2
SC 12.1
PS 13.1
PS 13.4

"

"

"

The Shippensburg Borough (admin)
The Shippensburg Borough (elected official)
The Shippensburg Borough (elected official)
The Shippensburg Township (admin)
Shippensburg University (faculty)
Shippensburg University (External Affairs)
The State College Borough (admin)
The State College Borough (admin)
The State College Borough (elected official)
The State College Borough (IT staff)
The State College Borough (Planning)
Penn State University (Student Affairs)
Penn State University (Other)

"

"
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